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Appendix D

Short-Term Analysis of Refinery Costs and Supply

As a result of the new regulations issued by the U.S. Estimating Components of the Distillate
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for ultra-low- Blend Pool
sulfur diesel fuel (ULSD) the U.S. refining industry faces
two major challenges: to meet the more stringent specifi- The initial step of the analysis was to analyze the poten-
cations for diesel product, and to keep up with demand tial economics of producing ULSD for each refinery.
by producing more diesel product from feedstocks of Using input and output data submitted to the Energy
lower quality. Some refineries in the United States and Information Administration (E1A) by refiners, the cur-
Europe currently have the capability to produce some rent components of the distillate blend pool were esti-
diesel product containing less than 10 ppm sulfur, and mated and allocated to the current production of
there is no question that diesel fuel with less than 10 highway diesel, non-road diesel, and heating oil.
ppm sulfur can be produced with current technology. Volumes and sulfur content of straight-run distillate,

fluid catalytic cracker (FCC) light cycle oil (LCO), coker
U.S. refiners have demonstrated that meeting the EPA distillate, and hydrocracker distillate were estimated on
target specification of 500 ppm sulrur (1993 reduction the basis of the gravity and sulfur content of crude feeds,
from 5,000 ppm to 500 ppm) was easier than anticipated. input volumes to the FCC, coker, and hydrocracker
The primary methods used were upgrading existing units, and the fraction of the FCC feed that is
hvdrotreater units by adding extra reactor volume and hydrotreated.
building new units. In contrast, the proposed change
from 500 to 15 ppm represents a new and far more chal- The estimates for volumes of full-range straight-run dis-
lenging task for the industry, because the remaining sul- tillate, LCO from the FCC, and coker distillate were
fur (less than 500 ppm) is likely to be contained in adjusted according to reported refinery data. Because
compounds that are difficult to desulfurize, such as kerosene and jet fuel are made from the straight-run dis-
4,6-dimethvldibenzothiophene (often described as tillate and hydrocracked material, those distillate pool
stericallv hindered sulfurcontaining molecules). Fur- components were reduced accordingly. If a hvdro-
thermore, to meet growing demand for diesel fuel, some cracker was available at a refinery, volumes of LCO and
refineries will have to increase capacity, which may coker distillate were allocated to the hvdrocracker by
involve treating lower quality feedstocks (cracked distil- comparing available distillate boiling range components
lates) that require more severe and costly process to distillate product volumes. A final adjustment was
conditions. made, based on the relative production of gasoline and

distillate products.
The implications of producing ULSD are complex, not
only from a unit-specific standpoint but also from a The initial estimate of straight-run distillate volume fora
refinery standpoint. Each refinery has unique circum- given refinery was based on a typical cut point range for
stances, such as existing hvdrodesulfurization units, a crude oil with the gravity of the crude oil charged to
source of crude, diesel blend components, and hvdrogen that refinery. If the available distillate pool volumes
availability. Producing ULSD is a significant decision for exceeded the distillate product produced, the volume or
most refiners, and the incremental cost per barrel could the straight-run distillate component was reduced.
vanr dramatically across the range of individual refin- based on the typical variation in distillation cut points.
ers. In addition, it is uncertain whether further restric- (The light end of the kerosene boiling range material
tions on diesel quality will be imposed in the future. may be included in the reformer feed for gasoline pro-
Some refiners may decide to discontinue producing duction, and the heavy end (high end) of the boiling
highway diesel and produce only non-road diesel and range may be included in the FCC feedstock. Either or
heating oil as distillate products. Such decisions, cou- both of these adjustments will reduce the straight-run
pled with increasing demand for diesel fuel, could distillate volume.) The adjustments resulted in esti-
heighten the potential for a diesel shortage in 2006. mated distillate pool volumes approximately equal to

the reported volumes of distillate production The distil-
This appendix provides details of the methods used to late pool components were then allocated to the produc-
estimate the short-term cost per gallon to manufacture tion of highway diesel, non-road diesel, and heating oil.
ULSD meeting the EPA sulfur specifications for 2006
and examines the variations in cost for different U.S.
refineries. The analysis results in a cost curve indicative
of the cost that may be incurred by U.S. refiners to pro-
duce the new fuel at various. supply levels.
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Allocating Blend Pool Components to combination of high aromatics and higher sulfur that
Distillate Products make them difficult materials to convert to ULSD, for

most refiners it is not possible to shift more of these
Specifications for the various diesel and heating oil cracked stocks to non-road diesel because of the
products determine how refiners allocate the distillate non-road cetane requirement. A few refiners in PADDs I
component to the products. In 1997, the American Petro- and III could potentially allocate more cracked stocks to
leum Institute (API) and National Petrochemical and heating oil, but as the relative volumes in Table D1 indi-
Refining Association published a survey of blend pat- cate, this would help only a small number of refiners.
terns used by U.S. refiners in 1996 for gasoline and distil-
late products.'6 3 The compositions of the distillate The EPA analysis of the feasibility of producing
products for Petroleum Administration for Defense Dis- ULSDI 64 discussed the difficulty of desulfurizing
tricts (PADDs) I-IV reported in the API/NPRA survey cracked stocks compared to straight-run distillate to
fo: 1996 are summarized in Table Dl. meet ULSD standards. Commentary indicated that, if

hydrocracking capacity were available, some cracked
According to the API/NPRA survey, the fraction of stock could be sent to the hydrocracker. In estimating
cracked stocks (LCO and coker distillate) is about the distillate pool components as described above, the
one-third of the total for both highway and non-road volume balances indicated that in many refineries with
diesel fuels. PADD II has the highest percentage of hydrocrackers, the LCO was likely being consumed as
cracked stock components: 34.7 percent for highway hydrocracker feed. The EPA also suggested that,
diesel and 27.3 percent for non-road diesel. Only PADDs because non-road diesel fuel has an average cetane num-
I and III have significant production of heating oil, and ber of 44.4, more cracked stock could be allocated to
the cracked stock content is 44.7 percent in PADD I and non-road diesel and still achieve the 40 minimum
40.9 percent in PADD III. While highway diesel has a standard.
lower sulfur limit than non-road diesel, both have the
same minimum cetane number requirement of 40, In analyzing each specific refinery, EIA found that refin-
which limits the fraction of cracked stock that can be eies fall into three groups with respect to cracked
included in either product. Cracked stocks are stocks. One group has a relatively small fraction of
poor-quality diesel blend components, because of their cracked stocks (such as those with hydrocrackers) and
high aromatics content and low cetane numbers (Table hence produces highway and non-road diesel fuels with
D2). relatively high cetane. For a second group, cetane con-

straints offer little chance for allocating more cracked
A refiner cannot consider options for producing ULSD stocks to non-road diesel. The third group, using heavy
without considering the impact on other diesel and heat- crude oil feeds to produce large volumes of cracked
ing oil products. Thus, while cracked stocks have a stocks from FCC units and cokers, must treat distillate

Table D1. API/NPRA Survey of Distillate Product Compositions, 1996
Product Components (Percent by Volume)

Straight-Run Cracked Light Cracked Coker Hydrocracked Total Volume
Region Product Distillate Cycle Oil Distillate Distillate (Million Barrels)

PADD I ........ Highway Diesel 67.7 16.5 0.0 15.8 12.1
Heating Oil 54.2 44.7 0.0 1.1 10.4

PADD II........ Highway Diesel 62.7 28.8 5.9 2.6 59.9

Heating Oil 66.9 11.6 21.5 0.0 2.1
Non-Road Diesel 72.7 27.3 0.0 0.0 19.2

PADD II ....... Highway Diesel 66.0 18.8 10.7 4.5 104.5

Heating Oil 57.8 29.6 11.3 1.3 6.5
Non-Road Diesel 56.9 .12.8 32 27.1 28.9

PADD IV....... Highway Diesel 71.0 22.6 4.2 2.2 11.0
Non-Road Diesel 80.9 19.1 0.0 0.0 2.1

Note: The survey included reports from 9 PADD I refineries. 25 PADD II refineries. 42 PADD III refineries. and 12 PADD IV refineries and
accounted for 80 percent of the volume that EIA reported was produced in that period.

Source: Final Report: 1996 American Petroleum Institute/National Petrochemical and Refining Association Survey of Refining Operations and
Product Qualiy (July 1997);

163 Final Report: 1996 American Petroleum Institute/National Petrochemical and Refining Association Survey of Refining Operations and Produc,
Qualiry July 1997).

'(4U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel
Sulf:r Requirements. EPA420-R-O0-026 (Washington, DC, December 2000), Chapter IV, web site www.epa.gov/otaq/regs/hd2007/frm/
ria-.iv.pdf.
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components to reduce aromatics and improve cetane in Then, additional options for reducing or expanding the
order to produce acceptable products. refinery's ULSD production were estimated.

In the longer term, increased movement of cracked dis- Several factors may cause a refiner to maintain, contract,
tillates between refineries could occur, with more under- or expand highway diesel production when the ULSD
cutting of cracked stock to remove the high-aromatic, regulation takes effect in 2006. Maintaining current pro-
high-sulfur material at the high end of the boiling range. duction of highway diesel has the appeal of keeping the
Such industry optimization avenues would take time to refinery production in balance with current distillate
establish, however, because they are based on compo- markets sales for the company. Either increasing or
nent price differentials that may grow over time to pro- decreasing the highway diesel production will mean
vide incentives for such activities. During the transition finding markets for more highway diesel, more heating
period starting in 2006, based on past experience, it is oil, or more non-road diesel products. Reducing ULSD
assumed that most refiners would base their strategies production may result in a lower per barrel incremental
on analyses of specific refinery situations. Possible cost for ULSD production.
exceptions are multiple refineries within a single com-
pany system having logistical connections that permit ULSD production requires added hydrogen usage in the
practical and economical movement of refinery streams. distillate hydrotreater, thereby increasing hydrogen

consumption per unit of distillate feed. Some refiners
Identifying Refinery Options Tor Producing may choose to reduce feed input in order to continue to
ULSD operate within existing hydrogen supply constraints

and avoid building new hydrogen production capacity.
The objective of this step of the analysis was to generate Reducing hydrotreater throughput may also enhance
estimates of the incremental cost for each refinery to pro- the practicality of revamping a current hydrotreater to
duce ULSD. The incremental cost will vary for each avoid building a new unit. The 1996 API/NPRA survey
refinery, depending on the volume of ULSD produced; showed that at the 500 ppm sulfur limit level, about 15
the type of blend components from which it is produced; percent of untreated material was placed in highway
the sulfur, aromatics, and boiling range content of those diesel in PADDs I-IV. Producing ULSD will require that
blend components; whether the refinery can revamp an all the diesel product must be hydrotreated. This means
existing hydrotreater or must build a new one; and the that some refiners who seek to revamp will be working
cost for catalyst, hydrogen, and other requirements to with a unit that has less capacity than indicated by cur-
produce the ULSD. Moreover, each refinery must decide rent highway production. Some additional capacity mav
how much ULSD it will produce in 2006. Because the be made available by increasing the utilization rates of
volume of ULSD produced will affect the incremental existing units that are currently operating at lower utili-
cost of production, the incremental cost of ULSD pro- zation rates.
duction for each refinery was first estimated at current
production levels, assuming both the revamp of a cur- If a refiner has to build a new hydrotreater, expansion of
rent hvdrotreating unit and the addition of a new unit. highway diesel production is an obvious consideration.

Table D2. Cetane Number of Light Cycle Oil From Some World Crude Oils
Cetane Numoer

i~' , Sulfur Content Light Cycle Oil Ligni Cycle Oil
Gravity (Percent by Straight-Run at 60 Percent at 80 Percent

Crucde ,i Source (Degrees API) Weight) Diesel Conversion Conversion
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Expansion can provide economies of scale for a new unit * Operating costs include utilities, maintenance, cata-
and may mean lower costs per unit; however, if new lyst and chemicals makeup and natural gas used for
hydrogen production capacity is required, the cost per hydrogen generation. A small credit is taken for the
unit may be higher. There is also the risk of having to sale of the sulfur byproduct.
find additional markets for the added highway diesel
production. . Revamped ULSD Unit

* Sulfur removal from the existing refinery diesel
The EPA analysis 165 and a study by Charles River Asso- pool, utilizing existing hydrodesulfurization unit
ciates, Inc., and Baker and O'Brien, Inc. (CRA/BOB) 166 with a new second-stage reactor and interstage HS
have attempted to determine which refineries could be removal.
revamped; however, it is highly uncertain which refiner-
ies have hydrotreaters that could be revamped and * Incremental hydrogen consumption for revamp
maintain current production volumes. The present based on decreasing the sulfur level from 500 ppm to
study also makes such an estimate, using a rationale 7 ppm.
similar to that used in the CRA/BOB analysis. The pro- Cost estimates include capital for new hydrotreating
cess construction literature for the past decade was reactor, heater, heat exchanger, HS absorber, and
reviewed for distillate hydrotreater projects, and it was expansion of utilities. Existing refinery sulfur and
assumed that revamps would be more likely for refiner- hydrogen plants are assumed to have sufficient
ies that carried out major distillate projects in the 1990s, excess capacity to handle increased throughputs.
especially those that installed new units. It was also Depending on the feedstock, the model decidesDepending on the feedstock, the model decides
assumed that revamps would be practical for refineries whether of not to construct a new hydrogen plant.
using a small percentage of cracked stock to produce
ULSD. In addition, it was assumed that new units would * Operating costs include incremental utilities, main-
be built at refineries with current hydrotreater capacity tenance, catalyst and chemical makeup, and natural
less than their highway diesel production (although gas used for hydrogen generation. No credit is taken
revamps would also be feasible at reduced production for the sale of the additional sulfur byproduct.
levels).

levels).- Model Description

Estimating Costs for Individual Refineries The ULSD model considers hydrotreating three differ-

A semi-empirical model was developed to size and cost ent types of refinery feeds: straight-n distillate from
new and revamped distillate hydrotreating plants for the atmospheric column, LCO from the FCC, and coker
production of ULSD. Sulfur removal was predicted gas oil from the coker. The model is in a spreadsheet for-

mat and contains Visual Basic coded functions for someusing a kinetic model tuned to match the limited litera- mat and contains V s u al B a s ic coded functions fo r s o m e

ture data available on deep distillate desulfurization.t consists of seven main sections:
Correlations were used in the model to relate hydrogen () Economic Factors,(2) Refinery Inut Data, (3) Man-
consumption, utility usage, etc., to the three major con- ual Variables, 4) Hydrotreater Kinetics,(5) Hydro-
stituents of the distillate pool: straight-run distillate, treater Plant, (6) Hydrogen Plant, and (7) Sulfur Plant.

light cyce ol, ad c r gs ol. The model consists of seven Microsoft Excel® work-
light cycle oil, and coker gas oil.

sheets: a raw data worksheet that contains refinery-

Model Assumptions specific information used by the other worksheets, five
refinery scenario worksheets that contain the detailed

New ULSD Unit step-by-step calculations for the revamp and new unit

* Sulfur removal from the existing refinery distillate cost projections, and a summary worksheet.
pool, utilizing a dual-reactor hydrodesulfurization
unit with interstage H2S removal. Model Options

* Hydrogen consumption includes hydrogen required The costs to produce ULSD for five investment options
to desulfurize the distillate pool to 7 ppm and to s- are estimated from the compiled data for each refinery.
urate aromatics and olefins in the distillate. Costs vary for each refinery, depending on the volume

of ULSD produced, the blend components from which it
* Cost estimates include capital. for a new hydro- is produced, the sulfur, aromatics, and boiling range of

treating plant, sulfur plant, and expansion of utili- the blend components, whether the refinery can revamp
ties. Depending on the feedstock, the model decides an existing hydrotreater or must build a new one,
whether or not to construct a new hydrogen plant. and the cost of the catalyst, hydrogen, etc. required to

165U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty E-igine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel
Su!fur Requirements, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC, December 2000).

166Charles River Associates, Inc., and Baker and O'Brien, Inc., An assessment of the Potential Impacts of Proposed Environmental Regulations
on U.S. Refinery Supply of Diesel Fuel, CRA No.. D02316-00 (August 2000)..
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produce ULSD. The volume of ULSD a refiner decides to maximum production rate with existing equipment, and
produce will affect the cost. For each refinery, the cost both new hydrotreater and hydrogen plants would be
for ULSD production is estimated at current production needed.
levels, both assuming the addition of a new
hydrotreating unit and assuming the revamping of an Worksheet Environment
existing hydrotreating unit (options 1 and 2 below). Economic Factors: The capital charge factor is assumed
Three additional options are considered (reductions to be 12.0 percent (corresponding to a 5.2-percent after-
from current highway diesel production assuming new tax rate of return on investment), contingency 20.0 per-
and revamped hydrotreater units and increases from cent, on-site maintenance 4.0 percent, off-site mainte-
current production assuming new units) to find the most nance 2.0 percent, taxes and insurance 1.5 percent
economical production levels for individual refineries. (included in the capital charge factor), and miscella-

Option (Baseline New Hydro : Th neous 0.6 percent, all as a percentage of capital invest-Option 1 (Baseline New Hydrotreater): This "busi-' ,„2 .' , i ment. Sensitivity cases using a 17.2-percent capital
ness-as-usual" option is modeled using the current

charge were also analyzed.
refinery production capacities for highway and charge were also analyzed.
non-road diesel. The model estimates the cost to pro- Refinery Input Data: The cost model requires two input
duce highway and non-road diesel at the proposed sul- data sets for each scenario. The first set of input data is
fur limits (7 ppm and 5,000 ppm, respectively) while the baseline data, consisting of the current refinery die-
maintaining the same hydrotreater throughput. A new sel capacities from which all scenarios are developed.
hydrotreater plant is estimated. The baseline data consist of the API gravity, highway

s and hon-road diesel blend component flow rates, andOption 2 (Baseline Revamped Hydrotreater): ThisOption 2 (Baseline Revamped Hydrotreater): .. . sulfur content of each stream to the hvdrotreater. The
option is identical to Option 1 except that the existing scond o t ata ctas the blend component

e plant is assume to berevamped. The, second set of input data contains the blend componenthydrotreater plant is assumed to be revamped. The flow rates for the optional expanded or reduced
revamp option considers the cost of installing an addi- hyrr r
tional hydrotreater reactor (not an entire plant) and
interstage amine scrubber. The additional reactor is Manual Variables: Some variables are not available in
sized to decrease the existing diesel sulfur content from the original refinery-by-refinery specific database and
300 ppm to 7 ppm. require some engineering judgment and estimation.

Options 3 ad 4 ( d U D Nw ad R m Whether or not the FCC feed is hvdrotreated affects the
Options 3 and 4 (Reduced ULSD New and Revamp . . .
-„'ions . , _. , .Redued .LSD ,ew .nd 'evamp hydrogen consumption for desulfurizing the LCO
Hvdrotreater): These options consider the cost impacts;,'„~~ . ,~. . ~ . ,~. . stream. Pretreatment of the FCC feed results in products
of decreasing highway diesel production and increasingof decreasing highway diesl p n ad (LCO in this case) with higher API gravities (lower sul-
non-road diesel production. Because ULSD productionnon-road diesel production. B e U D pro n fur and aromatic content), which will in turn require less
will require more hydrogen consumption (especially for

- °, hydrogen to remove the remaining sulfur during
refineries with lower quality feedstocks), reducingrefineries with lower quality feedstocks), red g hvdrotreating. The geographic location factor is utilized
ULSD production mav permit the refinery to operate .-ULSD production ma permit the refinery to opere in the cost estimates for each refinery process; the loca-
within existing hydrogen capacity and avoid the neces-

-it ofbuildina cost w hdron tion basis used in the model is the U.S. Midwest. The
sity of building a costly new hydrogen plant. Further-

pressure input (in pounds per square inch absolute [psi])
more, reducing hvdrotreater throughput mav also

more, reducing hydrotreater throughput may also affects both the kinetic and hvdrotreater portions of theenhance the practicality of revamping the currentehaethe praccalit ing the cn t model. It is assumed that the maximum pressure for thehydrotreater and avoiding the need to invest in a new
~unit, revamp options is 650 psi, and the average length-or-run

pressure for the new hydrotreater options is 900 psi The
Option 5: Increased ULSD New Hydrotreater This estimated process temperature has a direct impact on
option considers expanding highway diesel production the kinetic performance.
while decreasing non-road diesel. production; thus Hydrotreater Kinetics: The kinetic model used In thisincreasing throughput to the hvdrotreater and creating nestudy has the general form:
the need for a new hydrotreater. A particular refiner
might consider this option for several reasons: (1) the -dS/dl = kS"PH,/(] + K;S ).
refinery has a high volume of cracked stocks,.and a new
hydrotreater plant is needed anyway; (2) a new unit may An Arrhenius form is used for the temperature depend-
provide economies of scale and lower per-unit produc- ence of k. For the Langmuir-Henshelwood tactor. it is
tion cost; (3) there may be a perceived opportunity to assumed that sulfur species in the feed and H,S are
expand highway dieselproduction as demand increases equally strongly absorbed on catalyst sites The con-
and "challenged" refineries discontinue diesel produc- stants in the equation were fit using the best available
tion. A corresponding revamp case was not considered, data from the literature. The best fit was obtained with n
because it was assumed that current refineries A ere at equal to 1.5. The equation was integrated to give space
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velocity as a function of feed properties and operating In the view of many refiners with whom discussions
conditions. The value of k used reflects the higher sever- were held, an estimate of $1,600 per barrel per stream
ity required to process cracked feedstocks. When two day is believed to be a more representative ISBL invest-
reactors are used in series with interstage H2S removal, ment cost to produce ULSD. Therefore, the model was
the intermediate sulfur level is adjusted to give approxi- rerun using a basis of $1,600 per barrel per stream day
mately equal space velocities in the two reactors. When for a unit with 30,000 barrels per stream day capacity.
utilized for the revamp situations, the intermediate sul- Figure D2 shows the relation of vendor-supplied data to
fur level (500 ppm) is manually placed in the kinetic the model results for both ISBL baseline costs ($1,200 per
model, and only the second space velocity is used for barrel per stream day and $1,600 per barrel per stream
hydrotreater cost estimating. day).

Hydrotreater Plant The total on-site capital cost esti- Therevamped hydrotreater on : capi'.. portion of the
mate for a new hydrotreater plant (see Chapter 3) con- model utilizes only the space velocit. calc.. - for the
sists of three parts: a two-reactor system (in series) with second reactor used to lower the d ikel pool sulfur con-
interstage H2S stripping, hydrogen makeup compres- tent from 500 ppm (manually specified) to 7 ppm. The
sors, and remaining on-site capital equipment. The cost revamped hydrotreater capital cost includes only an
of the reactor system and makeup compressors are a additional reactor, heater, and separator and assumes
function of the percent of cracked stacks present in the that the existing inside battery limit equipment will
hydrotreater feed pool, whereas the cost of the remain- remain unchanged.
ing on-site equipment is a function of capacity. The com- The onsite capital costs for the new and revamped
bined flow rates, space velocities calculated from thebined flow rates, space velocities calculated from the hydrotreater plants include the initial catalyst charge.
kinetic model, and pressure are used to size each reactor, The off-site capital cost for a new plant is assumed to be
with the restrictions that the reactor length-to-diameter 45 percent of the onff-sit e capital cost for, and the off-site cap-to bewith the restrictions that the reactor length-to-diameter

45 percent of the on-site capital cost, and the off-site cap-ratio must be greater than or equal to 5, and the diameter ita cost for a revamped plant is assumed to be 30 percent
must be less than or equal to 15 feet. The cost of each of the on-site capital cost.
reactor is a function of the wall thickness and reactor
weight. Next, the hydrogen makeup compressor costs Hydrotreater Catalyst: Catalyst cost (in dollars per bar-
are calculated based on the hydrogen consumption. The rel) is a function of space velocities and is calculated
remaining on-site capital for a new plant (inside battery assuming a 2-year life, with CoMo in the first reactor and
limit [ISBL] equipment) is estimated by using vendor NiMo in the second reactor. CoMo is more reactive in
data supplied in a recent NPC study as a basis (30,000 removing sulfur from the less challenging sulfur-
barrels per stream day, $1,200 per barrel per stream containing molecules. Below 500 ppm, however, the sul-
day). Figure D1 shows the predicted ISBL costs for each fur present is more likely to be contained in sterically
refinery studied, using a basis of $1,200 per barrel per hindered molecules and is more difficult to remove
stream day, and a best-fit curve through the data. Differ- using a CoMo catalyst (Figure D3). In contrast, NiMo has
ences in capital costs at a given capacity level are the higher activity on more challenging sulfur-containing
result of variations in the fractions of the different types molecules. Published data have shown that the costs of
of feeds (e.g., straight run versus cracked stocks) and the both catalysts are approximately $10 per pound, includ-
sulfur level of the feed to the hydrotreater. ing royalty.

Figure D1. Cost Curve for Ultra-Low-Sulfur Diesel Figure D2. Cost Curve for Ultra-Low-Sulfur Diesel
($1,200 Baseline ISBL Costs) ($1,200 and $1,600 Baseline ISBL Costs)
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Figure D3. Impact of Sulfur Species on Reaction incremental H: consumption value is greater than 25
Rate percent of the baseline H, capacity, then the model cal-
EASY DIFFICULT MOST DIFFICULT culates the H, costs based on a new plant.

©) .( - Simple nonlinear correlations based on.the flow rate and
z sulfur concentration of each cut, including the non-road

£ 5 s9,,r'ir- streams to the hydrotreater, were developed using data
LG~~ a-N\ /7-^ compiled from multiple sources. The H2 consumption

c|t~~ 3,«^--^,?3_~ ~ correlations are as follows:

_ __________________ _ ____ sStraight-run highway baseline:

._ ________-- -- -_--_____._-. ~ SCF H2 = SR Flowrate * (((120 * SRSulPercent)
Source: Energy Information Aaminlslration. Office o' :n;egraed + 40) + 50)

Anaivsis ano Forecasting.

Straight-run highway required:
Hydrotreater Utilities: The main utilities for the hydro-
treater plant included in the model are power, steam, SCF H2 = SR Flowrate * (((120 * SRSulPercent) + 40)
cooling water, and fuel.. All utility requirements were + 50 + 50)
estimated from published correlations or actual data.
The revamp option utility requirements are the incre- Straight-run non-road baseline and required:
mental utilities to remove the remaining sulfur present SCF H. = SR NonHighway Flowrate * ((120
in the diesel. The incremental additional power was esti- SRSulPercent) + 40)
mated to be 40 percent of the existing power usage due
to additional hydrogen consumption and potentially LCO highway baseline:
higher system pressure drops.

SCF H, = LCO Flowrate (((150 * LCOSulPercent)
Hydrotreater Yields and Energy Content: The volume + 40) + 150)
and weight percent yields of ULSD produced by the dis-
tillate hvdrotreater can vary considerably, depending on LCO and coker distillate highway required:
the fraction of cracked stocks in the feed and the level of
-aromatics saturation. An average yield and energy con- SCF H2 = LC O Flowrate' (((150D LCOSulPercent)
tent were estimated for this study, based on the Crite- + 40) + 150 + 650)
rion data in a June 2000 study by the National Petroleum LCO and coker distillate non-road baseline and
Council.' 7 The yield of hydrotreater product in the dis- r
tillate boiling range was assumed to be 98 percent bv
weight, and the API gravity was assumed to increase by SCF H2 = LCO NonHighway Flowrate '
2 numbers, which means that the volume yield was 99.2 ((150 * LCOSulPercent) + 40).
percent. There was also a small increase in the Btu con-
tent of the product on a weight basis (98.2 percent of the After the total baseline, required, and incremental
feed energy content in 98.0 weight percent of the feed). hydrogen capacities are calculated, the model then
The energy content declines on a volume basis, because decides whether to build a new hydrogen plant. If the
the heat content of the product is 0.989 times the heat existing H, plants capacity is determined to be sufficient
content of the feed on a volume basis. (no build), only the variable cost associated with the

required capacity is calculated. If a new HI plant is nec-
Hydrogen Plant: The same hydrogen consumption essary, the on-site capital cost is estimated (scaled) using
and hydrogen plant cost estimation methodologies are published data (60 million standard cubic feet per day
used for both the new and revamp cases. The goal of the plant at 550 million). The off-site capital cost is assumed
hydrogen plant portion of the model is to determine to be 40 percent of the on-site capital cost. The total
the hydrogen consumption and associated costs to hydrogen cost per barrel of distillate treated includes the
reduce the current sulfur level (500 ppm) down to 7 cost of the natural gas feed to the hydrogen plant.
ppm, whether it is a new or revamp situation (see Table
6 in Chapter 6). The incremental H2 is calculated as the Sulfur Plant The new sulfur plant estimates are based
difference between the baseline H, consumption (for on the amount of sulfur removed from the diesel pool
highway diesel at 500 ppm sulfur and non-road diesel at and are a function of whether the FCC feed was
5,000 ppm) and the predicted required H, consumption pre-treated, the flow rate and percent sulfur of each
(highway diesel at 7 ppm, non-road at 5,000 ppm). If the stream, and the API gravity of the crude. The estimate

167National Petroleum Council. U.S. Petroleum Rrfitli,: Assuini, tiu' Adequacv amid Affordabilzti of Cleaier Fuel' (hlime 2000)
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includes an interstage H2S absorber for the new unit 500 ppm sulfur removed from the diesel stream. The sul-
case. The on-site capital, off-site capital, and fixed and fur section of the revamp worksheet calculates the cost
variable operating costs. are calculated by scaling off of an additional absorber, which is a function of the
published data. The only difference in the total sulfur overall flow rate to the hydrotreater and the hydrogen
cost on a per barrel basis is the credit from the sale of the recirculation rate. In the sample cases, the sulfur costs
sulfur at $27.50 per long ton. The revamp case assumes ranged from $0.08 to $0.55 per barrel.
that the existing sulfur plant can handle the additional
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Appendix E

Model Results

This appendix provides mid-term projections for (in 1999 dollars). The lower 2010 oil price projections
end-use prices and total supplies of ultra-low-sulfur from AE02001 thus account for a difference of 6.8 cents
diesel fuel (ULSD), based on the Energy Information per gallon in the projected end-use prices for ULSD.
Administration's (EIA's) National Energy Modeling
System (NEMS) Petroleum Market Module (PMM). In addition, the end-use diesel prices include a nominal
Historical data for 1999 prices and supplies of highway Federal tax of S0.24 per gallon in 1999, which decreases
diesel (500 ppm sulfur) are also provided for compari- in value (in real terms) in the forecast years. The differ-
son (Tables El and E2). ential in Federal taxes between 1999 and 2010 is about 4

cents per gallon. The PMM reference case projects an
The projected end-use (pump) prices are lower than the end-use price of $1.238 per gallon in 2010. After upward
current prevailing prices for highway diesel fuel for sev- adjustment to account for the differentials in world
eral reasons. The end-user prices include crude oil costs, crude oil price and Federal taxes (a total of 10.8 cents),
processing costs, taxes, and marketing costs. 168 There- the end-use price would be S1.346 per gallon at the cur-
fore, variations in the costs and taxes affect the projected rent world crude oil price level.
end-user prices. The reference case, the Regulation case,
and all sensitivity cases were based on mid-term projec- The U.S. prices of most petroleum fuel products fluctu-
tions for world crude oil prices used in Annual Energy ate between seasons and in response to world crude oil
Outlook 2001 (AE02001). After the steep increase in prices. The higher-than-normal diesel prices in 2000 and
world crude oil prices in 1999 and 2000, EIA projected in the early part of 2001 reflect the low distillate inven-
that crude oil prices would decline initially (through tory and high world crude oil prices. Since February
2003), then slowly increase through 2020.169 ElA's 2001, the average price of U.S. highway diesel has been
Weekly Petroleum Status Report for March 23, 2001, esti- dropping steadily, to a level around $1.40 per gallon.
mated the February 2001 price at $24.60" per barrel According to the Weekly Petroleum Status Report for
(S0.577 per gallon) in 1999 dollars for U.S. imported March 23,2001, the average U.S. price of highway diesel
crude oil. In comparison, NEMS projects a world crude was 51.338 per gallon (in 1999 dollars), comparable to

-oil price of 521.37 per barrel ($0.509 per gallon) in 2010 the price projection of S1.346 per gallon from the PMM.

"" Energy Information Administration. Annual Energy Outlook 20)1. DOE/EIA-0383(2001) (Washington. DC. December 2000). Figure
112.

169 Energy Information Administration, Annual Ener.. Outlook 2()]. DOE/EIA-0383(2001) (Washington. DC. December 20tX). Figure
88.
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Table El. End-Use Prices and Total Supplies of Highway Diesel, 1999 and 2007-2015.
Assuming 5-Percent Return on Investment

2007-2010 2011-2015
Analysis Case 1999 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2015 Average Average

End-Use Prices of Highway Diesel (1999 Cents per Gallon)'

Reference (500 ppm) ....... 114.0 121.6 122.3 123.0 123.6 124.1 124.3 122.6 124.3

Regulation (ULSD) ......... NA 128.6 129.0 129.5 130.4 131.3 129.4 129 4 129.7

Higher Capital Cost (ULSD) .. NA 129.4 129.9 130.5 131.2 1322 130.1 130.3 130.5

2/3 Revamp (ULSD) ........ NA 128.9 1292 129.9 130.7 131.7 129.7 129.7 130.0

10%° Downgrade (ULSD) ..... NA 129.0 129.4 129.9 130.8 133.2 130.0 129.8 130.7

4% Efficiency Loss (ULSD).. NA 128.6 129.0 129.5 130.5 131.4 129.6 129.4 130.0

1.8% Energy Loss (ULSD) ... NA 128.9 129.3 129.6 130.5 131.5 129.5 129.6 129.8

Severe (ULSD) ............ NA 130.4 130.7 131.4 132.2 134.8 131.1 131.2 131.7

No Imports (ULSD) ......... NA 130.2 130.4 130.8 131.6 132.9 130.5 130.8 131.1

Total Highway Diesel Supplied (Million Barrels per Day)
Reference

Total (500 ppm) .......... 2.43 3.09 3.15 3.21 3.27 3.32 3.55 3.18 3.43

Regulation

500 ppm ................ 2.43 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00

ULSD .................. 0.00 2.40 2.45 2.50 3.02 3.40 3.63 2.59 3.51

Total .................. 2.43 3.10 3.16 3.22 3.28 3.40 3.63 3.19 3.51

Higher Capital Cost

500 ppm ................ 2.43 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00

ULSD ................... 0.00 2.40 2.45 2.50 3.02 3.40 3.63 2.59 3.51

Total .................. 2.43 3.10 3.16 3.22 3.28 3.40 3.63 3.19 3.51

2/3 Revamp

500 ppm ................ 2.43 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00

ULSD ................... 0.00 2.40 2.45 2.50 3.02 3.40 3.63 2.59 3.51

Total .......... ...... 2.43 3.10' 3.16 3.22 3.28 3.40 3.63 3.19 3.51

10% Downgrade

500 ppm ................ 2.43 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00

- ULSD .................. 0.00 2.40 2.45 2.50 3.02 3.61 3.85 2.59 3.72

Total .................. 2.43 3.10 3.16 3.22 3.28 3.61 3.85 3.19 3.72

4% Efficiency Loss

500 ppm ................ 2.43 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00

ULSD .................. 0.00 2.40 2.45 2.50 3.03 3.42 3.65 2.59 3.53

Total .................. 2.43 3.10 3.16 322 3.29 3.42 3.65 3.19 3.53

1.8% Energy Loss
500 ppm ................ 2.43 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00

ULSC .................. 0.00 2.42 2.47 2.52 3.06 3.45 3.68 2.62 3.55

Total .................. 2.43 3.13 3.19 3.25 3.32 3.45 3.68 3.22 3.55
Severe

500 ppm ................ 2.43 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00

ULSD .................. 0.00 2.42 2.47 2.52 3.07 3.67 3.92 2.62 3.79
Total .................. 2.43 3.13 3.19 3.25 3.33 3.67 3.92 3.22 3.79

No Imports

500 ppm ................ 2.43 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00
ULSD .................. 0.00 2.40 2.45 2.50 3.02 3.40 3.63 2.59 3.51
Total .................. 2.43 3.10 3.16 3.22 3.28 3.40 3.63 3.19 3.51

"Highway diesel prices (both 500 ppm and ULSD) include Federal and State taxes but exclude county and local taxes.
NA = not available.
Sources: 1999: Energy Information Administration, Petroleum Supply Annual 1999, Vol. 1, DOE/EIA-0340(99)/1 (Washington. DC. June 2000).

Projections: National Energy Modeling System. runs DSUREF.D043001B. DSU7PPM.D043001A. DSU7HC.D043001A. DSU71NV.D043001A.
DSU7DG10.D043001A, DSU7TRN.D043001A. DSU7BTU.D043001A. DSU7ALL.D050101A, and DSU71MPO.D043001A.
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Table E2. End-Use Prices and Total Supplies of Highway Diesel. 1999 and 2007-2015.
Assuming 10-Percent Return on Investment

2007-2010 20 1-2015
Analysis Case 1999 2007 2008 2009 201C 2011 20'5 Average Average

End-Use Prices of Hignway Diesel i!999 Cents oer Galionl'
-;Sienc- l:r 't- Rerurn on

. , Dz' 3m ........ .. 0 2.' 2.2. :2 '. - ' 4

R~equlaao .!or' v .' eturr' on
: -es;men: . L . . . . N 129C. 3 - ' ' '' .3.- * . . '

Total Highway Diesel Supplied (Million Barrels Der Day:

Reference with 10% Return on
Investment

Total (500 ppm) ............. 2.43 3.10 3.16 3.22 3.27 3.33 3.56 3.19 344

Regulation with 10°o Return on
Investment

00Go Drn .............. 2.43 .70 0.71 0.73 0.2 .0 C.OC ,. .0- . '

'JLSr ..... .......... 0.00 2.- 2 46 2.5 3 6- 2. ~.

Total ..................... 2.43 3.11 3.17 3.23 3.28 3.41 3.64 3.20 3.52
l-:"v;a*. oesi Dr::cs :btr, 500 oC Prn anC ULSD Incluoe Federa: and Siale !axe; D' ex:uO- :-u.'Tn'.n ano :oa !ax-'

%NA = ic: a:'3alaoDl
5ou::ES. 1999: Enerogv ;nformnaion Aominisirallon. Peiro/eurr SuDoiv Annu3; ' .*. V' c:. D.' E;A-.-3-0Oi'- ' *Vasninrl;r.. JC Jtn- _'OC

Prolections: Naiiorad Ener-;:' Mcd.inq Svslem. runs DSURE cO.DO-143001 A anz SL?.'.cr. D-: ;irC' "
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^p3 W `"Macauley, Molly" <Macauley@rff.org> on 0512212001 04:25:00 PM

To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE
cc: Toman, Mike' <Toman@rff.org>
Subject RE: Follow-up to this morning

The project referenced below can be properly considered an approach to
"measuring the contribution of investments in renewable energy: consumer
welfare gains.' As such, it is conceivably a planning tool and has been used
as such at NASA and DoC.

----- Original Message-----
From: MaryBeth. Zimmerman@ee.doe.gov
[mailto:MaryBeth.Zinmmerman@ee.doe.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2001 4:17 PM
To: Macauley, Molly; Toman, Mike; Gruenspecht, Howard; Newell, Richard
Cc: Sam.Baldwin@ee.doe.gov; Buddy.Garland@ee.doe.gov;
Philip.Patterson@ee.doe.gov; Phillip.Tseng@ee.doe.gov;
Michael.York@ee.doe.gov; Tom.Kimbis@ee.doe.gov;
Darrell.Beschen@ee.doe.gov; Tina.Kaarsberg@ee.doe.gov;
Eldon.Boes%NRELExchange@ee.doe.gov;
Bill.BabiuchlNRELExchange@ee.doe.gov;
Larry.GoldsteinNRELExchange@ee.doe.gov; Jerry.Dion@ee.doe.gov;
Kenneth.Friedman@ee.doe.gov; Peggy.Podolak@ee.doe.gov;
Ellyn.Krevitz@ee.doe.gov
Subject: Follow-up to this morning

I wanted to thank you again for coming by today and discussing area of
possible
areas of research. The timing was perfect, following up on the NEP release,
for
identifying areas of analytical need and opportunity. I apologize again for
having to leave a bit early, but I am pleased we finally got a chance to
have
everyone in the room together.

Phil Tseng and I would like to get back to you soon regarding Planning
office
analysis needs. I would also like to get copies of the quarterly reports
from
the work that Molly Macauley is doing for us from the competitive
solicitation
so we can discuss that in more detail. I have concerns about describing the
approach as a budget decision tool at its apparent current point of
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application
to these programs and technologies, but I'll need to learn more.

I hope you got a good sense of the items we are most interested in. The way
EERE is structured, we can fund analysis through my office (Planning,
Analysis,
and Evaluation), or through any of the sector offices. The lead analysts for
each sector are:

Buildings: Jerry Dion (586-9470)
Industry: Ken Friedman (586-0379) or Peggy Podolak (586-6430)
Power: Tina Kaarsberg (586-3802) [at the meeting]
Transportation Phil Patterson (586-9121) [at the meeting]

Federal Ellyn Krevitz (586-4740)

Phil Tseng, Darrell Beschen, and Mike York are in the Planning office. Tim
Kimbis is from TMS and on-site with us full time for on-the-spot analysis.
For
your information, I've cc:ed everyone from EERE & NREL who were present.
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Dave Neviusi - .. ..
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2001 2:55 PM
To: Elena_S._Melchert@ovp.eop.gov/ointemet
Cc: Kelliher, Joseph; dcook@nerc.com%intemet; lstuntz@sdsatty.com%intemet;

bnolan@nerc.com%intemet
Subject: Re: Please provide Citations

Elena
From NERC's annual "Electricity Supply & Demand" reports:

Existing U.S. Transmission Miles, 230 kV and above, AC and DC:

Dec 31, 1989 - 146,595 miles
Dec 31, 1999 - 157,810 miles

This represents only a 0.74% average annual increase in transmission
mileage over this period.

This compares to average annual increases in peak demand of 2.67%, in
net
energy for load of 2.13%, and in installed generating capacity of 0.86%.

Let me know if you need anything else.

Dave

At 01:45 PM 5/8/01, you wrote:
>Sirs: can you please verify and provide citation for the followoing
>statement?

>"....transmission cpapacity has increased by only 0.Bpercent annually
since
>1-989..."
>Thanks!
>Elena Subia Melchert
>Office of the Vice President
>National Energy Policy Development Group
>Washington, D.C.
>202/456-5348
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----------- - Attanments ----- -----
Extracted NEP Program Review Discussion Paper.wpd: 16774 bytes
- Renamed to "NEP Program Review Discussion PaperO.wpd" to preserve uniqueness

CN=Tom Kimbis/OU=EE/O=DOE>---<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>---<05/
22/2001 05:37:43 PM>---<NEP Chart
--------------- Message body --------------
Here is the latest version of our NEP Recommendation Summary Chart.
--------------- Attachments ---------------
Extracted NEP EVENT CHART.Xls: 98816 bytes
- Renamed to "NEP EVENT CHART1.xls" to preserve uniqueness

CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE>---<macauley@rff.org;toman@rff.org;gruens
pecht@rff.org;newell@rff.org>---<Follow-up to this morning
--------------- Message body ---------------
I wanted to thank you again for coming by today and discussing area of poss
ible areas of research. The timing was perfect, following up on the NEP r
elease, for identifying areas of-analytical need and opportunity. I apolo
gize again for having to leave a bit early, but I am pleased we finally go
t a chance to have everyone in the room together. Phil Tseng and I would
like to get back to you soon regarding Planning office analysis needs. I
would also like to get copies of the quarterly reports from the work that
Molly Macauley is doing for us from the competitive solicitation so we can
discuss that in more detail. I have concerns about describing the approac

h as a budget decision tool at its apparent current point of application t
o these programs and technologies, but I'll need to learn more. I hope yo
u got a good sense of the items we are most interested in. The way EERE i
s structured, we can fund analysis through my office (Planning, Analysis,
and Evaluation), or through any of the sector offices. The lead analysts fo
r each sector are: Buildings: Jerry Dion (586-9470) Industry: Ken Fried
man (586-0379) or Peggy Podolak (586-6430) Power: Tina Kaarsberg (586-3802
) [at the meeting] Transportation Phil Patterson (586-9121) [at the meeting
] Federal Ellyn Krevitz (586-4740) Phil Tseng, Darrell Beschen, a
nd Mike York are in the Planning office. Tim Kimbis is from TMS and on-si
te with us full time for on-the-spot analysis. For your information, I've
cc:ed everyone from EERE & NREL who were present.

CN=Michael Mccabe/ou=EE/o=DOE>---<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>--- ,?^ X
<05/22/2001 12:06:30 PM>---<Re: URGENT!!! Hydrogen Act box
--------------- Message body ---------------
No, I haven't received it. Also, I talked to Doug Faulkner earlier today.

Apparently he has the fact sheet and used it in a 10:00 meeting this morn
ing with the Secretary. I asked him (via email) to send me a copy. I hav /
en t received it yet. If you receive it first, please send me a copy sinc
e I'm sure Abe would like a copy as well. Michael MaryBeth Zimmerman
05/22/2001 11:40 AM To: Michael McCabe/EE/DOE@DOE cc: Subject: URGENT!!--
Hydrogen Act box Did Bill Parks get you the Hydrogen Act fact sheet? NO

one in OPT could remember a Hydrogen text box for the NEP, but they told R- L
Page 11 '
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RECOMMENDATION TO ENHANCE US NUCLEAR ENERGY
RD&D

The Need for Long-term R&D

The Nuclear Energy Research Advisory Committee (NERAC), formed in compliance with the
Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA). has recommended that DOE pursue nuclear energy
RD&D programs to:

* revitalize U.S. nuclear energy supply.
* re-instate effective radio-isotope production for medicine and industry,
* increase basic nuclear research. and
* re-build the physical and human infrastructure needed for these purposes

Roadmap for Expanded Nuclear Power Capability

NERAC has also been charged to oversee DOE's development of a Roadmap defining:
* the goals of both a long- and short-term nuclear energy R&D program,
* the technology gaps that need to be closed to reach those goals,
* advanced nuclear power plant candidates with potential for short term (by 2020) and

long term (by 2050) deployment.
* appropriate resource requirements and time frames, and
* criteria to measure progress toward the goals.

Goals for Future Nuclear Power Plants

The three primary, and their subsidiary. goals for new nuclear power plants are:
Sustainability, providing,

- -free energy with essentially no air pollution or greenhouse gas emissions
- a stable and abundant fuel supply
- minimum amounts of radioactive waste
- a reduced long-term stewardship burden
- route to weapons proliferation.

Improved safety and reliability, assuring
- equal or better plant availability factors (>90%) than today
- reduced chance of accidental fuel damage
- need for emergency response.

· Economic competitiveness against other energy sources, including
- a full life-cycle cost advantage
- a comparable level of financial risk.

These criteria will allow screening down to a small number of candidates on which to place
primary focus and resources. Safety. environmental, and non-proliferation goals and criteria.
along with cost competitiveness, are of key importance in assuring successful deployment. Of
these, NERAC has recommended that internationally accepted methods of assessment and
standards for proliferation resistance should be more fully developed, building on the existing
international non-proliferation regime. This need is of particular importance for development of
acceptable advanced plant candidates slated for long-term deployment that recycle to maximize
the use of nuclear fuel.

Industrial and International Cooperation

Two common themes in the NERAC recommendations are:
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* industry and DOE, with its national labs, should enter into cost-share partnerirg,
especially for the nuclear power plants slated for near term deployment, and

* international cooperation should be fostered to assure global development consistent
with U. S. policies on safety, the environment, and proliferation resistance.

Doe has engaged U.S. industry, and those of its overseas allies with on-going nuclear energy
programs, in the development of the Roadmap.

Recommendations to Strengthen Nuclear Energy RD&D
Strengthen the NERI program to foster innovative nuclear power concepts.

* Strengthen the NEPO program, cost-shared with industry, to assure the continued
effective operation of present plants

* Strengthen the university program to develop a new generation of nuclear engineers
and scientists.

- Expand long-term R&D by an additional $280 million annually by 2005
* Implement the roadmap by developing a vigorous program to demonstrate the most

promising of these technologies. This will require substantial additional funding and
will involve a concerted interaction with industry

Re-building the Nuclear Energy Infrastructure

NERAC has advised that to achieve the goals and meet the needs outlined above will require re-
building the U.S. nuclear energy infrastructure, both in human skills and facilities. Re-building is
required also for national security and the long-term stewardship of defense nuclear materials and
facilities as well as the effective management of radioactive wastes and spent fuels from both
civilian and defense sectors. A fundamental starting point is the training of qualified personnel in
our universities.

This re-building, coupled with the implementation of the RD&D programs recommended above,
will entail substantial funding increases and enhanced priority within the federal government and
industry, without which the nation's energy needs and national security will not be achieved.
Contact:
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wlnriams, Ronald L

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Sunday, February 25, 2001 10:59 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: regional information

tmp.htm Sum 2001 preliminary Q )
ossessmen...

-Original Message-
From: Dave Nevius (meilto:dave. nevius@nerc.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2001 2:11 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Conti, John; istuntz@sdsatty.com%intemet;
lou. leffler@nerc.com%intemet; mike.gent@nerc.com%intemet;
dcook@nerc.com%intemet; timg@nerc.com%intemet
Subject: Fwd: FW: White House Nation!a Energy Policy Development Group(
NEPDG)

Joe
One of our folks (Lou Leffler - another PSE&G alumni) got the inquiry below
from a Jerry Swiggett of GIS Enterprises. (I think Jerry knows Lou from
when Jerry consulted for SAIC - they were doing some work together on
Critical Infrastructure Protection stuff.)

ie kind of info Jerry is asking for, on behalf of Andrew and the NEPDG, is
exactly what we want to come talk with you about. In fact, we've already
put together a preliminary assessment of Summer 2001 (attached), which we
made available to Kyle McSlarrow. We will not have final projections of
summer conditions until late March, but this is our best (not for
attribution) assessment of expected conditions.

Of course, we are already underway with our 10-year assessment as well,
which gets into more detail about key issues affecting reliability. Last
year's 2000-2009 Reliability Assessment is on our web site. John Conti of
DOE staff has been working with our Reliability Assessment Subcommittee for
the past several years and is well versed on the issues and the
projections. I think he was-invited up to brief the Secretary the other
day. Not sure if you were involved. t

Bottom line is we would really like to come down and visit as soon as you
are clear of your budget work. Let me know when you think that will be and
what kinds of things you'd like to hear about from us'. I see from Mr.
Swiggett's letter that you may be looking for information about technology
solutions, line losses (not sure why) and generally things that could be
done quickly, by Executive Order. (Too bad the President can't make
reliability standards enforceable by Executive Order.) Let me know what you
need and we will do our very best to provide it.

Also, do you recommend we funnel information through Mr. Swiggett or deal
directly with you?

-'ow you're busy. Hope you're having fun. Hope to talk with you soon.

-/e
(609) 452-8060 work
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..-(6Q9195-3062 cell
homel

>From: "Michehl R. Gent" <mgent@nerc.com>
>To: "David R. Nevius" <dave.nevius@nerc.com>
>Subject: FW: White House National Energy Policy Development Group(NEPDG)
>Date: Thu, 22 Feb 2001 13:11:42 -0500
>X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0)
>Importance: Normal
>

>

>-Original Message
>From: Lou Leffler [mailto:lou.leffier@nerc.com]
>Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2001 10:59 AM
>To: Gene; Lou; Mike G
>Subject: FW: White House National Energy Policy Development Group(NEPDG)
>

>22 Feb 01
>Mike and Gene,
>

>Jerry Swiggett was a contact from SAIC about a year ago. I don't know what
>NEPDG is, other that the name: White House National Energy Policy
>Development Group. Do we want to know any more about this?
>
>lou.
>'++++++++++++++++E+++I-+
>

>-Original Message-
'-From: Jerry Swiggett [mailto:gisent@ix.netcom.com)

Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2001 14:54 .
,To: Leffler, Lou

>Subject: White House National Energy Policy Development Group(NEPDG)
>

>Lou,
>

>1 have gotten involved with Vice President Dick Cheney's NEPDG from the
>perspective of assisting Andrew Lundquist (NEPDG Director) secure some
>factual information and data on critical power issues. One of the most
>pressing issues, as you are well aware, is the capacity and reliability of
>the domestic elctric power transmission grid. The NEPDG will be developing
>both a "snapshot" of the current energy situation and a longer term report
>on things that can make a positive difference.

>1 have taken the liberty of bringing you to Lundquist's attention as a
>nationally recognized expert in the power grid area. Lundquist is open to
>receiving a brief white paper (2-4 pages) from you on current grid
limitations and weaknessess but more importantly. on what steps can be
>taken over the next year or two to improve the grid performance. He is
>very interested in factual data on power loss over distances, technologies
>like superconducting transmission systems or other more realistic
>enhancements or regulatory mods that the President can enact through
>Executive Orders.

>If you are possibly interested in responding to this invitation please let
>me know and I will work with you to get your ideas and data properly

-'bmitted.

jpe all is well with you and NERC.

2
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>Jerry

>Gerald E. Swiggett
>President
>GIS Enterprises, Inc.
>8403 Arlington Blvd., Ste. 100
>Fairfax, VA 22031
>(703)876-6800/0515 fax
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Joe
One of our folks (Lou Leffler - another PSE&G alumni) got the inquiry below from a Jerry Swiggen of GIS Enterprises.
(1 think Jerry knows Lou from when Jerry consulted for SAIC - they were doing some work together on Critical
Infrastructure Protection stuff.)

The kind of info Jerry is asking for, on behalf of Andrew and the NEPDG, is exactly what we want to come talk with you
about. In fact, we've already put together a preliminary assessment of Summer 2001 (attached), which we made available
to Kyle McSlarrow. We will not have final projections of summer conditions until late March, but this is-our best (not for
attribution) assessment of expected conditions.

Of course, we are already underway with our 10-year assessment as well, which gets into more detail about key issues
affecting reliability. Last year's 2000-2009 Reliabilin' Assessment is on our web site. John Conti of DOE staff has been
working with our Reliability Assessment Subcommittee for the past several years and is well versed on the issues and the
projections. I think he was invited up to brief the Secretary the other day. Not sure if you were involved.

Bottom line is we would really like to come down and visit as soon as you are clear of your budget work. Let me know
when you think that will be and what kinds of things you'd like to hear about from us. 1 see from Mr. Swiggett's letter-
that you may be looking for information about technology solutions, line losses (not sure why) and generally things that
could be done quickly, by Executive Order. (Too bad the President can't make reliability standards enforceable by
Executive Order.) Let me know what you need and we will do our very best to provide it.

Also, do you recommend we funnel information through Mr. Swiggett or deal directly with you?

I know you're busy. Hope you're having fun. Hope to talk with you soon.

Dave
(609) 452-8060 work , i

From: "Michehl R. Gent" <mgentanerc.com>
To: "David R. Nevius" <dave.neviusnerc.com>
Subject: FW: White House National Energy Policy Development Group(NEPDG)
Date: Thu, 22 Feb 2001 13:11:42 -0500
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO. Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0)
Importance: Normal

----- Original Message-----
From: Lou Leffler [mailto:loujeffler incrc.com]
Sent: Thursday. February 22, 2001 10:59 AM
To: Gene: Lou: Mike G
Subject: FW: While House National Energy Policy Development Group(NEPDG)

22 Feb 01
Mike and Gene.

Jerry Swiggeu was a contact from SAIC about a year ago. I don't know what
NEPDG is. other that the name: White House National Energy Policy
Development Group. Do we want to know any more about this?

lou.

----Oriinal Message----

file://C:\WINDOWS\TEMP\tmp.htrm 7i46/



Page 2 of 2

From: Jerry Swiggett .
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2001 14:54
To: Leffler, Lou
Subject: White House National Energy Policy Development Group(NEPDG)

Lou,

I have gotten involved with Vice President Dick Cheney's NEPDG from the
perspective of assisting Andrew Lundquist (NEPDG Director) secure some
factual information and data on critical power issues. One of the most
pressing issues, as you are well aware, is the capacity and reliability of
the domestic elctric power transmission grid. The NEPDG will be developing
both a "snapshot" of the current energy situation and a longer term report
on things that can make a positive difference.

I have taken the liberty of bringing you to Lundquist's attention as a
nationally recognized expert in the power grid area. Lundquist is open to
receiving a brief white paper (2-4 pages) from you on current grid
limitations and weaknessess but more importantly. on what steps can be
taken over the next-year or two to improve the grid performance. He is
very interested in factual data on power loss over distances, technologies
like superconducting transmission systems or other more realistic
enhancements or regulatory mods that the President can enact through
Executive Orders.

If you are possibly interested in responding to this invitation please let
me know and I will work with you to get your ideas and data properly
submined.

Hope all is well with you and' NERC.

Jerry

Gerald E. Swiggen
President
GIS Enterprises, Inc.
8403 Arlington Blvd., Ste. 100
Fairfax. VA 22031
(703)876-6800/0515 fax
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Preliminary Assessment of
Summer 2001 Electricity Supply Conditions
February 5, 2001

NERC publishes (May and November) seasonal assessments of the reliability of bulk
electricity supply in North America. The Summer 2001 assessment will be published
May 15. It will be based on updated supply and demand projections.

The information in this preliminary assessment relies on preliminary informati an and
judgment, and is subject to change when the updated projections come in. As a result,
nothing in this report should be publicly attributed to NERC. Also, as a general caveeat on
any assessment like this, even those areas that are expected to have adequate generation
and transmission for the coming summer could experience problems if extraordinary
weather or equipment outages occur.

The primary areas of concern for Summer 2001, as we see them now, are:

California and the Pacific Northwest

The California Independent System Operator (CAL-ISO) indicated in November 2000
that 2001 Summer demands could exceed available resources at the time of peak by 253
MW (mild temps) to 4,152 MW (hot temps). These projections include imports of 4,500
MW from outside the ISO. 1.421 MW of new generation, continued operation of CAL-
ISO's 44,050 MW of existing generation (except for any generator maintenance outages
and deratings due to low water conditions at hydro facilities), and a provision for required
operating reserves. (Interruptible demands have not be subtracted from the demand
forecast, but that may be academic since all of the hours of interruption allowed under
these contracts were used up during the month of January.)

In the northern part of the state. hydro-powered electric generators will be limited by low
water levels, as will imports from the Pacific Northwest.

California has an internal transmission constraint that limits how much power can be
moved from the southern to northern portions of the state. Therefore, most of the
reliability problems are expected to occur in northern California.

The Pacific Northwest is also heavily dependent upon hydro-powered electric generation.
Stream flows and reservoir levels are at critically low levels. The key hydro indicatorin
the Northwest is runoff at the Dalles dam on the Columbia River. Current flow is about
65% of normal, and this will be the 4'h worst year on record unless they get heavy spring
rains. The Pacific Northwest should be able to meet its own customer demand unless
weather is extremely hot, but will not be able to supply California with energy as they
typically do.

February 5, 2001
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Southeastern United States

Conditions in the Southeast are expected to be much the same as the last two summers -
extremely tight. A number of new generators are planned to be added by the summer.
However, there may be problems delivering the energy from some of these generators to
the demand centers because the transmission system additions needed to connect these -
generators into the transmission system are lagging the construction of generators. Some
existing generators are scheduled to be out of service this spring for maintenance to add
emissions related equipment. This has the potential to reduce available resources at a
critical time of the year.

Texas

Texas projects adequate capacity margins, but there are still some causes for concern in
the state. Texas forecasts about 8,000 MW of new generation-being added for the
summer, but about 2,500 MW of this new generation is in an area of West Texas that
prevents it from being delivered widely throughout Texas due to limitations in the
transmission system. Some of the new generation is on the border between Texas and the
southeastern United States and may not be used to serve the customers of Texas.

Texas experienced prolonged. extreme temperatures last summer, which required some
generators to run many more hours than normal. This could lead to increased generator
breakdowns this summer (like California experienced this winter).

A retail access pilot program is scheduled to commence on June 1, 2001 in Texas, and the
ten power system operating centers (Control Areas) will be consolidated into a single
center. Because June is a time of heavy electrical demand in Texas, this situation bears
careful watching.

The Northeast

The northeastern United States experienced a very coo! surmer last yer-. If ..
temperatures had been normal, it is very likely that New York and New England would
have experienced serious electricity supply problems. While conditions have improved
in this region since last summer, it is still susceptible to shortages if customer demand
exceeds expectations due to abnormally hot weather, or if a significant number of
generators are unexpectedly out of service.

Last summer, New York City experienced some minor supply shortages due to a lack of
sufficient transmission into the city. About 440 MW of new generation will be added in
distributed locations around New York City by Summer 2001, which should help
alleviate this condition and contribute resources to serving total demand in the state.

February 5, 2001
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2000 Summer Assessment

FIGURE 1: NORMAL BASE ELECTRICITY TRANSFERS AND FIRST CONTINGENCY INCREMENTAL

TRANSFER CAPABILITIES (NONSIMULTANEOUS), MW
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2000 Summer Assessment

Definitions and Notes to Figure 1

The nonsimultaneous transfer capabilities shown represent the ability of the transmission network to transfer
electricity from one area to another for a single demand and generation pattern. Different patterns of demand and
generation cause variations in transfer capabilities on a day-to-day (or hour-to-hour) basis. Therefore, the numbers
given in this diagram should be considered as representative, rather than definitive. If you would like more infor-
mation, refer to the interregional studies for this peak demand season.

First Contingency Incremental Transfer Capability (FCITC) is the amount of ele ctricity, incremental above
normal base electricity transfers, that can be transferred over the transmission network in a reliable manner, based
on the following conditions:

1. With all transmission facilities in service, all facility loadings are within normal ratings and all voltages are
within normal limits.

2. The bulk electric system is capable of absorbing the dynamic electric swings and remaining stable following a
disturbance resulting in the loss of any single generating unit, transmission circuit, or transformer.

3. After the dynamic swings following a disturbance (resulting in the loss of any single generating unit, transmis-
sion circuit, or transformer, but before operator-directed system adjustments are made), all transmission facility
loadings are within emergency ratings and all voltages within emergency limits.

First Contingency Total Transfer Capability (FCTTC) is the total amount of electric power (net of normal
base power transfers plus first contingency incremental transfers) that can be transferred between two areas of
the interconnected transmission systems in-a reliable manner based on conditions 1, 2, and 3 in the FCITC
definition above.

Specific Diagram Notes

A. The base limit for the Phase II tie HVDC facility between New England and Quebec ranges between 1,200
and 1,800 MW, and can be increased when west-to-east transfers in the MAAC Region and New York ISO
(NYISO) are below their limits.

The transfer capability from Quebec to New England is expected to total 2,085 MW (60 MW through the
Stanstead-Derby tie, 225 MW through Highgate, and 1,800 MW through Phase II).

B. Transfer on the Phase II HVDC facility from New England to Quebec is in the range of 700-1,500 MW and
is limited by the ability of the New England, New York, or PJM systems to reliably sustain a loss of load
contingency or by the ability of the Quebec system to reliably sustain a source contingency. The transfer ca-
pability from New England to Quebec is expected to total 1.250 MW (zero through the Stanstead-Derby tie,
50 MW through Highgate, and 1,200 MW through Phase II).

C. The maximum approved limit for total transfers from Quebec to the New York ISO is 1,800 MW. The
FCTTC is about 1,800 MW over the Chateauguay-Massena 765 kV interconnection, on which the power
flow is controlled by the HVDC facility at Chateauguay and radial generation. However, this limit is highly
dependent on internal NYISO schedules and flows through the Central East and Total East NYISO inter-
faces. The 1,800 MW FCTTC does not include the Hydro-Quebec generation that can be radially isolated-to
the Niagara Mohawk system.

Page 24 North American Electric Reliability Council
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2000 Summer Assessment

D. Under normal operating conditions, the only transactions between Ontario and Quebec consist of isolated
demand and generation; there are no synchronous ac ties or HVDC interconnections between the two sys-
tems. A maximum of nearly 1,200 MW can be isolated onto the Ontario system by Hydro-Quebec, and about
570 MW can be isolated onto the Quebec system by Ontario. Under extreme emergencies, on either one of
the two systems, additional demands can be transferred to the neighboring system. Thus, an additional 200
MW of Ontario demands can be isolated onto the Quebec system and 400 MW of Quebec demands can be
isolated on to the Ontario system.

E. Transfer capability between NPCC and ECAR assumes 1,500 MW of generation at Ontario's Lambton
generating station.

F. Includes 100 MW Big Rivers Electric Corporation to Southern Subregion wheeled through TVA and 50 MW
Entergy to Southern Subregion (Oglethorpe Power Corporation) wheeled through TVA.

* Indicates that First Contingency Total Transfer Capability is listed.

** Indicates that an operating procedure must be in effect to allow the noted capability to be used.

+ Indicates no significant transmission limit found at this level.

++ Requires an emergency operation procedure to be in place.

- _

North American Electric Reliability Council Page 25
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It I
MaryBeth Zimmerman 03/16/2001 0928 AM

To: Jerry Dion/EE/DOE@DOE
cc:

Subject: High Performance Buildings
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Martin, Adrienne -- f r

From: Cook, Trevor
Sent: Monday, May 07, 2001 3:26 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: an additional fact not checked on friday

its in bright pink... the only pink text in the file. No. 73.

Citation Check -NE

CH 50oc.

16764



Martin, Adrienne .. '

From: Cook, Trevor
Sent: Monday, May 07, 2001 3:30 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: found an error,...

made a correction in citation No. 58, shown in red and strikethrough.

NE -CtalonsCH3.doc
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Martin, Adrienne-. - -

From: KYDES, ANDY
Sent: Monday, May 07, 2001 7:38 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: FW: More NEP

CH1CITAT.DOC

Chapter 1 additions fact checked.

-----Original Message---
From: Sitzer, Scott
Sent: Monday, May 07, 2001 4:05 PM
To: Margot Anderson
Cc: Hutzler, Mary; Kydes, Andy
Subject: RE: More NEP

Attached are citations for the two new facts indicated in Chapter 1.

Scott Sitzer
Director, Coal and Electric Power Division
EI-82
Washington, DC 20585
Phone: (202) 586-2308
Fax: (202) 586-1876
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NEWS MIEDIA. CONTACT: FOR IMMIEDIATE RELEASE
Dre" Malcomb, 202/586-5806 March 14, 2001
Jeanoe Lopatto/Joe Davis, 202/586-4940

Clean Coal Technology Burner Sales Top S1 Billion

Comn ercial Success Shows Benefits of Clean Coal In vestmnent

Washington. D.C.) The U.S. Department of Energy today announced that sales of a clean coal
echnology system that reduces the formation of pollutants related to the operation of coal-fired
lants nox\ top S1 billion. The advanced. low polluting coal combustion system called the "low-
0\ concentric firing system" (LNCFST"), first pioneered in 1992-93 as part of the Clean Coal
echnology Program. is rapidly becoming one of the government's fastest growing clean coal

echnology success stones. Results show the system is reducing nitrogen oxides, NOx, by nearly
1 L- r:cc. : !n o!dcr coal burning plants.

According to data compiled by the Energy Department's National Energy Technology
Laboralor in Morgantown. West Virginia. 56.000 megawans of electricity are now being
eenerated in the L'nied States by power plants equipped with the high-tech burner.

"Advances in clean coal technology allow us to use America's abundant coal reserves more
efficientl! and. at the same time, protect the quality of our environment. America's clean coal
technology program \will be an important part of the Administration's comprehensive national
energy plan, along with significant investments for clean coal technologies the President will
submit as pan of the Administration's budget."

Coal currently accounts for more than 52 percent of the electricity produced in the United States.
The Bush Administration's budget proposal will include support for further clean coal
technology advances as one of the core features of its energy program.

The advanced coal burner ,was first tested in the earlier Clean Coal Technology Program. The
coal burner reduces the for-nation of nitrogen oxides, or NOx, one of the air pollutants that
contributes to smog. ground-level ozone, and acid rain.

(MORE)

R-01-037
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Table 1.4 Energy Consumption by Source, -
(Quadrillion Btu)

Fossil Fuels Renewable Energy'
Hydro-

Nuclear electric Conventional Wood. Solar
Natural PEtro-Eletctric Pumped ydelectri Waste, Go- and

Coal CGas
b um Totald Power Storage' Power Alcohol' theal Wind Total Total

1973Total ............. 12.971 22.12 34.0 70316 0.910 () 3.010 1.529 0.043 NA 4.581 75808
1974 Total .............. 12.663 21.732 33.455 67.806 1272 ( 3.309 1.540 .053 NA 4.902 74.080
1975 Total .................... 12.663 19.948 32.731 65.355 1900 () 3.219 1.499 .070 NA 4.718 72.042
1976 Tota ................... 13.54 20.345 35.175 69.104 2.111 ( 3.066 1.713 .078 NA 4.857 '76072
1977 Total .................... 13.922 19.931 37.122 70.99 2.702 () 2.515 1.838 .077 NA 4.431 '78.122
197t Total ................... 13.766 20.000 373965 71.56 3.024 9) 3.141 2.038 .064 NA 5243 R80.123
1979 Total ............. 15.040 20.666 37.123 72.892 2.776 ) 3.141 2.152 .084 NA 5.377 R81.044
1980 Total ................... 15.423 20.394 34.202 69.94 2.739 () 3.118 2.485 .110 NA 5.712 78.435
1981 Total .................. 15.908 19.928 31.931 67.750 3.008 () 3.105 2.590 .123 NA 5.818 n 76.569
1982 Total .................... 15.322 18.505 30.231 64.036 3.131 (9) 3.572 2.615 .105 NA 6.292 73.44 0
1983 Total ................... 15.894 17.357 30.054 63290 3.203 E( 3.899 2.831 .129 (a) 6.860 73.317
1984 Total ............. 17.071 18.507 31.051 66.617 3.553 () 3800 2.880 .165 (a) 6.845 76.972
1985 Total ............. 17.478 17.834 30.922 66.221 4.149 ) E3.39 '2E 264 .198 (a) 6.460 76.778
1986 Total .................... 17.260 16.708 32.196 66.148 4,1 a) '3.446 '2.641 219 (i) 6.507 R77.065
1987 Total ................... 18.008 17.744 32.865 68.626 4.906 () E3.117 E 2.823 .229 (s) 6.170 79.633
1988 Total .................... 18.846 18.552 34.222 71.660 5.661 9) 2.662 '2.937 .217 (a) 5.817 R83.068
1989 Total ................... "18.944 19.384 34.21 72.536 5.67 (9) 2.998 3.050 .334 .083 6.465 84.607
1990 Total .................... 19.136 19.296 33.553 71.910 6.162 -.036 3.146 2.646 .355 .094 6.241 84.214
1991 Total ................... 18.985 19.606 32.845 71.505 6.580 -.047 3.159 E2.687 .363 .097 6.306 84.271
1992 Total .................... 19.144 20.131 33.527 72.889 6.608 -.043 2.818 E2.831 .374 .097 6.121 85.491
1993 Total .................... 19.755 20.827 33.841 74.500 6.520 ° .042 3.119 2.791 .387 .102 6.399 R 7.281
1994 Total .................... 19.924 21.288 34.670 76.081 6.38 -.035 2.993 2.925 3 .107 6.414 A89.189
1995 Total .................... 20.016 22.163 34.553 76.915 7.17 -.028 3481 3.056 .33 .106 6.976 "90.924
1996 Total .................... 20.940 22.559 35.757 79.38 7.168 -.032 3.892 3.114 .34 .110 7.461 R93.902
1997 Total ................... 21.444 22.530 36.266 80.395 6.678 -.042 3.961 2.991 122 .107 7.312 " 4.307

1998 January ................ 1.874 2.476 3.045 7.404 .615 (s) .312 '.256 .029 .009 .606 '"8.614
February .............. 1.651 2.1 2. 743 6.576 .542 .001 .321 '.230 E.025 E .00 .585 R7.694

March .................. 1.712 2.189 3.098 7.006 .571 (s) .342 ' 255 E.029 E.009 .635 "8.201
April ................ 1.595 1.758 3.056 6.420 .505 -.005 .315 .-246 '.025 '.009 .595 R7.506
May .................... 1.726 1.547 3.047 6.326 .547 -.008 .358 ' .253 '.025 E.009 .645 "7.503
June ..................... 1.852 1.507 3.078 6.450 .592 -.007 .351 '.245 E.025 '.009 .630 "7.657
July ..................... 2.023 1.621 3.228 6.887 .653 -.007 .324 .254 E.028 '.009 .615 8.140
August ................. 2.027 1.632 3.20 6.891 .641 -.007 294 E .255 E.029 E .009 .586 R8.101
September ........... 1.842 1.517 3.032 6.403 .608 -.003 .240 '.247 E.028 E.009 .524 '7.522
October .......... 1.755 1.528 3.182 6.472 .610 -.005 .215 '.256 E.030 .009 .510 "7.576
November ............ 1.672 1.771 2.996 6.442 .609 -.005 .221 E .247 .028 E.009 .505 '7.541
December ............ 1.838 2.195 3.220 7.257 .664 (s) .275 '.258 E.028 '.009 .570 ATB7g
Total .................... 21.569 21.921 36.934 80.539 7.157 ..046 3.569 3.003 .328 .104 7.005 R94.137

'999 January ................ 1.868 2.610 3.143 7.627 .695 -.006 .308 E.299 .027 E.007 .641 .
February .............. 1.627 2.195 2.1150 6.675 .608 -.004 .303 E'.267 E.024 .007 .602 "7.872
March ................. 1.699 2.237 3.220 7.164 .622 -.004 .339 '.293 '.027 E .008 .667 8.440

April ..................... 1.627 1.845 3.061 . 6.550 .513 -.005 .304 £.286 '.026 .009 .625 "7.6 5
May ..................... 1.695 1.554 3.090 6.349 .593 -.007 .320 '.294 E.026 E.012 .654 "7.590

June ........... 1.833 1.472 3.171 6.485 .659 -.006 .330 '.286 '.033 .011 .660 7.71
July ................... 2.061 1.578 3.274 6.924 .710 -.006 .322 .296 '.035 E.012 .665 "8.286
August ................. 2.011 1.622 3.319 6.968 .725 -.008 .284 '.296 .036 [.011 .627 "8.303

September ........... 1,815 1.504 3.114 6,449 .648 -.004 .245 '.288 '.035 .DD009 .577 '7.6611
' --'"~--- ober ....... 1.745 1.627 3.282 6.667 .591 -.005 .232 295 E.036 E.008 .571 "7.813

be.... 1.708 1.767 3.051 6.547 .645 -.005 244 .287 .033 E .007 .572 "7748
Decem ...... 1.871 2272 3.386 7.545 .72- -.004 .2a2 .298 .033 '.008 .621 B 875
Total .............. 21.560 22.289, 37.960 11.95'7 7.73 *-.064 3.513 .486 .374 .110 7.463 "96.991

2000 January .............. 1.957 2.586 3.071' '7.628 .723 -.005 .275 E.308 E.027 '.009 .619 "8.953
February .............. 1.778 2.411 2.981 7.190 .655 -.005 .249 .286 '.023 .00 , .566 8.397~
March ................... 1.750 2.119 3.149 7.033 .643 -.006 288 E.305 '.023 '.009 .626 " 8.284
A .................... 1.590 1.839 2.971 6.415 .598 -.004 .305 '.297 E.024 E.011 .638 "7.636
May ...................... 1.720 1.701 3.195 6.634 .653 -.005 .301 '.303 E.075 '.012 .641 7.911

June .................... 1.867 1.569 3.170 6.620 .686 -.006 .278 E.290 E.026 t.010 .604 7.898
Jury ...................... '1.952 1.608 3.235 6.811 .735 -.003 .270 - .311 '.028 E.010 .619 '8.149

ugus ................. 2.057 1.695 3.340 7.122 .722 -.004 .265 '.309 '.028 '.009 .611 "8.439
Sepm er . .......... 1,837 "1.501 3.155 6.512 .654 -.006 .206 E.298 .027 '.009 .541 7.688
October ................ 1.812 1.599 3-254 6.677 .587 .,004 .188 F.311 .028 E.010 .537 7.7&4
10-Month Total .. 18.320 '16.628 31.522 66.642 6.655 -.048 2.625 E3.019 E .260 .098 6.002 81.139

199 10-Month Total ... 178 143 323 67.860 364 -.055 2 7 ' 2.900 '.307 E.094 6.289 80.363
1998 10-Month Total ... 1891J t 

7
.S 3(717 66.834 58M3 -.041 3.173 I 2A89 '.272 .087 5.930 78.513

En-ue consumponelecc ili and ty electrty net n. Table 6.2.
and net imports o. electi er. / ' Beginig n 1989, induNes 2 eat oied y generated by nonutily nuclear unns

incuoes supplment gaseous fus RRevised. ,IA=No(l vailable. EEstumae. F=Foreasl. ()=Less waon *0.5
c Petroleum products upiked. Oc ing natural a Plant liquids and cn01e o Itllon Btu and reatler an -0.5 rillion Btu.

burane as fuel / : / INotes: · e Note 2 at end of section · Totals may not equal sum of
d Incdudes coal cokle l impos pors rom fol&4 f, See componers de to noependemt rndng. * Geographic coverage as V 50 Stales

Table 1.5. / J and · he Diso o Columbia.
Pumed storage t proucto minus energy used tor pumping. Soucs: Coal: Tables 6.1 and AS. Natural Gas: Tables 4.1 and .A

Alcohol eletanol ened into motor gasoline)s incluoed in boot 'Petroleum * Petrole um: Tales3.la and A3 * Nuclear Electric Power Tables 8 1 and
i" .AJlcohol.b'ut is cunedor y once in tolal nery cnon . |. A6. Hydrelecmc Pumped Storage: Tables 7.2 and A6. Renewable
IMnuoed in onvnonal hyroectic powerm. I Energy: TablE1. -
Beginntr in uOel coal consumed oer Produce See

This able is redesigned to incovporale additional rtnetabie energy data.
i Set Appendix E fot urther informaion.

Energy formation AdministratiiWo onthl- Energy Review January 2001
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Table 1.3 Energy Production by Source
(Quadrillion Btu)

Fossil Fiats Renewable Energy,

Natural Hydro-
Natural Gas Nucr *lectric Conventional Wood, Sol

Gas Crude Plnt Eltri Pumped Hydrolectric Wasta G and
Coal (Dry) Oilb Uquids Tol Power Storage Power Aohol thmal nd Total Total

1973 Total ............T.... 13.992 22.187 19.493 2569 5241 0.910 ( 2.61 1.529 0.043 NA 4433 ';63.55
1974 Total .................... 14.074 21210 18.575 2.471 56.331 1.272 () 3.177 1.540 .053 NA 4.769 62372
1975 Total .................... 14.989 19.640 17.729 2.374 54.733 1.o00 (1) 3.155 1A99 .070 NA 4.723 '61.357
1976810ta .................. 15.654 1.480 17.262 2.327 54.723 2.111 (*) 2.976 1.713 s.78 NA 4.768 R61.602
1977 Total .................... 15.755 19.565 1754 2.327 55.101 2.702 (e) 2.333 1.838 .077 NA 4.249 K62.052
1978 Total .................... 14.910 19.485 14A34 2245 55.074 3.024 ( ·) 2.937 2.038 .064 NA 5.039 R63.137
1979 Total .................... 17.540 20.076 18.104 2286 58.006 2.776 (a) 2.931 2.152 .084 NA 5:166 65.948
1980 Total .................... 18.598 19.908 18.249 2254 59.008 2.739 ( e) '2.900 2.485 .110 NA 5.494 '67.241
1981 Total .................... 18.377 19.699 18.146 2.307 58.529 3.008 (e) '2.758 2.590 .123 NA 5.471 R67.007
1982 Total .................... 18.639 18.319 18.309 2.191 57458 3.131 () ' 3.266 2.615 .105 NA 5.985 

;
66.574

1983 Total .................... 17.247 16.593 18.392 2.184 54.416 3.23 () E 3.527 2.831 .128 (i) 6.488 R64.106
1984 Total .................... 19.719 18.008 18.8 2.274 5849 3.553 (· '3.386 2.880 .165 () 6.431 '68.832
1985 Total ................... 19.325 16.980 18.992 2.241 57.59 4.149 ( · ) 2.970 E 2.864 .198 () 6.033 67.720
1986 Total .................. 19.509 16.41 18.376 2.149 56.575 4.471 () E 307 .1 .219 (a) 6.132 "67.178
1987 Total ................... 20.141 17.136 17.675 . 2.215 57.167 4.906 () i2.635 2J23 .229 (a) 5.687 R67.760

1988 Total .................... 20.738 17.599 17279 2.260 57875 5.661 (·) 2.334 '2.937 .217 I() 5.489 69.025

1989Total .................... 21.346 17.847 16.117 2.158 57468 5.677 (· ) 2.855 '3.050 .323 .083 6.311 69.457
1990ot1a .................... 22.456 16.362 15.571 2.175 58.564 6.162 -.036 3.048 '2.646 .343 .094 6.132 70.822
1991 .................... 21.594 18.229 15.701 2.306 57.829 6.580 -.047 3.021 '2.687 .348 .097 6.153 '70.515
1992 Total ........... 21.629 18.375 15.223 2.363 57.590 6.608 -.043 2.617 E 231 .355 .097 5.901 70.056
1993 Total .................... 20.249 18.584 14.494 2.408 55.736 6.520 -.042 2.892 2.791 .369 .102 8.153 ; 8.367
1994 Total ................... 22.111 19.348 14.103 2.391 57.952 6.838 -.035 2.684 2.925 34 .107 6.080 "709.36
1995 Total .................... 22.029 19.101 13.87 2.42 57A458 7.177 -.02 3.207 3.056 .314 .106 6.683 "r71291
1996 Total .............. 22.684 19.363 13.;23 2.530 5299 7.166 -.032 3593 3.114 .332 .110 7.148 A72.583
1997 Total .................. 23.211 19.394 13658 2495 58.758 6.678 -.042 3.718 2.991 .322 .107 7.138 '72.532

1998 January ................ 2.081 1.688 1.176 .211 5.156 .615 (s) E'298 E.256 '.029 E.009 .591 A6.362
February .............. 1.850 1.493 1.052 .196 4.591 .542 .001 E.308 E .230 .025 .008 .571 "5705
March ................... 2.042 1.669 1.152 217 5.079 .571 (5s) [.326 E.255 E.029 '.009 .619 R6.266

April ..................... 1.955 1.610 1.128 .211 4.904 .505 .005 .295 E 246 '.025 '.009 .574 R5.979
May ...................... 1,926 1.674 1.141 .214 4.956 .547 -.008 E.341 '.253 E.025 .009 .627 "6.123

June ..................... 1.962 1.604 1.091 .198 4.854 .592 -.007 E.332 '245 '.025 '.009 .611 "6.051
July . ................ 1.931 1,636 1.114 .185 4.865 .653 -.007 E.296 .254 E.028 E.009 .57 6.099
August ................. 1.944 1.647 1.115 201 4.908 .641 -.007 E'261 '.255 '.029 '.009 .553 "6095

September ........... 2.034 1.499 1.007 .194 4.735 .608 -.003 '.218 '.247 E.028 E.009 .502 "5.841
October .......... 2.063 1.620 1.104 .204 4.991 .610 -.005 E .199 256 '.030 E.009 .494 '6.090
November ........... 1.920 1.562 1.068 .200 4.750 .609 -.005 E.210 E.247 .028 E.009 .494 5.847

December ............ 2.011 1.586 1.087 .189 4.872 . .664 (s) '.262 '.258 '.028 '.009 .557 '6.093

Total .................... 23.719 19288 13.235 2.420 58.662 7.157 -.046 3.345 3.003 .327 .104 6.780 "72.553

1999 January : ............. '1.942 1.653 1.072 .192 4.859 .695 -.006 301 E299 .027 .007 .635 R6183
February ............. 1.966 1.494 .969 .181 4.609 .608 -.004 .297 E 267 .024 '.007 .596 n5.809
Marht ................... 2.099 1.660 1.058 207 5.024 .622 -.004 .332 '293 '.027 '.008 .661 6.303

April . .................... 906 190 581 1.024 .203 4.714 .513 -.005 286 E '286 '.025 E.009 .607 "5.829
May ...................... 1.818 1.617 1.056 208 4.699 .593 -.007 .302 294 ' .028 E.012 .636 '5.921

June 1................... 1 930 1.576 1.002 210 4.720 .659 -.006 .312 E286 '.032 '.011 .642 6014
July ..................... 1.876 1.623 1.042 221 4.764 .710 -.006 .304 ' 296 E.035 E.012 .647 6 114
August ......... 1.982 1.611 1.039 217 4.849 .725 -.006 264 E296 E.036 .011 .607 6 174

Seplembe' ......... 1.975 1.556 1.010 215 4.756 .648 ..004 218 '288 '.035 E.009 .550. "5.950
October ................ 1.924 1.613 1.069 .227 4.833 .591 -.005 209 '295 £.036 '.008 548 "5.966

November ............ R 1.961 1.563 1.037 219 4.780 .645 -.005 220 '287 '.033 E.007 .548 '5968 *

December ............ 1.971 1.579 1.071 227 4.848 .727 -.004 261 '298 E.033 .033 08 .601 6 171
Total .................... "23.351 19.126 12.451 2.528 57.56 7.736 -.064 3.306 3486 .374 .110 7.275 "72.404

2000 January ................ 1.857 E1.611 E1.049 225 4.742 .723 -.005 .254 E 308 '.027 E.009 .598 '6.057

February .............. 1.849 E1.519 E.991 215 4.574 .655 -.005 .226 E.286 E.023 E.008 .543 
R

5768
March ................... 2.110 '1.646 '1.056 230 5.042 .643 -.006 269 E.305 E.023 E.009 .607 6.286
April .................. 1.732 E1.558 E 1.018 221 4.529 .598 -.004 287 E 297 E.024 .011 .620 5.742
May ..................... 1.879 1.615 1.049 225 4.768 .653 -.005 .279 E.303 E.025 'E.012 .620 '6.036
June ..................... 1.916 '1.581 '1.013 216 4.728 .686 -.006 256 E.290 E.026 E.010 .582 "5.990
July ...................... 1.14 1.620 1.041d 223 4.699 .735 -.003 .244 .311 E.028 '.010 .593 "6.023
August ................. "2.071 'E 1.656 '1.045 226 4.998 .722 - -.004 .224 E.309 .028 E.009 .571 '6.286
September ........... 1.911 '1.587 '1.003 216 4.718 .654 -.006 .182 E 298 '.027 E'.009 .516 5.882
October ................ 2.058 '1.637 1.046 223 4.964 .587 -.004 .175 E.311 E.028 E.010 .524 6.071
10-Month Total ... 19.199 E16.030 E10.312 2.220 47.762 6.655 -.048 -. 97 3.019 '.259 S .098 5.773 60.142

1999 10-Month Total 19.419 15.984 10.343 2.082 47.828 6.364 -.055 2.825 '2.900 E.307 E.094 6.127 60264
1998 10-MonthTotal ... 19.788 16.140 11.080 2.031 · 49.040 5.3 -.01 E2.873 E2.498 '.272 E.087 5.730 60.612

a End-use consumption, and electnc utlity and nonutity elecutoy net geater than 0.5 tion Btu.
generatlon Noles: * See Note I at end of aection. * Totals may not equal sum of

b induoes lease condensate. components due to independent roundn. * Geographic coverage is the 50 States
c Pumped storage tadcity production minus energy used for pumping and the District of Columbia.
d Elhanol bened into motor gasoline. Sources: * Coal: Tables 6.1 and AS. · Natural Gas (Dry): Tables 4 1 and
* Inctdued in conventional hydroelecric power. A4. * Crude OIl and Natural Gas Plant ULiquids: Tables 31a and A2.
I Beginning in 1989. includes electricty generated by nonultty nuclear unts. * Nuclear Eletnc Power. Tables 8.1 and A6. . lyroelectric Pumped

R=Revtsed. NA=No available. E=Estrmate. (s)'Less than *0.5 vb0ion Blu and Stoage: Tables 72 and A6. * Rnewable Energy: Tables E2. E3a, and E3o

This table is redesigned to incorporate additional renewable energy data.
See Appendix E for fuhrther information.
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Table 1.1 Energy Overview, 1949-1999
(Quadrillion Btu)

Production Imports Exports Coneumptlon

|Nuclear [ INuclear
Foesll Electric Renewable Fossil Electric RenewableYear Fuels ' Power' Energy' P Total Petroleum' Total I Coal Total' Adjustments Fuel Power 2 Energy' Total '

1949 28.75 0 2.97 31.72 143 147 0.88 1.59 0.40 29.00 0 3.00 .32.00
1950 3256 0 298 3554 189 193 0 79 1.47 -1.37 31.63 0 3.00 34.63
1951 35 79 0 2.96 38.75 1.87 192 1.68 2.62 -1 05 34.01 0 2.99 31.001952 34.98 0. 294 37.92 2.11 2 17 1.40 2.37 -095 33.80 0 2.97 38.77
1p53 355 5 0 283 38 18 228 234 098 187 .0.96 34.83 0 2.86 37.681954 33 76 0 2.75 36.52 2.32 237 0.91 1.70 -0.53 33.88 0 2.78 36.661955 37.36 0 278 40.15 2.75 283 1.46 229 -0.44 3741 0 2.83 40.24
1956 39.77 0 285 42.62 3.17 325 198 2.95 -1.13 38.89 0 2.90 41.791957 40.13 ) 2.85 4298 346 357 2.17 345 -1 29 38.93 (s) 289 41 82
1958 37.22 2.92 40 13 3.72 3.92 1.42 2.06 -0.32 38.72 2.95 4.671959 39 05 ) 290 41 95 3.91 4.11 1.05 154 -1.03 40.55 (s) 294 43491960 39.87 0.01 293 42 80 400 423 102 1.48 -0.43 42.14 0.01 2.98 45.121961 40.31 0.02 2.95 4328 4.19 446 098 138 .060 42.76 0.02 2.98 45.761962 41.73 003 3.12 44 88 4.56 501 108 1.48 -0.57 4468 003 3.12 47.831963 44.04 0.04 3.10 47.17 4.65 5 10 1.36 1.85 -0.'8 46.51 0.04 3.10 49.651964 45.79 0.04 323 49 06 496 549 1.34 1.84 -0.87 4854 004 3.25 51.831965 47.23 0.04 340 50 68 5.40 592 1 38 185 .0.72 50 58; 0.04 3.40 54.021966 50 04 0.06 3.43 53 53 563 618 1.35 1.85 -0.83 53.51 0.06 345 57.021967 52.60 009 3.69 56.38 556 6.19 135 2 15 -1.52 55.13 0.09 3.69 58.911968 54.31 O 14 3 178 58 23 6 21 6.93 1 38 2.03 -0.71 5850 0 14 3.77 62411969 56.29 0.15 410 6054 690 771 153 2.15 -0.47 61 36 0.15 4.11 65631970 59.19 024 4 07 63 50 7.47 839 1 94 266 -137 6352 0.24 4,09 87881971 5804 0 41 4.27 62.72 854 9.58 1.55 2 18 -0.82 64.60 041 4.30 69311972 5894 0 58 4.40 63.92 10.30 11.46 1.53 2.14 -0.48 67.70 058 4.48 72761973 5824 091 4.43 63 58 1347 14 73 143 205 -0 46 70.32 091 4,58 75811974 56 33 1 27 477 62.37 1313 14 41 1.62 222 -0.48 67.91 1.27 4.90 74.081975 54 73 1.90 4.72 61.35 12.95 14.11 1.76 2.36 -1.07 65.35 1.90 4.79 72.041976 54.72 2.11 4.77 61.60 15.67 1684 1.60 2.19 -0.18 69.10 2.11 486 7807
1977 5510 2.70 4.25 62.05 176 20 09 1.44 2.07 -1.95 70.99 2 70 4.43 78.121978 55.07 302 5.04 63.14 17.82 1925 1.0 1.93 -034 7186 302 5.24 80.12

1981 58 53 301 547 67.01 12.64 13.97 2.94 4 33 -0.08 67.75 3.0 562 76.571982 5746 3.13 599 '0.78 1209 2 79 4 63 -0.59 4.04 3 13 6.29 73.441983 54 42 320 .6.49 6411 10565 12.03 204 372 090 63.29 3.20 6.83 73.32
1984 58 85 3.55 6.43 6883 - It 43 12 77 2.5 3.80 -0.82 66.62 355 6.84 76.971985 57.54 4.15 `6.03 ? 67 .72 10.61 12 10 244 423 19 6622 4.15 6.4 76.781986 56s58 4.47 6.13 P67 lB 1320 14 44 2.25 4.06 -050 66.15 4.47 R651 

7 7.0 81986 5717 4.91 5.69 67 76 1418 15.76 209 3.85 7 0.04 68.63 491 R6 17 P9. 6 31988 57.87 5.66 '5.49 A69 1575 17.56 250 4.42 0.9 71.66 5.68 R2 '183071989 57.47 5.68 6.32 "69'46 17.16 1896 2.64 4.77 0.94 72.55 5.68 R3.4h
584. 5 9

1990 58.56 6.16 " 6
1

t6 PlO.85 17.12 "1895 2.77 R4 87 , 0.75 71.96 6,16 ~6 26 "84 .1 9
1991 57893 6.58 p6 1 5 P70 5- 1835 "18.50 285 "5.16 0.21 71 23 6.58 837 R84.061992 57.59 6.61 "59g0 7O 06 16 97 Ri9 58 2.68 R4 96 0.83 P7 2 .85 6.61 "8.1 385.5141993 55.74 6.52 6.150 837 1851 2 1 50 1.96 428 "173 74.47 .52 64 8311994 5757.95 6.84 6.08 "7083 91 24 '22 73 1.88 '408 "0.25 "75.98 6.4 6.3989.23
1995 57.46 7.18 6.68 71.29 18.86 `2254 2.32 "4154 c1.65 S 76.80 7.18 0e R90.941996 "58 30 7.17 7.15 "72.58 2027 `"2399 2.37 R466 "1.99 7 9.26 7.17 7.48 ".9 3 49~~~~~~1997 5876 ~ 668 "7R~14 P7A~2 ~53 "21 74 "2552 2.19 4 57 0.84- "80.29 668 7.36 "94.321998 "58766 7.16 P6.7 8 72.55 '2291 P2 6 86 "2 05 14.34 "-049 '8051 7 16 "898 "4.5719990 5767 7.73 7.18 72.52 2253 26.92 1.53 382 0.98 81.58 773 7.37 96.60

Coal. natural gas Iduv), nude oil, end n.ua gas ia3.u 7lseNote I at eg . crncude oilsand natural gas Colant I.Iud r Coal, coal coke net inporls, naLural gas. and petroleum.See Note I at end 0 ,p seclion. 'O From 1989. includes net impor3ed electricity from nonrenewable sources and hydroelectric pumped
Conventional hydroelectric power. geothermal, wood, waste, ethanol blended Into motor gasoline stor gasoline, which would otherwise be double counted Insolar, and wind. boll, fossil fuels and renewable energy.
Also includes hydroelectric pumped storage " There is a discontinuity In this time series between 1988 and 1989 due to the expanded coverage ofCrenewable energy beginning In 199. See Tables 10,1 and 10.2.Also Includes natural gas, ptoaleum, ok.n electrict.adcoatcy. RvRevised. =P.eiminary. (s)9Less than .4 quadrillion B.

bAlsoincludes natural gas pe roleum. electricity' end conl coke. Note. Totals may not equal sum ol components due to independent rounding.A balancing ilem. Includes stock changes. losses, gains. nilicallaneous blending componenls. and Sources: See end of sectIon.unaccounted-for supply.
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Table 1.2 Energy Production by Source, 1949-1999 /
(Quadrillion Blu)

Fossil Fuels Renewable Energy.......... - -,, ? -. . . ............................I..---] 1aoe eb. .
Natural |

Netur l Gas Total Nuclear Hydroelectric Conventional Wood TotalGas Crude Plant Fossil Electric Pumped Hydroelectric and Renewable
Year Coal _(Dry)_ Oil' Liquids Fuels Power' Storage Powr i otheneal '"ale' Solar Wind Energy Totl

1949 11974 5377 10.683 0.714 28748 0 () 1425 u 1549 0 0 2.974 31.7221950 14060 6.233 11447 0.823 32.563 0 1.415 0 1.562 0 0 2.978 35.5401951 14419 7.416 13.037 0.920 35.792 0 s 1.424 0 1.535 0 0 2.958 38.751
1952 12 734 7.964 13.281 0 998 34.977 0 5) 1.466 0 1.474 0 0 2.940 37.9171953 12278 8339 13671 1062 35.349 0 5) I413 0 1419 0 0 2831 38.181
1954 10542 8682 13.427 1113 33 764 0 (1 1.360 0 1.394 0 0 2.754 38.5181955 12370 9345 14.410 1.240 37.364 0 s 1.360 0 1.424 0 0 2.784 40.1481956 13.306 10002 15,180 1.283 39.771 0 (5 1.435 0 1.416 0 0 2.851 42.6221957 13.061' 10.605 15.178 1.289 40.133 (s) ) 1.516 0 1.334 0 0 2.849 42.9831958 10783 10942 14.204 1.287 37.216 0002 ) 1592 0 1.323 0 0 2.915 40.1331959 10 778 11.952 14.933 1383 39 045 0.002 1548 0 1.353 0 0 2.901 41.9491960 t0817 12.656 14.935 1.461 39.869 0.006 ) 1.608 0.001 1.320. 0 NA 2.929 47.8041961 10.447 13 105 15.206 1.549 40 307 0.020 I 1.656 0002 1.295 0 NA 2.953 43.2801962 10.901 13.717 15.522 1.593 41 732 0.026 51816 0.002 1300 0 NA 3.119 44.8771963 11.849 14.513 15.966 1.709 44.037 0038 ) 1.771 0004 1.323 0 NA 3.098 47.1741964 12.524 15.298 16.164 1.803 45.789 0.040 1086 0.005 1.337 '0 NA 3.228 49.051965 13055 15.775 16.521 1.883 47.235 0043 2059 0.004 1.335 0 NA 3.398 50.6761966 13.468 17.011 17.561 1.998 50035 0064 ) 2.062 0.004 1.369 0 NA 3.435 53.5341967 13 825 17.943 18 651 2.177 52 597 0 088 s ) 2347 0.007 1.340 0 NA 3.694 56.3791968 13.609 19,068 19.308 2.321 54306 0 142 ) 2.349 0.009 1.419 0 NA 3.778 58.2251969 13.863 20446 19.556 2.420 56286 0 154 2.648 0013 1.440 0 NA 02 60541970 14 607 21.668 20.401 2.512 59 186 0.239 2634 0011 1.4 2 9 0 NA P4 0 74 p6 3.4 9 91971 13.186 22 280 20:033 2.544 58 042 0 413 5 2824 0012 R 4 3 0 0 NA 4.268 62.7215972 14 092 22.208 20.041 2.598 58 938 0 584 2864 0031 P1 5 0 1 0 NA P4.95 "639181973 3.992 22.187 19.493 2 569 58 241 0.910 2861 0.043 5 2 7 NA 4 1 6 3 .5 8 3

1978 14.910 19485 18.434 2.245 55074 302 2.93 1 0.064 2.0367 0 NA 4.0431 P63.1319 17540 20.076 18.104575 2.286 586.331 006 276 2931 0.05384 R215 0 NA RS.64 "6.35 9 4197580 14 8598 19 64908 18.249 2254 54.7339008 2739 0 NA . "67.240
1982 1809818309 2.191 57458 3135 ) 31266 0.105 '2.65 0 NA 5"4.22 6 6 . 57 419836 1524 16.593 1.2392 2.32184 54416 3203 ( 352 n l0. , 0 NA 48 64.101984 19..19 18.8 48 2.274 58.849 3553 3.386 065 2880 s 6431 68.81985 19.325 16980 18.992 2.245 57539 4 349 2 0 0 " (s) P6 0 3 R67 21 81986 19.509 16.541 18.376 2.149 56.575 4.471 ,3 .071 5 ? "029 2 840 0 s A .06 1 3 1 Re673 131987 20.141 171306 17675 2,28615 57.167 4906 2635 0.229 ) 67.1988 20738 17.599 17.179 2.260 57875 5661 233 0217 2 .9 40 ( 5 6859

l995 25.594 58.229 55.701 2 306 578l9 "6.580 -0 047 73.o2 "01353 p2 .6 79 0.066 0NA 5 471 67.007S1982 21 639 18.375 18 309 2.363 57 4590 360 132.618 0.361 2.826 0068 0. 5.903 70.058

1993 1720.249 186.58493 18 34.494 2.1408 54.45736 63 2 0 0042 2.893 0375 2 0.01 003 61 5 2 p6 8 .3 8

1994 22 Ill 19.348 14.103 2.391 57 952 "6 838 -0035- 2.685 0.370 "2.9I4 0.072 0.038 2 6.0 77 48O.101995 221029 1 1.01 3.887 2.442 57 458 777 028 3209 0.321 p3 044 00 0 O4 8 179 1 2671996 22.684 5"19363 13.723 2530 "58 299 7 568 00323. 3 594 0339 p3 .1 04 0.075 0.035 p 7.1 4 1 p7 2,5 8 2

199 23 211 196 980 18.992 2491 58 758 6678 002 p3 72 0138 p2 9 8 2 0.07 5 " 034 .38 p 72 .53 2199986 1 9 .509 16.541 12.544376 2.14506 5 6.575 4.47133 0063 322 0327 554 0.076 . 7.81 2.523

tSee Note 1 el end o reclionnt. Not all data were available: therefore, values were Interpolated
Thre i a dionuily n thi im series be en 1988 and 1989 due t the expanded cverage 6177

Veles are esimaed For all years. Includes wood cosumpion i all sectors (se Table 0.41 There is a discrliuity in this ime series between 1989 and 990: begInning in 990, pumped

se able 10 73. eginnng17.5 99 17.279des epne overe wd d wse e Totals may not equal 26um o comnen due to ndeende rounding

1^'Th8ougl. 5989. pumped storage ." Included In 2onvenllonl hydroelectric powerSoes Saee hlpndwof eciaon.gvlevn/wMni * 8
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Table 13. Natural Gas Production, Transmission, and Consumption by State, 1967-1999
(Million Cubic Feet)

Marketd Extraction Bnnt ecteo N.noeNt Supplern l flBSlte b' Sa interale' menmu Aress Stunge Gas cInwrpton
Producttlarni ot teg" Movwnem U.S. sBme Ch9 Suppihus

1967

Alabama ................ 248 0 -1,113 255.041 0 0 NA 254.176
Alaska.................... 14.438 0 -2.549 0 0 0 NA 11.B89
Arizona .................. 1.255 0 -1.219 162,446 -3.716 0 NA 158.766
Arkansas ........... ... 116.522 3.499 -14.927 197.790 0 426 NA 295.460
Catornia ............... 681.080 34.803 -61.228 1.329.287 0 3.204 NA 1.911.132

olorado ................ 116.857 4.126 -5.515 125.426 0 1.134 NA 231.508
1onnecticut ........... 0 0 -1.963 51.743 0 0 NA 49.780

.C ....................... a a a a a a NA a
Delaware ............... 0 0 -- -514 21.871 0 294 NA 21.063
londa .............. :.... 123 0 . -2.031 227.439 0 0 NA 225.531

eorgia 0 ........... 0 0 -3.690 258.024 0 0 NA 254,334
Idao .................... 0 0 -372 -219.052 253.707 0 NA 34.283
Illtnois .................. 144 13.725 -22.740 1.011.169 0 31.495 NA 948.353
Indiana ................... '98 0 -3.478 442.703 0 4.791 NA 434.632
Iowa...................... 0 0 -4.838 290.810 0 13.122 NA 272.850

*· <ansas .................. 871971 30.480 -2.280 -390.759 0 -2.511 NA 450.963
)(entucky................ 89.16(1 11.500 -3.942 120.974 0 2.236 NA 192.464

'Louisiana ............... 5.716.,57 '15.177 -16.428 -4.146.147 0 44.729 NA 1.394.376
Maine' ................... 0 0 -426 6.391 613 0 NA 6.578
iMaryland'...... ....... 621 0 -1.726 149.746 0 8.788 NA 139.853

(Massachusetts ...... 0 0 -2.245 130.636 0 174 NA 128.217
Michigan ................ 33.589 3.351 -9.352 698.475 -40.418 -7.152 NA 686.095

n'- nesota .............. 0 0 -202 199.570 83.718 0 NA 283.086;
w'.Mississippi ............. 139.497 1.127 -3.286 146.600 0 -476 NA 282.160

-. ' 1''**..4Missouri ................ 121 0 -9.221 369.872 0 69 NA 360.703

" Montana ............... 25.866 744 -1.289 24.361 30.663 13.819 NA 65.038
-*·. *'*. Nebraska ............... 6.453 1.170 -1.020 183.044 0 646 NA 188.661

Nevada ................. 0 0 -592 35.327 0 0 NA 35.035
New Hampshire .... b b b b b b NA b
New Jersey ......... 0 0 -1.033 252.509 0 -6 NA 251.482

New Mexico........... 1.067.510 46.149 -12.616 -752.937 0 218 NA 255.590
New York ............... 3.837 0 -3.228 617.151 -25.912 2.728 NA 589.120
.Nortn Carolina ....... 0 0 -1.204 99.185 0 0 NA 97.981
*North Dakota ........ 40.462 5.150 -316 -3.138 0 0 NA 31.858
'Ohio ................... 41.315 0 -2.338 925.143 0 1.299 NA 962.821

'"Oklahoma ............. 1.412.952 50.952 -4.537 -881.580 0 26.505 NA 449.378 4t
Oregon ................. 0 0 -1.43 71.620 0 0 NA 69.877
Pennsylvania ......... 89.966 121 -11.305 617.504 0 17.566 NA 678.478

rihooe Island ........ 0 0 -612 19.105 0 0 NA 18.493
; ouoih.Carolna...... 0 0 -3.973 104.512 0 0 NA 100.539

South Dakota. 0 0 -129 27.864 0 0 NA 27.735
ennessee .......... 58 0 4.169 238.323 0 0 NA 232.212
exas................. 7.188.900 433.684 , -54.449 -3.247.981 43.529 11.069 NA 3.485.246
ta ....................... 48.965 2.633 -1.113 60.053 0 220 NA 105.052
ermont ............... b . . b b b NA b

Virginia .................. 3.818 0 -2.712 114.853 0 72 NA 115.887
Washington ......... ..0 0 -1.536 -10.596 140.428 1.064 NA 127.230
West Virginia ......... 211.460 14.150 -1.487 -34.230 0 10.515 NA 151.078
Wisconsin .............. 0 0 -4.870 252.903 0 0 NA 248.033
Wyoming ............... 240,074 11.993 -2.658 .-153.348 0 -1.209 NA 73.284

Total ...................... 18.171.325 784.534 -296.214 0 482.612 184.829 NA 17.388.360

See lootnotes at end of table.

130 Energy Information Administration I Historical Natu -al Gas Annual 1930 Through 1999
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Figure 9.1 Nuclear Generating Units

Operable Units By Site, 1999 Operable Units,'1957-1999
Peak: 112 units
In 1990

120 - '.,

^^^ - ~1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995

Status of All Ordered Units, 1953-1999 Orders, Permits, and Operable Units, 1953-1999 :.-.:;;;iaions and Shutdowns, 1953-1999

280 - Cumulative Units Urdered' 28 -

_j . d I ............. O 140Cumulative

192 Z706- /.7 18 Z9 70-
e m Shut Down i Constru Cumulative

_28 * .' / Shutdowns .

. .' ................. ............ Cumulative

1960 1970 1980 1990 1960 1970 1980 1990
Total Units Ordered: 259

Issuance by a regulatory authority of full-power operating license, or equivalenl 'Placement ol an order by a utility for a nuclear steam supply system.
permission to operate. eIssuance by regulatory authority o a permit, or equivalent permission, to begin

90

140 rd utno cmpetd r aneled cnsCancellations'

*Ceased operalion permanenlV. -Note: Data are at end osyear.

C ancellation o ordered unls. Sources: Map: Based on Energy normaton Admnsron data. Other Table 9.1.
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Table 9.1 Nuclear Generating Units, 1953-1999
Construction New Total Cumulative

year Orders' Permilts' LPOLI Operable Units' St
h utdownh' Opra'ble Units " Cancellstions Cancelltlons

1953 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1954 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1955 3 0 0 0 0
1956 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
1957 2 1 i 0 0 1 0 0
1958 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1959 4 3 I 1 0 2 0
1960 1 7 I 1 0 3 0 0
1961 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
1962 2 I 7 8 0 9 0 0
1963 4 I 3 2 O 11 0 0
1964 0 3 2 3 I 13 o 0
1965 7 1 0 0 0 13 0 0
1966 20 5 1 2 1 14 0 0
1967 29 14 3 3 2 15 0 0
1968 18 23 0 0 2 I3 0 0
1969 9 7 4 4 0 17 0 0
1970 14 1 4 3 0 20 0 0
1971 21 4 5 2 0 22 0 0
1972 38 8 6 6 1 27 7 7
1873 42 14 12 15 0 42 0 7

195 4 9 3 2 0 5? 13 29
1918 3 9 7I 1 83 1 30
19?? 4 15 4 4 0 67 10 40
1915 2 13 3 4 1 70 183 53
1979 0 2 0 0 1 69 8 59
1980 0 0 5 2 0 71 65 74
1981 0 0 3 4 0 795 9 83
1982 0 0 6 4 78 18 101
1983 0 0 3 3 0 8a 6 10?
1984 0 0 7 6 0 87 8 113
1985 0 0 7 9 0 98 2 115
1986 0 0 7 5 0 101 2 117
1987 0 0 6 8 2 107 0 117
1988 0 0 1 2 0 109 3 120
1989 0 0 3 4 2 111 0 120
1990 0 0 1 2 1 JJ 1 21
1991 0 0 0 0 1 TT 0 121
1992 0 0 0 121
1993 0 0 I I 0 tC1 0 121
1994 0 0 0 0 1 109 1 122
1995 0 0 1 0 0 10 2 124
1998 0 0 0 1 1 1OP 0 124
1997 0 0 0 0 2 107 0 124
1998 0 0 0 0 3 104 0 124
1999 0 0 0 0 104 0 124

I Placement of an order by a utility or government agency for a nuclear steam supply system. Developmenl. 1988 edition; U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 1973 Annual Report to Congress. Voume 2.
Issuance by regulatory aiuthority of a permit. or equivalent permission. to begin construction. Numbers Regulatory Activities; various utilities. Constructlon Permitsn : Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

refe permits Issued In a given year. not extant permls. Inlonrmallon Digest. 1997 edition. Appendix A: Nuclear Energy Institute. Historical Profmile of U.S. Nuclear
Low-power operating license: issuance by regulatory authority of license, or equivalent permission, to Power Development. 1988 edition: various utility. Federal. and contractor officials. Low-Power Operating

condudct testing but not to operate at full power. Licenses: Nuclear Energy institute. Historical Profile of U.S. Nuclear Power Development. 1988 edition;
Issuance by regulatory authority of lull-power operating license, or equivalent permission. Units U.S Department of Energy. Nuclear Reactors Built, Being Built. and Planned: 1995; various utility. Federal,

generally did not begin immediate operation. See Nole 1 at end of section. and contractor officials. New Operable Units: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, nformeillon Oigest, 1997
Ceased operation permanently. edition. Table 11 end Appendices A and B: various utility. Federal. and contractor offcials. Shutdowns:

I Total of units holding lull-power licenses, or equivalent permission to operate, at the end of the year. Energy Information Administration. Commercial Nuclear Power 1991, Appendix E; Nuclear Regulatory
See Note 1 of end of section Commission. Information Digest, 1998 edition: U.S. Department of Energy. Nuclear Reactors Bui2 Being

Cancellation by uilities of ordered units. Does not Include three units (Bellelonte 1 and 2 and Watts Built, end Planned: 1995: Tennessee Valley Authority officials; Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Plant
Bar 2| where construction has been stopped indefinitely. Status Report.' Total Operable Units: Running sum of new operable units minus permanent shutdowns.

R'Revised. Cancellatlons: Energy Information Administration. Commercial Nuclear Power 1991. Appendix E,
Note: Data are at end of year. September 1991: Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Inlormalion Digest. 1997 editon, Appendix C: and
Web Page: http Iwww.ela.doe gov/luelnuclear.hlmi. Nuclear Energy institute. Historical Profile of U.S. Nuclear Power Develoomen(. 1988 edition. * 1998
Sources: * 1953-1997: Orders: Energy Information Administrallon. Commercial Nuclear Power 1991, forward-httlp:lwmmw.nrc.govlNRClreacors.h tml

Appendix E. September 1991: Nuclear Energy institute. Hislonical Profile of U.S. Nuclear Power

\9 Energy Informatlon AdministrationlAnnual Energy Review 1999 245
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Figure 9.2 Nuclear Power Plant Operations

Total Electricity and Nuclear Electricity Net Generation, 1957-1999 Nuclear Share of Electricity Net Generation, 1957-1999
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Sources: Tables 8.1 and 9.2.
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Table 9.2 Nuclear Power Plant Operations, 1957-1999 .. .. j .

Nuclear Share
Nuclear Electricity ot Electricity Net Summer Capabilly

Net Generation Net Generallon of Operable Units .2 Capacity Factor'

Year Billion Kllowaltihoure Percent Million Kllowatte Percent

1957 (a) () 01 NA
1958 0.2 (s) 0.1 NA
1959 02 (s) 0.1 NAI 0 0.5 0.1 04 NA191 1.7 0.2 0.4 NA
1962 2.3 03 0.7 NA
1963 3.2 0.4 0.8 NA
1964 33 03 08 NA
1965 3.7 03 0.8 NA1966 5.5 0.5 1.7 NA
1967 7.7 06 2.7 NA
1968 12.5 0.9 2.7 NA
1969 139 10 44 NA
1970 21.8 1.4 7.0 NA
1971 38.1 2.4 9.0 NA
1972 54. 3.1 14.5 NA1973 83.5 45 22.7 53.5
1974 114.0 .1 31.9 47.8
1975 172.5 9.0 37.3 55.9
197 191.1 94 43.8 54 7
1977 250.9 11 8 4.3 63.3
1978 276.4 125 50.8 64.5
1979 255.2 114 49.7 58.4
1980 251.1 11.0 51.8 58.31981 272 7 11.9 56.0 58.2
1982 282 t 12.6 60.0 56.6
1983 293.7 127 63.0 54.4
1984 327.6 13.6 69.7 56.3
1985 383.7 155 794 58.0
1986 414.0 16.6 852 58.9
1987 455.3 17.7 93.8 57,4198

8
527 0 195 94.7 63.5

1989 '529.4 37.8 '98.2 4
1990 5770 19.1 998
1991 812.6 19.9 996 k 7
1992 618.8 20.1 990 " 9
1993 6104 191 99.1 70
1994 640.5 19.7 99.1 73
1995 673.4 20.1 99.5 77
1996 674.7 19.6 100.8 76.1997 628 6 18.0 99.7
1998 673.7 18.6 97.1 7.
1999P 727.9 19.8 97.2 8

Al end of year.
' Ae Note 2 at end of sectionSources: Operable Unit: . 957-1972-Federal Power Commission (FPC). Form FPC4 'Monlhly

Beginning In 1989. e nd ocludes nonulllltyPower Plant Report.' * 
1
97' ', "o

l
u-Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Licensed Operemlng Reaecor3 BeginnIng In 1989 includes nonuiliy facIlties. INUREG.0020). monthly. Elet;riclty Oerleratlon: * 1957-September 1977-FPC Form FPC-4'MorthlyP=Prelimlnary. NANot available. (s)-Less than 0.05 billion kllowanhours or less than 0.05 percent. Power Plant Reo-.' * October 1977-1981---Federa Energy Regulatory Commission Form FPC-4.Note: The performance data shown In this table are based on a universe of reactor units that dlHers In 'Monthly P:*wer Plant Report.' * 16'2 orw-- -Energy Information Administration (EIA). Form EIA-759,some respecHs orom the reactor universe used lo pronle the nuclear power Industry In Table 9.1. especially Month'y Power Plant Repfi.' Net !rnmmer Capability of Operable Units: * 19

5
7-1983-See Note 2 atin the years prior to 1973. See Note I at end of section for further discussion end ot ection. * 19(O-' %'ward-EIA, Form EIA-860A 'Annual Electric Generator Report-Uttlilty.

Energy Infornatlon AdmInl.tratlon/Anual Energy Review 1999 247
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Figure 9.3 Uranium Overview

Production and Trade, 1949-1999 Production and Trade, 1999
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'Nominal dollars.,Nomninal dollars. Source: Table 9.3Note: Because vertical scales differ, graphs should not be compared.
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Table 9.3 Uranium Overview, 1949-1999
Utility Inventories Average Price

Purchases
Oomstllc From Loaded Into

Concanlratl Purchased Export ' Domestic U.S. Nuclear Oom llestic Elctrc Purchased Domestic
Production Import* ' Salea Supplieri Reactors Suppliers UtilIItes Total Imports Purchaels

Year Million Pounds U3Os U.S. Dollar*3 per Pound UWOs

1949 0.36 4.3 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
1950 0.92 55 00 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
1951 1.54 6.1 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1952 1.74 5.7 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
1953 2.32 38 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1954 3.40 6.5 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
1955 5.56 7.8 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
1956 11.92 12.5 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1957 18.96 . 17.1 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1958 24.88 32.3 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1959 32.48 36.3 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1960 35.28 36.0 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1961 34.70 29.0 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1962 34.02 242. 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1963 28.44 22.4 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1964 .23.70 12.1 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1965 20.88 8.0 0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1966 21.18 4.6 0.8 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1967 22.51 0.0 1.4 NA NA NA NA NA NA1966 24.74 0.0 1.6 NA NA NA NA NA - NA
1969 23.22 0.0 1.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA1970 25.81 0.0 4.2 NA NA NA NA NA NA1971 24.55 0.0 0.4 NA NA NA NA NA - NA1972 25.80 0.0 0.2 NA NA NA NA NA NA1973 26.41 0.0 1.2. NA NA NA NA NA NA1974 23.06 0.0 3.0 NA NA NA NA NA - NA
1975 23.20 1.4 1.0 NA NA- NA NA NA NA NA1976 25.49 3.6 1.2 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA197? 29.88 5.6 4.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1978 36.97 5.2 6.8 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
1979 37.47 3.0 6.2 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1900 43.70 3.8 5.8 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1981 36.47 6.0 4.4 32.6 NA NA NA 159.2 32.90 34.651982 26.8? 17.1 6.2 27.1 NA NA NA 174.8 27.23 36.371983 21.16 '8.2 3.3 4.2 NA NA NA 19. 26.18 36.21
1984 14.88 12.5 2.2 22.5 NA 25.0 160.2 185.2 21.66 32.851985 60431 11.7 5.3 21.7 NA 23.7 153.2 176.9 20.0 31.43
1986 13.51 13.5 1.8 169 NA 27.0 144.1 171.1 20.07 30.011987 12.99 15.1 1.0 20.8 NA 25.4 137.8 1632 19.14 27.371988 13.13 15.8 3.3 116 NA 19.3 125.5 144.8 19.03 26.15
1989 15.84 13.1 21 18.4 NA 22.2 115.8 138.1 16.75 19.561990 6.89 23.? 2.0 20.5 NA 26.4 102.7 129.1 12.55 15.701991 795 16.3 3.5 268 34.6 20.7 98.0 118.7 15.55 13.661992 5.65 23.3 28 2314 430 252 921 117.3 11.34 13.451993 3.06 21.0 3.0 155 45.1 245 81.2 105.7 10.53 13.141994 3.35 3.6 17.7 22.7 40.4 1 65.4 869 8.95 10.1995 604 413 98 22.3 51.1 137 58.7 72.5 10.20 11.111996 6.32 45.4 115 22.9 46.2 13.9 66.1 80.0 13.15 13.611997 5.64 43.0 1720 187 48.2 40.4 65.9 106.2 1.81 121998 471 43.1 151 203 R 38 2 70 1 R65 8 0136 5 11.8 12311999 4.61 4.6 .5 19.2 58.8 68.8 58.2 127.0 10.55 11.88

import quanlilies through 1970 are reported far flacal years. Prior to 1968. the Atomic Energy R=Revlsed. P-Preilmlnary. NA=Nol available. -= Not applicable.
Commission was the sole purchaser of all Imported tUO3. Trade daot prior lo 1982 were for transactions Web Page: http:lwww.eIs.doe goviluelnuclear.html.
conducted by uranium suppliers only. For 1962 forward, transaclions by uranium buyers (consumers) have Sources: * 1949.1966-U.S, Deparlmenl ot Energy. Grand Junction Office. Statistical Data of thebeen included Buyer imports and exports prior to 1982 are believed to be small. Uranium industry. Report No. GJO.100. annual. * 

1
9611998-Energy Information Administration (EIAI.Does not include aiy fuel rods removed from reactors and later reloaded Uranium Industry Annual, annual reports. * 1999-EIA. Uranium Indusfry Annual 1999 (May 2000). Tables3Nominal dollars.I. H58J. 5. 14, 27. 28. and 31.
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Nuclear Energy Notes Calvert Cliffs 2 was shut down in 1989 and 1990 for replace-
ment of pressurizer heater sleeves but is counted as operable

I. In 1997 EIA undertook a major revision of Table 9.1 to more fully de- during those years.
scribe the history of the U.S. commercial nuclear power industry. The time
frame was extended back to the birth of the industry in 1953, and the data Exceptions to the rule are Shoreham and Three Mile Island 2. Shoreham
categories were revised for greater relevance to current industry conditions was granted a full-power license in April 1989, but was shut down two
and trends. To acquire the data for the revised categories it was necessary months later and never restarted. In 1991, the license was changed to Pos-
to develop a reactor unit database employing different sources than those session Only. Although not operable at the end of the year, Shoreham is
used previously for Table 9.1 and still used for Table 9.2. treated as operable during 1989 and shut down in 1990, because counting

it as operable and shut down in the same year would introduce a statistical
In Table 9.1 "comercial mean t te units c rib d p r to te discrepancy in the tallies. A major accident closed Three Mile Island 2 inIn Table 9.1 "commercial means that the units contributed power to the

Commrcial electricity grid, .whether or not they were owned by a .elei 1979, and although the unit retained its full-power license for severalcommercial electricity grid, whether or not they were owned by an electric . years, it is considered permanently shut down since that year.utility. A total of 259 units ever ordered was identified. Although most or-
ders were placed by electric utilities, several units are or were ordered,

owned and operated wholly or in part by he Federal Governmen includ2. Net summer capabilities were first collected on Form EIA-860 for 1984.
ing BONUS (Boiling Nuclear Superheatter Power Station), Elk River, Ex- Units not assigned a net summe r capability rating by the utility were given
perimental Breeder Reactor 2, H-allam, lanor d N Piqua, and an estimated rating by use of a statistical relationship between installed
Shippingport. nameplate capacity and net summer capability for each prime mover. To

estimate net summer capability for 1949-1984, two methods were used.
For each prime mover except nuclear and "other," net summer capability

A reactor is generally defined as operable in Table 9.1 while it possessed a calculated in wo steps. First the unit capacity values re-estimates were calculated in two steps. First, the unit capacity values re-
full-power license from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or its prede- ported on Form EA-860 and the unit start dates contained in the 1984
cessor the Atomic Energy Commission, or equivalent permission to oper-cessor the Atomic Energy Commission, or equivalent permission to oper- Generating Unit Reference File (GURF) were used to compute preliminary
ate, at the end of the year. The definition is liberal in that it does not annual net su r c y a i n -aggregate estimates of annual net summer capability and installed name-
exclude units retaining full-power licenses during long, non-routine shut- plate capacity hese preliinary ime ere btained nplate capacity. These preliminary estimates were obtained by aggregatingdowns. For example: unit capacity values for all units in service during a given year. Next, the

ratio of the preliminary capability to nameplate estimate was computed for
In 1985 the five then-active Tennessee Valley Authority units each year and multiplied by the previously published installed nameplate
(Browns Ferry 1, 2, and 3 and Sequoyah I and 2) were shut capacity values to produce the final estimates of net summer capability.
down under a regulatory forced outage. Browns Ferry I remains The net summer capability data for nuclear and "other" units were use di-
shut down and has been defueled, while the other units were idle rectly from the 1984 GURF for all years. Historical aggregates were then
for several years, restarting in 1991, 1995, 1988, and 1988, re- developed by use of the unit start dates on the GURF.
spectively. All five units are counted as operable during the
shutdowns. Historical capacity has also been modified to estimate capability based

upon the operable definition, by assuming that non-nuclear generating
Shippingport was shut down from 1974 through 1976 for conver- units became operable between I and 4 months prior to their commercial
sion to a light-water breeder reactor, but is counted as operable operation dates, depending upon the prime mover and time period. The
until its retirement in 1982. actual operable dates for nuclear units were used.

250 Energy Information Administtation/Annual Energy Review 1999
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Aluminum Industry
',,,* eAnalysis Brief

Aluminum is widely used is[I: ' ' : -'" : >
throughout the U.S. economy,.
particularly in the transportation,
packaging, and construction
industries. As a lightweight, high-
strength, and recyclable structural
metal, aluminum has and will
continue to play an important role in

- a healthy economy as applications
are extended in the infrastructure,
aerospace, and defense industries.

The U.S. aluminum industry is the world's largest, producing about hf
in products and exports annually. U.s. companies are the largest single
proOauer ot p-rimaluminum (aluminum made from bauxite ore). The U.S.
industry prodbces more than 22 billion pounds of primary and secondary

i , -~j~[ (made from recycled metal) metal annually and employj5,0 eople with
an annual payroll of $3.4 billion. [DOC 19971 There are 23mary aluminum
smelting facilities in the Unrted States, operated by a do6endcompanies [DOE

l*.-~._= ' 1j~ 19971. The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) for the primary aluminum
smelting industry is SIC 3334. Secondary aluminum smelting is grouped
under SIC 3341; rolling, drawing, and extrusion of aluminum are grouped
under several four-digit SIC codes within SIC 335 (Rolling, Drawing, and
Extruding of Nonferrous Metals).

conomic Profile and Trends '<
Shipments from domestic aluminum producers total ab I
annually.

Energy Use -
The aluminum industry spends more thap2 billion annwlly on energy, the/ -
majority of which is for electricity.

State-Level Information
The majority of U.S. primary aluminum producers are located either in the _
Pacific Northwest or th h Ohio River Valley. I J

"technologies an cq uipment
Primary aluminum is.produced from alumina (extracted from bauxite ore) in
electrolytic cells, while scrap metal is melted in furnaces to produce
secondary aluminum.

Energy-Management Activities ---
,y-About half of aluminum industry facilities conduct energy-managemnent

activities.

Sources

http://wvw.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/aluminum/index.html 2/16/0 19 7
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_ Economic Profile and Trends
: ' Aluminum Industry Analysis Brief

L Value of Shipments I Annual Production I Labor Productivity

The aluminum industry enjoyed considerable stability in terms of demand
and prices throughout the early 1970s. Since then, continuing economic
fluctuations have become the norm. The world aluminum industry had a

PS4|01. ^ =painful adjustment to the production of excess metal from Russia, but
production and prices remain sensitive to events in the global marketplace.

'|The U.S. aluminum industry employed more thanr(SaJ mercas n 1997,
with an annual payroll of nearly $3.4 bi . In addition, ar 62,00 \
Americans are employed in casng aluminum products. 99-

e 'U.S. aluminum industry is the world's largest, accountin
.H"^ (~ ~world's prTarv -aTuminum rou7 [AA 1998 .2000].Producti
L * iJJ fl_^Wy^S \- hnd shipments of primary aluminum have risen steadily since 1994. Imports l

of ingots and mill products rose 12.40n between 1998 and 1999; exports of J
the same rose 5.7% during the same time period. [AA 20001

The aluminum industry spent over $1 billion in new capital expenditures in
1997 [DOC 1997]. It also spent in excess of $100 million for pollution control
equipment in 1993 and 1994 combined, more than half of which was spent on
air pollution control equipment [DOC 1994].

Industry Economic and Trade
Statistics- 1997

a S2 .7 billon (based on NAICS)
Vahhri ~ofShipm««_ _$S275 billion iased on SIC)

Employment 85.300

Average Houty Waes
(Prnocln'xprkt) * · . . .

Capial Expnditum $1. bilion

R&OD E xpdnaiurs- $3 Jfinion

Pollution Abatement Expendts (1994)
Capial S42 minon
CTvrabr' ai mlfimaon

Traft

Epon$s $5.6 bltion
BMange 41. billion

Source: DOC 1994. DOC 1997. NSF 1997
*A NAICS-based estimate has been provided only for Value of Shipments. In the SIC system, a
number of production activities related to aluminum manufacturing were grouped with that of other
non-ferrous metals. However, beginning in 1997 under NAICS, such activities have been separated
into aluminum-specific classifications, which allow more precise tabulation.
"Includes R&D Expenditures for all non-ferrous metal production.

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/aluminum/page I.html 2/16,ii( 98
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Value of Shipments --- -

The industry and its downstream processors have a *
combined value of shipments of about $33 billion
annually ',

Annual Production ..... "" '.
About 8,185 million pounds of primary aluminum -
and 7,588 million pounds of secondary aluminum . -
were produced in 1998 "" : " _

Labor Productivity
The number of man-hours to produce a ton of
primary aluminum has decreased over the last 10 -
years : -

Office of Industrial Technologies Energy Information Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/aluminum/page l .html 2/61 0f 9 9 9
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- Energy Use
1 J7N -Aluminum Industry Analysis Brief

4L Enermy Use by Fuel Fuel Consumption by End Use | Enery Consumption by Sector Energy

Expenditures ) Energy Intensity

The production of primary aluminum relies on an eletrolytic process and is
thus highly electricity-intensive. According to the most recent Manufacturing
Energy Consumption Survey (MECS), the U.S. aluminum industry consumed

S 0i~ .0~ E ~ about 727 trillion Btu of energy in 1994 (including electricity losses). This
amount represents slightly less than 1% of domestic energy use and 2-3% of
all U.S. manufacturing energy use. According to a study sponsored by DOE,
the total energy consumption associated with the production of molten
primary aluminum in 1995 was 522 trillion Btu [DOE 1997].

Aluminum Industry Total
Energy Use (SIC 3334 onty)

(Trillion Btu)

Year Total Energy Use' Total Energy Use
(c______luding egtcwar-| ossesl o i. os)

1985 685 248

1988 727 258

1991 774 297

1994 621 241

Includes electricity losses incurred during the distribution, generation, and tran-mission of electricity
Source: MECS 1985, 1988. 1991, and 1994

f7w .._ t,'.e L.a f w..." ,_ .

Energy Use by Fuet
< Nea5rlv85% of the aluminum industry's energy _
V comes from electricity (including losses)

Fuel Consumption by End Use _.V

The vast majority of the energy is consumed during -
the electrolytic reduction of alumina (A1203) to __ . -
aluminum '~_

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/aluminum/'page2.htmI 2/1 l £O O
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Energy Consumption by Sector
Nearly three-quarters of all energy consumed by the
industry is for primary aluminum production

- ~ Energy Ex nditures -"
One-third of th average cost of al inum is for the
energy requird to make it

Ener.qy Intensity
Energy .ntensity measures the energy consumed : .
per dolla r of prcducts shipped

Office of Industrial Technologies Enery Information Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00

http://ww, .eia.doe.gov/enieu/mecs/iab/aluminum/page2.html 2/16/200]
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* Energy-Management Activities
Aluminum Industry Analysis Brief

-S -5 ~ Manufacturers may conduct a number of energy-management activities to
improve the efficiency of energy use. In the aluminum industry, the top four
reported activities in 1994 included energy audits, electricity load control, the
purchase of electricity under special rate schedules (e.g., time-of-use rates),
and direct machine drive. Overall, about 68% of the aluminum industry
population reported engaging in at least one energy-management activity.
These reporting establishments used nearly 90% of the total aluminum
industry energy in 199d. [MECS 1994

Energy-MHnagement Activities'- 1994
% Aluminum % Consumed

iiActivities Actu Industry Energy for Heat
Activ Establshmnts Population & Power

Energy Audits 36 36. 37.2

Electrictty Load 343 0.7
Control

Direct Machine 3.3 31.
Drive

Special Rate 3 31.3 29.2
Schedule

Source: MECS 1994
SIC 3334 and SIC 3353 only

Office of Industrial Technologies Enemy Information Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00

httrF://ww.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/aluminum/page5.hntl 2/6 0
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h rChemical Industry
7ON _ ]Ana(ysis Brief

H^@._ ,IH n -- -- i, I ... adJ

*i IiThe chemical industry is a 2 e '
keystone of the U.S. economy,
converting raw materials (oil,
natural gas, air, water, metals,
mr;inerals) into more than 70,000
d:fferent products. Few goods are
m.inufactured without some input i
fio,-n the chemical industry.- n
Ch.:micals are used to make a
wide variety of consumer goods, g-d
as well as thousands of products
that are essential inputs to agriculture, manufacturing, construction, and
servi:e industries. The chemical industry itself consumes 26 percent of its
output. Major industrial customers include rubber and plastic products,
textiles, apparel, petroleum refining, pulp and paper, and primary metals.
[CMA 19981

; Chemicals is nealy a $1.5 trillion global enteprse.,an U.S chem
ndustry is the wnrlH-'- l'a-c p r educar. There are 170 chemical companies

w ith more than 9 RlOO facilitis abroad and 1i700 foreign subsidiaries or
l affiliates operatinig in the United States. The iniousry rec ous iarge trade J

surpluses and employs more than a million people in the United States alol'.
,' . CThe chemical industry is also the second largest consumer of energy in

manufacturing and spends over $5 billion annually on pollution abatement.
[CMA 1998] The broad Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) for the industry
is SIC 28 and encompasses many 3- and 4-digit SIC categories.

Economic Profile and Trends-
~'"'~ Chemical shipments are nearly $400 billion annually.

Distillation, catalytic, and electrochemical reactors are the workhorses of the
industry.

Energy- Management Activities
Over 36% of chemical facilities conduct energy management activities.

http://www.eia.doe.gov/erneu/mecs/iab/chemicals/index.hhtl 2/16/2001
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1Ec! conomic Profile and Trends
Ij ! Chemical Industry Analysis Brief

Value of Shipments | Annual Production | Labor Productivty

s a strong contributor to the U.S. econoythe chemical industry provide-
/ ofdthe total U.S GDP and neari12 tthe manufacturin GDP. On

a v e-added basis, chemicals is the largest .S. manufacturing sector. The
o .[* -industry employed more than a million peoole in 1997 including nearly

90,000 scientists, engineers, and technicians engaged in R&D. Over half of
the industry employees are production workers earn:ng weekly wages that
are 30% Greater than the manufacturing average. [CMA 19981

The Unite d States is the largest chemical producer in the wrN ritr (nIr 9% of - -f

total proda ctior,) and achieved a re'ord trade surplus in 19 q7 nf -1'9. bilionnl iendus .r cont.nues to grow, with profits in 1997 reaching $44.8 billion, an
... fj~ i ,al-time hish. [CIA 19981

' '. jjJ~l i~The chemical indut try is one of the largest U.S. private sector investors in
' '~ R&D, with chemical patents accounting for 15% of the total awarded in the

United States. Phannaceuticals research accounts for more than half of R&D
spending. [CMA 1993]

Industry Economic and Trade
Statistics- 1997

Value of Shipments $392.2 billion

Employment 1.034,000

Average Hourl Wages ,166
(Production Workers)

Capite Expendiures $25.4 billion

R&D Expenditures $18.7 billion

Pollution Abatement Expendtures

Capital 2.1 bilion
Ooeratino $4.3 billon

Trade
Imports $50.3 bilhon
Exports $69.5 billion

Source: DOC 1994. DO 1997 lMA199on
Source: DOC 1994. DOC 1997, CMA 1998

Value of Shipments
Chemical shipments are increasing 5% annually

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/chemicals/page I.html 2/16/2001
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,a- ..w l AIftw

Annual Production ' - '"".
Over 360 million tons of chemicals are produced
every year ~ _ _,,,

Labor Productivity
The labor productivity ol cheri.-al workers increased
by 3% annually over the last derade - - _- . .

Office of Industnal Technologies Eneray Information Administration

Last Updated: 01/05/00

http://ww,.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/chemicais/page .html 2/ 0 0/1 '005
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.F nergy Use
Chemical Industry Analysis Brief

__· --- _--- --- - ---
,iSJ1 1-sU 4i EneMry Use by Fuel Fuel Consumption by End Use | Energy Consumption by Sector | Energy

Expenditures j Onsite Generation I Energy Intensity

The chemical industry uses energy both to supply heat and power for plant
.1!5:1X .operations and as a raw material for the production of petrochemicals,

* .*^^rj -plastics, and synthetic fibers. According to the most recent Manufacturing
Energy Consumption Survey (MECS), the U.S. chemical industry consumed
about 5.3 quads (quadrillion Btu, or 10'5 Btul of energy in 1994. This

*~il - ~~~~represents about 7% of domestic ener gy use and about 25% of all U.S.
manufacturing energy use. Energy pur:ha-es cost the industry about $18
billion in 1994 [MECS 19941, about 5% of the value of shipments that year.

Chemical Industry Total Energy Use
(Trillion Etu)

Energy Use, Total Energy
Year No Feedstocks* Feedstocks Use

1985 2213 1354 3567

1988 2682 1678 4360

1991 2693 2358 5051

1994 2865 2463 5328
The primary component is energy used for heat and power.

NOTE: Years prior to 1994 do not include adjustments for energy shipped off site.
Source: MECS 1985, 1988, 1991, and 1994

Energy Use by Fuel .
Natural gas and LPG account for a large share of . '
energy use

Fuel Consumption by End Use -

Nearly 50% of energy is transformed into chemical
products

http://wAw.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/chemicals/page2.htmn
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Energy Consumption by Sector .- '-
Organic chemicals consume the most energy

Energy Expenditures
Chemicals account for about 26% of all
manufacturing energy costs .

Onsite Generation
Chemical plants produce about 25% of electricity
onsite

Energy Intensity
Energy intensity measures the energy consumed
per dollar of products shipped . -

Office of Industrial Technologies Enery Information Administration

Last Updated: 01/05/00

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/chemicals/page2.html 2/16/2001
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Technotogies and Equipment
a Chemical Industry Analysis Brief

' Cogeneration Technologies | Generic Technologies

Transforming raw materials into usable chemical products requires chemical,
physical, and biological separation and synthesis processes that consume
large amounts of energy for heating, cooling, or electrical power. Separations
play a critical role and account for 40-70% of both capital and operating costs.
The most widely used separation process is distillation, which accounts for as
much as 40% of the industry's energy use [Humphrey 19971. Chemical
synthesis, predominantly heterogeneous catalytic processes, is the backbone
of the industry. Process heat is integral and supports nearly all cherical
operations.

Industry-Specific Technologies

Onl tion Purpose MajorTechnologiesOperation

Separatons Separate products. Distillation, extraction,
remove absorption, crystallization,
contaminants, dry evaporation, drying, steam
soids stripping or crcldng,

membranes
Chemical Synthesize Catalytic reactions (oxidation,
Synthesis chemicals, hydrogenation, alkylation) and

polymers, and polymerization (additon or
resins suspension), hydration,

hydrolysis, electrolysis
Process Drive chemical Direct heating: furnaces, kilns, dryers
Heating reactions and ,

separations; can Indirect heating: Boilers, heat exchangers
be direct or
indirect Heat transfer fluds: steam, boiling water,

organic vapors, water, oils, and air

Source: DOE 1999

Cogeneration Technologies
Cogeneration in chemical plants often involves two --=--
or more technologies =.

Generic Technologies .i
More than half of chemical plants report using j _ -
general technologies to increase efficiency a, _

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/chemicals/page4.html 2/16/2001
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i. Energy-Management Activities
Chemical Industry Analysis Brief

-- m 'L m I·ii ' m 1

Manufacturers may conduct a number of energy management activities to
improve the efficiency of energy use. In the chemical industry, the top four
reported activities in 1994 included energy audits, electricity load control,
equipment or facilities modification to improve lighting and other facility
energy use, and purchase of electricity under special electricity rate
schedules (e.g., interruptible or time-of-use ra'.es). Overall, about 36% of the
chemical population reported engaging in at least one energy-management
activity. These reporting establishments used about 78% of the total chemical
industry energy in 1994. [MECS 1994]

Energy- Management Activities - 1994
i. Establishments % Chemical %Consumed Energy

^ w Activities (weighted) Population for Heat & Power

Enery Audits 1.745 18.2 49.7
Electricity Load
Control 1.556 163 44.1
Equipment
Installaon/
Retroft 1259 13.2 28.0

Special Rate
Schedule 1.185 12.4 43.8

Source: MECS 1994

Office of Industral Technoloaies Enermy Information Administration

Last Updated: 01/05/00

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/chemicals/page5.html 2/16 o009
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* Forest Products Industry
Analysis Brief

...... Ia --- ' m -'- ....

The U.S. forest products industry
is divided into two major .:.Alos
categories: Paper and Allied '
Products (SIC 26) and Lumber
and Wood Products (SIC 24). -
These industries are often
grouped together because both

*B& *B ^ *rely on the nation's vast forest
resources for raw material. In
addition, many companies that
produce pulp and paper also produce lumber and wood products in integrated
operations. With a timberland base of about 490 million acres, the forest
products industry harvested close to 19 billion ft3 of softwood and hardwood -
timber in 1998 (Miller Freeman 1998]. Almost half of the wood harvested is
used for construction and building materials, and close to 30% of the wood is
used to make pulp and paper [IAPPI PRESS 19981.

The United States is the world's leading producer of lumber and wood
products used in residential construction and in commercial wood products
such as furniture and containers. The United States is also the leader in the
pulp and paper business, producing about 34 percent of the world's pulp and
29 percent of totalworld output of paper and paperboard [Miller Freeman
1998]. Fueling this large manufacturing sector is consumption; as the world's
leading consumer of paper and paperboard products, the United States
consumed close to 99 million tons in 1997 or about 738 pounds per capita
WMiller Freeman 19991. In 1997, exports totaled $14.4 billion dollars, only $123
million less than imports [AF&PA 1998].

The forest products industry is a multinational enterprise with plantations and
mills around the world. With over 44,000 facilities in the United States alone
(6,541 in Pulp and Paper and 37,471 in Lumber and Wood), the industry
produced shipments valued at close to $262 billion in 1997. As a strong
contributor to the nation's economy, the industry employs close to 1.3 million
people in all regions of the country and ranks among the top 10
manufacturing industries in 46 states. Although the industry self-generated
more than 56% of its energy needs in 1996, it is still the third largest user of
fossil energy in the U.S. manufacturing sector. [AF&PA 1998. MECS 19941

Economic Profite, and Trends
Forest products industry shipments are close to $262 billion annually.

Energy Use
The forest products industry is the third largest industrial user of energy.

State-Level Information
Wisconsin, California, and Georgia are the nation's top three forest products

- producers.

Technologies and Equipment

http://:Iww.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/forept_products/index.html 2/16f 0 1 0
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Forest products industries employ a variety of physical and chemical
processes.

n ergy-an agement Activities
Almost 2,500 energy audits were performed at forest products establishments
in 1994.

Sources

Return to Industry Analysis Briefs home page.

Home page for Home paqe for
Office of Industrial Technologies Energy Inforration Administration

Return to home page for Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey.

File Last Modified: 08/31/2000

Contact:
Michael.Margreta@eia.doe.gov
Michael Margreta
Survey Statistician
Phone: (202) 586-2327
Fax: (202) 586-0018

Ifyou are having any technicalproblems with this site, please contact
the EIA Webmaster at'

wmaster(,eia. doe.gov

http://www.eia.doe.gov/e meumecs/iab/forestroducts/index.htnl 2/1_p ~~~~~~~~2/16i(bh



- - Economic Profile and Trends
"I "Forest Products Industry Analysis Brief

Value of Shipments Annual Production Labor Productivit

The U.S. forest products industry makes a strong contribution to the national
economy, producing 1.2% of the U.S. GDP. The industry employed almost 1.3
million people in 1997, with average hourly production wages of $16.17 in the
pulp and paper sector and $11.43 in lumber and wood products [DOC 1997].
The industries are highly cyclical, being dependent on commodity prices and
strong consumer markets. Following a prolonged downcycle in the economic
recession of the early 1990s, a time of significant downsizing and industry
restructuring, the industry is posting strong production gains in the robust
economy of the late 1990s. With continuing recovery of Asian and other key
overseas markets, the paper industry is projected to increase product
shipments by 2% annually through 2003 [Miller Freeman 19981. To stay
competitive and to develop the products and processes that will be required to
comply with environmental regulations, the pulp and paper sector directs about
1% of its sales annually toward R&D on new/improved products and
processes. R&D spending for the pulp and paper sector alone was over $1.5
billion in 1996. [AF&PA 1998]

industry Economic and Trade
Statistics - 1997

Value of Shipments S262.3 billion

Employment 1,281,800

Average Hourly Wages$16.17- pulp and paperAverage Hourly Wages
(Production Vorkers) S11.43- lumber and

wood products

Capital Expenditures $12.7 billion

R&D Expenditures S1.8 billion

Pollution Abatement Expencdtures (1994)

Capital S771.3 million
Operatng S2.2 billion

Trade
Imports $30 billion
Exports S=22.4 billion
Balance -S7.6 billion

Source: DOC 1997. DOC 1994. NSF 1997

.ttp://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/forest_products/page I .html 2/16/2001
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Value of Shipments .. ,_
Strong production gains have been posted in the
robust economy of the late 1990s

AnnualtProduction
Total primary U.S. paper and paperboard production
is about 95 million tons per year -

Labor Productivity
The labor productivity of U.S. pulp and paper workers : - -

has increased 1% annually over the last decade...

Office of Industrial Technologies Energy Information Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeulmecs/iab/forest_products/page .html 2/16/2001
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H Technologies and Equipment
I*JS B * ^S~S Forest Products Industry Analysis Brief

Lo* - Cogeneration Technologies j Generic Technologies

Transforming whole trees into lumber and wood products or into pulp and
paper products requires significant physical, chemical, and some biological
processes that are highly energy-intensive. The forest products industries

ffl ** .-alone account for over 14% of total industry energy demand; however, almost
L* * * * B 40% of this energy is generated onsite through the use of biomass

byproducts for heat and steam. The technologies used by the lumber and
wood products industry differ significantly from those used by the pulp and
paper industry. Principal processes in lumber and wood products include
debarking, log processing, drying, product fabrication, and finishing. Major
pulp and paper processes include pulping and papermaking.

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/forest_products/page4.html 2/1 6i 0 14
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idustry-Specific Technologies
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Cogeneration Technologies
Steam turbines driven by bed boilers are the most
prevalent in forest product facilities

Generic Technotogies
Adjustable speed motors are the most commonly
used energy-saving technology

http://www·.eia.doe.gov/emeumecs/iab/forestproducts/page4.htm 2/1 2m0 0 5
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En gnergy-Management Activities
Forest Products Industry Analysis Brief

4 ____ .. -- ' ' I.

Manufacturers may conduct a number of energy-management activities to
improve the efficiency of energy use at their facilities. The four top
management techniques used by the forest products industry include energy
audits, electricity load controls, power factor correction or improvement, and
facility lighting. The most commonly used of these is the energy audit,
employed by almost 2,500 facilities in 1994. Approximately 20% of the forest
products facilities reported using at least one type of energy-management
activity. LMEC: 1994

Energy-Management Activities - 1994

l ld i Jf _ | Y.Number of Products Energy for Nea
ll Actes __________ Etablhmets PopLailon and Poor

'E~l iRE _'___ _Lumber & Wood Products
nErwgy Audits , 4

_ 1,.4 . 24.8%
Povr Fador Con rijon of Improvnmewt 1.0B 5.0% 21.4%
Elecrcity Load Cortrol 10?21 4s.8% 9S
Faciity Lighting 73B 3.4 _ 113_ %

Pulp& Paper _
Energy Audts 1:034 18.6 D.PI
Po~or Fador Corrction of Improvnwt __ 55 _ 1% 3631_

ectricrty Load Controd __ .- 12 -0 s53.0 , -
Facdity Lghting 748 13.4- 3.7' -

Source: MECS 1994

Office of Industrial Technoloies Energy Information Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/forest_products/page5.html 2/1 6 /1 16
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Glass Industry
Anatlysis Brief

The glass industry is an integral part of the
American economy and everyday life. Glasr
is used in a myriad of consumer prod s icts
ranging from food and beverage packo n., - I
lighting products for homes and busint sses,
automobile windshields, and windows n i .
buildings to insulation for buildings, fiber .
optics for communications, and tubes for
televisions.

The U.S. glass industry is a $27 billion
enterprise with both large producers and small firms playing pivotal roles in
the industry. While most sectors of the glass itdustry have restructured and
consolidated in the past twenty years, the industry still employs 150,000
workers who earn an average of $15.53 per hour. On a percent-of-shipments
basis, glassmaking is one of the most energy-intensive industries; the
industry spent $J.4 billion on purchased energy in 1997. [DOC 19971

Glass covers several Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes, including
SICs 321, 322, 323, and 3296.

Economic Profile and Trends
Shipments from glass facilities total about $27 billion annually.

Energy Use
The glass industry primarily uses energy to supply heat to glass melting
furnaces in which the raw materials are melted and refined.

State-Level Information
Ohio, Pennsylvania, California, and North Carolina are among the nation's top
glass producers.

Technotogies and Equipment
The industry depends largely on glass furnaces for melting and downstream
processing to form glass products.

Energy-Management Activities
Over 50% of glassmaking establishments conduct energy-management
activities.

Sources

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/glass/index.html 2/1620 0 17
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Economic Profile and Trends
Glass Industry Analysis Brief

I* 0 JMLB 4 * Value of Shipments | Annual Production ( Labor Productivity

The glass industry employed over 150,000 workers in 1997. Over 80% of
glass industry employees are production workers with wages averaging about
20% above the manufacturing average. [DOC 19971 Intense competition
between producers of glass and alternative materials has caused the industry
to significantly improve its operations. The fastest growing segments of the
industry have-been pressed and blown glass (specialty glass), products of
purchased glass, and mineral wool (fiberglass insulk tion).

The United States is a large producer of glass products, witni annual
production of around 20 million tons annually. [Ross 9_99] Cverall, U.S.
imports and exports are roughly equal. Some glass pioducts do not lend
themselves to extensive travel before use (e.g., beverage containers,
fiberglass insulation).

The glass industry is also capital-intensive, due in part to the cLst of
rebuilding furnaces every 8-12 years. Most of the industry's limited R&D funds
are focused on developing innovative products.

Industry Economic and
Trade Statistics- 1997

Value o SlpMm r I 5Z72 biflon

EmpIwoynme 190.400

Avaege WMUrtyW Wage
(PCr.or: ) Woi .TS)

CapeaW ExzpnMtuer S13 bilon

RLD Emxptndum 'WA

Poluen Abslmert Expnmgdur (19b4)
Capi ta 70.9 milnon
O ratmg 213J nillion

Trade
irm olTm S3A3 b(aon
Expoats 3228 bMRon
BUaance I 4.151 billion

Source: DOC 1994. DOC 1997

Value of Shipments
Increases in shipments have been driven by growth
in specialty glass and products of purchased glass

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/glass/page .html 2/ 62(0 1
62/60iy 0 1 8



Annual Production . .--
Over 20 million tons of glass products are produced .- - -

every year -

o . . . .. .. .

Labor productivity of glass workers has increased

Last Updated: 05/05/00

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/glass/page I .html 2/16/2001
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i5 IEEnergy Use
Glass Industry Analysis Brief

3 _i*6 ^^^ 1^~L4 Energy Use by Fuel I Fuel Consumption by End Use | Energy Consumption by Sector I Energy

Expenditures | Energy intensity

The glass industry primarily uses energy to supply heat to the glass melting
furnaces in which the raw materials are melted and refined, with downstream

* * * -processing used to ultimately form and finish glass. According to the most
recent Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey (MECS), the U.S. glass
industry consumed 249 trillion Btu of energy in 1994, excluding energy used
in manufacturing products from purchased glass. [MECS 19941 Energy
purchases cost the industry $1.4 billion in 1997, about 5% of the value of
shipments that year. Excluding the much less energy-intensive products of
purchased glass segment, energy purchases accounted for about 7% of
shipments. [DOC 19971

Glass Industry Total
Reported Energy Use

(Trillion Btu)

-Year Total Energy Use'

1991 186
Flat 49
Container 85
Pressed & Blown 11
Mineral Wool 41

1994 249
Flat 52
Contalner 83
Pressed & Blownr 63
_Mineral Wool 51

Source: MECS 1991. 1994
* Total excludes withheld data
Note: Years prior to 1994 do not include adjustments for energy shipped offsite. Does not include

losses incurred during the distribution, generation, and transmission of electricity.

Energy Use by Fuel -.
Natural gas accounts for the majority of industry
energy use

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeeu/mecs/iab/glass/page2.html 2/(020
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Fuel Consumption by End Use
Process heating accounts for two-thirds of industry
energy use

( ._._ by M..

Energy Consumption by Sector
Glass container manufacturing consumes the most:
energy

(ncrU L2rDnO' NY w

Energy Expenditures 9
Natural gas and electricity dominate energy
expenditures

Energy Intensity -. -_
Energy intensity measures the energy consumed ....-- .
per dollar of product shipped . 1

Office of Industnal Technologies Energy Information Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00
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. T Technologies and Equipment
Glass Industry Analysis Brief

@4 Genenc Technologies

*^ m * ~~Transforming raw materials into usable glass products requires large
amounts of energy to heat and melt the material and homogenize the glass.

Industry-Specific Technologies

iUnit Operaon Purpose Major Technologies

Batch Prepare rawmaterial for Wet mixing,batch
Preparation melting agglomeration ^

Side port furnace, end port
SB§ s , Melt and refine glass to furnace, regenerative -

Mel. efi g ensure uniformity furnace, electric b'osting,
._______ ____unntmelters ,: : . ,_ ,

Fwnming FoniTl~g .ass-.: - '. Tin.bath'(faiS a ni Jng
ng........._______ _ CO ai. _ 'it.

:Finhinghin- Modystrength nd ohe Arn t ipea -;
properties --- . ,coating, pofshmg

Source: Ross 1999

Generic Technologies --
About 80% of glass facilities report using generic
technologies to increase efficiency

Office of Industrial Technologies Energy Information Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00

http://www,.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/glass/page4.html 2/ o22
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Energy-Management Activities
Glass Industry Analysis Brief

· .'1 ' I II -. . II I

Manufacturers may conduct a number of energy-management activities to
improve the efficiency of energy use. In the glass industry, the top four
reported activities in 1994 included energy audits, purchase of electricity
under special rate schedules (e.g., interruptible or time-of-use rates),
equipment or facilities modification to improve direct machine drive, and
equipment or facilities modification to improve facility lighting. Overall, about
53% of the glass population reported engaging in at least one energy-
management activity. These reporting establishments were responsible for
about 71% of the total glass industry energy use in 1994. [MECS 1994]

Energy-Management Activities - 1994

Establishments % Consumed
Activitie(weighted % Population Energy for Heat

& Power

Energy Audits 184 38.1 52.6

Special RateSpecialRate 126 26.1 34.5
Schedule

Direct Machine 23
122 25.3 35.6Drive

Facility Lighting 116 24.0 34.5

Source: MECS 1994

Office of Industrial Technologies Energy Information Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00

http://www.eia.doe:.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/glass/page5.html 2/1 61023
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i MHetalcasting Industry
Xs Analysis Brief

SS i fMore than 90 percent of all
manufactured goods and capital o
equipment use metal castings as
engineered components or rely
on castings for their manufacture
[AFS 2000]. The metalcasting
industry produces both simple: .-i d
and complex components of
infinite variety, whether they are ,
produced once as a prototype or

.·*MH *-thousands of times for use in a
manufactured product. In addition to producing components of larger
products, foundries may also do machining, assembling, and coating of the
castings. Major end-use applications for castings include automobiles and
trucks, farm and construction equipment, railroads, pipes and fittings, valves,
and engines.[AFS 1998

Metalcasting industry sales in the United States have been in the range of
$25 to $28 billion annually for the past several years, with a small trade
surplus. There are close to 3,000 foundries operating in all 50 states,
employing one-quarter of a million people. [AFS 2000] The industry estimates
that it invests more than $1.25 billion annually in pollution prevention
technologies and in meeting environmental standards. [MECS 1994] Under
the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) system, the iron and steel
foundries are grouped under code 332, while nonferrous foundries and die
casters are grouped under code 336.

Economic Profile and Trends
Shipments from foundries are valued at about $28 billion annually.

Energy Use
The metalcasting industry uses an estimated 200 to 250 trillion Btu annually.

State-Levet Information
U.S. metalcasting facilities are found in every state but are concentrated in
the Midwest.

Technologies and Equipment
More than half of U.S. castings are produced using sand casting methods,
followed by permanent mold, die casting, and investment casting.

Energy-Management Activities
About half of gray and ductile iron foundries conduct energy-management
activities.

http://www. eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/metalcasting/index.html 2/1 2t24
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Economic Profile and Trends
Mretatcasting Industry Analysis Brief

4L Value of Shipments | Annual Produdion I Labor Productivity

*^^^ * * lThe metalcasting industry provides approximately 1% of the manufacturing
GDP. The industry employs a quarter of a million people in all 50 states, with

*...=B - a total annual payroll close to $7 billion [DOC 19961. Small- and medium-
sized foundries dominate the industry, with about 80% of all foundries
employing fewer than 100 people and only 6% having a staff larger than 250
[Kanicki 19981.

* it i '*Z~ ~ The United States led all other countries in the world in producing metal
castings in 1997, supplying one-fifth of the world's total shipments of 67

.million tons. The nearest competitor is China, with about 16% of the total.
[AFS 19961

Public and private research institutions and organizations are part of the
* , , . ^8 infrastructure of the metalcasting industry. R&D expenditures in 1997 were
1*J. - ..about evenly divided between nonferrous metals and ferrous metals [NSF

1997].

Industry Economic and
Trade Statistics- 1997

Value of Shipmer S29.1 billion

Employment 227,100

Average Hourly Wages 14.43
(Production Workers)

Capital Expenditures $1.4 billion

R&D Expenditures' $767 million

Pollution Abatement Expenditures (1994)
Capital $52.2 million
Operating $328.4 million

Trade
Imports $462 million
Exports $579 million
Balance $117 rillion

Source: DOC 1994. DOC 1997. NSF 1997. AFS 2000
Includes R&D Expenditures for all primary metal production.

Value of Shipments

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/metalcasting/page .html 2/1 252/1620025
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Casting shipments have increased steadily since the
early 1990s '

e r.! ..

' -

Annual Production -
More than 14 million tons of castings are produced
annually,

.- --..- ... .. -_-

Labor Productivity ..
The labor productivity of both ferrous and nonferrous - ._ .
foundry workers has increased over the last decade

Office of Industnal Technologies Energy Information Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/metalcasting/page I.html 2/16/2001
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Technologies and Equipment
Metalcasting Industry Analysis Brief

4* Generic Technologies

The production of castings mainly involves process heating operations that
consume large amounts of fossil fuels and electricity. Process heating needs
include metal melting, mold and core baking and curing, and heat treatment.
Process heating accounts for more than 75% of the industry's total energy
use. Other operations include mechanical cleaning and finishing steps, which
rely m;anly on electric motors as does material transport. Sand reclamation
units rely on thermal energy to clean the individual grains within the sand
mass so that the sand may be reused. [Bates 1997. DOE 1999]

Onsite elactricily cogeneration in the metalcasting industry is negligible. The
majority of foundries are small establishments; many larger establishments
are "captive" foundries within automotive manufacturing facilities.

Industry-Specific Technologies

Unit
operation Purpose Major Technologies

Cupola furnace, electric
Melt metal (scrap, pig Induction furnace, arc

Process Iron, virgin metal), heat fumace,reverberatory
Heating molds and cores, heat furnace, crucible

treat castings, reclaim furnace, hotbox, heat
used foundry sand treating furnace, sand

reclamation unit

Rotary drum
Mechanical Remove sand, scale, separators, blast
Cleaning and and excess metal from cleaners, vibrators,
Finishing the casting cutof machines,

grinders

Generic Technologies : . -.
Slightly more than half of metalcasting industry -. _ ?
facilities (SIC 3321 only) report using general
technologies to increase efficiency . .- . -

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/metalcasting/page4.html 2/16 2 72/16200 2 7
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1, Energy-Management Activities
*'* Metalcasting Industry Analysis Brief

Manufacturers may conduct a number of energy-management activities to
improve the efficiency of energy use. In the metalcasting industry (SIC 3321
only), the top four reported activities in 1994 included the purchase of
electricity under special rate schedules (e.g., time-of-use rates), energy
audits, electricity load control, and equipment rebates. Overall, about half of
all foundries reported in engaging in at least one energy-management activity.
[MECS 1994]

Energy-Hancagement Activities
'SIC 3321)- 1994

_% Fody % Consumed
Activities Establishments Foudy Energy for Heat

Population E forea______________ ~& Power

Special Rate 148 28 44
Sc h ed u t e148 28,6 44.6Schedule

Energy Audits 144 27.9 457

Electricity Load 137 265 522
Control 137 26.5 s 2Control

Equipment 100 193 32S
Rebates 3

Source: MECS 1994

Office of ndustrial Technologies Energy Information Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00

http://www.ei..doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/metalcasting/page5.html 2/16 28
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a-i Petroleum Industry
.. AAnalysis rjief

use iPetroleum is the single largest i;
source of energy used in the United ''-;.

States. The nation uses two times t
more petroleum than either coal or i
natural gas and four times more than
nuclear power or renewable energy
sources. Bef6re petroleum can be
used it is sent to a refinery where it i:;
physically, thermally, and chemically separated into fractions and then
converted into finished products. Abo't 90 ocrcent of these products are fuels
such as gasoline, aviation fuels, distiliate and residual oil, liquefied petroleum

I-5 Ig gas (LPG), coke, and kerosene. Refineries also produce non-fuel products,
including petrochemicals, asphalt, road oil, lubricants, solvents, and wax.
Petrochemicals (ethylene, propylene, tenzene. and others) are shipped to
chemical plants, where they are used to manufacture chemicals and plastics.
[DOE 19981

The United States is the largest producer of refined petroleum products in the
world, with 25 percent of global production and 163 operating refineries. In
1997 refineries supplied more than 6 billion barrels of finished products and
employed about 65,000 people [DOE 1998, DOC 19971. U.S. refineries are
also the largest-energy consumers in manufacturing and spend $5-$6 billion
annually in pollution abatement costs [MECS 1994. DOE 19981. The broad
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) for refining is SIC 29; oil and gas
exploration falls under SIC 13.

Economic Profile and Trends
Refinery shipments total about $160 billion annually.

Energy Use
Petroleum refining is the largest industrial user of energy.

State-Level Information
Texas, Louisiana, California, Illinois, and Pennsylvania are the nation's top
producers of refinery products.

Technologies and Equipment
Distillation, thermal and catalytic cracking, and reforming and alkylation are
the workhorses of the industry.

Energy-Management Activities
Over 56% of petroleum refineries conduct energy-management activities.

Sources

http://vrww.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/petroleum/index.html 2/16/2001
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1IErconomic Profile and Trends
!:.- , l Petroleum Industry .naltysis Brief

L Value of Shipments I Annual Production I Labor Productivity

The U.S. petroleum refining industry is a strong contributor to the economic
health of the United States, providing nearly $160 billion in annual shipments

j.Fbll,^ - and employing 65,000 people in 1997 [DOC 19971. Up to 2 million workers
are employed in nearly 200,000 service stations around the United States.
The wage paid to production workers in petroleum refineries is the highest in
the nation, about $24 per hour [DOC 19971.

The United States is the largest, most sophisticatec pi U-iu-er of refined
petroleum products in the world, representing about 25% of global production.
At the end of 1997 the United States had 163 operating refineries and 15.6
million barrels per day of crude oil distillation capacity [DO'EIA 19991.

!___ ., The petroleum industry has been dramatically impacted over the last three
-:'-' ~~~~ ~~decades by geopolitical disruptions and volatile world oii prices. Today

refiners must deal with volatile crude prices, crude qualit/ variability, low
marketing and transport profit margins, and the increasing capital and
operating costs of environmental compliance. Refiners also import about 50%
of crude oil and other feedstocks from foreign producers [DOE 1998].

Industry Econornic and Trade
Statistics - 1997

Vlie or Shlpments $167.9 billon

Employmeft 6400

Average Hourf Wat es3
(Prmaauon on<rers) S2._

Capial Expendlturl U26 bilion

R&D Expendliturs $1.6 billon

Polutbon Abatement Expndituri (194)
Ceptl S2.6 bllloni
OpDeramt S2B billon

Trade
Impolrs $13.2 billion
LExpons' S blMon
Balanc 46.6 billion

Source: DOC 1997. DOC 1994. NSF 1997
Include petroleum refining and oil and gas exploration

Value of Shipments

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/petroleum/page I.htrml 2/162 030
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Refinery shipments have increased 4% annually .- .
over the last decade. '

Annuat Production - -
Over 6 billion barrels of refined products are :
produced each year

.. ,*.. * :.... . _ o

Labor Productivity -
The labor productivity of refinery workers increased - ----- -
by 4% annually over the last ten years

Office of Industrial Technologies Energy Informalion Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/petroleun/page I .. tml 2/16/200 1
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; Technologies and Squiprent
Petroleum Industry Analysis Brief

'-|~~ L -* Cogeneration Technologies | Generic Technologies

Refinery operations fall into five major categories that involve separation,
cracking, rearrangement, and blending of hydrocarbons. How major processes
are used varies considerably from refinery to refinery, as well as within an

* » u * .~~. individual refinery, depending on the product slate that is desired.

Major-Petroleum Refining Processes

Category Maor Process
Toppm (:'iptan d Tu:V 0O ) Ano"ptic DOseim

Seum Disulprn

TtlrmlW ard C hic acOwkirg DbLy COing

BE ,. I l. A ^id c gc r eaddn

of Hyd-jrtxrKns C1Ahtic rdaf

bSpeet~ Procidnt #anamr Lu b e

PsTynrauto

kOnmr gnon

Source: DOE 1998

Cogen er ation Techn oto gies -~-~=1~A~S* tr R_

Cogeneration in petroleum refineries often involves two -=-|----I
or more technologies ... , .

More than half of petroleum refineries report using
general technologies to increase efficiency

or more tec. _- _ _. _ -

Office of Industrial Technologies Enery Inormation Administration

http ://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/petroleum/page4.html 2/16/2001
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iW£nHEnergy-Management Activities
.. Petroleum Industry Analysis Srief

Manufacturers may conduct a number of energy-management activities to
improve the efficiency of energy use. In petroleum refineries, the top reported
activities in 1994 included energy audits, electricity load control, and
equipment modifications to improve the efficiency of process heating and
steam production. Overall, about 57% of the refinery population reported
engaging in at least one energy-management activity. These reporting
establishments used about 82% of the total refining industry process energy
in 1994. [MECS 19941

-nergy-Manacgernent Activitiies

Aotivibes EstabJih mernt %Rdinery % Consumed
..(ighled) Population Energy for Heat &

PoAer

Energy Audits 108 43.7 71.3

EIe tcty Load 72 2.1 49g.0
Conitol

Dkitetnndcrect e8 27.5 55.4
Proess Haing

Steam Ptoduclon 03 255 51.1

Source: MECS 1994

Office of Industral Technologies Energy Information Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00

http://www. :ia.doe.gov/emeuimecs/iab/petroleum/page5.html 2/16/2001
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BH!- lSteet Industry Analysis Brief

The steel industry today is vital to -

,.,B ( se both economic competitiveness a _
* = peopl * and national security. Steel is the

backbone of bridges, skyscrapers, .. d
railroads, automobiles, and
appliances. Most grades of steel
in use today - particularly high- -

strength steels that are lighter and
more versatile - were not
available ten years ago. Steel is
the most recyGlable and recycled material in North America, with an overall
recycling rate of 68 percent. [AISI 2000]

The U.S. steel industry is a $50+ billion enterprise; additional downstream
processing pushes this value closer to $75 billion. There are more than 1,200'
firms operating in all but a few states. The absolute number of integrated mills
(producing steel in basic oxygen fumaces) has always been relatively small
and is currently about 20. The industry employs approximately 154,000
people nationwide. The steel industry (including iron production) is one of the
largest energy consumers in the manufacturing sector and has invested more
than $7 billion in environmental controls. [AISI 1999]

The broad Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) for the industry is SIC 331
and encompasses many 4-digit SIC categories.

Economic Profile and Trends
Shipments from steel industry facilities and downstream processors are about
$75 billion annually.

Energy Use
The steel industry accounts for 2-3% of total U.S. energy consumption.

State-Levet Information
Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania, Illinois, and Michigan have the highest steel
shipments.

Technotogies and Equipment
The industry consists of two types of facilities - integrated (ore-based) and
electric arc furnace (primarily scrap-based)

Energy-Management Activities.
About half of steel industry facilities conduct energy-management activities.

Sources

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/.ab/steel/index.htm] 2/16/P
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,'.m Economic Profile and Trends
Steel Industry Analysis Brief

L Value of Shipments I Annual Production I Labor Productivy

The steel industry provides about 5% of the total U.S. manufacturing GDP.
The industry has undergone a major transformation since its recession of the
late 1980s, investing in new process and product technologies and closing

*llEEal *older mills. Today's steel industry is technologically sophisticated, employing
*^^^^^l * more than 150,000 American production workers in jobs paying about 50%

above the average for all U.S. manufacturing [AISI and SMA 19981. The
industry creates an additional 50,000 jobs for downstream processing.

The United States is the largest steel producer in the world, producing 107
million tons of raw steel in 1998, nearly 13% of total world production [lron &
Steelmaker 19991. The industry has recently experienced large levels of
imports because of world steel overcapacity resulting from economic

q £"I^ | downturns in Asia and the CIS. However, the industry's return on sales for
both 1997 and 1998 approached 3% [AISI 1999a1.

The steel industry spends hundreds of millions of dollars annually on R&D.
Over the last 20 years, the industry has invested nearly $7 billion in
environmental control equipment.

Industry Economic and
Trade Statistics - 1997

Value of Shipments $75.9 billion

Employment 211,900'

Average Hourly Wages t9.61
(Production VWormprs) .

Capital Expendtures $3.34 ballon

R&D Expenditures" $414 million

Pollution Abatement Expenditures (1994)
Captal, $226.4 million
o pe r a ting_______. g____________ $1.2 billion

Trade
imports $16.1 bllion
Exports $6.S billion
Balance -$10.6 billion

Source: DOC 1997. DOC 1994. NSF 1997
* Includes all types of employees in tne steel industry and downstream industries related to steel
fabrication.
- Includes R&D Expenditures for ferrous metal production and ferrous foundries.

http://ww,,.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/steel/page I.html 2/16/ 0035
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Value of Shipments ,
The industry and its downstream processors have a ' ._
combined value of shipments exceeding $75 billion
annually -*- -

Annuol AOoducbn

Annual Production "-_ ' - ,
About 108 million tons of raw steel were produced in . .,'

1998 S. :: .r. n

Labor Productivity
The number Qf man-hours to produce a ton of steel
has been reduced by 60% in the last 15 years

Office of Industral Technologies Energy Information Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/steel/page I.html 2/16/200J
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6 c lTechnologies and Equipment
=11111 Steel Industry Analysis Brief

_ -Imll m i i [ Ill J I .. .

i -r Cogeneration Technologies I Generic Technologies

The production of molten steel mainly involves process heating operations
that consume large amounts of fossil fuels (integrated steelmaking) and
electricity (electric arc furnace steelmaking). Process heating accounts for9*^^^ *more than 80% of the industry's total energy use. Forming processes use

* *EES S ^ ~ mainly electricity to drive casting machines, rolling mills, and other forming
and finishing equipment.

Industry-Specific Technotogies

Unit Major
Operation Purpose Technologies
Process Drive chemical Cokemaking, blast
Heating reactions, melt scrap, furnace Ironmaking,

reheat steel prior to BOF steelmaking, EAF
processing steelmaking, reheating,

argon oxygen
~.,~~~~~ decarbutnzation

Forming Shape steel into forms Casting, hot and cold
and semifinished rolling, extrusion,
products and products drawing, finishing,

cutting

Cogeneration Technologies
Several large steel industry cogeneration projects ~
have become operational in recent years

Generic Technologies . :-
Nearly three-fourths of steel industry facilities report i : '
using general technologies to increase efficiency ' *

http://wwrv.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/steeI/page4.htm 2I0"203 7
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nerynergy-1Mnagement Activities
Steel Industry Analysis Brief

Manufacturers may conduct a number of energy-management activities to
improve the efficiency of energy use. In the steel industry, the top four
reported activities in 1994 included the purchase of electricity under special

2I * B M *-rate schedules (e.g., time-of-use rates), electricity load control, energy audits,
and power factor correction or improvement. Overall, about 61% of the steel
industry population reported engaging in at least one energy-management
activity. These reporting establishments used nearly 94% of the total steel

*|f^ ri A !industry energy in 1994. [MECS 19941

Energy-Management Activities
(SIC 3312) - 1994
Btdishmr«ts '%StW Cri try % Cc sir ned

.Wtef (v4gitad) Fpltr ton H

EietrgAdib 94 33.1 157.

EdriFcky Load 0.0

Paenr Faor
Corenciono 74 2.1 47.

Special Rate 12g 454 777San 1e 1t 2B s46.4 77.7Schecde

Source: MECS 1994

Office of Industnal Tecnnoloqies Energy Information Administration

Last Updated: 05/05/00

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/steellpage5 .ht.I 2/I203 8
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T Technologies and Equipment
Steel Industry Analysis Brief

L Cogeneraion Technologies J Generic Technologies

*lllp3 B ~~The production of molten steel mainly involves process heating operations
that consume large amounts of fossil fuels (integrated steelmaking) and
electricity (electric arc furnace steelmaking). Process heating accounts for

.· *i* H more than 80% of the industry's total energy use. Forming processes use
mainly electricity to drive casting machines, rolling mills, and other forming
and finishing equipment.

nrdustry-Specific Technologies

Unit Major
Operation Purpose Technologies
Process Drive chemical Cokemaldng. blast
Heating reactions, melt scrap, furnace Ironmaldng,

reheat steel prior to BOF steelmaking, EAF
processing steelmaking, reheating,

argon oxygen
'~~,,. __'___ . decarburz ation

Forming Shape steel into forms Casting, not and cold
and semi-finished rolling, extrusion,
products and products drawing, finishing,

cutting

Cogenerotion Technologies
Several large steel industry cogeneration projects
have become operational in recent years

Generic Technologies}
Nearly three-fourths of steel industry facilities report i : -
using general technologies to increase efficiency I I

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/m':cs/iab/steel/page4.html 2/16/2001
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Summary of
Energy Policy Act Transportation Rate Study: Final Report on Coal Transportation

(U.S. Department of Energy -Energy Information Administration, -- '
Novw er 2Q, 90 pages)

This study was mandated by a provision in the Energy Poiry rt nf 1?. It was
prompted by concerns of some in Congress that railroads would take advantage of shifts to lQw-
sulfur coal induced by sulfur dioxide emission restrictions by raising their rates for hauling oal,
especially low-sulfr coal from the Powder River Basin (PRB).

The study examined changes in transportat rateforcoalpurchased and delivered
under supply contracts of more than one year duration shipped by rail from U.S. producers to
certain U.S. investor-owned electric utilities from 188 to 1997. Confidential rail rate data were
obtained from Federal Energy Regulatory Con:missicn (FERC) utility surveys. EIA augmented-
FERC data with data from the STB's Waybill ample and industry reports.

Rail coal movements captured by the EIA study reprept a maority nf! ,i' rn c
deliveries to utilities with the exact percentage vaing from year to year. In 1997, for example,

e quantity of coal hauled by railroads and covered by tie study's augmented database was
367.2 million tops - an amount equal to 65 percent of tle 563.3 million total tons of coal
railoads delivered to all utilities in 1997. As expected, from 1988 to 1997 the share of low-
sulfur coal rose (from 48.4 percent to 64.9 percent of movements), while the share of medium-
and high-sulfur coal fell. The study noted that the rail share of total domestic coal tonnage rose

,-- - from 57.5 percent in 19R 61 p 'n in 09, driven largely by an increase in rail-hauled
low-sulfur PRB coal.

The report's findings wea be<: "Although the share of coal transported by
railroads increased, the average rate per ton to ship contract coal by rail fell steadily (a 25.8

ifri -ec'me) during the study period. The rates for coal in all sulfur categories were lower in
1997 than in 1988. ... The general finding of declining rates was also substantiated when the
rates were calculated as a rate per ton-mile,rate permiion Btu, or rates between specific
supply and deman regions. ... Clearly, the majority of the contract coal shipped by rail during
this period traveled via lower real-dollar rates than in earlier years, and there is no evidence of
widespread inflation of shipping rates by the major coal-hauling railroads following enactment of
the [Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990]. In fact, the greatest decline in coal rail rates per ton
- a 36.0 percent decline in constant dollar terms - was for low-sulfur'coal, the very category
over which concern may have been greatest." The report noted that "the decline in average
contract coal rail rates during the study period was a response to competitive markets..."

A footnote in the study notes that "Because the rate data in this report represent regional
data aggregations, they do not address alleged inequities in rates to and from isolated locations,
or for "captive" shippers (with only one practical coal transportation option), or for small
shippers who may not have access to technologically efficient loading equipment or may not
qualify for high volume discounts." Rail detractors can be expected to seize upon this statement
to dismiss the unambiguous major finding of the report: significantly lower rail rates tor contract

Lessentially across the board from 1988 to i .V'

Association of American Railroads January 2001

2i0064



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

ORDER REMOVING OBSTACLES
TO INCREASED ELECTRIC GENERATION
AND NATURAL GAS SUPPLY IN THE
WESTERN UNITED STATES AND Docket No. EL01-47-000
REQUESTING COMMENTS ON
FuTRTHER ACTIONS TO INCREASE ENERGY
SUPPLY AND DECREASE ENERGY CONSUMPTION

COMMENTS OF THE
NATIONAL HYDROPOWER ASSOCIATION

Introduction

On March 14, 2001, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC, or the Commission)
issued an Order asking for comments on ways to remove obstacles to electric generation and
suggestions to increase energy supply in the Western United States. Below you will find
comments of the National Hydropower Association (NHA, or the Association) concerning the
section of FERC's Order which addresses the hydropower resource. NHA's comments focus on
hydropower's role in providing near-, and long-term solutions to resolving the nation's energy
problems by removing obstacles to increased electric generation. We thank the Commission for
the opportunity to provide comments on these important matters.

NHA is the national trade association devoted exclusively to representing the interests of the
hydroelectric power industry. Established in 1985, NHA has more than 120 members, including
public utilities, investor-owned utilities, independent power producers, equipment manufacturers,
engineering companies, consultants and law firms. NHA's membership owns or operates over
60 percent of all domestic, non-federal hydroelectric capacity and nearly 80,000 Megawatts
(MW) overall.

Importance of Hydropower

Hydropower is by far our largest renewable electric generation resource - accounting for about
Ten percent ot tme nation s electncit y and J uvI U percent o its renewable energy. It is an
'emissions-tree, clean, reliable source 6o omestli energy that possesses manyvaluable benefits
beyond power supply. Among its benefits are transmission system reliability, water supply,
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irrigation, flood control, recreation and transportation. Additionally, as an emissions-free power
source, hydropower helps our nation meet its clean energy goals and reduces the number of
health problems associated with air pollution. Further, as the FERC Order stated, hydropower is
a critical component of the Western states' enerating assets, as its combined total capacity is
24600 M s.

However, supply of hvdronow.r is w 9 n erica is in danger of 1ing igni
hydropower capacity at a time when it is most needed. As we face rising energy prices, energy
shortages and reliability concerns, now is clearly the time for policymakers at the federal level to
incorporate hydropower into a national energy strategy. It is evident from the Order that FERC
understands the value of hydropower and recognizes that actions can be taken to enhance the
contribution of this valuable resource as we look to address the energy problems in the Western
states.

Potential Hydro Capacity,

In its Order, FERC suggest; that nany existing "projects are potentially capable of more fully
using the available water recsurces to contribute to electric capacity and energy needs." NHA
strongly agrees with this statement nd also agrees with FERC that "existing projects are capable
of improvements through 1) additioi. of new capacity units, 2) generator upgrading through
rewindin ) turbine upgrading thrugh runner replacement and 4) operational improvements
through such'means as improving coordination of upstream and downstream plants, increasing
hydraulic head, and comutl 7en7 in."

In the Order, FERC asks all licensees to immediatel. amine their hydro proiects and propose
any efficiency modifications that may contrib ation's power supply. Department of

' E- -nergy statistics suggest that nationall 31 utilized hydropower capacity is
1- ' available at existing hydroelectric facilitiesi Of that ptential capacity , § are located in |

-the Wes.states. ,

NHA has asked its membership to examine its projects in order to provide FERC with up-to-date -
capacity available through efficiency improvements and capacity additions. NHA and its
members hope to present this data to FERC at its spring conference that is referenced in the
Order.

Greater Operational Flexibility at Existing Commission-Licensed Projects to Address
Short-Term Energy Shortages

The Commission's Order asked for comments on ways to allow for greater operating flexibility
at Commission-licensed hydropower projects while protecting environmental resources. NHA
interprets this request as a means to address immediate, short-term opportunities for increased
generation. It was asked that the comments consider the following: I) methods for agency
involvement, 2) ways to handle and expedite Endangered Species Act consultation, and 3)
criteria for modifying licenses.

2
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In order for hydropower to play a role in addressing short-term energy problems while
/< considering the criteria set forth in the Order, NHA recommends to FERC that it offer a new,

/ _temnorary standard article to all licensees in te affectedregion, allowing those licensees to
/ modify operations dunng generation emergencies without going through the time-consiming

license amenment process.

Newer licenses typically havanguage allowing for temporary variances from minimum flow
and certain other operational requirements, in emergencies beyond the licensee's control, upon
agreement between the licensee and relevant resource agencies. The following standard article,
which any licensee could adopt into its license, that allowed such flexible operation in a wider
range of circumstances, would be an immediate way to help alleviate the current energy and
reliability crisis in the Western region:

"Through December 31, 2001, the Lice ,see may modify or suspend any license article, term or
condition that restricts eectric generath n, cap. city or reliability, it such modification or

.-.. suspension would help alleviate an electi i: supply, generating, or system reliability emergency
w'fiTi7nThe - nited Statesortion ofthp W S'ten .ystem C oordin ating Council. r'nor to
implementing any modification or suspension under this article, the icensee shall consult with
the appropriate federal and state resource agenci ?s regarding any potential environmental
ipacts. No later than 10 days following modifict tion or suspension under this article, the
Licensee shall notify the Commission of its actions, including. (a) identification of each affected
license article, term or condition; (b) an explanation of how the provision was modified or
suspended; (c) the results of consultations with resource agencies and actions taken to minimize
environmental impacts, and (d) the expected, or actual, time period of the modification or
suspension. Any modification or suspension under. this article shall continue only so long as

* such emergenc' shall mersist. "

The language suggested above would allow variances where licensees would consult with the
resource agencies and attempt to minimize environmental impacts. In addition, these would be
temprrym icatonsor variances to helpo resolve temporary,but very serious, problems.
Further, the proposal above is optional - licensees accept it only if they so dveir' :ERC would
offer, not require, this article as an amendment. Finally, NHA suggests that FERC consider
applying sucn an aricef to all projects nationwide as capacity and reliability problems are
expected this summer in areas outside of the Western states.

In addition to the language above, NHA recommends that FERC expedite the approval of any
application seeking authorization to add generating capac achievedfrom 1) increased
eTliciency, or 2) acditions of new capacity tor projects that nave the potential to offer immediate
relief. Furthler, NHA recommends that FERC temporarily modify its Section 4.200 regulations
to allow the "Required Exhibits" provisions of Section 4.201(b) to be complied with on an as-

.built basis for any amendment that would not result in a change in quantity of water diversion.

3
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Incentives and Procedural Changes for New Generation at Existing Sites to Provide
Longer-Term Solutions

Although maintaining a strong and viable hydropower industry is a critical component of the
nation's energy strategies, hydropower development has been stagnant - almost non-existent -
for a long eriod of time. NHA is examining FERC's capacitjy am.,nd ' ,tprocess and will
provide recoriunmre tions at the spring conference on ways to simplify and shorten the process
in an effort to encourage the responsible development of new capacity.

While expediting caityamendments to bring new hydro generation on-line as quickly as
possible will hei fianancianc i Yes are needed for hydropower producers to seriously
consider adding new caSacky - bringingnew hydro generation on-line is increasingly difficult
andeexpensive. NHA recognizes that FERC does not have the ability or authority to provide
financial incentives for new hydropower capacity at ex sting .;ites. NHA asks, however, that
FFRC strongly clpnnrt legidativ p-ropncala s that rovile ir;centive s for the developmen of
untapped hydropower at existing sites. Through the col Ibination of a proactive effort to more
equitabljalane..nergy andd other interests (as FERC's Order addresses and we suspect
legislation also will address), and the proper fnnial- ntjve (which Congress will address
this session), new capacity can be addedn the Western states th it will provide long-term
benefits.

Hydropower Licensing Reform

While the Order does not specifically ask for commenters to identify problems and suggest
solutions related to FERC's hydro licensing process, NHA would like to take this opportunity to
briefly comment on this matter. It is the view of our membership that a flawed licensing process
has contributed to a decline in capacity and operational flpeibility, a trend which is expected to
continue unless action is takeen by Cuis.Es, RERC and the Administration. If this problem is
not resolved, the benefits offered earlier in our comments, and by FERC in its Order, will not be
realized.

Problens inherent in the icensing process c a n d
_m lemenaTagm eaningful administrative ruring this Co.s. These remedies must
require more balanced thought and circumspection by resource agencies such as the Departments
of Interior and Commerce in applying their maaoatory conditioning authority under tionn 18
of the Fderl Power Act as w eell as the Dep Agrtculturen..de, S-ction 4(e).

We must develop a licensing proce? tht ,s i¢ 1 i . . . nn rr. urce
issues before exercising their review and conditioning authority By -equiring agencies to
consider the economic effects of the conditions they impose on other proijt vl,,jl ano public
interests, a balance can be ti' _ i ng certainty to a process that desperately needs
it. In addition, the process should allow lcensees iU zigw ai Lud inijl Ci uu laldaluoy '
conditions during the process, limit conditions to project-caused impacts, enforce process
deadlines, and improve the collaboration amongst agencies and stakeholders. Otherwise, we will
continue to lose clean, reliable hydropower and exacerbate the problems we are currently
experiencing.

4
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Conclusion

NHA agrees with FERC that several steps can be taken to increase operational flexibility and
encourage the additions of capacity to existing hydropower projects while still providing balance
and environmental protection. NHA encourages FERC to continue examining ways to address
these issues and to move forward as expeditiously as possible on procedures that would allow
hydropower to operate in a more flexible manner and encourage the addition of new hydropower
capacity. We look forward to working with FERC, resource agencies, and Congress to find ways
to enhance the hydropower resource as a means to help address our nation's energy problems
while still maintaining important environmental protections.

In addition, we are encouraged by the conference(s) your staff intends to convene this spring
with agencies, licensees and others as indicated on page 20 of your Older, ard look forward to -
participating in such conferences.

~5~~201
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PRINCIPLES FOR ENERGY PROSPERITY
Helping Consumers, Promoting Growth & Protecting the Environment

Democrats believe in a balanced national energy policy that helps
consumers by both increasing energy production and reducing
energy demand. We believe that America's current and future
energy needs can be met without compromising our nation's
fundamental environmental values. We believe that the federal
government can lead by example and become more energy
efficient, invest in innovative technologies, ai d assure that energy
markets are fair and competitive.

Democrats reject President Bush's misguided notion that Ame-ica must sacrifice the
environment in order to maximize energy production. We can grow the econcomy and, at the
same time, make strides in improving the environment. Democrats do not be'!i've we need to
open our most pristine wilderness areas to oil and gas drilling, when the vast maiority of
America's oil and gas resources - meeting decades of energy needs - are on less sensitive lands
already open to energy development. Accordingly, Democrats < ep.iet Bush's plan to
open the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge for oil and gas exploration.

Democrats strongly object to President Bush's assertions that the^tantial
1/ <. ) improvements made i lean he air we breathe, cleaning the water we Jrink, or improving our

>? public health in oer toee vw be lab elo
industries. heat an coour home< and businesses, and keep motorists on the road. In fact, we
think these assertions are just plain wrong and are deined to- f .ran. Democrats do
not advocate energy policies that will r dquiired ductions in our standard of living,
rather, we advocate an energy policy that is i , 4,r, and fo'ar king. The President
and his Administration will in the coming days advocate the construction of more than L 0 new
power generatig plants, drilling on environmentally-sensitive p bllic lands, and reducig
regulations on energy production which have brought cleaner air and greater efficiency.
Democrats support a plan that recognizes the need for new energy production and generation,
and will at the same time save consumers money, continue the important work to cut pollutants
that affect the health of every American, create real jobs,. and will reduce the percentage of
imported foreign oil we need to keep our economy-strong and-o protect our national security.

The plan to be unveiled this week by the Bush Administration follows on the heels of ,L
years ofenerzv inaction and intransigence from the Republican-controlledtls The Bush
Administration is merely following the same tired old Republican plybook: qast blame, insist on
extreme anti-environmental proposals, and prUl5de American families struggling to pay their \ ,.-
energy Tills with no real help now and very little in thej ure.
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I. HELPING CONSUMERS NOW

f/ President Bush has said that there is nothing he can do to help American familiesL suffering through record high energy bil as prices and electricity blackouts. hese claims
are a failure ot leadership. IThe American people have earnea answer-,,lut excuses.
.

Democrats believe we can act to alleviate the electricity problems faced by the
"Western United States. We support pI.pl' stops for hlping .. ...a NOW I"

addition to proposals for providing longer-term help to American families and be fines.s s.
Democrats propose effective protections against orice eolrpns retroactive tax cr.tlhs fi'>
better energy efficiency and assistance to lower income families and the elderly on fixed
incomes to help meet and lower their energy costs.

Since the energy crisis of the 1970's, America has saved or produced four times
more energy through efficiency, conservation and renewables than was produced from
other new sources. In addition, energy savings cut utility bills for homes and businesses -
saving money for American families and making American business more competitive.
However, President Bush is now practicing divisive politics by proposing a shortsighted
policy that disparages the value of energy efficiency and renewable energy.

.,-7"~ ~An End to Price Gouging

Western Electricity: Democrats believe that the Federal Energy Regulatoryv
Commission (FERC). led by a chairman appointed by President Bush has failed to
enlrce the law and stop u njust and unreasonable wholesale prices from being
charged in the Western electricity grid. As has been wel reported by the press, many

- communities in the West have faced markedly higher prices for electricity while at
the same time they have had to deal with blackouts in their electricity service.

"Democrats are concerned about the economic implications of this situation for the--
Western U.S. as well as for entire Nation. Since the FERC and President Bush have
.repeatedly refused to ac Doemocrats call on Republicans in Congress to work

. together with Democrats to promptly pass-the-Feinstein-Smith bill (S. 764) or the
Inslee bill (H.R. 1468) that will return the West to just and reasonable cost-of-service
based rates until March 1, 2003. These bills still allow generaoi Sak. a pofi. - -

i and in addition, they exempt new generation to encourage new power plant
development and construction. Democrats also believe FERC should order refunds
of unjust overcharges that have already occurred. To date, over $6 BILLION in
overcharges have been referred to FERC for investigation. -

2
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/Gasoline Nationwide: Democrats are disturbed about the inaction of sid
Bush in response to gasoline prices that have now climbed over to $1.70 per gallon ]
for regular unleaded. While-Bush Administration officials express their concern, they
continue to disregard the Federal Trade Commission's (FTC) March 200 reprt that
found that during last summer's Midwestern gasoline price spike, certain suppliers
withheld or delayed shipping gasoline in order to maximize profits. While not illegal. ,
their actions were clearly against the public's interests. It is the responsibility of the
President Bush and his Administration to be vigilant in protecting American
consumers. We call on President Bush to take the following steps:

Call on OPEC, and non-OPEC oil producers such as Mexico, tj ine
productio at this time when the world spot price for crude oil continues to
hover over $28 per barrel. In January 2000, when spot prices were $27 per ' j

barrel, then-candidate Bush harshly attacked President Clinton, saying the
President 'ought to get on the phone with the, OPEC cartel and say 'We
expect you to open your spigots!'"

Follow the examples of former Presidents Bush and Clinton, and announce
That he is prepared to use his authority over the Strategic Petroleum Reserve
to release crlde oil in the event of future oil market disruptions. The last two
Administrations both successfully released oil from the eserve to calm energy
markets during times of instability. President Bush's pronouncement that he ,
will not use the Reserve to combat manipulation of energy markets amounts "
to unilateral disarmament in talks with 6il producing countries.

.- ' Instruct the justice Department to aggressively investigate enprg'tprcing to
assure that illegal prirp fiying dos,- net . r.. anRd to give thorough anti-trust
reviews to any proposals to further consolidate energy companies.

Congress Must Act: The Republican Congress has also ignored the best interest of
American consumers by ignoring rising gas prices and refusing to provide real relief
for consumers and businesses in the Western U.S. The Republican Congress should
fulfill its oversight responsibilities for monitoring energy supplies and the cost of
energy. Congress should begin comprehensive hearings on pricing practices
throughout the energy industry to find remedies for market manipulation and
excessive concentration that can endanger-economic-growth and public safety.

Energy Efficiency Now!

American are already making lifestyle-changes because of high energy prices, and. as
most of the country approaches air conditioning season and as summer vacations

3
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approach, many families will have to curtail the use of appliances or change their
vacation plans in order to be able to pay their energy bills. In addition to the immediate
'felp we have called for above, Democrats believe the Congress should take quick
action to help families and businesses maximize energy ehiciency and conservation
without having to make large and painful lilestyle changes. uemocrats propose
,;nnovatve tax iicenmuves lor gains in energy conservation and efficiency. We propose a
flexible, non-refundable, tax credit for high efficiency vehicles, purchase of energy /
efficient homes, or defined home improvements that reduce energy costs.

Best Enerev Sayvin Taan i ST Credit): A flexible consumer tax credit

ifor up to rovided for:

* New Hom s: Purchasing a newlv constructed or manufactured home that
exceesefficiency standards set under the 20 International Energy
Conservation Code. Up to $4,000 credit for purchase, based on the energy_.
efficiency of the new home.

Home ImprovPmPr Retrofitting existing homes with renewable energy
generation, co-generation and/or geothermal heating/cooling. Replacing
existing systems with Energy Star appliances, heating/cooling equipment that
exceeds federal minimums, high efficiency lighting, windows/doors and/or
insulation that meet or exceed federal guidelines. Twenty percent of cost up
to $4,000 based on the measures taken by the consumer.

Vehicles: Purchasing cars and/or light trucks/SUV's/minivans equipped with
fuegsag new technology or alternative fuel engines. The consumer tax
credit will facilitate the introduction of fuel saving technology on those
vehicles that consumers are buying to meet their diverse transportation needs.
Credit up to $4,000 based on fuel savings or other performance standards.

Structure and Vehicle Efficiency Tax Incentives (SAVE Incentives):
Democrats believe American business should be leading the world in lowering
business costs through increased efficiency, conservation and use of renewables.

RenPe Provides ub to a 30% investment tax credit for business
investment in renewable"nergy generation including winrl trhines, - i

generation, solar water heating andcph5oovolaic panels. fuel cells, geothermal
technologies and other similar energy efficient technologies.

Efficy: Allows business to take a deduction for increasing energy
eficiency in non-residential buildings, including commercial buildings, state
and local government buildings and rental housing The deduction may be
taken for up to $2.25 per square foot for property improvements that reduce

4
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energy use by 50% below defined standards.

Vehicles: Provide a 20% investment tax credit for purchase of cars and/or light
trucks/SUV's/minivans equipped with fuel-saving new technology or
alternative fuel engines.

Supplemental Funding for LIHEAP: Democrats call for action now to help low
and fixea income American tamiles meet the rising costs for energy. Democrats call
for supplemental funding for the low-income energy heating assistance program
(LIHEAP), for the current fiscal year, to respond to record high energy prices.

Cutting the Federal Covernmenf'c Fnr-g Rnn-Lince the start of the Western
Electricity crisis, the California state government has cut its daily electric usage by
eight to over twe;ity percent. Democrats believe it is time for the federal government
- America's largest energy user with over 500,000 buildings - to become part of the
solution and not part of the problem. Democrats propose that all federal facilities in
the Western Electric Grid, and in other regions susceptible to electricity shortages,
meet a minimum daily reduction in electric power usage of eight percent. Facilities in
areas subject to potential blackouts should be prepared to match local government
reduction goals during times of power alerts. That means, for example, the federal
government should match the twenty percent performance of California in the event
of a serious power aipn

Mass Transit and Van Pooling Beinefits: Democrats have long supported the
development ox an extensive netw rlk.of public transit systems throughout the
nation, in urban, rural, and suburban areas. Democrats continue to support increased
funding for these programs so as to provide more low-cost mobility for people who
cannot afford to own a car as well as for providing an affordable, high-quality
alternative to using automobiles for commuting to work. Because ridership costs for
public transit are increasing, Democrats support increases in the transit benefit for
both public and private sector employees as well as an increase in the allowable tax
deduction for those private sector employers who make the program available to
their employees. In addition. Democrats support providing tax incentives for
businesses and individuals who provide van pools for commuting workers.

Helping Public Schools Now!

Democrats further believe supplemental funding of $200 million in emergency
assistance should be provided in the current fiscal year to help mitigate the impacts
of the electricity crisis in the Western Electric Grid. Modeled on the emergency
measures adopted by the state government in California, we propose to provide the
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funding to cover the costs of the necessary steps to reduce energy use in federal
facilities, but also to assist public schools hard pressed by dramatically rising energy
costs. This weatherization and energy cost assistance program is vital if public
education is not to suffer. Many western school districts are already adjusting
budgets - including laying-off teachers - to pay power bills. Democrats believe
compromising the quality of education is an unacceptable consequence of the
current electricity crisis.

6
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H. LONG TERM ENERGY SAVINGS

These first steps to promoting better efficiency, more conservation, and greater use of
renewables should be followed by continued support for bringing these new technologies
to the market place to help consumers save money. Democrats, therefore, propose that the
BEST Credit and SAVE Incentives (discussed on pages 3 and 4) be implemented as quickly
as possible to help taxpayers in the current tax year and that they be made available for up
to ten years. Over time, Democrats believe our proposals will lead to increased manufacture
of new energy efficient equipment and vehicles, and greater investment in construction and
renovation that will stimulate economic growth and provide real jobs for American workers.
At the same time, these steps save money for businesses and families by reducing energy
costs throughout the entire economy

In addition, we call for the enactment of other long-term incentives to help Americans
deal with rising energy costs:

Weatherization, Heating Assistance, and Reduced-cost
Mortgage Initiative (WHARM):

Democrats favor programs targeted to help lower and middle income Americans
meet and lower their energy costs over the long term. We can do this by expanding the
successful, bipartisan-supported, LIHEAP program. Currently, only one-third of eligible
families receive assistance from LIHEAP for paying the high costs of heating and cooling
their homes. We can also assist these families by helping them to take the often rudimentary
steps necessary to reduce their energy cost by eliminating energy loss in their homes.
Finally, we recognize that purchasing more energy efficient homes, or making energy saving
improvements can be beyond the financial resources available to many Americans.
Democrats believe we need to find creative new ways to help American families
finance their steps that will lower their energy costs through greater energy
efficiency.

Weatherization: Democrats would fulfill President Bush's broken campaign
promise and actually double the highly successful low income, home weatherization
program (exceeding the Bush budget by $450 million over ten years - helping an
estimated 150,000 more families than under the Bush budget.)

LIHEAP: Democrats would raise the authorizationi"f the low income energy
heating assistance program (LIHEAP) from $2 billion to $3.4 billion, and support
appropriations for LIHEAP at the fully authorized level, beginning in FY2002.

Energy Efficient Financing: Democrats support steps to expand the market for
energy efficient mortgages"and to make these financial products more flexible to

help more families. Democrats propose that the federally sponsored secondary

7
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market institutions and any direct federal loan programs be required to offer
financing tools that provide increased incentives to improve energy efficiency.
Democrats would direct these agencies to develop within twelve months proposals
for making energy efficient mortgages more affordable, more flexible home
improvement loans, and allow energy savings to be included in calculating loan
eligibility.

8~20131
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ll. INCREASING ENERGY PRODUCTION

Democrats are committed to a policy of increased energy production and
the environmentally sound use of all energy sources. Moreover, Democrats favor
continuing the production of energy on public lands in accordance with the established
procedures followed so successfully by the Clinton Administration. President Clinton
produced more energy from our public lands that the previous Bush or Reagan
Administrations, demonstrating that energy production can be enhanced while at the same
time respecting environmental protections. and without sacrificing natural wonders set aside
for thei unique contribution to our environmental heritage. According to the Department of
the lnte ior, .8 % of the United States' proven oil and gas reserves are in areas open to
drilling. Democrats support policies to encourage further production of energy from these
regions.

Dem.ocro;ts encourage the construction of and continued maintenance of
energy produc; ion and delivery systems in the United States. We recognize that
refinery bottlenecks, pipeline disruptions and outdated transmission facilities have had a
significant negative impact on safe, efficient development and delivery of energy.
Democrats support tax incentives to encourage the development of critical energy
infrastructure. review of federal regulations to find ways to maximize use of this
infrastructure, and strengthen laws to insure safety and reliability.

Domestic Energy Enhancement Program (DEEP)

Democrats recognize that traditional energy sources, such as
natural gas,
crude oil, nuclear and coal will continue to meet the majority of
America's
energy needs for much of the foreseeable future. Democrats believe
in
enhancing our energy production and in finding ways to encourage
making
greater advances in lessening the impact on our environment.

Petroleum Production: 'Currently, oil and natural gas account for approximately
65 percent of the nation's energy supply and will continue to be the significant
energy source in our country. Democrats believe we need to provide greater market
stability for both the oil and gas industry tohelp maintain and increase domestic
production, and to deter wild price swings that hurt American families. Democrats
support targeted tax incentives for domestic production of crude oil. These

9
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incentives are directed at making marginal wells more profitable to keep them in
production as well as to reduce the costs of domestic exploration for new sources of
oil and gas. These tax credits include, but are not limited to:

Tax credits for producing oil and gas from marginal wells.

The election to expense geological and geophysical expenditures and delay
rental payments.

5-year net operating loss carryback for losses attributable to operating mineral
interests of independent oil and gas producers.

Temporary suspension of limitation based on 65 percent of taxable income
and extension of suspension of taxable income limit with respect to marginal
producti r1.

Petroleum Market Stability: Wild price swings are harmful to both domestic
producers and corsurers and can constitute a threat to our economic stability and
national security.

Petroleum reserve: One tool available to minimize the economic damage
caused by oil market disruptions is the release of oil from the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve. And, in order to protect the domestic industry in times of
falling prices which may force the shut-down of domestic wells, the Federal
government should purchase oil ro place in the reserve. President Bush has
announced that he is not willing to release oil from the SPR as a means to
stabilize prices during market disruptions. Democrats would require the
President to report to Congress on why oil will not be released when market
prices exceed $30/barrel, and report why domestic oil will not be purchased
from marginal wells for the SPR when prices are below S1 5/barrel.

Heating oil reserve: Democrats pushed for the creation of the Northeast Home
Heating Oil Reserve and call on President Bush to continue funding for the
Northeast Home Heating Oil Reserve. AdditionallyvDemocrats support
legislation that would require the President to report to Congress why home
heating oil will not be released when market prices exceed the triggers in
current law, and report why stocks to fill the reserve will not be purchased
when prices are low.

Enhance retail competition: Democrats also recognize that increased
concentration in the oil and gas industry has led to price discrimination against
independent gasoline marketers who often do not get the lowest price from
allied wholesalers and refiners. Democrats propose that a price-reporting
requirement be imposed on the wholesale and refining industries in order to

10
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allow independent marketers an equal opportunity to obtain the lowest price
for vehicle fuels. This will allow these retailers to offer lower prices to
consumers.

Natural Gas: Democrats recognize that, according to the National Petroleum
Council, 91% of the United State's proven reserve of onshore natural gas (1,466
trillion cubic feet), is open to drilling. Seventy-nine percent of offshore natural gas
(286 trillion cubic feet) is currently open to drilling. Together these reserves would
meet current needs for 40 years. In order to encourage natural gas production,
Democrats propose the same tax incentives for marginal wells and domestic
exploration as proposed above for crude oil.

In addition. Democrats support a pr ductibn tax credit to promote the
development of a new Trans-Alaskan natur 31 gas pipeline to bring natural gas on
Alaska's North Slope to the continental United States, consistent.with current
environmental regulations and current law hllich authorizes the construction of the
pipeline.

Democrats also support the creation of a natu,al gas reserve to protect
American consumers from dangerously high natural g'is prices which affect the
electricity market, and to be used to buy domestic natural gas from marginal wells
during times of low prices.

Pipelines:In addition to the development of a new Alaskan natural gas pipeline,
Democrats propose strengthening our current oversight program for pipelines in
order to enhance safety and reliability. In 2000, seventeen Americans lost their lives
in pipeline accidents. In addition, pipeline disruptions caused significant supply and
price problems.

Democrats would further require the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
to review its permitting process to speed approval of pipeline siting and construction.
Under the Clinton Administration, FERC greatly reduced the time required for

permitting new pipelines. However, more needs to be done to further expedite the
siting of pipelines but without compromising safety or environmental standards. In
addition, the Department of Transportation's Office of Pipeline Safety must
stringently enforce pipeline safety laws in in order to protect human health and
safety as well as environmental standards.

Coal: Coal is currently the source for over-50%-offAmerica's electricity generation.
Democrats believe we need to encourage innovation in research and provide
incentives for reducing pollution from our existing coal-fired power plants.

"EXCEED" Tax Credit. Democrats propose a ten percent investment tax
credit for the cost of clean air control technology for utilities that lead a power
plant to exceed mandatory emissions reduction levels for pollutants regulated
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under Title I of the Clean Air Act, or for significant early compliance with clean
air emissions reduction target dates. This credit would also be extended to
measures that reduce C02 emissions. This credit could be applied on a sliding
scale to encourage-greater or faster emissions reductions. Public utilities and
coops would be permitted to trade the credits or use them as offsets against
debt or obligations in lieu of tax credits.

Hybrid plants: Democrats propose up to a ten percent investment tax credit
for modifications to existing coal plants to allow the use of biomass and/or
synthetic liquid and gaseous fuels from coal, in combination with coal to
produce at least five, and up to fifteen percent of a plants' luel requirements
from such sources. The use of such technologies as biomass would
significantly improve environmental performance, while also offering farmers
a new market for agricultural surpluses. Public utiLties and coops would be
permitted to trade the credits or use them as offsets agains. debt or obligations
in lieu of tax credits.
New research: Over the last 30 years, emissions from coal-fired plants have
been reduced by 20 percent, while power generation has tripled. Continuing
this progress is important to our economy, to improving the .nvironment, and
to reducing our dependence on foreign sources of fossil fuels. Democrats
support funding for research on technologies that can further reduce
emissions from the use of coal.

Nuclear: Democrats recognize that nuclear energy currently provides
approximately 20 percent of the nation's electricity. We support continued research
in advanced technologies for nuclear power as well as continued efforts to find safe
and environmentally sound methods to reduce nuclear waste and provide for its safe
disposal.

Electricity transmission: Increased wholesale electricity sales have placed strains
on our existing electricity transmission infrastructure. Democrats would direct the
National Academy of Science to study our existing nationwide grid to identify
infrastructure bottlenecks so that the federal government can then target incentives
to the highest priority modernization projects.

Refining capacity: While refining capacity expanded in the past eight years to
higher levels than were achieved under either former Presidents Bush or Reagan,
recent refinery expansions have not resoLved-the many problems.with refinery
bottlenecks. Democrats propose measures to address the energy-processing
problem:

Biomass-fuels: Last summer's Midwest gas price spike was caused in part by
refinery delays.in preparing reformulated and regular fuels. Democrats
propose investment tax credits for cooperatives that construct biomass-fuel
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(such as bio-diesel and ethanol) refining capacity. This tax incentive will help
to increase the supply of these fuels to keep pace with rapidly rising demand.
It will also help farmers who have been hard pressed during the past three

years by record low crop prices.

Expedited review: Democrats would instruct EPA to continue the Clinton
Administration practice of expediting the agency's review of refinery permits
within 180 days. We support efforts that speed up federal environmental reviews
when to do so does not detrimentally impact environmental standards. Under the
last Administration, for example, the EPA's review process enforced
environmental laws, and led to over two dozen refineries expanding their capacity
- allowing American industry to achieve high levels of refining capacity.

Renewable Energy Advancement Program (REAP): Renewable energy renmains a a
competitive disadvantage in the current marketplace, where long-term energy s curity .nd
environmental gains are minimal factors. Democrats propose a comprehensive tIc and
assistance program for leveling the playing field for energy produced from renew able
resources so renewable energy use can grow as a percentage of the energy market for
America's long-term benefit.

Tax Incentives: Democrats support increasing the existing investment credit for
renewable energy infrastructure to 20% for solar and geothermal, and extending the
credit to wind and biomass and any energy produced from renewable resources.
Democrats also call for increasing the current tax credit for producing electricity to 2
cents per kilowatt hour for electricity produced from wind and biomass, and extend
the credit to solar and geothermal.

CARE Bank: Democrats propose to create a "Clean, Alternative and Renewable
Energies" Public Benefits Bank to provide flexible financing for rapid development of
America's renewable energy generation. The CARE Bank would serve as an
infrastructure bank for state and local governments, schools and universities, and non-
profits and cooperatives. Funded at $1 billion per year for the next ten years, the CARE
Bank would finance such projects as placing solar panels on school rooftops, the cost of
net metering equipment, and the necessary infrastructure for maintaining fleets of
alternative fuel vehicles. This flexible fund will help to provide the resources for local
communities to better manage their energy costs and increase local energy generation.
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IV. PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT

President Bush is dividing and not uniting Americans when he pits the Nation's energy
needs against our most important environmental protections. The American public has
consistently supported protection for our wildlife refuges and wilderness areas. Democrats
believe the United States can increase energy production while also protecting the
environment. The first steps to achieving this goal are the effective efficiency, conservation and
renewable energy programs previously described. We must also continue to be wise stewards of
our federal lands, advocates for cutting air pollution - including C02 emissions that are the
leading cause of global climate change - and oppose efforts to take short-sighted short-cuts
through our environmental laws. In that light, Democrats are troubled by President Bush's
turnaround on this important issue and call on him to fulfill his campaign promises to implement
the C02 emission regulations first proposed by President Clinton.

Protecting our lands: Democrats have long supported environmental protections for our
rare wilderness areas. We believe that President Bush has failed to justify a change in the
policy of successfully balancing energy production and environmental protections. In the
last eight years, energy production on federal lands reached record highs, yet at the same
time, millions of acres of America's most beautiful, rare and pristine lands were set aside
for the enjoyment of all Americans and future generations.

Clean Air Incentives (EXCEED Tax Credit): Provide an investment tax credit of up to
20% for the cost of clean air control technology for businesses that exceed mandatory
emissions reduction levels for pollutants regulated under Title I of the Clean Air Act. In
addition, Democrats believe the EXCEED credit should be provided to utilities that cap
their C02 emissions at 2000 levels. The utility would earn a larger credit based on the
increased level of emission reductions, with the largest credit for C02 given for reducing
emissions to 1990 levels. The credit could be traded by publicly owned utilities and
energy cooperatives to encourage their participation in greater emissions reductions.

Expedited Environmental Review: Democrats disagree with Republican claims that
environmental standards must be waived and weakened in order to speed economic
development. Democrats oppose weakening America's environmental laws. We support
efforts to quicken federal environmental reviews when to do so does not detrimentally
impact environmental standards, such EPA's 180-day review of refinery permits
previously noted. Democrats would require federal agencies to review their
environmental review procedures in order to find time savings, that do not
compromise environmental protections, for energy generation, processing.
transportation and transmission projects that require federal approval.
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Moving forward on the environment: Democrats are disappointed that President
Bush has used his first 100 days to establish a record of rolling back environmental
standards and the Nation's commitment to continued progress in fighting pollution.
We call on the President to reverse course and work with Democrats on these key
issues:

Vehicle fuel efficiency: Democrats believe that the Secretary of Transportation
should prescribe by regulation the maximum feasible fuel economy level for
light trucks, SUVs, and mini-vans that he decides the manufacturers can
achieve in a model year, in accordance with requirements and conditions of
existing law.

Appliance efficiency standards: Democrats believe the Bush Administration
should not weaken the appliance efficiency standards proposed by the
Clinton Administration, including those for air conditioners.

Global climate change: Democrats believe the United States should continue
to be an active participant in international talks on global climate change.
President Bush should fulfill his campaign promises to seriously address
climate change, and he should recognize that scientific fact shows global
climate change is occurring and is a serious risk to the health of our planet.
President Bush has significantly damaged the diplomatic credibility of the
United States by his actions on global climate change, and he has acted in
disregard of the views and best interests of the vast majority of Americans.
Democrats also call for immediate actio;; as describe in Section V. to reduce
federal government energy use, saving taxpayers money, and voluntarily
achieving greenhouse gas reductions over in a manner consistent with current
American law.
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V. LEADING ON ENERGY

The federal government is the largest single consumer of energy in the United States. For
example, the government manages the energy demands of 500,000 buildings. The federal
government must become an energy leader by taking aggressive action to cut its energy use.
The federal government can also lead the private sector by example by investing in research on
long-term solutions to meet our national energy requirements.

Cutting Federal Energy Use: Democrats propose that the federal government establish an
energy use budget, and set goals for reducing federal energy costs over the next ten years.
Democrats call for increased funding for up-front investment in converting energy sources for
federal buildings, such as installation of solar panels on roof-tops, and improving the energy
performance of buildings and equipment. In addition, Democrats propose to reward energy
saving agencies by allowing them retain half of the money saved from reduced energy bills for
use in agency programs that serve the public.

Government contracting: We believe that the federal government's current
contracting rules do not take into full consideration the energy costs incurred by
the government. Democrats propose that the rules for awarding construction
contracts and standards for equipment purchases be changed to require
consideration of long term energy operating costs. The government should not,
for example, be buying the least expensive air conditioning equipmen: if it costs
more taxpayer's money when operating costs are factored into the bid.
Government buildings should also be constructed in a way that produces the
lowest costs to taxpayers throughout the life-expectancy of the structure.

Vehicle purchasing: The federal government is one of the largest single
purchasers of vehicles in this country. As automakers prepare to introduce a new
generation of hybrid vehicles into the marketplace, Democrats believe the
government should be leading the way in making this new technology a success.
We propose that the federal government be required to purchase hybrid vehicles,
when such vehicles are available and can meet all performance needs for the
purchasing agency. This presumption in federal purchasing would be a powerful
stimulus to lowering the costs and increasing 4he-available of these vehicles to the
public at large.

Appliance Efficiency Standards. Democrats believe that the Bush
Administration should immediately reinstate the 30% efficiency improvement
standards for central air conditioners that it rolled back earlier this year. The
Bush Administration should also accelerate rulemakings to adopt, within two
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years, updated efficiency standards for commercial air conditioners and
residential heating systems. In addition, Democrats also believe that the
Department of Energy should propose strong new standards for other
devices, such as limits on standby power consumption of televisions, VCRs,
and other electronic products, and establish efficiency standards for exit signs.
traffic lights, torchiere lighting fixtures; and utility transformers.
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VI. INVESTING IN THE FUTURE:

The United States has long been the world leader in developing new energy
technologies, yet, the Bush energy budget guts critical programs that encourage cutting
edge research on renewable energy and energy efficiency. Democrats strongly believe
that the U.S. must continue its investment in new techonology in order to maintain
our technological lead in energy efficiency and that the Congress should direct
the National Academy of Sciences to investigate cost-effective ways in which
America can be come more energy efficient through the use of new technologies.
We also believe we need to invest in finding ways to increase energy production and to use
fossil fuels and other currently utilized energy technologies in the most environmentally
responsible manner possible

Democrats are particularly concerned the Bush budget has dramatically cut programs
which will help us achieve these goals. In the first budget submission, the Bush
Administration has proposed reductions in overall spending for the Department of Energy
by $460 million. For example, if funding for he Bush clean coal power initiative is removed
from the fossil energy research and development programs budget, the remaining
fossil energy programs are cut by an average of 45 percent. Renewable energy
is cut by 34.6 percent and conservation (other than weatherization grants) by
21.2 percent. Geothermal and hydrogen research are cut by 48.3 percent;
hydropower by 49.9 percent; solar energy by 53.7percent; and, wind energy by
48.2 percent This is on top of a three-fourths reduction in energy funding (in constant
dollars) between 1980 and 2000. This long-term decline in energy research and
development spending, along with the short-sighted cuts in renewable energy programs
proposed by the Bush Administration will be costly to the country in the long-run.
Democrats call on the Administration and the Republican Congress to restore
these cuts as well as to increase funding for those programs which have the
greatest potential to reduce the need for the import of fossil fuels.

Renewable and Alternative Energy: Democrats believe there are a number of promising
technologies whose development could result in cost-effective alternatives to traditional
energy sources. The Energy Information Administration has said an aggressive research and
development and technology deployment program can make significant reductions in
energy requirements over the next 20 years. Within such a comprehensive plan of energy
research and development, we call on the Department of Energy to publish an annual
inventory and assessment of renewable energy resources-and to promote their
development. Some of these programs include:

* wind, photovoltaic. solar, biomass, geothermal, and biofuels;
* distributed generation and cogeneration;
* fuel cell technology; and
* net metering and national interconnection standards.
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Science Education: A critical factor in the development of new technologies is education.
Democrats believe every effort should be made to encourage colleges and universities to
participate in programs that will-attract students who will be the research scientists,
geologists, and engineers of tomorrow. We support a scholarship program for science and
engineering students whose academic career is focused on energy research and
development, as well as grants to those universities who establish programs directly-related
to research and development in renewable and alternative energy techonologies.

Elevate Science and Technology in the Department of Energy: Democrats believe
science and technology are issues deserving the full-time attention of DOE and call for
increased funding for the Office of Science as well as the creation of the position of Under
Secretary for Science and Technology to oversee all R&D programs.
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NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE L

The Nuclear Energy Electricity Supply
Assurance Act of 2001

Senator Pete Domenici (R-N.M.) andj0 co-spon rs on March 7 introduced The Nuclear Energy Elec-
tricity Supply Assurance Act of 2001, a bipartisan bill to ensure that nuclear energy remains a major
contributor to U.S. electricity production.

Nuclear energy generates more than 20 perce nt of U.S. electricity at the lowest production cost of any
expandable large-scale energy source. Nuclear energy also is the largest emission-free source of electric-
ity in the country.

The Domenici bill, S. 472, includes provisions to get iiore energy out of the nation's 103 nuclear plants,
while laying the groundwork and encouraginng p tr te construction of new advanced-design
nuclear plants.

The wide-ranging bill encourages increased production from nuclear power plants, expands research and
development on new reactor technologies, ensures a viable domestic nuclear fuel industry and educational
support system, labels nuclear energy an "environmentally preferable" electricity, technology, expands
R&D on innovative used nuclear fuel Tmanagement solutions, and reforms outdated Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) rules and procedures._

The bipartisan co-sponsors of S. 472 are: Sens. Larry Craig (R-Idaho), Mike Crapo (R-Idaho), Bob ga-
. 1 ha(D-Fla.), Chuck Hagel (R-Neb.), James Inhofe (R-Okla.), Jon Kyl (R-Ariz.), Mary Landrieu(D-La.),
. * Blanche Lincoln (D-Ark.), Frank Murkowski (R-Alaska) and Fred Thompson (R-Tenn.).

-- ~ Background
Domenici's legislative strategy is to expand and build upon a separate comprehensive energv bill-The
National Energ S enr'l f ^ P01-introduced two weeks earlier by Murkowski. Both bills, which
contain some common provisions, address the need for more electricity production, which has become

.a crtical concern in several U.S. regions.

* In California, shortages of generating capacity and rising natural gas prices have contributed to sky-
rocketing consumer electricity rates, the near-bankruptcy of two major utility companies, and black-
outs affecting millions of people and thousands of businesses-all at a cost of billions of dollars.
Generating capacity shortages are also forecast for other regions over the next few years.

* Rising energy prices topped the list of economic concerns voice by Americans in a February Wall
Street Journal/NBC survey.' Eighty-six percent of Americans agree that the country faces an energy
problem, and they ranked energy prices as a more pressing concern than federal taxes and the budget.
One-third said the United States faces an energy crisis and more than one-half see rising energy costs
as a problem rather than a crisis.

Wall Street Journal, March 8, 2001
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The Nuclear Energy Electricity Supply Assurance Act of 2001
March 9, 200J
Page 2 of 4

* By 2020, the Department of Energy (DOE) forecasts that the United States will need 393,000 mega-
watts to 564,000 megawatts of new electric generating capacity, assuming a modest growth rate in
electricity demand of 1.8 percent to 2.5 percent per year.

Domenici said nuclear energy must continue to play a major role in the nation's energy portfolio to ensure
a reliable U.S. electric system. Nuclear energy offers a near-term opportunity to help expand the nation's
supply of low-cost generation, Domenici said, and it also r preselts the nation's largest producer of emis-
sion-free electricity. The energy problems in California senre as a warning of the risks of depending too -
heavily over the long term on a single fuel for electricity gei eratior, the bill's supporters said.

To ensure that nuclear energy remains a viable and reliable electricity option, the legislation contains the
following provisions:

Price-Anderson Act Extension
* Extends the Price-Anderson no-fault insurance law, which incurs no cost to the federal government

or consumers, for an additional 10 years until Aug. 1, 2012.
.

DOE Programs
Creates two new DOE assistant secretaries to head the Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Tech-
nology and the Office of Science. A director currently heads both offices at DOE.

Authorizes an increase in funding for DOE's Nuclear Energy Research Initiative (NERI) to $60 mil-
lion in FY2002. The NERJ program is a mid- to long-term R&D effort that addresses potential barm-
ers to expanded use of nuclear energy.

Authorizes an increase in funding for DOE's Nuclear Energy Plant Optimization (NEPO) program
to S15 million in FY2002. DOE and private industry share the cost of NEPO research, which focuses
on boosting the reliability and productivity of nuclear plants and supporting efforts to achieve license
renewal through management of the long-term effects of plant aging.

Authorizes DOE to pay 10 percent of the cost of any capital improvements that result in a permanent
| increase of at least 5 percent in the rated capacity of a nuclear plant: Payments are limited to $1 mil-

lion per plant. DOE may also reimburse ownersfor NRC licensing fees. To qualify, the plant must
achieve the increase in generating capacity bfporieDec. 31, 2404.fThe bill +uthouizes$15 million foj '1

! the program in each of FY2002 and FY2003..

1" Authorizes DOE grants to support universitywi'lear engineerinnanJ related education programs.
$ S34.2 million in FY2002 would be used to-upgrade research reactors, to support R&D, and for fel-
lowships and scholarships.l

Prohibits DOE from seln plud nversion services through 2006.

3V Authorizes DOE to begin a cooperative R&D program, funded at $10 million annually, to test
\ advanced uranium mining technologies, and provides limited additional funding for other programs
} to maintain a viable domestic uranium minig and conversion industry.
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The Nuclear Energy Electricity Supply Assurance Act of 2001
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. Authorizes DOE to place the Portsmouth, Ohio, gaseous diffusion uranium enrichment plant in cold
standby condition for 5 years.

New Nuclear Plant Construction . -

\ Authorizes DOE to study the potential for completing unfinished nuclear plants that can be on line
by 2005. DOE would then recommend to Congress actions for completing these facilities.

'' x| -
! Authorizes DOE to undertake jointly funded, government/industry demonstrations of the NRC's
I j "early site permit" process, which allows pre-approval of sites for new nucle.ar plants before applica-

i ons 'sLUlle N , rluFilding the plants are submitted. DOE would build a "bSnk" of at least three
pproved sites by Dec. 31, 2003. The bill authorizes $15 million both in FY2002 and FY2003.

Authorizes a DOE study of advanced ("Generation IV") nuclear power plants that are cos;i c peti- i
tive, use enhnl ce waoeyyems, adi nigniy plolieration-resistant. DOE would select at least
ln SeGeneration IV reactor for conceptual design by Sept. 30, 2004, and develop plans for one or more

, public/private cooperative demonstrations. The bill authorizes $50 million in FY2002 for the pro-
gram.

* Authorizes the NRC to spend $25 million in FY2002 for research to support resolution of potential
licensing issues for new reactor designs.

Environmentally Preferable Power
* Denotes nuclear energy as an "environmentally preferable" product and prohibits the federal govern-

ment from discriminating against it in purchasing decisions. i

* Clarifies that the expanded use of emission-free power sources, such as nuclear plants, is eligible for
economic incentives available under State Implementation Plans (SIP) required by the Clean Air Act.
Today, only pollution control measures are eligible for these programs. .

* Prohibits the use of federal funds to support domestic or international organizations that finance,
develop, insure, or underwrite electricity production facilities-such as the Agency for International
Development, World Bank, Overseas Private Investment Corporation, International Monetary Fund
and Export- lmport nkensidera tion of nuclear energy.

Used Nuclear Fuel Management
* Establishes an Office of Spent Nuclear Fuel Research at DOE to develop a national used nuclear fuel.

strategy and conduct research. :

. Directs DOE to study electrometallurgical technology as a proliferation-resistant alternative to used
fuel reprocessing. The bill authorizes $10 million in FY2002 for the program, which would apply to '
Generation IV nuclear reactors.

Directs DOE to launch an Advanced Accelerator Applications program to demonstrate the use of ac-
\ celerators for transmutation of high-level radioactive waste. By June 30, 2003, DOE must recommend

a site for construction of the facility.
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' NRC Programs and Regulatory Reform
i Eliminates outdated NRC regulations that restrict foreign ownership of U.S. nuclear power plants and

require the agency to conduct duplicative anti-trust reviews in connection with licensing actions.

I. Simplifies hearing requirements in NRC proceedings involving amendments to, or transfer of, an op-
; erating license. The bill allows NRC to use informal rulemaking procedures, not formal adjudicator)

hearings. :-

Authorizes NRC to establish requirements to ensure that former nuclear plant licensees comply fully'
\i with obligations to fund nuclear plant decommissioning. · 'i

i Allows NRC to recover user fees from other government agencies. i

X Makes it a federal crime to sab ge a used nuclear fuel storage facility and authorizes guards :it
NRC-licensed facilities to ca firearms.

arrf\~0/
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v RGRIDLOCK-TRANSMISSION INVESTMENT
NORTH AMERICAN AND ELECTRIC RESTRUCTURING
ELECTRIC POWER

by Steven Taub and Mark Smith /,

,.- -'"' Who will invest in the electric powerog;;itwe etwork? Currentl) Iher i;
/~,-~' ~ no entity in the emerging industrv sucture-neither generators, tran si sn-

ers, independent perators, distribution companies, traders, retail -narke;-
ers nor en users-facing e roncpr inrentives to irnvest.

~~~~~~~\ ~This investment paralysis, or "gridlock," is rooted in the partial unbundling of

the power industry into horizontal segments, creating a muddled mixture of com-
petition and cooperation that has not aligned the desire to invest in transmission

/ FI | withh thebilityo recover that investment. Complatg this ac o incentives
"- a i. i, . the fact that the costs and bene itsfo'iransmission investments that were internal-

' l \. rt~~ f. ~ized by vertically integrated utilities in the future will fall on different parties, po-
.'liticizing investment decisions. Existing regulatory institutions and thm rging

\' \.independent system o ertrs are not weTTeei these issues.

\ I; ' _ 'j~ , ll- C ki createsan investment bias in favor of generation projects, even if the
overall cost-benefit analysis wou avor a transmission project. Without invest-
mennt. tnsssio t l be e increinl fre uent, alkanizing the
electric power markets-his will leatO. ch onically inefficient wholesale power

Please mark your calendars for CERA's r volil pices, liowquidi', d persistent problems with local mar-
Spnng 1999 North American Electric Power_ ke power Sustained undennvestentn Insm si ven
Executive Roundtable: relabilit oTthe bulk power vstel '. A-

New York (Global Energy . -' '. '
Overview) May 7 The key to breaking out of gridlock is i"t- but they will require delicate

Calgary May 12 . balancing or they will have unintended consequences.
San Francisco May 14
Houston May 20 Pressure for further structural change is mounting: several utilities are devel-
Charlotte, NC June 8 oping for-profit transmission companies. The Federal Energy Regulatory
Boston June 21 Commission's (FERC's) upcoming proposal for restructuring the transmission sector

will catalyze the debate over the future management of the grid.
To register please contact CERA Registra
tion by telephone: (617) 497-6446, exten:

sion 80: fax: (617) 498-9176; or e-mail: Optimizing Electric Transmission Networks as a Whole
register@cera.com.

.___ ~ The complexities of.the electric transmission system network result from the
inability to control directly the flow of power on the system. This fundamental
physical reality requires that the grid be viewed as an integrated whole, making
it difficult to manage and optimize. As Figure 1 shows, a seemingly simple
power market transaction to move 1,000 megawatts (MW) from Ontario to
neighboring New York can affect power' flow hundreds of miles away from
either party.

Cambridge Energy Research Associates
01999. Carnbige Emrey Researth Assoates. Mc All nghs resev .
No pofi of ftis pft may be reponloucl wthout pnor wmte conuse
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Figure 1

Parallel Path Flow:
Actual Flow of 1,000 MW Transfer from Ontario to New York

CE "\ / PJM> 1 NYPP: New York Power Pool
J>zb I ( I ~Oss .i . / XOH: Ontario Hydro

I _ .1 ~ . \ L~--k ^'7~V t
1PJM: Pennsylvania-New Jersey-

s'.\~~ }) \ I^ ar t" " /- v j,,i.Maryland interconnection
%~..~ <._P X eY' MC v £VEPCO: Virginia Electric Power System

_~/ ,.t He ^^ s-v~rn
'. s AEP: American Electric Power System

\ ...._x~ V v APS: Allegheny Power System
CE: Commonwealth Edison

----- , Contractual Path
--- Actual Path

Source; Cambridge Energy Research Associates.
90309.5

Efficient investment decisions require an analysis of the transmission network as a whole to internalize
loop flows like those shown in Figure 1. They must also consider all of the potential options and their

-costs and benefits (see Figure 2). One major benefit of transmission investment is a reduction in the level
ff i in wholesale power prices at different locations. Wholesale price differenials

have been a persistent featuro e wh esae r iission system bottlenecks -

- prevent arbitrage. Another potentially substantial benefit of transmission investment is lower ancillary
service prices due to decreased demand.

For many decades transmission investment has been primarily driven by the need to interconnect new
power plants to the grid. Figure 3 illustrates the historically close relationship between investments in
transmission and the installation of generating capacity by utilities and nonutility generators.
Interconnections between neighboring utilities to enhance reliability and allow sharing of generating
capacity were also common after the cascading blackout of the northeastern United States in 1965.

Future.decisions to invest in the transmission system will depend on a balancing of costs and
benefits, often .independently of generating plant construction..In theory there exists an optimal level of
investment to achieve an economically efficient level of transmission congestion, balancing the pnce
differentials and ancillary service costs against the cost of investments in the transmission system (see
Figure 4).
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Figure 2

Six Ways to Relieve Transmission Bottlenecks

New Transmission Lines Generating Plants

:ON

Upgraded Transmission Load Control

Power Electronics Intormation Technology

Source: Cambridge Energy Research Associates.

Gridlock exists because nobody is in a position to analyze the system as a whole, develop the optimal
investment plan, raise the necessary capital, and find a way to capture the benefits to recover the
investment and earn an adequate return.

Investment Signals and Responses
Wholesale electricity prices are a key signal to investors. High energy and capacity prices are a signal

that investment is needed in generation, and high price differentials and ancillary service prices are
signals that investment is needed in transmission.

The high prices and differentials in the Midwest during the summer of 1998 sent a clear signal that i
there is ai ned o esten eite en lans leviate regional power shortages or in
transmission facilities a powe to flow into the regions where it is needed. Generators are responding
to these price signals: 1,400 MW of new capacity is now under construction in the East Central Area
Reliability Coordination Agreement (ECAR) and Mid-America Interconnected Network (MAIN) regions,
the epicenter of the price spikes. Unregulated generation companies and vertically integrated utilities are
developing another 6,500 MW slated to come online in those regions by 2001. Some of these investments
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-Figure 3 . ,

US Transmission Investment , \ ' '-i~~ ~~\ ~and Generating Capacity Additions ' *
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Source: Cambridge Energy Research Associates.

Figure 4

Some Level of Transmission Constraints
Is Economically Efficient

Benefits of
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are being made to ensure reliability, but-many have been undertaken to capture the financial opportunity
of booming market prices.

f. ''int Ween the Midwest and the adjacent Mid-Continent Area Power Pool (MAPP)
and Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland (PJM) markets spiked to unprecedented levels during June and
July 1998 (see Figure 5). This situation is not unique to the Midwest; price differentials rose across North
America, and market-based ancillary service prices in California were high enough to lead the Federal
Eiergy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to impose a cap of $250 per megawatt per hour. Gridlock _ as
almost completely blocked a rempsnre b"y _'ncm lion proiects to these price signals.* Despite over

2o,Uo00 MW of new generation being developed nationwide, investor-owned utility (IOU) transmission
investment plans, as shown in Table 1, are flat.

Gridlock-Why Are We Stuck?
Complexity, cost, and public opposition are significant challenges to transmission investment; but

utilities have overcome these obstacles hundreds of times in the past. What has changed? One simple fact
has caused the current affliction: Nobody rnti^ , t i t ere are a number of regulatory,
financial, and structural reasons for thi predicament:

Figure 5

Midwest Spot Power Differentials
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'Te ortypropsalistostregthm theinterconctimsbeaentheeasemnWcohn utittesandther negtas tothe sodhard west.
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Table 1

Transmission Investment by Investor-owned Utilities
(billion 1992 dollars)

1995 2.30
1996 1.97
1997 preliminary 2.37

y,;~ 'v - 1998 forecast 2.60
.· -; ,!, ,|)~ ~1999 forecast 2.63
.k·~-.'c": .- 2000 forecast 2.57

so^~~~~~~ /Z~~~ ~Source: Edison Electric Institute.

Reg.uatory Obstacles
' * etwork boundaries and regulatory jurisdictions ar not aligned. States and sometimes

.: '' even local governm tant role is erm ittinransmission faclltes
'diipTte"ti'tfederal preemption for interstate commerce. State regulators must also approve
transmission investments that are to be collected through cost-of-service rates. This tangle of
overlappi g'jurisdicions makes reguatory approvals a complex process fraught with
opportunities to delay or scuttle investment plans.

Regulations are in flux. The FERC has advocated regional transmission ngarini-tiLns and
is in the process of developing a Notice of Propose Rulemaking (NOPR) for an Order that
would compel transmission owners to join them. Until the FERC acts or abandons this effort,
transmission owners, unsure of the disposition of their current assets, seem unwilling investors

c Tf fear of Creating additin'ial strandei. rivesl--nl- _-.------ -. ...

Financial Hurdles
* Revenues are uncertain. Revenue streams to recover transmission investments are not clearly

defined under the new ISO structures and transmission pricing schemes. For example, PJM
and New York propose to award transmission congestion contracts* to transmission investors,

,/ ' but the number of contracts to be awarded will only be determined when the project is
complete, and the value of the contracts is difficult to predict.

* Raising capital is difficult. Utilities may prefer to commit capital to more profitable,
- upregulated investments: Even those seeking low-risk returns on regulated investments will

be reluctant to invest where they have no control of operations or pricing and are exposed
to additional liability for future capital investments at the ISO's discretion. The ISOs themselves

'- lack the financial strength to raise capital on their own. Investors will naturally be wary if
it is not clear where the revenue will come from to repay debt and generate returns on equity.

* Assignment of costs and benefits is problematic. Utility and ISO operating rules and
generation interconnection procedures require transmission system studies to identify where
the grid needs to be upgraded to handle increased loads or new power plants. But how much
investment is necessary and who decides? Who should bear the costs of transmission upgrades?

'Cogesoncontracta fnancaolirumetsthaterttlethehotD torecie corestonpaynenttdecte onapartice traarrrsonpath.
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Allocations of costs and benefits to specific generating projects and transmission service
requests depend on their sequence. How should the ISO evaluate service requests and
interconnection applications by competing developers when it does not know which plants
will be built or which contracts will be signed? Will owners of existing transmission rights
be compensated for the effects of new facilities? Since constraints are network phenomena,
cost and benefit assignments will always be somewhat arbitrary and vulnerable to attack.

Structural Problems
* Ownirship of the existing grid is fragmented. Over 100 private companies and a number

of fe'er::, slate, and local governments and cooperatives own the existing transmission
assets The nature of the network makes it difficult for any of these parties to act unilaterally
to cha:ige the grid because their actions may be detrimental to others. Even if they are able
to act, the ne: teffect of many decisions made on the basis of only a small part of the network
will be unlikely to optimize the entire grid.

* Unbundling is only partially accomplished. Many transmission owners also own generation,
and they will undoubtedly consider the effect of grid investments on those assets. .

* ISOs are nonprofit institutions. Lacking a profit motivation, the ISOs will make investment
decisions based on political compromises and other criteria. This decision structure is more
likely to favor goldplating or underinvestment, not optimization.

* The ISO is focused on ibty. The ISOs were created as a way to provide open access
while maintaining reliability. Often there is no clear decision-making process, and where
processes are articulated, they utilize committee structures with complex voting rules. The
ISO has no motive to initiate an investment aroliit ir threalened.

* ISOs depend on the transmission owners. The ISOs do not own the assets they manage
and must have the owners' cooperation to modify them. In most cases the ISO can only
recommend action, not compel it. The ISO may also have to depend on the utilities' willingness
to exercise their power of eminent domain to condemn land for new rights of way to
overcome fierce local opposition.

* Politics are inevitable. As the entity charged with managing the grid, the ISO is caught
between competing interests (see Figure 6). The costs and benefits of transmission investments,
once internalized by a vertically integrated utility and recovered in average-cost prices set by
regulators, will fall on different parties in the future. Restructuring has created natural
adversaries where previously there was only one entity. State and federal government
intervention is likely, especially if voters complain that they will see little of the commercial
benefits of the capital expenses they pay for in rates, or if reliability is threatened. Several
governors and members of Congress have already indicated their desire to maintain their
states' low-cost power as a way to support economic development and as a populist campaign
position. The technical complexity of the issue and the lack of available information outside
the ISO and transmission owners' hands will cause suspicion of the ISO and the transmission-
owning utilities unless the ISO is able to cast itself as an honest broker.

None of the ISOs in operation or under development is well equipped to address the complex
technical, economic, business, regulatory, and political issues that surround transmission planning and
investment in a restructured world. The emerging structure-ISOs with committees that recommend
when and how to modify the gnd owned by multiple utilities with competing interests-is a recipe for
gridlock.
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Figure 6

Conflict Is Inevitable in Addressing Transmission Constraints
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Source: Cambridge Energy Research Associates.
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What Are the Implications of Gridlock?
What does gridlock mean for the North American electric power industry? CERA sees five major

implications:

Investment Bias in Favor of Generation
There are many developers weighing the costs and benefits of generating plant investments and

acting on projects that offer an attractive rate of return, but no one is evaluating the costs and benefits
of potential transmission investments. This lack of attention means that when both generation and
transmission projects are attractive options to capture a particular benefit, the generating plant is the one
likely to be built even if the overall cost-benefit analysis would favor a transmission project. In effect,
gas pipelines connected to new peaking capacity have become an alternative to major new transmission
investments.

Increasing Balkanization of Power Markets
As the transmission system is unable to keep pace with load growth and generation investments,

congestion will become increasingly frequent. This will tend to isolate regional power markets into.
smaller and smaller areas, especially during times of peak loads. Taking advantage of the marketers'
inability to wheel power, developers will build plants and cogeneration facilities near industrial facilities,
municipalities, and other loads. Ultimately, end-users frustrated by price volatility or perceived market
power may install their own generators. This balkanization will make the existing transmission congestion
contracts increasingly valuable assets.'
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The October 28, 1998, decision by the FERC regarding a cogeneration facility in Maine is an
important signpost for balkanization. The FERC struck down the New England Power Pool's (NEPOOL's)
long-standing requirement that new generators be fully integrated with the pool, meaning they must
invest in transmission that allows them to serve loads anywhere in the region. In contrast, existing
generators have the option to pay for other generators on the system to be ramped up or down, or
"redispatched" to accommodate their transactions when constraints arise. By allowing new generators to
substitute redispatch for transmission upgrades, the FERC has encouraged balkanization and made it less
expensive to build generation-potentially reducing the need for transmission upgrades in the first place.

Growing Price Volatility, Falling Liquidity, and Persistent Price Differentials
The loss of load and resource diver ity that comes with balkanization will amplify the natural

volatility of the wholesale power market:. Price differentials will persist because there will be only
limited ability to arbitrage them through the ntztcral gas pipeline system. In the longer term, power
market liquidity will develop much more slowly, and generation market concentration will increase. This
may lead to chronically inefficient wholesale and l-tail power markets.

Volatility will create a booming market in hedging instruments-particularly for the more liquid
trading points. Traders, retail energy merchan:s, and large industrial and commercial users need to
insulate themselves from price volatility and the growing risk of curtailment. This means a demand for
liquid, location-specific financial hedging instruments.

Consolidation of power traders will be another natural result of increased volatility, as demonstrated
in the fallout from the June 1998 Midwest price spikes: small power marketers without adequate financial
strength will not be able to convince potential trading partners of their creditworthiness, and players unable
or unwilling to bear the financial risks of volatility will exit the business. Volatility and balkanization also
favor scale because larger trading organizations can hedge by controlling assets and/or taking positions in
multiple regions and have the resources to develop a sophisticated understanding of the transmission system.

Reliability Is Threatened
As existing systems age and load grows, gridlock causes increased congestion and more frequent

equipment failures. Larger power systems are inherently more reliable than small ones because they are
less vulnerable to a single contingency and the operators have more options available to them when
contingencies occur. Ultimately, reliability problems emerge as a greater number of highly concentrated
markets are forced to operate independently.

Experiments with Transmission Companies
Pressure for further structural and regulatory changes is already building as the industry begins to

question long-term viability of the ISO model. Several utilities are developing for-profit independent
transmission companies ("grid company" or "gridco") that they believe will solve many of the problems
that are causing gridlock (see Figure 7). These companies would continue to be regulated monopolies,
but they would be independent of both the generators and the distribution utilities.

The combination of control and ownership gives grid companies three major advantages over ISOs:

* A grid company will have a profit motive to encourage action and guide its decisions.

* Control of operation and pricing would make it substantially easier for grid companies to
raise the capital necessary to improve the transmission network.
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Figure 7

Proposed Independent Transmission Companies
(Utility Participation as of March 1999)
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Source: Cambridge Energy Research Associates.
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Grid companies will have more effective governance because their management teams and
boards of directors have a clear motivation to identify and execute profitable investments. In
contrast, ISOs are governed either by stakeholder boards where coalitions of members have
the power to block action or by expert boards of directors with no stake in the outcome of
their decisions.

Are Grid Companies the Answer?
If the root of gridlock is lack of incentives, then incentives are also the way to solve the problem.

For-profit grid companies address some but not all of the necessary elements. Transmission management
institutions, whether nonprofit or for-profit, must have incentives to

* maintain reliability and safety by buying ancillary services, operating the grid, and controlling
maintenance and generator and load interconnections.

* offer nondiscriminatory access to the grid

* expand quickly to achieve a critical mass to internalize loop flows, enhance reliability, and
eliminate rate pancaking
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* align their geography with the extent of the transmission system-not regulatory boundaries

* operate and price transmission to facilitate an efficient market for electric power

* invest to optimize the efficiency of the power market in the long term

* adopt new technologies such as high-voltage direct current (HVDC), superconductivity, power
flow controllers, and information technology where appropriate

Although these criteria are easy to articulate, they will be difficult to implement. The complexity of
the problem creates the potential that actions will have unintended consequences. For exam ,le, per'ormance-
based rates can unintentionally create the incentive to minimize costs by deferring rmain;ttnance or
avoiding investments, potentially leading to chronic underinvestment or reliability proilems.

Some of the goals listed above are in conflict-for example, maintaining reliability while enco-raging
an efficient, unfettered market. One conflict that directly affects the gridlock problem is the potential
contradiction between offering nondiscriminatory access to generators and making investme.Its in
transmission. Incentives must create the proper balance between transmission and generation, which
often compete to be the marginal source of capacity and energy in the market. Without ,he careful
attention to incentives, a monopoly grid company or ISO will favor its own transmission solutions over
new generation.

Who Holds the Key?
The consequences of gridlock=-inefficient investment, balkanization, market failure, unreliable

electricity-are severe, but they may not be severe enough to precipitate a crisis. Without such a crisis,
the industry and the FERC must both realize there is a problem before there will be any urgency to break
the stalemate. Recent innovative grid company proposals are a sign that transmission owners are beginning
to recognize the current state of paralysis. The FERC's upcoming NOPR on regional transmission entities
will be an important indicator of its understanding of gridlock. The worse it perceives the problem to be,
the more radical its NOPR is likely to be. The NOPR could well cause transmission issues to emerge A
as the dominant issue of electric restructuring in 1999.

S1EVENALB, CERAAsodat Dirctb; Noth Ameiean Eletric PFAer is a specalis in quaritaiveanalpis,tedinology
devebpmeotrucleaipoa&e andenrironrentl issues.PlPorto joiningCERAMr Taubwoded for the US Deprnert of
EnergywhereieanalyzethemanagemeDfnucleawastes,rreteials,andfacilies M. Taubis the auhorof te CERA
DedsionBlief New Tricks for Old Dogs: How Capacity Creep Is Expanding Electric Suppl)enda coatltorof the CEFA
Pri'ateRepdrJumping Fences: Strategic Implications of Emerging Metering Technology Mr Taubholdsa BSfromColumbia
University and. two MS degrees from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

MARK J SMIlF, CEFf Asodat Dirbctb Nbth Arertai Ebctic Power spedalas in energyindury stuture,
eOnomicsnaketng.andstategicplanningmnediatelpior to joiningCEF Mt. Smib asi[ed in the sar-upof the
Calirnia IndependeaksemOpeabr (ISO)Be6rehisassgrmentat the ISQ he spenteighteewearswih the Pacifc
Gas& Elecc Cornary as arrongotherpoAs, Drect[ Ra rue Requirementnd Directr of Pacing. Hs diverse
assgnmentricludedepocnabilitiebr r regulaiy poiicyanalysisTBrketingandcontd negcidtionHe reaied a BS
fromAniA:na Stat Universitand an MA fromNhv Medco Sate Univergt He is basd in CER:¢ Calibmia offce
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RAILROADS AND COAL

Because of coal's importance to the economy and because it is consumed in huge
quantities all over the country, while production is focused in a limited number of areas, an
efficient coal transportation system-- with railroads at its core - is critical to our nation's
economic well-being.

According to the U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Information Administration (ELA),
some 65 percent of coal shipments were delivered to their final U.S. destinations by rail in 1999.
The rail share is far higher than water (14 percent); trucks (11 percent); and the aggregate of
conveyor belts, slurry pipelines, and tramways (10 percent). Over the past decade, the rail share
has trended slightly upward, largely reflecting the growth of coal from the Powder River Basin -n
northeast Wyoming and southeast Montana that often moves long distances by rail.

Coal is by far the most important single commodity carried by rail. In 1999 (the lat:.st
year for which data are available), coal accounted for 26 percent of carloads, 44 percent of
tonnage, and 22 percent of revenue for Class I railroads.

Coal-fired power plants, which consume the vast majority of coal in this country,
compete against one another and against power plants fueled by other energy sources. For
example, non-coal fuel sources account for nearly half of U.S. electricity generation.
Consequently, railroads must work closely and cooperatively with mines and utilities to
maximize efficiencies and enhance competitiveness. Over time, for example, higher capacity
freight cars (which now carry almost 110 tons of coal per car on average) and more powerful
locomotives have increased railroads' coal-carrying efficiency significantly. Highly-efficient
unit trains, which carry 50 or more carloads of coal from a loading facility straight through to a
customer without interruption using dedicated equipment, account for most rail coal shipments.

Railroads have worked hard to keep service as responsive, and rates as low, as possible.
Since it recognizes both distance and weight, revenue per ton-mile (RPTM) is a useful surrogate
tor railroad rates. In 1999, rail RPTM for coal was 1.64 cents, easily the lowest such figure
among all major commodity groups. In inflation-adjusted terms, 1999 RPTM for coal was 61
percent lower than in 1981 and 35 percent lower than in 1990.

Numerous studies have confirmed that rail coal rates have been falling steadily. For
example, an April 1999 study by the General Accounting Office found that "In general, real rail
rates for coal shipments have fallen since 1990." More recently, an October 2000 EIA study
examined changes in railroad coal rates. The EIA's findings were unambiguous: "Although the
share of coal transported by railroads increased, the average rate per ton to ship contract coal by
rail fell steadily (a 25.8 percent decline) during the study period. The rates for coal in all sulfur
categories were lower in 1997 than in 1988." EIA noted that "the decline in average contract
coal rail rates during the study period was a response to competitive markets."

Today, many of our nation's coal mines, coal-fired power plants, and the railroad lanes
serving them are at or near full capacity. Rail coal volume in 2001 through March is higher than
the same time period of any recent year, and is up 7.2 percent over last year - reflectine both
the higher demand for coal in light of high natural gas prices and the efficient, cost-effect vc
scrvice railroads are providing. -

Associalion of Amrriccn Railroads
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Economic Impact of U.S. Freight Railroads

Freight railroads movejust about everything -from lumber to vegetables, from coal to
orange juice, from grain to automobiles, from chemicals to scrap iron - and connect businesses

· ~* with each other across the country and with markets overseas. They also contribute billions of
dollars to the economy through investments, wages, purchases, and taxes.

America's Freight Railroads Carry...

0 More than 40 percent of the nation's inierciry freight;

J eP Approximately 70 percent of vehicles from domestic manufacturers;

* 64 percent of the nation's coal to coal-fired power plants (coal generates more than 50
·S^ ~z /percent of the nation's electricity);

P> Some 40 percent of the nation's grain.

... and Move Tens of Millions of Tons Every Day

* Class I railroad freight volume in 1999 was 1,43 trillion ton-miles. U.S. railroads hauled
more than 27 million carloads of freight in 1999, including more than 9.0 million
inrermodal trailers and containers. Intermodal volume has nearly tripled since 1980.

d » Class I railroads operated 20,256 locomotives in 1999 which hauled a fleet of 1,368,836
freight cars with an aggregate capacity of 134.4 million tons - an increase of 24 percent
since 1990. It would take three million trucks to equal the capacity of the rail car fleet.

5 U.S. railroads operated 145,000 route miles in 1999, enough to circle the globe almost six
times.

Railroads Move Freight at a Lower Cost Than Ever Before

0 On average it costs 28 percent less to move freight by rail now than it did in 1981, and 57
percent less in inflation-adiusted dollars. These rate reductions have saved American

· 5* ~ consumers tens ofdi'ions of dollars.

· * Railroads Directly Boost the Economy

) U.S. freight railroads directly contribute some $13 billion a year to the economy in wages
and benefits to nearly 200,000 empys and billions more in purses from suppliers.

Almost 700,000 retired railroad workers and family members receive $8 billion in
ret int benefits each year. 'i > In 1999, Class I railroads paid $2.3 billion in pavroll taxes, $379 million in federal
inco. taxes (in addition to incurring $1.3 billion in deferrd income tax liability), and
nearly $694 million in other taxes.

l'~:- iAulora of Amrican Railroads ' | ,
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America's Freight Railroads
D*» ~Economic Facts-At-A-Glance

* Investing in the Future: Lower Rates Help Rail Customers
I Capital Expenditures

$6.6 billion

* 5c

* ) 4r In f, lation-Adjusted 1999 Dollars

*| $3.6 billion

I 25 * I~~~~ 0 ¢/2
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I- nvestment: Essential to Railroads and Their Customers

- . As the U.S. freight railroads well knowfrom their experiences in the years before the
) '; S aggers Rail Act of1980, a rail system deteriorates rapidly when railroads are capital-starved.

\ i Capitl is the lifeblood of the freight rail indusry and today, thanks to infusions of capital and
* Lthe massive investment made possible by deregulation, railroads have been reborn. Since 1980.
! majorfreight railroads in the United States have invested more than 2 illion to maintain

| arand improve their infrastructure and equipment, and to create a nationalstem that is the envy
I of the wor ld -

i Prior to Deregulation, Rail Investment Was Woefully Deficient . -

I In the 1970s, railroads simply lacked the ability to invest at adequate levels. Due largely
! to stifling regulation, during the 1970s the rail inductrv's rate of return averaeed two .. .

percent and rail bankruptcies were commonplace. -'

* In the mid-1970s, 25 percent of the nation's rail miles had to be operated at reduced
speeds because of dangerous conditions. Congress estimated that. absent meaningful
change, the rail industry's capital shortfall would approach $20 billion by the mid-1980s.

Deregulation Gave Railroads the Means to Invest ,

By giving railroads the opportunity to ear revenues sufficient to cover their cost of
operations, deregulation sparked an indusnty transformation.

1 As income increased, so did investment. Investment led to greater efficiency, sharply
improved safety, bener service, and dramatically reduced rates - down 57 percent in
real terms from 1981 to 1999.

oday, U.S. freight railroadsiday, U.S. freight rairoads Class I Capital Expenditures Per Mile of Road Owned
reinvest more in plant and (Constant 199 Dollars)
equipment as a percentage of S8.ooo0
revenues th any other major 70.000

, , S. industiaLfor. ClSsJo oo _
; railrad revenues reached $33.5 oo_

billion in 1999. Of that,
railroads reinvested $6.6 billion, o . '
or .8_percent. .oo |

$20,000

) Capital expendiures per mile of $10. 000
-! , / road owned were more than 't

$ - S66,000 in 199, almost 2 *i 83 84 ss 8e 87 88 89s 90 91 92 93 94 95ss 9e 97 9s
times the comparable inflation- ou AAR '
adjusted 1983 figure.
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Reregulation Would Threaten Rail Investment and the Viability of the Rail System

> U.S. freight railroads are overwhelmingly privately owned and operated. Because they
receive no appreciable government funding, tney must earn enough year after year to
cover the massive spending they require.

The industry is committed to expending the resources needed to continue to improve
service, expand capacity, and offer their customers reasonable rates. But. they would be
unable to do so if reregulation prevented them from earning revenues and attracting the
capital necessary to cover their total costs and make the required level of investment.

The cash generated by the rail industry since Staggers has been insufficient to sustain the
capital investment requirei
Railroads have found it Class I Net Funds Available For Reinvestment
necessary every year since vs. Capital Expenditures: 1981-1999

'a., 1980 to obtain funds from s-
j-- ~outside sources: from 1981 to S7

1999, of the cumulative $81.9 $S6
billion in capital expenditures,
approximately 64 percent was
provided from internally- S \ j' '
generated funds and . No Funas Shorfall ExpenreE
percent from external capitl S Avaaale For

providers. Thus, artificial or $1
ureaistic restrictions that'- so -
impede the rail industry's 1981 1984 1967 1990 1983 1996 199

opporunity to generate s cmeLAAR

sufficient returns will
compromise its ability to retain and attract the capital it needs to sustain its investment
and operations over the long term.

Railroads will have to invest
, -an _oestimarted <ri<- bin^ rS Estimated Class I Railroad Capital Needs

-. an ~estmated ~Sl62Jllll~ ((Billioks of Consant 1997 Dollars)
1997 dollars) by the year 2020 soo
-the equivalent of rebuilding 1 12

the entire rail system twice - _ISO
simply to maintan their
current share of the ft1--i ht
mark7 This can occur only-if s$1004

oads are allowed to
operate under a stable and s50
limited set of regulatory
constraints.

1997 Invesnent Base Capotal Neeas
Railroads are far more capital SOa: AAR Through Year 2020
intensive than other major

Associaion of American Railroads Page 6
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industries. For example, in 1998 (the latest year for which comparable non-railroad data
are available), railroads' cair
expenditures were equal to C texp ~s eeualo^2/" Capital Expenditurespercent of revenue, comparedercentage of Re ue f
to a= average of just 3...9 . ~as a Percentage of Revenue forto au average of just 3 Various US. Industries: I8 ,
percent for all manufacturing V
industries, 3.9%in~dustries-. / All manufacturing3.9

Food manufacturing 2.6%
Similarly, data for FEQo eJ00 Wood product manufactunng 3.0%
firms in selected industries that Paper manufacturing 5.5%
are major rail shippers or Chemicals manufacturing 5.1%
competitors reveal the capital Petroleum & coal products m9f 3.7%

intensive nature of railroading. Nonmetallic mineral product mfg 5.3%

Compared on the basis of total Primary metal product mfg 4.0%
assets required per dollar of Fabricated metal product mfg 3.9%

revenue produced, raimads Machinery manuacturing 3.6%
have signficant higher asset Computer & electr. product mfg 4.8%

veds-iofnificantly hihefr asset Transportation equipment mfg 3.3%
needs - $2Z of assj.;s for

ach dollar of revenue Class I Railroads 21.7%

produced. Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, AAR

/'~ R-atlo of Assets to Revenues of
Fortune 500 Firmnns for Selected Industry Groups:

Number Total Total Rato of
of Revenues Assets Assets to

Firms ( Billions) (S Billions) Revenues

Chemicals 15 $114.4 $162.1 1.42
Food 22 178.6 116.2 0.65
Forest & Paper Products 11 106.3 134.0 1.26
Industrial & Farm Equipment 11 81.2 88.3 1.09
Metals 8 44.2 54.6 1.24
Mining, Crude Oil Production 3 17.0 24.6 1.45
Motor Vehicles & Parts 14 452.8 634.6 1.40
Railroads 4 36.4 993.6 Z-5
Telecommunications 13 289.6 638.0 2.20
Trucking 2 8.8 4.4 0.50
Gas & Electric Utilities 37 266.3 594.8 2.23

Source: Fortune, April 17, 2000

Associtrion of American RaiLroads Page 7
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Railroads: Building a Cleaner Environment

| Investments in new technology and infrastructure have made the railroad industry
a ~ environmentally "cleaner and reener" than ever before. Over the pastfive years alone.

railroads have invested billions of dollars in more than 4,000 locomotives that are more fuel
efficient and environmentally friendly.

Railroads Are More Environmentally-Friendly Than Other Modes

! > The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that for every ton-mile, a
I typical tck emits roughly three times more nitrogen oxides and particulates than a

Icoomojive. th studies suggest tha trucks emit six to 12 times more pllutants per
toii-inile than do railroads, depending upon the pollutant measured

) p Ac,:ordinc to the American Society of Mechanical Enneers, 2.5 million fewer tons of
! carjcndiaxide would be emitted into the air annually if 10 percent of intercity freight

now movian by highway were shifted to rail.

Railroads are committed to substantial reductions in atmospheric emissions. They
endore an FPA proposal that calls for a 60 percent reduction in nitrogen oxide (NOx)
emissions trom locomotives manufactured beginning in 2005.

> According to h e A railroads account for just 7 percent of total transponation-related
NOx emissions and less than 5 percent of transportation-related particulate emissions,
even though railroads account for 40 percent of the nation's intercity freight ton-miles.

Railroads Are the Most Fuel-Efficient Form of Ground Transport

Railroad fuel efficiency has increased 64 percent since 1980, when a gallon of dieiei fnl.
moved a ton of freigt an average of 35 miles. In 1992, railroads moved a ton of freight
an average of 386 miles per gallon.

0 If just 10percent of the fretig moved by highway were diverted to rail. the nation could
save as much as 20 million gauonsff nnauv.

> On average, railroads are three times more fuel efficient than trucks.

Public Policy

National transportation policy should recognize the freight railroad advantages in energ
efficiency and pollution abatement.
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America's Freight Railroads
Environmental Facts-At-A-Glance

Gains in Railroad Fuel Efficiency Toward a Cleaner Environment
45 Railroad Plans to Reduce NOx Emissions
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Additional comments by Hamberger not included in bullets:

Railroads and barges comprise the foundation of the domestic coal distribution system,
together handling three-quarters of all coal shipments. Trucks and conveyor systems
generally are used to move coal over shorter distances. Lake carriers and ocean vessels
move large coal shipments over water. Association of American Railroads want to
remove anticompetitive 4.3 cents sales tax railroad and barges pay in legislation: HR1024
and S661. Railroads move more coal than any other commodity and account for 22
percent of total rail freight and more than 40 percent of total Class I freight tonnage
transported.

According to Mr. Edward Hamberger, President of Association of American Railroads,
Class I from 1980 to 2000 ton-miles, tne movement of a ton of freight one mile, a
standard freight volume measurement -- rose from 919 billion to 1.47 trillion, a 60%
increase. The rail network is used more intensely and far more productively than in the
past, and in some cases running at full track capacity today. For instance, ton-miles per
mile of road owned rose from 5.6 milliol in 1980 to 14.8 million in 2000 a 165%
increase. During this period of huge traffi: expansion, railroads carefully managed their
cost and generated enormous productivity growth 172 % while reducing their operating
costs 41% inflation adjusted basis, but operating revenue declined 36%.

As traffic congestion on our highways becomes even more acute and pressure to reduce
emissions, conserve fuel and promote safety continues to increase, railroads are likely to
be called upon to do even more based on their advantages over other modes. The demand
for additional passenger service utilizing freight lines is widespread and growing. In
addition to infrastructure capacity, configuration of infrastructure is a critical issue in
determining feasibility of running passenger trains on freight-owned tracks. Also
passenger railroad companies should be required to work out a deal with freight
companies that own the tracks they want to use, the Government should not demand
passenger railroads can use these tracks without such agreements. There are different
engineering and maintenance standards that will have to be addressed if passenger and
freight trains eventually share same tracks, for example curves are different for slower
moving freight trains than faster passenger trains. Unfortunately most knowledgeable
people would agree that most readily attainable gains of companies sharing the cost of
upgrading infrastructure costs have mostly already been made. Gains from this area
going forward are more evolutionary not revolutionary. Government should be willing to
help with upgrading Class I lines. Believes Government should pass HR1020 for Class II
and UII railroads.

Since the railroad industry depends on the capital markets to fund a large portion of their
investment, and that the return on investment does not provide a return equivalent to
alternative investments of similar risk, the railroad companies will be challenged to
increase theses returns by say limiting capital expenditures. Railroads will continue to
face pressure from investment community to maximize returns and are most likely unable
to accommodate the financial demands required to improve infrastructure while tringe to
appease lenders return on investment requirements.
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U.S. RAILROAD MILEAGE
Total Incl. Total Excl.

Trackage Govt. Trackage Trackage
Owned Leased Rights Owned Other Rights Rights

Class I Subtotal 88,848 8,642 21,586 1,587 323 120,986 99.400
Regional Railroads 14,473 1,654 2,563 2,409 151 21,250 18,687
Local Railroads 14,149 1,257 1,154 4,158 401 21.118 19.964
S&T Railroads 4,562 255 731 1,646 110 7,304 6,573
Canadian 581 0 976 0 0 1,557 581

TOTAL 122,613 11,808 27,010 9,800 985 172,215< 145,205

Source: AAR
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Summary of .
Energy Policy Act Transportation Rate Study: Final Report on Coal Transportation

(U.S. Department of Energy - Energy Information Administration,
November 200,, 90 pages)

This study was mandated by a provision in the PEerg ofPlicyActLfl99. It was
prompted by concerns of some in Congress that railroads would take advantage of shifts to Igw-
sulfur coal induced by sulfur dioxide emission restctioii their rates for haulingcoal,
" l espcially low-sulfurcoal from the Powder River Basin (PRB).

The study examined changes in trasportation rates for coalpurchased and delivered
under supply contracts of more than one year duration shipped by rail from U.S. producers to
certain U.S. investor-owned electric utilities from 1988 to 1997 Con'idential rail rate data were
obtained from Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) utility surveys. EIA augmented
FERC data with data from the STB's Waybill Sample and indus ry reports.

Rail co.alQovements captured by the EIA study represnamajrni.yofall ril rna
deliveries to utilities, with the exact percentaevarng from yeas to yea. In 1997, for example,
the quantity of coal hauled by railroads and covered by the study's augmented database was
367.2 million tos - an amount equal to 65 percent of the 563.3 miL'ion total tons of coal
railroads delivered to all utilities in 1997. As expected, from 9-to i997 the share of low-

'sulur coal rose (from 48.4 percent to 64.9 percent of movements), while the share of medium-
and higTfisulfur coal fell. The study noted that the rail share of total domestic coal tonnage rose
from 57.5 percent inJ 9 6t in LL, driven largely by an increase in rail-hauled
low-sulfur PRB coal.

The report's findings wetuna:bio: "Although the share of coal transported by
railroads increased, the average rate per ton to ship contract coal by rail fell steadily (a 25.8

Fpe-"rnr-echTne) during the study period. The rates for coal in all sulfur categories were lower in
1997 than in 1988. ... The general finding of declining rates was also substantiated when the
rates were calculated asa rate per ton-mile arate pemiontu, or rates between secfic
supply and demand regions. ... Clearly, the majority of the contract coal shipped by rail during.
this period traveled via lower real-dollar rates than in earlier years, and there is no evidence of
widespread inflation of shipping rates by the major coal-hauling railroads following enactment of
the [Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990]. In fact, the greatest decline in coal rail rates per ton
- a 36.0 percent decline in constant dollar terms - was for low-sulfur coal, the very category
over which concern may have been greatest." The report noted that "the decline in average
contract coal rail rates during the study-period was a response to competitive markets..."

A footnote in the study notes that "Because the rate data in this report represent regional
data aggregations, they do not address alleged inequities in rates to and from isolated locations,
or for "captive" shippers (with only one practical coal transportation option), or for small
shippers who may not have access to technologically efficient loading equipment or may not
qualify for high volume discounts." Rail detractors can be expected to seize upon this statement
to dismiss the unambiguous majofinding of thereport: significantly lower rail rates or contract

..al.essentially across the board from 1988 to is/.

Association of American Railroads' . January 2001
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Kolevar, Kevin/ .- -_

From: Renze L Hoeksema [hoeksemar@dteenergy.com]
'ent: Wednesday, August 22, 2001 3:43 PM
o: Kolevar, Kevin

Subject: Mtg. Regarding Landfill Gas-to-Energy Industry

Kevin, it was good to talk to you again the other day. I appreciate
your willingness to assist in organizing a meeting to discuss the
interests of the landfill gas-to-energy industry with the appropriate
policy representatives within DOE.

The industry representatives would be Curt Ranger, President, DTE
Biomass Energy and Jerrold Jung, President, Michigan CAT, two Michiaan
based companies. Curt Ranger is also currently serving as the Advocacy
Committee Chairman for the Solid Waste Association of North America
(SWANA). In general terms we would like to discuss the role of landfill
gas as a part of the national energy strategy. More specifically, we
would focus on the benefits derived from nonconventional fuel tax
credits.

The dates I have available for a meeting are August 29 and September 11,
12 and 14. If these dates are not workable, please let me know and I
will look later into September.

Thank you for your consideration. If you have questions I can be
reached at 202-347-8420. - Renze

1~22915
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For Release Upon Delivery
Expected at 10:00 a.m.
June 14. 2001

STATEMENT OF
THE OFFICE OF TAX POLICY

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT REVENUE MEASURES

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

Mr Chairman, Mr. McNulty, and Members of the Subcommittee:

The Office of Tax Policy appreciates the opportunity to present testimony on tax
incentives to increase domestic production of oil and gas and promote energy conservation.
There has been renewed interest in the role of tax incentives in our national energy policy.

The fundamental principle underlying a sound energy policy is that markets should be
allowed to function freely and market interventions should be avoided unless justified by
compelling energy security, economic, environmental, or other concerns. For example, returns
on investments that increase domestic oil and gas reserves may not reflect the contribution of
those investments to ensuring stability in supply and thereby reducing our vulnerability to oil
supply disruptions. It is the goal of this Administration to pursue an energy policy that protects
America's economic, security, and environmental interests.

Beyond the fundamental issue of whether a tax incentive is justified at all, a number of
other, often contradictory, considerations must be taken into account in the design of any
particular incentive. For example, incentives should be appropriately targeted to induce desired
activities in a cost-effective manner. Thus, incentives should be designed to not reward
investments that would have been made in the absence of an incentive. At the same time,
however, incentives that are targeted too narrowly may reduce the cost of only some technologies
and discourage investment in other promising approaches. This can result in economic
inefficiency and will contribute to perceptions that the tax system is being used inappropriately to
pick winners and losers among competing technologies.

In addition, incentives should also be designed to minimize complexity and avoid
unnecessary increases in taxpayer compliance burdens and IRS administrative costs.

Increasing Domestic Oil and Gas Production

Before turning to a discussion of the present tax treatment of oil and gas activities, we
would like to provide a brief overview of this sector.

Overview
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Oil is an internationally traded commodity with its domestic price set by world supply
and demand. Domestic exploration and production activity is affected by the world price of
crude oil. Historically, world oil prices have fluctuated substantially. From 1970 to the early
1980s, there was a fivefold increase in real oil prices. World oil prices fell sharply in 1986 and
were relatively more stable from 1986 through 1997. During that period, average refiner '
acquisition costs ranged from $14.91 to $23.59 in real 1992 dollars. In 1998, however, oil costs
to the refiner declined to S 12.52 per barrel in nominal dollars ($11.14 per barrel in 1992 dollars),
their lowest level in 25 years in real terms. Since 1998, the decline has reversed with refiner
acquisition costs (in nominal dollars) rising to $17.51 per barrel in 1999 and $27.69 per barrel in
2000 (the price has since dropped to $24.11 per barrel in March 2001, the latest month for which
composite figures are available). The equivalent prices in 1992 dollars are $15.31 per barrel in
1999, $24.28 per barrel in 2000, and $20.39 per barrel in March 2001.

Domestic oil production has been on the decline since the mid-1980s. From 1978 to
1983 oil consumption in the United States also declined, but increasing consumption since 1983
has more than offset this declire. In 2000, domestic oil consumption was 28 percent higher than
in 1970. The decline in oil production and increase in consumption have led to an increase in oil
imports. Net petroleum (crude and product) imports have risen from approximately 38 percent of
consumption in 1988 to 52 percent in 2000.

A similar pattern of large recent price increases and increasing dependence on imports
has occurred in the natural gas market. During the second half of the 1990s, spot prices for
natural gas exceeded $4.00 per million Btu (MMBtu) in only one month (February 1996). The
spot price again exceeded $4.00 per MMBtu in May 2000, rose above $5.00 per MMBtu in
September 2000, and exceeded $10.00 per MMBtu for several days last winter. The current spot
price is approximately $3.71 per MMBtu.'

The United States has large natural gas reserves and was essentially self-sufficient in
natural gas until the late 1980s. Since 1986, natural gas consumption has increased by more than
30 percent but natural gas production has increased by only 17 percent. Net imports as a share of
consumption nearly quadrupled from 1986 to 2000, rising from 4.2 percent to 15.6 percent.
Natural gas from Canada makes up nearly all of the imports into the United States.

Current law tax incentives for oil and gas production

The importance of maintaining a strong domestic energy industry has been long
recognized and the Internal Revenue Code includes a variety of measures to stimulate domestic
exploration and production. They are generally justified on the ground that they reduce
vulnerability to an oil supply disruption through increases in domestic production, reserves,
exploration activity, and production capacity. The tax incentives contained in present law
address the drop in domestic exploratory drilling that has occurred since the mid-1950s and the
continuing loss of production from mature fields and marginal properties.

'All price references are to the spot price at the Henry Hub and are in nominal dollars.
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Incentives for oil and gas production in the form of tax expenditures are estimated to total
$9.8 billion for fiscal years 2002 through 2006.2 They include the nonconventional fuels (i.e., oil
produced from shale and tar sands, gas produced from geopressured brine, Devonian shale, coal
seams, tight formations, or biomass, and synthetic fuel produced from coal) production credit
($2.4 billion), the enhanced oil recovery credit ($4.4 billion), the allowance of percentage
depletion for independent producers and royalty owners, including increased percentage
depletion for stripper wells ($2.3 billion), the exception from the passive loss limitation for
working interests in oil and gas properties ($100 million), and the expensing of intangible
drilling and development costs ($640 million). In addition to those tax expenditures, oil and gas-
activities have largely been eliminated from the alternative minimum tax. These provisions are
described in detail below.

Percentage depletion

Certain costs incurred prior to drilling an oil- or gas-producing property are recovered
through the depletion deduction. These include costs of acquiring the lease or other interest in
the property, and geological and geophysical costs (in advance of actual drilling). Any taxpayer
having an economic interest in a producing property may use the cost depletion method. Under
this method, the basis recovery for a taxable year is proportional to the exhaustion of the property
during the year. The cost depletion'method does not permit cost recovery deductions that exceed
the taxpayer's basis in the property or that are allowable on an accelerated basis. Thus, the
deduction for cost depletion is not generally viewed as a tax incentive.

: Analytical Perspectives, Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 2002,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, 2001, p. 63. These estimates are measured
on an "outlay equivalent" basis. They show the amount of outlay that would be required to
provide the taxpayer the same after-tax income as would be received through the tax preference.
This outlay equivalent measure allows a comparison of the cost of the tax expenditure with that
of a direct Federal outlay.
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Independent producers and royalty owners (as contrasted to integrated oil companies)3

may qualify for percentage depletion. A qualifying taxpayer determines the depletion deduction
for each oil or gas property under both the percentage depletion method and the cost depletion
method and deducts the larger of the two amounts. Under the percentage depletion method,
generally 15 percent of the taxpayer's gross income from an oil- or gas-producing property is
allowed as a deduction in each taxable year. The amount deducted may not exceed 100 percent
of the net income from that property in any year (the "net-income limitation").4 Additionally, the
percentage depletion deduction for all oil and gas properties may not exceed 65 percent of the
taxpayer's overall taxable income (determined before such deduction and adjusted for certain loss
carrybacks and trust distributions). 5

A taxpayer may claim percentage depletion with respect to up to 1,000 barrels of average
daily production of domestic crude oil or an equivalent amount of domestic natural gas. For
producers of both oil and natural gas, this limitation applies on a combined basis. All production
owned by businesses under common control and members of the same family must be
aggregated; each group is then treated as one producer for application of the 1,000-barrel
limitation.

Special percentage depletion provisions apply to oil and gas production from marginal
properties. The statutory percentage-depletion rate is increased (from the general rate of 15
percent) by one percentage point for each whole dollar that the average price of crude oil (as

An independent producer is any producer who is not a "retailer" or "refiner." A retailer
is any person who directly, or through a related person, sells oil or natural gas or any product
derived therefrom (1) through any retail outlet operated by the taxpayer or related person, or (2)
to any person that is obligated to market or distribute such oil or natural gas (or product derived
therefrom) under the name of the taxpayer or the related person, or that has the authority to
occupy any retail outlet owned by the taxpayer or a related person. Bulk sales of crude oil and
natural gas to commercial or industrial users, and bulk sales of aviation fuel to the Department of
Defense, are not treated as retail sales for this purpose. Further, a person is not a retailer within
the meaning of this provision if the combined gross receipts of that person and all related persons
from the retail sale of oil, natural gas, or any product derived therefrom do not exceed $5 million
for the taxable year. A refiner is any person who directly or through a related person engages in
the refining of crude oil, but only if such person or related person has a refinery run in excess of
50,000 barrels per day on any day during the taxable year.

'By contrast, for any other mineral qualifying for the percentage depletion deduction, the
deduction may not exceed 50 percent of the taxpayer's taxable income from the depletable
property.

Amounts disallowed as a result of this rule may be carried forward and deducted in
subsequent taxable years, subject to the 65-percent-of-taxable-income limitation for those years.
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determined under the provisions of the-nonconventional fuels production credit of section 29) for
the immediately preceding calendar year is less than $20 per barrel. In no event may the rate of
percentage depletion under this provision exceed 25 percent for any taxable year. The increased
rate applies for the taxpayer's taxable year which immediately follows a calendar year for which
the average crude oil price falls below the $20 floor. To illustrate the application of this
provision, the average price of a barrel of crude oil for calendar year 1999 was $15.56; thus, the
percentage depletion rate for production from marginal wells was increased by four percent (to
19 percent) for taxable years beginning in 2000. The 100-percent-of-net-income limitation has
been suspended for marginal wells for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1997, and
before January 1, 2002.

Marginal production is defined for this purpose as domestic crude oil or domestic natural
gas which is produced during any taxable year from a property which (1) is a stripper well
property for the calendar year in which the taxable year begins, or (2) is a property substantially
all of the production from which during such calendar year is heavy oil (i.e., oil that has a
weighted average gravity of 20 degrees API or less corrected to 60 degrees Fahrenheit). A
stripper well property is any oil or gas property for which daily average production per producing
oil or gas well is not more than 15 barrel equivalents in the calendar year during which the
taxpayer's taxable year begins.6 A property qualifies as a stripper well'property for a calendar
year only if the wells on such propetfy were producing during that period at their maximum
efficient rate of flow.

If a taxpayer's property consists of a partial interest in one or more oil- or gas-producing
wells, the determination of whether the property is a stripper well property or a heavy oil property
is made with respect to total production from such wells, including the portion of total
production attributable to ownership interests other than the taxpayer's. If the property satisfies
the requirements of a stripper well property, then each owner receives the benefits of this
provision with respect to its allocable share of the production from the property for its taxable
year that begins during the calendar year in which the property so qualifies.

The allowance for percentage depletion on production from marginal oil and gas
properties is subject to the 1,000-barrel-per-day limitation discussed above. Unless a taxpayer
elects otherwise, marginal production is given priority over other production for purposes of
utilization of that limitation.

6 Equivalent barrels is computed as the sum of(1) the number of barrels of crude oil
produced, and (2) the number of cubic feet of natural gas produced divided by 6,000. If a well
produced 10 barrels of crude oil and 12,000 cubic feet of natural gas, its equivalent barrels
produced would equal 12 (i.e., 10 + (12,000 / 6,000)).
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Because percentage depletion, unlike cost depletion, is computed without regard to the
taxpayer's basis in the depletable property, cumulative depletion deductions may be far greater
than the amount expended by the taxpayer to acquire or develop the property. The excess of the
percentage depletion deduction over the deduction for cost depletion is generally viewed as a tax
expenditure.

Intangible drilling and development costs

In general, costs that benefit future periods must be capitalized and recovered over such
periods for income tax purposes, rather than being expensed in the period the costs are incurred.
In addition, the uniform capitalization rules require certain direct and indirect costs allocable to
property to be included in inventory or capitalized as part of the basis of such property. In
general, the uniform capitalization rules apply to real and tangible personal property produced by
the taxpayer or acquired for resale.

Special rules apply to intangible drilling and development costs ("IDCs"). 7 Under these
special rules, an operator (i.e., a person who holds a working or operating interest in any tract or
parcel of land either as a fee owner or under a lease or any other form of contract granting
working or operating rights) who pays or incurs IDCs in the development of an oil or gas
property located in the United States may elect either to expense or capitalize those costs. The
uniform capitalization rules do not apply to otherwise deductible IDCs.

If a taxpayer elects to expense IDCs, the amount of the IDCs is deductible as an expense
in the taxable year the cost is paid or incurred. Generally, IDCs that a taxpayer elects to
capitalize may be recovered through depletion or depreciation, as appropriate; or in the case of a
nonproductive well ("dry hole"), the operator may elect to deduct the costs. In the case of an

7IDCs include all expenditures made by an operator for wages, fuel, repairs, hauling,
supplies, etc., incident to and necessary for the drilling of wells and the preparation of wells for
the production of oil and gas. In addition, IDCs include the cost to operators of any drilling or
development work (excluding amounts payable only out of production or gross or net proceeds
from production, if the amounts are depletable income to the recipient, and amounts properly
allocable to the cost of depreciable property) done by contractors under any form of contract
(including a turnkey contract). Such work includes labor, fuel, repairs, hauling, and supplies
which are used in the drilling, shooting, and cleaning of wells; in such clearing of ground,
draining, road making, surveying, and geological works as are necessary in preparation for the
drilling of wells; and in the construction of such derricks, tanks, pipelines, and other physical
structures as are necessary for the drilling of wells and the preparation of wells for the production
of oil and gas. Generally, IDCs do not include expenses for items which have a salvage value
(such as pipes and casings) or items which are part of the acquisition price of an interest in the
property.
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integrated oil company (i.e., a company that engages, either directly or through a related
enterprise, in substantial retailing or refining activities) that has elected to expense IDCs, 30
percent of the IDCs on productive wells must be capitalized and amortized over a 60-month
period.8

A taxpayer that has elected to deduct IDCs may, nevertheless, elect to capitalize and
amortize certain IDCs over a 60-month period beginning with the month the expenditure was
paid or incurred. This rule applies on an expenditure-by-expenditure basis; that is, for any
particular taxable year, a taxpayer may deduct some portion of its IDCs and capitalize the rest
under this provision. This allows the taxpayer to reduce or eliminate IDC adjustments or
preferences under the alternative minimum tax.

The election to deduct IDCs applies only to those IDCs associated with domestic
properties. 9 For this purpose, the United States includes certain wells drilled offshore.'

Intangible drilling costs are a major portion of the costs necessary to locate and develop
oil and gas reserves. Because the benefits obtained from these expenditures are of value
throughout the life of the project, these costs would be capitalized and recovered over the period
of production under generally applicable accounting principles. The acceleration of the
deduction for IDCs is viewed as a tax expenditure.

Nonconventional fuels production credit

' The IRS has ruled that if an integrated oil company ceases to be an integrated oil
company, it may not immediately write off the unamortized portion of the IDCs capitalized under
this rule, but instead must continue to amortize those IDCs over the 60-month amortization
period.

9 In the case of IDCs paid or incurred with respect to an oil or gas well located outside of
the United States, the costs, at the election of the taxpayer, are either (1) included in adjusted
basis for purposes of computing the amount of any deduction allowable for cost depletion or (2)
capitalized and amortized ratably over a 10-year period beginning with the taxable year such
costs were paid or incurred.

'0 The term "United States" for this purpose includes the seabed and subsoil of those
submerged lands that are adjacent to the territorial waters of the United States and over which the
United States has exclusive rights, in accordance with international law, with respect to the
exploration and exploitation of natural resources (i.e., the Continental Shelf area).
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Taxpayers that produce certainqualifying fuels from nonconventional sources are eligible
for a tax credit ("the section 29 credit") equal to $3 per barrel or barrel-of-oil equivalent." Fuels
qualifying for the credit must be produced domestically from a well drilled, or a facility treated as
placed in service before January 1, 1993.'2 The section 29 credit generally is available for
qualified fuels sold to unrelated persons before January 1, 2003.' 3

For purposes of the credit, qualified fuels include: (1) oil produced from shale and tar
sands; (2) gas produced from geopressured brine, Devonian shale, coal seams, a tight formation,
or biomass (i.e., any organic material other than oil, natural gas, or coal (or any product thereof);_
and (3).liquid, gaseous, or solid synthetic fuels produced from coal (including lignite), including
such fuels when used as feedstocks. The amount of the credit is determined without regard to
any production attributable to a property from which gas from Devonian shale, coal seams,
geopressured brine, or a tight formation was produced in marketable quantities before 1980.

The amount of the section 29 credit generally is adjusted by an inflation adjustment factor
for the calendar year in which the sale occurs. 4 There is no adjustment for inflation in the case
of the credit for sales of natural gas produced from a tight formation. The credit begins to phase
out if the annual average unregulated wellhead price per barrel of domestic crude oil exceeds
$23.50 multiplied by the inflation adjustment factor.15

The amount of the section 29 credit allowable with respect toga project is reduced by any
unrecaptured business energy tax credit or enhanced oil recovery credit claimed with respect to
such project.

" A barrel-of-oil equivalent generally means that amount of the qualifying fuel which has
a Btu (British thermal unit) content of 5.8 million.

1
2 A facility that produces gas from biomass or produces liquid, gaseous, or solid synthetic

fuels from coal (including lignite) generally will be treated as being placed in service before
January 1, 1993, if it is placed in service by the taxpayer before July 1, 1998, pursuant to a
written binding contract in effect before January 1, 1997. In the case of a facility that produces
coke or coke gas, however, this provision applies only if the original use of the facility
commences with the taxpayer. Also, the IRS has ruled that production from certain post-I 992
"recompletions" of wells that were originally drilled prior to the expiration date of the credit
would qualify for the section 29 credit.

3 If a facility that qualifies for the binding contract rule is originally placed in service
after December 31, 1992, production from the facility may qualify for the credit if sold to an
unrelated person before January 1, 2008.

The inflation adjustment factor for the 2000 taxable year was 2.0454. Therefore, the
inflation-adjusted amount of the credit for that year was $6.14 per barrel or barrel equivalent.

'5 For 2000, the inflation adjusted threshold for onset of the phaseout was $48.07 ($23.50
x 2.0454) and the average wellhead price for that year was $26.73.
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As with most other credits, the section 29 credit may not be used to offset alternative
minimum tax liability. Any unused section 29 credit generally may not be carried back or
forward to another taxable year; however, a taxpayer receives a credit for prior year minimum tax
liability to the extent that a section 29 credit is disallowed as a result of the operation of the
alternative minimum tax. The credit is limited to what would have been the regular tax liability
but for the alternative minimum tax.

The provision provides a significant tax incentive (currently about $6 per barrel of oil
equivalent or $1 per thousand cubic feet of natural gas). Coalbed methane and gas from tight
formations currently account fcr most of the credit.

Enhanced oil recovery credit

Taxpayers are permitted to claim a general business credit, which consists of several
different components. One component of the general business credit is the enhanced oil recovery
credit. The general business credit for a taxable year may not exceed the excess (if any) of the
taxpayer's net income tax over the greater of (1) the tentative minimum tax, or (2) 25 percent of
so much of the taxpayer's net.regular tax liability as exceeds $25,000. Any unused general
business credit generally may be caified back one taxable year and carried forward 20 taxable
years.

The enhanced oil recovery credit for a taxable year is equal to 15 percent of certain costs
attributable to qualified enhanced oil recovery ("EOR") projects undertaken by the taxpayer in the
United States during the taxable year. To the extent that a credit is allowed for such costs, the
taxpayer must reduce the amount otherwise deductible or required to be capitalized and
recovered through depreciation, depletion, or amortization, as appropriate, with respect to the
costs. A taxpayer may elect not to have the enhanced oil recovery credit apply for a taxable year.

The amount of the enhanced oil recovery credit is reduced in a taxable year following a
calendar year during which the annual average unregulated wellhead price per barrel of domestic
crude oil exceeds $28 (adjusted for inflation since 1990).'6 In such a case, the credit would be
reduced ratably over a $6 phaseout range.

For purposes of the credit, qualified enhanced oil recovery costs include the following
costs which are paid or incurred with respect to a qualified EOR project: (1) the cost of tangible
property which is an integral part of the project and with respect to which depreciation or

16 The average per-barrel price of crude oil for this purpose is determined in the same
manner as for purposes of the section 29 credit.
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amortization is allowable; (2) IDCs that the taxpayer may elect to deduct;' 7 and (3) the cost of
tertiary injectants with respect to which a deduction is allowable, whether or not chargeable to
capital account.

A qualified EOR project means any project that is located within the United States and
involves the application (in accordance with sound engineering principles) of one or more
qualifying tertiary recovery methods which can reasonably be expected to result in more than an
insignificant increase in the amount of crude oil which ultimately will be recovered. The
qualifying tertiary recovery methods generally include the following nine methods: miscible
fluid displacement, steam-drive injection, microemulsion flooding, in situ combustion, polymer-
augmented water flooding, cyclic-steam injection, alkaline flooding, carbonated water flooding,
and immiscible non-hydrocarbon gas displacement, or any other method approved by the IRS. In
addition, for purposes of the enhanced oil recovery credit, immiscible non-hydrocarbon gas
displacement generally is considered a qualifying tertiary recovery method, even if the gas
injected is not carbon dioxide.

A project is not considered a qualified EOR project unless the project's operator submits
to the IRS a certification from a petroleum engineer that the project meets the requirements set
forth in the preceding paragraph.

The enhanced oil recovery credit is effective for taxable years beginning after December
31, 1990, with respect to costs paid or incurred in EOR projects begun or significantly expanded
after that date.

Conventional oil recovery methods do not recover all of a well's oil. Some of the
remaining oil can be extracted by unconventional methods, but these methods are generally more
costly. At current world oil prices, a large part of the remaining oil in place is uneconomic to
recover by unconventional methods. In this environment, the EOR credit can increase
recoverable reserves. Although recovering oil using EOR methods is more expensive than
recovering it using conventional methods, it may be less expensive than producing oil from new
reservoirs. Although the credit could phase out at higher oil prices, it is fully effective at present
world oil prices.

Alternative minimum tax

A taxpayer is subject to an alternative minimum tax ("AMT") to the extent that its
tentative minimum tax exceeds its regular income tax liability. A corporate taxpayer's tentative

'' In the case of an integrated oil company, the credit base includes those IDCs which the
taxpayer is required to capitalize.
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minimum tax generally equals 20 percent of its alternative minimum taxable income in excess of
an exemption amount. (The marginal AMT rate for a noncorporate taxpayer is 26 or 28 percent,
depending on the amount of its alternative minimum taxable income above an exemption
amount.) Alternative minimum taxable income ("AMTI") is the taxpayer's taxable income
increased by certain tax preferences and adjusted by determining the tax treatment of certain
items in a manner which negates the deferral of income resulting from the regular tax treatment
of those items.

As a general rule, percentage depletion deductions claimed in excess of the basis of the
depletable property constitute an item of tax preference in determining the AMT. In addition, the
AMTI of a corporation is increased by an amount equal to 75 percent of the amount by which
adjusted current earnings ("ACE") of the corporation exceed AMTI (as determined before this
adjustment). In general, ACE means AMTI with additional adjustments that generally follow the
rules presently applicable to corporations in computing their earnings and profits. As a general
rule a corporation must use the cost depletion method in computing its ACE adjustment. Thus,
the difference between a corporation's percentage depletion deduction (if any) claimed for regular
tax purposes and its allowable deduction determined under the cost depletion method is factored
into its overall ACE adjustment.

Excess percentage depletion deductions related to crude oil and natural gas production are
not items of tax preference for AMT purposes. In addition, corporations that are independent oil
and gas producers and royalty owners may determine depletion deductions using the percentage
depletion method in computing their ACE adjustments.

The difference between the amount of a taxpayer's IDC deductions and the amount which
would have been currently deductible had IDC's been capitalized and recovered over a 10-year
period may constitute an item of tax preference for the AMT to the extent that this amount
exceeds 65 percent of the taxpayer's net income from oil and gas properties for the taxable year
(the "excess IDC preference"). In addition, for purposes of computing a corporation's ACE
adjustment to the AMT, IDCs are capitalized and amortized over the 60-month period beginning
with the month in which they are paid or incurred. The preference does not apply if the taxpayer
elects to capitalize and amortize IDCs over a 60-month period for regular tax purposes.

IDC's related to oil and gas wells are generally not taken into account in computing the
excess IDC preference of taxpayers that are not integrated oil companies. This treatment does
not apply, however, to the extent it would reduce the amount of the taxpayer's AMTI by more
than 40 percent of the amount that the taxpayer's AMTI would have been if those IDCs had been
taken into account.
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In addition, for corporations other than integrated oil companies, there is no ACE
adjustment for IDCs with respect to oil and gas wells. That is, such a taxpayer is permitted to use
its regular tax method of writing off those IDCs for purposes of computing its adjusted current
earnings.

Absent these rules, the incentive effect of the special provisions for oil and gas would be
reduced for firms subject to the AMT. These rules, however, effectively eliminate AMT
concerns for independent producers.

Passive activity loss and credit rules

A taxpayer's deductions from passive trade or business activities, to the extent they
exceed income from all such passive activities of the taxpayer (exclusive of portfolio income),
generally may not be deducted against other income. 1s Thus, for example, an individual taxpayer
may not deduct losses from a passive activity against income from wages. Losses suspended
under this "passive activity loss" limitation are carried forward and treated as deductions from
passive activities in the following year, and thus may offset any income from passive activities
generated in that later year. Losses from a passive activity may be deducted in full when the
taxpayer disposes of its entire interest in that activity to an unrelated party in a transaction in
which all realized gain or loss is recognized.

An activity generally is treated as passive if the taxpayer does not materially participate in
it. A taxpayer is treated as materially participating in an activity only if the taxpayer is involved
in the operations of the activity on a basis which is regular, continuous, and substantial.

A working interest in an oil or gas property generally is not treated as a passive activity,
whether or not the taxpayer materially participates in the activities related to that property. This
exception from the passive activity rules does not apply if the taxpayer holds the working interest
through an entity which limits the liability of the taxpayer with respect to the interest. In
addition, if a taxpayer has any loss for any taxable year from a working interest in an oil or gas
property which is treated pursuant to this working interest exception as a loss which is not from a
passive activity, then any net income from such property (or any property the basis of which is
determined in whole or in part by reference to the basis of such property) for any succeeding
taxable year is treated as income of the taxpayer which is not from a passive activity.

Similar limitations apply to the utilization of tax credits attributable to passive activities.
Thus, for example, the passive activity rules (and, consequently, the oil and gas working interest

"This provision applies to individuals, estates, trusts, personal service corporations, and
closely held C corporations.
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exception to those rules) apply to the nonconventional fuels production credit and the enhanced
oil recovery credit. However, if a taxpayer has net income from a working interest in an oil and
gas property which is treated as not arising from a passive activity, then any tax credits
attributable to the interest in that property would be treated as credits not from a passive activity
(and, thus, not subject to the passive activity credit limitation) to the extent that the amount of the
credits does not exceed the regular tax liability which is allocable to such net income.

As a result of this exception from the passive loss limitations, owners of working interests
in oil and gas properties may use losses from such interests to offset income from other sources.

Tertiary iniectants

Taxpayers are allowed to deduct the cost of qualified tertiary injectant expenses for the
taxable year. Qualified tertiary injectant expenses are amounts paid or incurred for any tertiary
injectant (other than recoverable hydrocarbon injectants) which is used as a part of a tertiary
recovery method.

The provision allowing the deduction for qualified tertiary injectant expenses resolves a
disagreement between taxpayers (who considered, such costs to be IDCs or operating expenses)
and the IRS (which considered such'costs to be subject to capitalization).

Energy Efficiency and Alternative Energy Sources

Incentives for energy efficiency and alternative energy sources are also essential elements
of national energy policy. The continuing strength of our economy over the past two years,
despite oil price rises, underscores the dramatic improvements in energy efficiency we have
achieved over the past quarter century, as well as the changing economy. While past oil
shortages have taken a significant toll on the U.S. economy, the recent increases in oil prices
have not affected the economy much. Increased energy efficiency in cars, homes, and
manufacturing has helped insulate the economy from these short-term market fluctuations. In
1974, we consumed 15 barrels of oil for every $10,000 of gross domestic product. Today we
consume only 8 barrels of oil for the same amount (in constant dollars) of economic output.

Current law tax incentives for energy efficiency and alternative fuels

Tax incentives currently provide an important element of support for energy-efficiency
improvements and increased use of renewable and alternative fuels. Current incentives in the
form of tax expenditures are estimated to total $1.2 billion for fiscal years 2002 through 2006.
They include a tax credit for electric vehicles and expensing for clean-fuel vehicles ($20 million),
a tax credit for the production of electricity from wind or biomass and a tax credit for certain
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solar energy property ($590 million), and an exclusion from gross income for certain energy
conservation subsidies provided by public utilities to their customers ($580 million).' 9

Electric and clean-fuel vehicles and clean-fuel vehicle refueling property

A 10-percent tax credit is provided for the cost of a qualified electric vehicle, up to a
maximum credit of $4,000. A qualified electric vehicle is a motor vehicle that is powered
primarily by an electric motor drawing current from rechargeable batteries, fuel cells, or other
portable sources of electric current, the original use of which commences with the taxpayer, and
that is acquired for use by the taxpayer and not for resale. The full amount of the credit is
available for purchases prior to 2002. The credit begins to phase down in 2002 and does not
apply to vehicles placed in service after 2004.

Certain costs of qualified clean-fuel vehicles and clean-fuel vehicle refueling property
may be deducted when such property is placed in service. Qualified electric vehicles do not
qualify for the clean-fuel vehicle deduction. The deduction begins to phase down in 2002 and
does not apply to property placed in service after 2004.

Enervg from wind or biomass

A 1.5-cent-per-kilowatt-hour tax credit is provided for electricity produced from wind,
"closed-loop" biomass (organic material from a plant that is planted exclusively for purposes of
being used at a qualified facility to produce electricity), and poultry waste. The electricity must
be sold to an unrelated person and the credit is limited to the first 10 years of production. The
credit applies only to facilities placed in service before January 1, 2002. The credit amount is
indexed for inflation after 1992.

Solar enervg

A 10-percent investment tax credit is provided to businesses for qualifying equipment
that uses solar energy to generate electricity, to heat or cool or provide hot water for use in a
structure, or to provide solar process heat.

Ethanol and renewable. source methanol

An income tax credit and an excise tax exemption are provided for ethanol and renewable
source methanol used as a fuel. In general, the income tax credit is 53 cents per gallon for

9 Analytical Perspectives. Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 2002,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, 2001, p. 63.
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ethanol and 60 cents per gallon for renewable source methanol. As an alternative to the income
tax credit, gasohol blenders may claim an equivalent gasoline tax exemption for each ethanol and
renewable source methanol that is blended into qualifying gasohol.

The income tax credit expires on December 31, 2007, and the excise tax exemption
expires on September 30, 2007. In addition, the ethanol credit and exemption are each reduced
by 1 cent per gallon in 2003 and by an additional 1 cent per gallon in 2005. Neither the credit
nor the exemption apply during any period in which motor fuel taxes dedicated to the Highway
Trust Fund are limited to 4.3 cents per gallon. Under current law, the motor fuel tax dedicated to
the Highway Trust Fund will be limited to 4.3 cents per gallon beginning on October 1, 2005.

Energy conservation subsidies

Subsidies provided by public utilities to their customers for the purchase or installation of
energy conservation measures are excluded from the customers' gross income. An energy
conservation measure is any installation or modification primarily designed to reduce
consumption of electricity or natural gas or to improve the management of energy demand with
respect to a dwelling unit.

Admihistration budget proposals

The Administration's budget proposals for fiscal year 2002 include tax incentives for
renewable energy resources. The budget also contains proposals to modify the tax treatment of
nuclear decommissioning funds related to electricity production and to extend the suspension of
the net income limitation applicable to certain oil and gas production. The Administration's
proposals are described below.20

Electricity from wind and biomass

The Administration proposes to extend the credit for electricity produced from wind
and biomass for three years to facilities placed in service before January 1, 2005. In addition,
eligible biomass sources would be expanded to include certain biomass from forest-related
resources, agricultural sources, and other specified sources. Special rules would apply to
biomass facilities placed in service before January 1, 2002. Electricity produced at such
facilities from newly eligible sources would be eligible for the credit only from January 1,
2002, through December 31, 2004. The credit for such electricity would be computed at a
rate equal to 60 percent of the generally applicable rate. Electricity produced from newly

20 For a more detailed description, see General Explanations of the Administration's
Fiscal Year 2002 Tax ReliefProposals, Department of the Treasury, April 2001.
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eligible biomass co-fired in coal plants would also be eligible for the credit only from January
1, 2002, through December 31, 2004. The credit for such electricity would be computed at a
rate equal to 30 percent of the generally applicable rate.

Residential solar energy systems

The Administration proposes a new tax credit for individuals that purchase solar energy
equipment used to generate electricity (photovoltaic equipment) or heat water (solar water
heating equipment) for use in a dwelling unit that the individual uses as a residence. The
credit would be available only for equipment used exclusively for purposes other than heating
swimming pools. The proposed credit would be equal to 15 percent of the cost of the
equipment and its installation. The credit would be nonrefundable and an individual would be
allowed a lifetime maximum credit of $2,000 per residence for photovoltaic equipment and
$2,000 per residence for solar water heating equipment. The credit would apply only to solar
water heating equipment placed in service after December 31, 2001, and before January 1,
2006, and to photovoltaic systems placed in service after December 31, 2001, and before
January 1, 2008.

Nuclear decommissioning funds

The Administration proposes to repeal the current law provision that limits deductible
contributions to a nuclear decommissioning fund to the amount included in the taxpayer's cost
of service for ratemaking purposes. Thus, unregulated taxpayers would be allowed a
deduction for amounts contributed to a qualified nuclear decommissioning fund. The
Administration also proposes to permit funding of all decommissioning costs (including pre-
1984 costs) through qualified nuclear decommissioning funds. Contributions to fund pre-1984
costs would be deductible excepi to the extent a deduction (other than under the qualified fund
rules) or an exclusion from income has been previously allowed with respect to those costs.
The Administration's proposal would clarify that any transfer of a qualified nuclear
decommissioning fund in connection with tne transfer of the power plant with which it is
associated would be nontaxable and no gain or loss will be recognized by the transferor or
transferee as a result of the transfer. In addition, the proposal would permit taxpayers to make
deductible contributions to a qualified fund after the end of the nuclear power plant's estimated
useful life and would provide that nuclear decommissioning costs are deductible when paid.

Net income limitation on percentage depletion from marginal wells

The Administration proposes a one-year extension of the provision suspending the 100-
percent-of-net-income limitation for marginal oil and gas wells. Under the Administration
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proposal, marginal wells would continue to be exempt from the limitation during taxable years
beginning in 2002.

NEPD Group proposals
The Report of the National Energy Policy Development (NEPD) Group issued in May

also included tax incentives for renewable energy resources and for more efficient energy use.
The NEPD Group proposals are described below.2'

Fuel from landfill methane

The NEPD Group proposes to extend the section 29 credit for fuel produced from landfill
methane produced at a facility (or portion of a facility) that is placed in service after December
31, 2001. Fuel produced at such facilities would be eligible for the credit through December 31,
2010. The proposal would also expand the credit by permitting the credit for fuel used by the
taxpayer to produce electricity. The credit for fuel produced at landfills subject to EPA's 1996
New Source Performance Standards/Emissions Guidelines would be limited to two-thirds of the
otherwise applicable amount. In the case of landfills with facilities that currently qualify for the
section 29 credit, this limitation would not apply until after 2007.

Ethanol and renewable source methanol

The NEPD Group proposes to extend the income tax credit and excise tax exemption for
ethanol and renewable source methanol through December 31, 2010. The current law rule
providing that neither the credit nor the exemption apply during any period in which motor fuel
taxes dedicated to the Highway Trust Fund are limited to 4.3 cents per gallon would be retained.

Hybrid and fuel cell vehicles

The NEPD Group proposes to provide temporary tax credits for certain hybrid and fuel
cell vehicles.

A credit of $250 to $4,000 would be available for purchases of qualifying hybrid vehicles
after December 31, 2001, and before January 1, 2008. A hybrid vehicle is a vehicle that draws
propulsion from both an on-board internal combustion or heat engine using combustible fuel and
an on-board rechargeable energy storage system. To qualify for the minimum credit, a hybrid
vehicle would be required to derive at least 5 percent of its maximum available power from the
rechargeable energy storage system. Larger credits would be available for vehicles that derive

: For a more detailed description, see the attachments to this testimony.
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larger percentages of power from the rechargeable energy storage system and for vehicles that
meet specified fuel economy standards.

A credit of $1,000 to $8,000 would be available for the purchase of qualifying fuel cell
vehicles after December 31, 2001, and before January 1, 2008. A fuel cell vehicle is a motor
vehicle propelled by power derived from one or more cells that convert chemical energy directly
into electricity by combining oxygen with on-board hydrogen (including hydrogen produced
from on-board fuel that requires reformation before use). To qualify for the minimum credit, a
fuel cell vehicle would be required to meet a minimum fuel economy standard for its weight
class. Larger credits would be available for vehicles that achieve higher fuel economy standards.

Combined heat and power systems

To encourage more efficient energy usage, the NEPD Group proposes to provide a 10-
percent investment credit for qualifying combined heat and power (CHP) systems. CHP systems
are used to produce electricity (and/or mechanical power) and usable heat from the same primary
energy source. To qualify for the credit, a system would be required to produce at least 20
percent of its total useful energy in the form of thermal energy and at least 20 percent in the form
of electrical and/or mechanical power and would also be required to satisfy an energy efficiency
standard. The credit would apply t6'CHP equipment placed in service after December 31, 2001,
and before January 1, 2007.

This concludes our testimony. We would be pleased to answer any questions the
Subcommittee may have.
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Tripodi, Cathy

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2001 8:24 PM
To: Trpodi. Cathy
Subject: FW: CZMA

CMA Bulletsl.doc CZMAreauthbdgnd CZMA White
4_.doc Paper.doc

----- Original Message-----
From: Jim. Ford [mailto:Fordj@api.org]
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 11:40 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: CZMA

Joe - the short answer to your question on CZMA is that we do believe
that
legislation is necessary to solve the problems that application of the
law
have created for sound OCS development. The note below and the
attachments
speak in more detail. After you look at this, perhaps we should have a
couple of our experts come meet with you. Please let me know what we

rn do
.xt. Thanks. Jim. Industry position -

Support the original tenets of the CZMA including
environmernally
compazible energy development.

Snscis:e.cy process is broken and a fix is necessary to consider
_s c

iurTss cn- ;.,erica's energy supplies are evaluated.

/-.e cre-ious crobiems are -

Delays or impediments to obtaining permits especially in

-reas. :r exa.mle,

S:=:es -ave blocked or delayed federal offshore energy

r c-side cf their coastal waters through unreasonable applicaticn of

CZ.- -:c.snssenry Frcvlsions . -i.e.. FPS' s)

Corsmerce's improper objection and failure to act in an appeals
desisior. which is hi-hlighted in a Supreme Court decision issued

-eases of_ Ncrth Carolina known as the Manteo prospect.

Fr-_er.s fresee. w:l.r recently finalized regulation -
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NOAA's recently revised CZMA federal consistency regulations
expatrc
:oe ability for a state to use its coastal management program to impede
federal permit-inc involving proposed activities which occur in federal
waters off the coasts of other States. (We are already seeing this in
5ne

FPSO example)

Industry amendments would fix the law without affecting a state's
ability to
be part of the consistency process. The amendments would:

i. Avoid the expansion of a state's review of activities outside
of
its own geographic area;

2. Create a single comprehensive consistency review process
covering
all activities rather than redundant processes authorized under current
law;

3. Recognize that the Secretary of the Interior will determine
information requirements for consistency certifications for OCS oil and
gas
activities;

4. Allow override appeals concerning OCS activities to be
decided by
the Secretary of the Interior; and

5. Ensure timely decisions by the
.spor.sible

deral official in override appeals.

L.e- ies shoilc be ccnsidering how the broken CZMA process is affectino
ener-y in :is coun-ry. For example, the Administration, through DOI,
C-.rere, eand EPA is ultimately responsible for achieving (and

_ -cf -es in . the balance between national and state/local interests

er-.-r: -cr-:h and environmental protection that is at the heart of the
_ r- -.. -Th e me s ripe for federal "CZMA leadership" in the national

i--eres, -s- as :er-ai-r state governments continue providing divergent
"_- _es- e" s. -e ^sa-.e/ local -inerest.

2
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Tripodi, Cathy

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2001 8:24 PM
To: Trpodi, Cathy
Subject: FW: Recommendations on National Energy Policy

----- Original Message-----
From: Jim Ford [mailto:Fordj@api.org]
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 8:41 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Recommendations on National Energy Policy

We do have more. I'll get back to you with supplementary material as
soon as possible. Curious as to whether any of the other suggestions
we've made - particularly the short-term administrative measures
recommended in the first e-mail I sent you - have any traction. By the
way, I heard some word yesterday that the NEP development group may have
produced a draft. Can you sehd any light on that?

----- Original Message-----
Fror: Kelliher, Joseph [mailto:Joseph.Kelliher@hq.doe.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2001 4:38 PM
TO: 'Jim Ford'
Subjecz: RE: Recommendations on National Energy Policy
7 rtance: . ru

Do \'y have mere detail on the CZMFA-issue? Your description suggests
.-.a iLeg isaion is not needed, and that changing the regulations would

suffice. Is that true? Also, please explain in more detail how the
Current regulations relating to consistency impede offshore development,
_- is not clear what the problem is. Thanks.

----- O.rigina Message-----
-rc-.: J m Ford [mai1to:Fordj@api.crgi
S-e-: :uesoav, March 20, 2001 2:51 PM
-: eLLi her., ose-n
_-ke~: 'Recor.-endaticns on National Energy Policy

-, f. E.. we cscussed, attached are a set of papers on national

-_' rez;--ce-. ciors. Much of it is designed to be self-explanatory.

-_ _--.e-.. is a suagested executive order to ensure that energy
--. -.- ---. are =.s-'ered and acted or in rulemakings and other

-~_ -.- r. T. as r - E as the coordinator. Probably also need to

e.er.' a r'a-. r or'-fclio item for a senior White House aide.

_e e Know f' you have questions or additional info needs. Thanks.

:r:_ i-a'i .zra-; ,ltc : f:ordjcapi .org>
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Pettit, Susan [SPettit@appanet.org]
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 3:16 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Info on public power

Mitch is out this afternoon but can e-mail you tomorrow. In addition to what I described, he
mentioned that Jt. Tax assumed that no public power entities would elect to give up the issuance of
tax-exempt bonds (under the first scenario I described). We disagree with that assumption, and
there are other points he'd like to highlight for you as well. Will tomorrow work? There seems to be a
shortage of consultants given the Easter recess...

-Original Message-
From: Kelliher, Joseph fSMTP:Joseph.Kelliher@hq.doe.gov]
Sent Tuesday. April 17. 2001 10:42 AM
To: 'Pettit. Susan'
Subject: RE: Info on public power

Susan, could you ask him to send me an email explaining whether he thought JTC's estimate was unreasonable, and
explain any difference of opinion. It seems unreasonable to me to assume that public power would be required to
participate in competitive markets if no State has yet done so.

-Original Message-
From: Pettit, Susan [mailto:SPettit@appanet.org]
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 10:37 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Info on public power

As you probably know, under the proposed legislation, public power systems can provide open
access without triggering the private use limitations. The systems can:

(1) elect to forgo issuance of most future tax-exempt debt and its existing bonds would be
protected from private use restrictions. But the system could still issue tax-exempt debt to
finance local transmission and distribution facilities over which it provides open access.

or,

(2) choose not to make the election and remain subject to private use rules EXCEPT, even
under this scenario, the system would still be permitted to provide open access transmission
and distribution without triggering the private use restrictions.

So, under the legislation and under either scenario, public power systems could provide local
open access transmission without being subject to private use rules.

Joint Tax assumed that without the legislation, in the 23 states that have adopted
restructuring, all outstanding public power debt would be defeased. Taxable bonds would
then be issued, so JT Tax assumed that the federal government would lose all of that revenue
should the legislation pass. On top of that, they assumed that all 50 states would ultimately
adopt restructuring...and to get to the conclusion that all public power debt would be defeased,
they assumed that public power would be mandated to participate in restructuring.

My knowledge on other specifics of these assumptions is limited, but our tax consultant, Mitch
Rapaport, was in all the meetings with JT Tax and could be far more helpful. Would you like
to talk to him?
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-Susan Pettit

-Original Message-
From: Kelliher, Joseph (SMTP:Joseph.Kelliher@hq.doe.gov]
Sent Monday. April 16, 2001 7:25 PM
To: 'Pettit, Susan'
Subject: RE: Info on public power

Susan, what were the assumptions underlying the private use estimate? Did Joint Tax assume that some
publics would provide open access notwithstanding the private use limits. Curious about the reasoning.

-Original Message
From: Pettit, Susan [mailto:SPettit@appanet.orgj
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2001 1:51 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Info on public power

Joe, Hopefully you have received my fax regarding the revenue estimates,
transmission and retail sales stats. Let me know if you have additional
questions. You might find additional useful information on this link to our
website:

http:/lwww.appanet.org/general/issues/stats.htm

-Susan Pettit
Government Relations Representative
APPA
202-467-2985
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Pettit, Susan [SPettit@appanet.org]
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 10:37 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Info on public power

As you probably know, under the proposed legislation, public power systems can provide open
access without triggering the private use limitations. The systems can:

(1) elect to forgo issuance of most future tax-exempt debt and its existing bonds would be protected
from private use restrictions. But the system could still issue tax-exempt debt to finance local
transmission and distribution facilities over which it provides open access.

or,

(2) choose not to make the election and remain subject to private use rules EXCEPT, even under
this scenario, the system would still be permitted to provide open access transmission and
distribution without triggering the private use restrictions.

So, under the legislation and under either scenario, public power systems could provide local open
access transmission without being subject to private use rules.

Joint Tax assumed that without the legislation, in the 23 states that have adopted restructuring, all
outstanding public power debt would be defeased. Taxable bonds would then be issued, so JT Tax
Assumed that the federal government would lose all of that revenue should the legislation pass. On

top of that, they assumed that all 50 states would ultimately adopt restructuring...and to get to the
conclusion that all public power debt would be defeased, they assumed that public power would be
mandated to participate in restructuring.

My knowledge on other specifics of these assumptions is limited, but our tax consultant, Mitch
Rapaport, was in all the meetings with JT Tax and could be far more helpful. Would you like to talk
to him?

-- Susan Pettit

-Original Message-
From: Kelliher. Joseph ISMTP:Joseph.Kelliher@hq.doe.gov)
Sent: Monday, April 16. 2001 7:25 PM
To: 'Pettit. Susan'
Subject: RE: Info on public power

Susan, what were the assumptions underlying the private use estimate? Did Joint Tax assume that some publics
would provide open access notwithstanding the private use limits. Curious about the reasoning.

-Original Message-
From: Pettit, Susan [mailto:SPettit@appanet.org]
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2001 1:51 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Info on public power

Joe, Hopefully you have received my fax regarding the revenue estimates,
transmission and retail sales stats. Let me know if you have additional
questions. You might find additional useful information on this link to our
website:
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http:llwww.appanet.org/generallissues/stats.htm

-Susan Pettit
Government Relations Representative
APPA
202-467-2985

£. . . ' .* .. < ** *- <24238
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Linda Stuntz [lstuntz@sdsatty.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 15, 2001 6:27 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Re: Reliability Legislation

THanks Joe. How about the 26th, or the morning of the 27th? I will
check
with DAve and DAvid to be sure, but I think David Cook is down here most
Mondays and could stay over to Tuesday morning if that would help you.

Thank you for the kind words on the Energy Strategy. It was a work
product
of a lifetime (and I had a lot of great help). I do have some feel for
what
you are trying to do, and would like very much to help. (By the Way,
Vito n
Stagliano is putting finishing touches on a book about the preparation
of
the strategy, complete with all the scoop on inside fights, as well as
less
juicy discussion of analysis/assumptions etc. It is now dated, but some
of
the interagency and agency-White House tensions remain, I am sure. I
have
most of the near-final manuscript, when you ever have time, if you are
interested.)

Es for that transmission investment data, I canot recall for sure, but I
hink I used data from Leonard Hyman's book, "Unlocking the Benefits of

restructuring: A BluePrint for Transmission." I can fax you key pages
or
messenger the whole book over to you in the morning, please just let me
know.

Best regards,
Linda

----- Original Message-----

From: Kelliher, Joseph <Joseph.Kelliher@hq.doe.gov>
To: 'Linda Stuntz' <lstuntz@sdsatty.com>
Date: Thursaay, February 15, 2001 3:43 PM
Sbject: RE: Reliability Legislation

>I would like to meet with you all. When is a convenient time? I would
be
grateful if we can do it after 2/23. In the meantime, let me ask a
favor.
Remember the transmission article you inserted in the record of the E&P
hearing cn March 18, 1999. Do you still have a copy? If I recall, it
hac
goo- historical information on transmission investment. The PA report
commissioned by National Grid has good info on investment since 1990,
but
the report you provided had info going back to the 60s and 70s, I
believe.
We are looking for good graphs and charts for the VP's energy task force
'eport. i reviewed your National Energy Strategy. It was a good piece

ork.
>

>-----Original Message----
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>From: Linda Stuntz [mailto:istuntz@sdsatty.com]
>Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2001 12:37 PM
>To: *Kelliher, Joseph
>Cc: Dave Nevius; David Cook
>Subject: Reliability Legislation
>

>

> Dave Nevius, David Cook and I would appreciate the opportunity to
visit
with you sometime soon to talk about reliability legislation. As you
may
know, Senator Gordon Smith has introduced the Gorton bill of last year
(S.
172). Mr. Wynn and others have introduced legislation similar to the
Wynn
Bill of last year, which includes RTO coordination amendments (H.R.
312). I
understand that you are working with the Vice President's task force on
a
Comprehensive Energy Strategy. We would like to talk with you about
making '-i
the NERC reliability legislation a part of that Strategy, and address
any
questions you may have about our legislative effort.
>

>Dave would also be prepared to talk about the status of NERC's summer
assessment, and how things look to them.
>

>I know you are swamped. Please just let me know when you could fit us
in,
and we will be there.
>

thanks and best regards,
'Linda
>,

2
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-. * t . James Rannels
04/27/2001 05:41 PM

To: kknutson@ovp.eop.gov
cc: Robert Dixon. William Parks
Subject: Solar Home

Attached is the cut away picture of the energy efficient home powered by solar that you requested.
Please let me know if I can provide additional information.

Shea Homes Broc
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/: "" :James Rannels
04/27/2001 05:45 PM

To: kknutson@ovp.eop.gov
cc:
Subject: Solar Homes

Attached is one of the pictures of a solar home you requested. Please let me know if I can provide
additional information.

21st Century Townhouse
In 1996, the National Association of Home Builders constructed advanced
townhouses featuring energy-efficient materials and systems at the National
Research Home Park 21st Century Townhouse, in Bowie, Maryland. The
townhouse on the right has a. integrated photovoltaic standing-seam roof;
the photovoltaic modules look and perform like the standard metal roofing
on the other units (on the left), but they also produce electricity. The solar
roofing system, developed by United Solar Systems Corporation and Energy
Conversion Devices, is designed to serve as a direct replacement for stan-
dard architectural metal roofing panels. Photo credit: Tim Ellison, Energy
Conversion Devices, Troy, Ml

PCD 04473
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- " ,', James Rannels

04/2712001 05:47 PM - -

To: kknulson@ovp.eop.gov
cc:
Subject: Solar Homes

Attached is one of the pictures of a solar home you requested. Please let me know if I can provide
additional information.

Maine Residence
This house in coastal Maine generates its own electricity from a 4.25-kilowatt
photovoltaic system beautifully integrated into the rooftop. The south roof
incorporates an integrated array of solar thermal collectors and large-area
photovoltaic modules to form a single, uniform glass pane. Through a net-
metering arrangement with Central Maine Power, surplus solar electricity
is exported to the utility grid, effectively spinning the utility meter back-
ward. Space heating and domestic hot-water are provided by the solar
thermal system. Photo credit: Solar Design Associates, Harvard, MA

PCD 04470

Img04470
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To: John Fenzel/OVP/EOP

cc:
Subject: Meeting Schedule

John, how about 11 to 12 or 12:30 on Monday or Tuesday? If we go throughch. 1 and 2 on Friday, we will have less to do on Monday.

2
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According to the National Petroleum Council Report on natural gas (December 1999):

Much of the nation's natural gas resource base resides on federal lands or in federal waters, yet a
large portion of this resource base is not open to either assessment or development. Two of the
most promising regions for future gas production, the Rocky Mountains and the Gulf of Mexico,
currently have significant access restrictions. For example, an estimated 40%--or 137 trillion
cubic feet (TCF)-of potential gas resource in the Rockics is on federal land that is either closed
to exploration or is open under restrictive provisions. Another 76 TCF of resources are estimated
for restricted offshore areas in the eastern Gulf of Mexico, the Atlantic, and the Pacific. The
eastern Gulf of Mexico is largely closed to exploration and the limited areas that are now open
are the subject of political debate. The proposed MMS Lease Sale 181 scheduled for December
2001 in the eastern Gulf of Mexico is the first such sale in this area since the late 1980s, yet only
covers a small portion of the entire arca. The East Coast of the United States is completely
closed to development while Canada is pursuing its East Coast gas resources, as demonstrated by
the Sable Island development off the coast of Nova Scotia. n addition, drilling on the West
Coast of the United States also faces strong restrictions, while offshore British Columbia is
opening up to greater exploration and production

PMY-03-2001 17:27 S6:. P.02
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Post-Hearing Questions Submitted by Minority Members

,l P'- 'Representative Lynn Woolsey, Ranking Minority Member, Energy Subcommittee

,QI. Please provide the names of all Department of Energy employees or contractor
) employees who provided support or staff work for the Cheney Group's work.

'·-".' Q2. During the hearing, you indicated that the lack of a Science Advisor to the
President had a negligible impact on the work of the Task Force. It was asserted
that scientific expertise drawn from all the involved agencies stepped into the

/>>I ' breach. Please provide the names of the science specialists at DOE who played a
role in the work of the'Task Force. Please provide their resumes for the record.

Mr. Secretary, during the hearing you briefly touched on your participation and
. the participation of the Department in the work of the Cheney Group. Please

provide for the record:

Q3.1. The names of all witnesses or organizations who provided advice or
material to the Cheney Task Force.

Q3.2. An explanation of why the Task Force conducted its business in secret
I and why that veil of secrecy has not been lifted with the completion of the

Task Force report.
Q3.3. The details regarding the schedule of meetings that you or your

representatives attended with other Task Force Members. Please indicate
the name of DOE attendee/s, list of other invitees, list of other attendees,

_..^--- ~date and time of meeting, subject matter and/or agenda, names and
affiliations of non-governmental attendees or witnesses meeting with the
Group, copies of all discussion materials and DOE memoranda prepared
for or distributed prior to the meeting, and copies of all materials
distributed at each meeting.

Q4. In recent years, the House of Representatives has conducted very aggressive
oversight of policy and conduct by the Executive Branch. For the record, please

"' -;-';, provide the following information:

i Q4.1. How many subpoenas has the Department received from Committees of
the House regarding DOE participation in the Cheney Task Force? Please
provide copies of all such House Committee subpoenas.

Q4.2. How many document requests has the Department received from
.- . X Committees of the House regarding DOE participation in the Cheney Task

Force? Please provide copies of all House document requests related to
the Cheney Task Force.

Q5. In the National Energy Policy, Report of the National Energy Policy Development
Group (Cheney Group), May 2001, it is claimed on page 1-5 that "Energy
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intensity is projected to continue to decline through 2020 at an average rate of 1.6
percent a year."

Q5.1. What is the source for this projection? If it is EIA, please indicate which
EIA product is the source of this projection.

Q5.2. Please provide copies of all the analytical documents upon which this
projection is based. Included in this submission should be any analytical
documents that indicate how 1.6% was settled upon as the energy intensity
level to beanticipated as opposed to other levels.

Q5.3. Please specify the policy assumptions that underlie this projection (i.e.,
funding levels for conservation and efficiency programs at DOE, tax credit
programs for efficiency products, efficiency programs in the states, market
conditions for energy that may affect consumer choice, etc.).

Q5.4 Given that other policy mixes would likely produce different declines in
energy intensity, what cost-benefit analyses were done to show the trade
offs between, for example, a 1.9% decline, a 2.5% decline and a 1.6%
decline?

Q6. On page 1-5 of the Cheney Report, it is asserted that the nation will need between
1,300 and 1,900 new power plants over the next twenty years.

Q6.1. What is the source for this projection? If it is an EIA product, please
identify which of their reports was used.

Q6.2. Please provide all of the analytical documents that underlie this projection.
Included in this submission should be any analytical documents (including
e-mails and memoranda) indicating how the figure of 1,300 to 1,900
power plants was settled upon.

Q6.3. What policy and market assumptions were made in settling on this
projection?

Q6.4. What cost-benefit models were run to adopt a set of policies that puts us
on a path towards needing 1,300 to 1,900 power plants as opposed to some
smaller number?

Q7. In hearings earlier this year, the Committee received testimony from witnesses
who cited the "Scenarios for a Clean Energy Future" report. This report, released
in November 2000, was produced by the Interlaboratory Working Group on
Energy-Efficient and Clean Energy Technologies with representatives from Oak
Ridge, Lawrence Berkeley, NREL, Argonne and Pacific Northwest National
Laboratories. The Interlaboratory Group report suggests that an aggressive
energy efficiency and renewable energy policy path could lead to a 60% reduction
in the anticipated growth in electricity demand by 2020. This leads to a demand
for just 580 new plants rather than the projected 1,300 to 1,900 mentioned by you
and the Cheney Group report.

Q7.1. Were the findings of this Interlaboratory Working Group report made
available to the Cheney Group by your Department? If this report was not
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made available to the Cheney Group by your Department, please explain
why.

iQ7.2. Were any of the Lab staff who worked on this report involved in staffing
or briefing the Cheney Group?

Q7.3. What analysis of this report has been done in-house at DOE? Please
provide copies of all such analysis for the record.

Q7.4. What information or evaluations of this report were provided by your
Department or its contractors to the Cheney Task Force staff? Please
provide copies for the record.

Q8. In Chapter 4 of the National Energy Policy, there is a recommendation that "the
President direct the Office of Science and Technology Policy and the President's
Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) to review and make

.:.- 'recommendations on using the nation's energy resources more efficiently." Yet,
in 1997 PCAST, led by Harvard plasma physicist John Holdren, produced a
comprehensive report identical to the one called for by the Task Force.

0Q8.1. Why are you proposing to repeat the Holdren report?
!Q8.2. The Holdren report called for major new Federal investments in efficiency

R&D. Do you believe that recommendation was wrong?
Q8.3. Was Professor Holdren invited to participate in the task force's

*·^~~ ~ ~deliberations? If not, why not?

Q9. There have been reports in the press regarding potential conflicts of interest
involving several senior- Bush officials. For example, Karl Rove, a senior policy
advisor to the President, held as much as a quarter-million dollars in stock in
Enron as well as holdings in GE (which has a nuclear power division), Royal
Dutch Shell and BP Amoco. Reportedly, Mr. Rove was involved in crafting the
Administration's Energy plan.

Q9.1 Can you confirm whether or not Enron, GE, Royal Dutch Shell or BP
Amoco provided testimony or other materials to the Cheney Working
Group, its staff or other high Bush Administration officials?

Q9.2. Can you provide the names of all the Bush Administration officials, save
the DOE officials noted in response to Questions 1 and 2 above, who
played a role in crafting the Energy plan?

Q9.3. Why didn't the administration bar conflicts-of-interest such as that
involving Mr. Rove, and compel officials with the Cheney Group to divest
themselves of all energy-related holdings before they could work on
energy policy?

Q10. On several occasions, the President has claimed that his Administration is the first
to propose a comprehensive, National Energy Strategy. Would you please

' explain what we should consider the first Bush Administration's National Energy
iStrategy to be? We also note that Congress passed a bipartisan National Energy
Strategy Act, which was signed into law by then-President Bush in 1992. Did that
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effort in 1991 and 1992 provide, as then Secretary of Energy James Watkins
described it, "a comprehensive blueprint for America's energy future?" If you
believe the work of that Bush Administration was not a truly comprehensive
strategy, please explain why it was not and how this Bush Administration's
approach constitutes a trily comprehensive National Energy Strategy?

Qll. The Admilistration's FY2002 budget request for the Department of Energy
included severe cuts to renewable energy and conservation programs. However,
there were some assurances included in the Department's RENEWABLE
ENERGY RESOURCES, ENERGY SUPPLY section of the DOE FV 2002
budget request submitted to congress. The following paragrapl ..am
document seems to suggest that despite the steep cuts, some future a 4-' ion
request would occur.

"HIGHLIGHTS OF PROGRAM REQUEST ($ in millions)
Renewable Resources Technologies (FY 2001 $2773; FY 2002
$174.2) ............................. .. -$103.1
Even though FY 2002 funding is 37 percent below FY 2001, the
request maintains core R&D efforts for renewable technologies
anJ hydrogen research until ongoing operations can be evaluated
against the outcome and priorities that will flow from the Vice
President's National Energy Policy Development Group."

Based.on this statement, I'd like to ask the following:

QI 1.1 With respect to the FY 2002 budget:

QI 1.1.1 How did you determine "core R&D efforts"? Will "core
R&D efforts" be reduced or cut back in any way compared
to the previous year's activities?

Q 1.1.2 Which specific efforts were deemed non-core? Please
provide a specific list of projects, grants, or programs that
you would terminate or reduce in level of effort to
accommodate this 37% cut.

Q11.2 With respect to the NEPD Group:

Q1 1.2.1. Where are the "priorities" that are supposed to flow from
the National Energy Policy? Do these priorities exist at this
time? If so, what are they?

Q11.2.2. What would you say was the "outcome" that has flowed
from the Vice President's National Energy Policy
Development Group? How can this outcome be used to
evaluate ongoing operations in renewable resource
technologies?
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/Q.w the Department be evaluating ongo
Q 1.2.3. When will the Department be evaluating ongoing

operations against the outcome and priorities?
Q 1.2.4. What specific budget guidance came out of the NEPD

process for these accounts?

Q12. The President has said we must fund innovative technologies for conservation and
renewable energy. Yet the FY 02 budget included cuts of 26% for renewable
energy research and 27% for conservation research.

'Q12.1. These large reductions in the budget appear to be at odds with the
President's call for greater attention to energy. How do you reconcile the
Administrajion's words and actions?

Q12.2 Were the proposed cuts in the energy research budget supported by any
studies? Can you provide us with those studies?

Q13. Which R&D programs were highlighted in the National Energy Policy as
deserving of more funding than was provided in the April budget request? Where
would the additional funds come from? Will the Department be sending Congress
reprogramming requests or supplemental requests to support these numbers?
Please provide a genei al description of the requests that the Department plans to
submit to Congress?

Q14. In his statement on global climate change, the President called for research in a
variety of areas ranging-from fundamental research on climate change to applied
alternative fuels technologies. Given that the DOE budget has been cut in both
R&D and alternative fuel sources, how will these initiatives be funded and who
will do the research?

Q15. We know you don't support the Kyoto Protocol, but do you believe that the U.S.
should commit itself to ANY reduction of greenhouse gas emissions? If so, what
rate of reduction would be appropriate? If not, what rate of increase would be
inappropriate?

Q1 6. During the campaign for the Presidency, Mr. Bush was very critical of the Clinton
Administration for not being effective enough or tough enough with OPEC to
raise its production levels. I have seen reports that, since January when the Bush
Administration took office, OPEC has reduced its production by 2.5 million
barrels a day. What steps are you taking, distinct from the prior administration, to
get OPEC to expand its production?

Representative Jim Barcia

Last summer, gas prices in the Midwest surged above $2.00 a gallon and this year, prior
to the Memorial Day holiday weekend, gasoline prices increased by as much as 25 cents
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across the state, making the cost of gasoline in Michigan the third highest of any state in
the country. The Federal Trade Commission did a review of the last summer's price
spike and issued a report in March of this year that stated there was no evidence of
collusion. However, the report did note that individual companies withheld extra supply
because "selling extra supply Would have pushed down prices and thereby reduced
profits."

, I know that oil companies have a right to a make a profit. At the same time, those
companies carry a public-trust to deliver a product to our consumers in a timely fashion.
Deliberately acting to depress production or withhold supply from the market to inflate
the price could be viewed as a violation of that trust.

What steps will this Administration take to ensure that oil companies live up to their
responsibility to consumers?

Congressman John Larson

During your question and answer period, you cited the President's interest in a C02
technology progran. President Clinton for years proposed a Climate Change Technology

i Initiative, which was repeatedly cut by the Republican Congress. Please submit for the
record how, specifically, President Bush's CCTI will differ from President Clinton's.

- Congressman Jerry Costello

jI support the President's Clean Power Initiative - however even after you add the $150
million down payment of the President's proposed $2 billion initiative to this year's fossil

i fuel budget - the budget is cut by 17%. This trend continues over the next few years.
'How can the Administration support increased funding for clean coal technologies then
turn around and slash the fossil fuel budget?
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Congressman David Wu

There are 19 recommendations contained in the "Final Report of the Taskforce against
Racial Profiling":

:QI. Issue a letter from the Secretary to all Federal and contractor employees. The
letter reiterates DOE's policy against racial profiling.

Q2. Appoint a National Ombudsman to be located at DOE headquarters to continue
DOE's work in eliminating racial profiling, monitor and review diversity
management matters, and advise the DOE on improving systems for primarily
addressing-contractor employees' concerns and resolving workplace disputes.

Q3. Assign responsibility to the DOE Executive Steering Committee on Diversity, in
collaboration with the National Ombudsman, for monitoring and reviewing
diversity and racial- profiling issues fo: Federal and contractor employees,
following the sunset of this Task Force.

I Q4. Improve leadership accountability for Fede.-al executives and managers by
developing a model to assess effectiveness in d;versity management. The model
should seek employee feedback and assessr.ent of results; Additionally,
performance in this areas should be linked to promotion, bonuses, and hiring.

Q5. Develop contract language, which ensures fair and meaningful assessment of
EEO activity by contractors. DOE should take steps to hold Management and
Operating (M&R), Management and Integration (M&I) contractors, and
laboratory facilities accountable for human resource management (recruitment,
outreach, hiring, retention, promotions, training, etc.), by requiring that they
include relevant performance goals and measures in their strategic plans, in
accordance with the letter and spirit of the Government Performance and Results
Act. To support this objective, contractors should conduct regular "quality of
work life" surveys in measuring employee opinions and attitudes. Furthermore,
contractors should routinely publicize to their employees' relevant employment
statistics and related information. Contractor performance in this areas should be
linked to performance fees and should be utilized as part of an overall assessment
of past performance for a variety of contract management purposes (e.g.
exercising options, conducting evaluations for future rewards, etc.)

Q6. Establish a team to promptly address any outstanding individual cases regarding
security practices. This team would report to the Deputy Secretary on regular
basis.

Q7. Conduct an EEO/diversity stand-down, similar to the approach utilized for the
Security Awareness stand-down.
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'Q8. Ensure that an inclusive review process is utilized for making future security
changes, with input and advice from line management, employees, and human
resources professionals. The current Field Management Council process, which
was established in April 1999, should be utilized to ensure proper coordination
and collaboration between appropriate staff offices.

i Q9. Review security procedures to ensure that they do not take a "one-size-fits-all"
approach for all sites.

Q10. Publish baseline human resources management data on hiring, promotions, and
diversity representation by grades, with respect to all Federal and contractor
employees.

QI I. Include Asian Pacific American leaders and representatives of other minority
groups in future workplace assessments.

Q12. Require Federal, M/Os, M/Is, and laboratory executives to issue annually and in
writing diversity policy statements and publish them i. a universal manner to
coincide with performance appraisal cycles. Require discussion of these policies
at performance appraisal review sessions. Develop a se; of definitions and a
glossary for diversity, pluralism, racial profiling, etc. basod on private sector
models.

Q13 Consider creating a DOE web-site on workplace improvements, and publishing
progress reports on improvement in diversity management, to include human
resource management data.

Q14. Form appropriate consortiums to plan for - and to combat - the recruitment and
retention problems being experienced throughout DOE laboratory facilities.

Q15. Improve training for the DOE Federal and contractor workforce in effective
diversity management, with special seminars for executives. The Office of
Economic Impact and Diversity, in collaboration with Heads of Headquarters and
Field Elements should ensure that all Federal and contractor employees undergo
mandatory training on equal employment opportunity and interpersonal
sensitivity. Also, site managers should conduct periodic focus group meetings to
discuss employee diversity issues, including racial profiling.

Q16. Conduct follow-up fact finding visits in Spring 2002 to assess whether
management has successfully carried out its policy against racial profiling; look
for innovations, and provide feedback and suggestions for improvement to
Federal and contractor work force management.

Q17. Monitor, track and follow-up on pertinent data with respect to representation of
minorities, women, and underrepresented groups in the Federal and contractor
workforce.
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Q]8. Conduct a multi-year workplace satisfaction evaluation survey; include topics
such as management practices and diversity management. The survey should be

!' aj , repeated at given intervals (e.g. biannually). If costs are prohibitive for a
d comprehensive survey of all employees/contractors, utilize a statistically

i . significant sample.
A 7

I t Q1 9. Require an organizational self-assessment based on "best practices."

Q20. Please address the following items for each of these recommendations: (a)
whether there has been any follow-up on the recommendation, (b) what action has
been taken to date, and (c) what are the next steps proposed by DOE with regard
to this recommendation.
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Documents Released on June 3, 2002

V AUGHN INDEX NUMBER BATES NUMBER
2770 14681

2773 14727'
2789 14887
2792 15032

2796 15198
3976 21173
3977 21179
3978 21180
3979 21188
3980 21189
3984 21200
3991 21249
3994 21261
3995 21262
3999 21284
4007 21324

'Document erroneously reported on the Vaughn Index as bates number 14727. Actual
bates number is 14726.
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THE WHITE HOUSE ID# 488444
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE 1

DATE RECEIVED: 05/25/2001
NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE MIKE THOMPSON

SUBJECT: REQUESTS THE PRESIDENT TO IMPLEMENT THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS DIRECTING FEDERAL
FACILITIES TO TAKE CONSERVATION MEASURES BY ISSUING AN EXECUTIVE ORDER

ACTION DISPOSmON

ROUTE TO: ACTION DATE TYPE C COMPLETED
OFFICE/AGENCY (STAFF NAME) CODE YY/MM/DD RESP D YY/MMDD

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS NICK CALIO ORG 2001/D525 j 3 /

ACTION COMMENTS fiUtf ^44. ia-1 n___ /

ACTION COMMENTS:

0 O 1 p o,1 Do 1_
ACTION COMMENTS:_________________

ACTION COMMENTS:

,0_E' _ ' ,__;_uj_ I. E/': · / /

ACTION COMMENTS: _______________________________________________

COMMENTS

ADDITIONAL CORRESPONDENTS: 0 MEDIA: LETTER INDMDUAL CODES:

REPORT CODES: USER CODE: 19 SIGNEES

ACTON COOE3: DISPOSmON COOES: OUTGOING CORRESPONDENCE:
A -APPROPRIATE ACON A -ANSWERED TYPE RESP INIALS OF SIGNER
C- COUUMBT/RECOM*ENDETION B -NON-SEPCREFERRI CODE * A
D -DRAFT RESPONSE C- COMPLETED COPLETED - DATE OF OUTGOING
F - FURNISH FACT SHEET S -SUSPENDED
I -'INFO COPYINO ACT NECCESSARY
R -DIRECT REPLY W/ COPY
S -FOR SIGNATURE
X- INTERI REPLY

REFER QUESTIONS AND ROUTING UPDATES TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT (ROOM 72. OEOB) EXT-259
KEEP THIS WORKSHEET ATTACHED TO THE ORIGINAL INCOMING LETTER AT ALL TIMES AND SEND COMPLETED RECORD TO
RECORDS MANAGEMENT.

21173
DOE022-0054



sC((. S.

THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE b
REFERRAL

2001-014609 6/19 P 3:23 June 13,2001

TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: INFO COPY ONLY/NO ACTION NECESSARY

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 488437

MEDIA: LETTER, DATED MAY 18,2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE TIM HUTCHINSON
UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON. DC 20510

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES SUPPORT FOR THE PRESIDENT PROPOSED NATIONAL ENERGY
POLICY AND SHARE A THOUGHTS ON ALLEVIATING THE ECONOMIC STRAIN
CAUSED BY ENERGY SHORTAGES IN THE WESTERN STATES

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED.ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 456-2590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE, WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT, ROOM 72, THE WHITE HOUSE. 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT - THE WHITE HOUSE

.»

21179
DOE022-0060



,- . THE WHITE HOUSE ID# 488437
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE 1

DATE RECEIVED: 05/25/2001

NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE TIM HUTCHINSON

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES SUPPORT FOR THE PRESIDENT PROPOSED NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY AND
SHARE A THOUGHTS ON ALLEVIATING THE ECONOMIC STRAIN CAUSED BY ENERGY
SHORTAGES IN THE WESTERN STATES

ACTION DISPOSmON

ROUTE TO: ACTION DATE TYPE C COMPLETED
OFFICE/AGENCY (STAFF NAME) CODE YYIMMIDD RESP D YY/MMIDD

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS NICK CALIO ORG 2001/05125 . . 4> /

ACTION COMMENTS

Vfpoin pet Kc/ju 0 1O, __ 3 '_
/ ACTION COMMENTS:

A/ -oACTION COMMENTS:

___oE,__________ 01_6_1_ r,

ACTION COMMENTS:

COMMENTS

ADDITIONAL CORRESPONDENTS: 0 MEDIA: LETTER INDMDUAL CODES:

REPORT CODES: USER CODE:

ACTION CODES: DIPOSm1ON COOES: OUTGOING CORRESPONDENCE
A. APPROPRIATE ACTION A ANSWERED TYPE RESP * INITIALS OF SIGNER
C -COMMENTRECOMMENOETION -NON-SEPC-REFERRAL COOE A
0D DRAFT RESPONSE C -COMPLETED COETED CLED DATE OF OUTGOING
F -FURNISH FACTSHEET S -SUSPENED
I. INFO COPYNO ACT NECCESSARY
R -DIRECT REPLYWI COPY
S -FOR SIGNATURE
X - TERM REPLY

REFER QUESTIONS AND ROUTING UPDATES TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT (ROOM 72, OEOB) EXT42590
KEEP THIS WORKSHEET ATTACHED TO THE ORIGINAL INCOMING LETTER AT ALL TIMES AND SEND. COMPLETED RECORD TO
RECORDS MANAGEMENT.

21180
DOE022-0061
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

REFERRAL

0 1 4 Iq 2001J1i2S A l1: .192001

TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: DIRECT REPLY W/COPY

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 483785

MEDIA: LETTER. DATED MAY 17, 2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE RUSS FEINGOLD
UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON. DC 20510

SUBJECT: LISTS FIVE THINGS THE ADMINISTRATION CAN DO NOW TO ADDRESS HIGH
ENERGY PRICES

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 456-250.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE, WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MAHAGEMENT, ROOM T2, THE WHITE HOUSE, 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT - THE WHITE HOUSE

k i

21188
DOE022-0069



a4 v - THE WHITE HOUSE ID» 483785
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE

DATE RECEIVED: 0522/2001

NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE RUSS FEINGOLD

SUBJECT: LISTS FIVE THINGS THE ADMINISTRATION CAN DO NOW TO ADDRESS HIGH ENERGY PRICES

ACTION DISPOSITION

ROUTE TO: ACTION DATE TYPE C COMPLETED
OFFICE/AGENCY (STAFF NAME) CODE YY/MM/DD RESP D YYMD

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS NICK CALIO ORG 200130522 A

ACTION COMMENTS PlGAL .4 7 m C4

/~vPlS~L 1,,~-1.., C9LL4-i o-6.1
ACTION COMMENTS:

/--Q I- _ __ __ I_ _

ACTION COMMENTS: FL /

ACTION CMENTS COMMENTSt d
COMMENTS

ADDITIONAL CORRESPONDENTS: 0 MEDIA: LETTER INDIVIDUAL CODES:

REPORT CODES: USER CODE:

AcIm caoA DlsPOAsn Les: OUTGom cESPOmC.E:
. A-POPFATE ACION A. ANSWERB) TYPE RESP * IIUm OF SINER

C- CowNAMI 9WdrDEETOeNB * NCOSEPCEFEA COODE * A
D . DRAFT ESPONSE C -COPETD CMPLETD DTE Of oJrGNG
F-F RUSH FACT SHEET S -SLUPEN)
1 -1 0 COPY4O ACT NECCESSARY
R -ORCT R .Y W COPY
S -FOR SGATE
X. ITIER REPLY

REER QUESTmONS AND ROUTING UPDATES TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT (ROOM 72. OEOB) EXT42
EPTM WORKSHEET ATTACHED TO THE ORIGINAL INCOMING LETTER AT ALL TIMES AND SEND COMPLETE RECORD TO

I MCORS MANAGEMENT.

2118.
E022-0070

DOE022-0070



THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

REFERRAL

0/14923 23o sure w wa

TO:. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: DIRECT REPLY W/COPY

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 483732

MEDIA LETTER. DATED MAY 10, 2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE JEFF BINGAMAN
UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON. DC 20510

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES CONCERN ABOUT GASOLINE PRICES AND OUTLNE 5 THINGS THE
ADMINISTRATION CAN DO ABOUT GASOLINE PRICES AND WOULD UKE TO KNOW
THAT ACTIONS THE ADMINISTRATION IS PLANNING TO TAKE IN THE SHORT TERM
TO ADDRESS RISING PRICES IN VARIOUS REGIONS OF THE CO

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 456-2590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE, WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT, ROOM 72, THE WHITE HOUSE. 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT. THE WHITE HOUSE

21200
DOE022-0081



I-1 'I

Z -' *THE WHITE HOUSE ID# 488636
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE 1

DATE RECEED: 06/13/2001 2001-018401 8/6 A 10:07
NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE MAX BAUCUS

SUBJECT: REQUESTS THE PRESIDENT TO DENY CALIFORNIA'S WAIVER REQUEST

ACTION DISPOSITION

ROUTE TO: ACTION DATE TYPE C COMPLETED
OFFICEIAGENCY (STAFF NAME) CODE YYIMMDD RESP D YYMM/DD

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS NICK CALIO ORG 2001/06/1? /13 A /

ACTION COMMENTS .... ........

C(Q _____ __ _._,

ACTION COMMENTS:

EPA ,, r__ _ _,
/ ACTION COMMENTS: . 1 r U '

ACTION COMMENTS:

COMMENTS

ADDIIONAL CORRESPONDENTS: 0 MEDIA: LETTER INDIVIDUAL CODES:

REPORT CODES: USER CODE.

ACTION COES: DWPOSION CODES: OUTGON CORRESPONDENCE:
A - PPROPR1AE C C O-N A- SWERED TYPE RESP * INTALS OF S1GNER
C- COMMEWRECOCMEMOETION B -NONEPCREFERLN. COE. A
0D -DRA RESPONSE C- COMPLEED COMPLEED a DATE OF UTGOING
f FURNSH FACI SHEET S- SUSPNDEO
I -fO C PYNO ACT NECCESSARY
R. ODRECT REPLY W COPY

-FOR SIGNATURE
X - IfTCIM REPLY

REFER QUESTIONS AND ROUTING UPDATES TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT (ROOM 72, OEOB) EXT429
KEEP TIS WORKSHEET ATTACHED TO THE ORIGINAL INCOMING LETTER AT ALL TIMES AND SEND COMPLETED RECORD TO
RECORDS MANAGEMENT.

21249
DOE022-0130



THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE
REFERRAL

August 17.2001

2001-019468 Aug 21 A 11:23

TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: INFO COPY ONLY/NO ACTION NECESSARY

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 491473

MEDIA: LETTER. DATED JUL 17,2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE TIM JOHNSON
UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON. DC 20510

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES THEIR SUPPORT FOR INCREASED DOMESTIC NATURAL GAS
DEVELOPMENT

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN O WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 4562590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE, WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT, ROOM 72, THE WHITE HOUSE, 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT -THE WHITE HOUSE

21261
DOE022-0142



THE WHITE HOUSE ID# 491473
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE

DATE RECEIVED: 07n25/2001

NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE TIM JOHNSON

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES THEIR SUPPORT FOR INCREASED DOMESTIC NATURAL GAS DEVELOPMENT

ACTION DISPOSITION

ROUTE TO: ACTION DATE TYPE C COMPLETED
OFFICEIAGENCY (STAFF NAME) CODE YYIMMIDD RESP D YYWMMDD

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS NICKCALUO ORG 2001/072R5 N L A 2a/7/

ACTION COMMENTS rtJr A S4 A. £Lt4.- j'.,a4 /

Vitc PniJeri4's _____ 3P R 1 ___ __

ACTION COMMENTS:

1/ Yf-1'- o^T. !"; )E .O / / A!jC
| ' ACTION COMMENTS:

_ _/ / /

ACTION COMMENTS:

COMMENTS

ADDITIONAL CORRESPONDENTS: 0 MEDIA: LETTER INDIVIDUAL CODES:

REPORT CODES: USER CODE: 1 SIGNEE

ACTION COOES DISPOSIION CODES: OUTGOING CORESPONDENCE
A APPROPRIATE ACTIO A- ANSWERED TPE RESP ·* WINLS OF SGNER
C -COMMEUNTRECOMMENDETO7N - NON-SEPCREFERRAL CODE * A
0 -DRAFT RESPONSE C -COLETED COMPIETEO - OATE OF OUTGOING
F FURNIS FACT SHEET S -SUSPENDED
.- INFO COO ACT NECCESSA

R DIRECT REPLY WI coPY
s -FOR SIGNATURE
x ·'TERIM REP.Y

REFER QUESTIONS AND ROUTING UPDATES TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT (ROOM 72, OEOD) EXT-42590
KEEP THIS WORKSHEET ATTACHED TO THE ORIGINAL INCOMING LETTER AT ALL TIMES AND SEND COMPLETED RECORD TO
RECORDS MANAGEMENT.

21262
DOE022-0143



2001-019685 8/24 A 11:41

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON

TO: Ms. Carol A. Kennedy
Executive Secretariat
Room 7E-054 Forrestal Building
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20585

DATE: August 23, 2001

We are forwarding the enclosed constituent mail containing views and concerns about energy
issues. It is not necessary to respond to our office regarding each reply.

Should you have questions about these procedures or need to provide updated contact
information, you may reach me by telephone at 202.456.9002 or by fax at 202.456.7044.

Sincerely,

Cecelia Boyer
Special Assistant to the Vice President

for Correspondence

21284
DOE022-0165



THE WHITE HOUSE ID# 491473
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE 1

DATE RECEIVED: 07/25/2001 - Z 6

NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE TIM JOHNSON

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES THEIR SUPPORT FOR INCREASED DOMESTIC NATURAL GAS DEVELOPMENT

ACTION DISPOSmON

ROUTE TO: ACTION DATE TYPE C COMPLETED
OFFICE/AGENCY (STAFF NAME) CODE YY/MM/DD RESP D YY/MMIDD

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS NICK CALIO ORG 2001/07/25 / L A /7\

ACTION COMMENTS ='L,. SvnA - J, J, ,s_

4/v.te PnesJ.ep,4; '? 0 o ,: aI
ACTION COMMENTS:

ACTION COMMENTS L___
_______0 __ Z fL/L/.J ____ RYRY
[) r pC F Y 2 °^/z _ /__

ACTION COMMENTS:

COMMENTS

ADDITIONAL CORRESPONDENTS: 0 MEDIA: LETTER INDMDUAL CODES:

REPORT CODES: USER CODE: 1 SIGNEE

ACTION COOES: OSPOSII COOES: OTCGOMO CORREPONDENCE:
A -APPROPRIATE ACTION A -ANSWERED TYPE RESP - INIIALS O SIGNER
C. COMMENT/RECOMMENDETION 8-NOI.SEPC-REFERRAL COOE A

-DRAFT RESPONSE C-COMPETED COMPLETED DATE OF OUTGOING
F -FURNISH FACT SHEET S SUSPENOED
I - INFO COP NO ACT NECCESSARY
R -DIRECT RER.Y WI COPY
S -FOR SIGATURE
X -NTERIM REPLY

REFER QUESTIONS AND ROUTING UPDATES TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT (ROOM 72. OEOB) EXT C-2S
KEEP THIS WORKSHEET ATTACHED TO THE ORIGINAL INCOMING LETTER ATALL TIMES AND SEND COMPLETED RECORD TO
RECORDS MANAGEMENT.

21324-
DOE022-0205



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

)
NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL,)

)
Plaintiff, )

)
v. ) Civ. No. 1:01CV02545 (GK)

)
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT )

OF ENERGY,
)

Defendant. )

)

JUDICIAL WATCH, INC.,

Plaintiff, )

v. ) Civ. No. 1:01CV00981 (PLF)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF ENERGY, et al.,

Defendants.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S VAUGHN INDEX
APRIL 25. 2002

1. Document entitled "The National Energy Security Act of 2001," dated March 6, 2001.
B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative notes, comments, and
suggestions in the margin by Department of Energy employee reviewer redacted because
of pre-decisional nature. 3 pages. DOE Bates number (hereafter "#") 143-145 Released
in Part

2. Document entitled "Outline, The National Electricity and Environmental Technology
Act," dated December 18, 2000. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of
deliberative comments and advice in the margin by Department of Energy employee
reviewer redacted because of pre-decisional nature. I page. #160 Released in Part



3. Document entitled "Overview, The National Electricity and Environmental Technology
Act," dated December 18, 2000. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of
deliberative comments and suggestions in the margin by Department of Energy employee
reviewer redacted because of pre-decisional nature. 1 page. #161 Released in Part

4. Undated document entitled "INGA Energy Policy Issues." B-5 Exemption - Information
redacted consists of deliberative comments, edits and opinions in the margin by employee
reviewer redacted because of pre-decisional nature. 2 pages. #276-277 Released in Part

5. Document entitled "Reliability Assessment 2000-2009, The Reliability of Bulk Electric
Systems in North America," North American Electric Reliability Council, dated October
2000. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative comments, advice
and suggestions in the margin by Department of Energy employee reviewer redacted
because ofpre-decisional nature. 76 pages. #347-422 Released in Part

6. Document entitled "Toward a National Energy Strategy," dated February 2001. B-5
Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative comments, revisions and notes
in the margin by Department of Energy employee reviewer redacted because of pre-
decisional nature. 51 pages. #431-481 Released in Part

7. Document entitled "NDOL, New Democrats Online," dated May 17, 2001. Subject: A
215 Century Energy Agenda. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of pre-
decisional notes and comments in the margin by Department of Energy employee
reviewer redacted because of pre-decisional nature. 4 pages. #485-488 Released in Part

8. Position paper on S. E. United States. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of
pre-decisional marginalia reflecting DOE staff deliberations. 1 page. #710 Released in
Part

9. Yakama Nation Federal Energy Policy provides, April 2001. B-5 Exemption -
Information redacted consists of marginalia by Department of Energy employee
reflecting reviewers comments, suggestions and advice redacted because of deliberative
and pre-decisional nature. 1 page. #711 Released in Part

10. E-mail to Charles Smith and Joan O'Callahan from Margot Anderson, dated April 23,
2001. Subject: TWO (only 2) comments on chapter 9. B-5 Exemption - Information
redacted consists of the writer's comments, recommendations, and suggestions reflecting
the pre-decisional and deliberative process. I page. #2279 Released in Part

11. E-mail to MaryBeth Zimmerman and William Breed from Margot Anderson, dated
March 26, 2001. Subject: FW: questions. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted
consists of the writer's questions regarding policy options because it reflected the pre-
decisional and deliberative process. 1 page. #2280 Released in Part

2



12. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated April 12, 2001. Subject: RE: VP
Task Force. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld reflects the writer's comments,
recommendations, and suggestions on technical issues discussed was redacted because it
reflected the pre-decisional and deliberative process. #2281 Withheld

13. Document entitled "America's Energy Infrastructure: A Comprehensive Delivery
System," dated April 30, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld is internally
generated draft language reflecting deliberations concerning pre-decisional draft of
National Energy Policy (NEP) report. 18 pages. #2282-2298 Withheld

14. Document entitled "From the Desk of Andy S. Kydes to Margot Anderson, dated
February 25, 2001. Subject: Comments on Chapters. B-5 Exemption - Information
withheld consists of pre-decisional and deliberative material reflecting advice,
recommendations, and suggestions on revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 2
pages. #2299-2300 Withheld

15. Undated document entitled "Section 9- Infrastructure Investment, Integrity, and Safety."
B-5 Exemption - Information withheld includes deliberative comments and
recommendations on revising draft pre-decisional documents relating to NEPDG. 5
pages. #2301-2305 Withheld

16. Document entitled "America's Energy Infrastructure: A Comprehensive Delivery
System," dated May 1, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld consists of pre-
decisional and deliberative process comments, recommending and suggesting revisions to
draft documents relating to NEPDG. 18 pages. #2306-2323 withheld

17. E-mail to Charles M. Smith from Margot Anderson, dated March 21, 2001. Subject: RE:
comments on graphics. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative
and pre-decisional comments and advice on possible graphics to be utilized in draft
documents relating to NEPDG. 2 pages. #2324-2325 Released in Part

18. E-mail to Douglas Cater from Margot Anderson, dated March 8, 2001. Subject: RE:
Multipollutant strategies & C02. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of pre-
decisional and deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting and technical
recommendations for inclusion in draft documents relating to NEPDG. I page. #2326
Released in part

19. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Douglas Carter, dated March 7, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #2328). Subject: Multi pollutant strategies & C02. B-5 Exemption -
Information redacted consists of deliberative material reflecting an analysis, opinion, and
review of materials for possible inclusion in pre-decisional draft documents relating to
NEPDG. 1 page. #2327 Released in Part



20. Undated document entitled "Review of EIA 3-Pollutant Report." B-5 Exemption -
Information withheld consists ofpre-decisional and deliberative material reflecting the
process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG.
I page. #2328 Withheld

21. Document entitled "Renewable and Alternative Energy," dated May 2, 2001. B-5
Exemption - Withheld draft chapter of the NEPDG that indicate deliberative draft pre-
decisional documents relating to NEPDG. 26 pages. #2329-2354 Withheld

22. Document entitled "Renewable and Alternative Energy, dated May 3, 2001. B-5
Exemption - Information withheld consists of draft materials reflecting the deliberative
opinion and notes and marginalia indicating the comments and suggests of writer. 25
pages. #2355-2379 Withheld

23. E-mail to Darrell Beec'len and Margot Anderson from Margot Anderson, dated February
20, 2001. Subject: RE: The Regional piece reminder. B-5 Exemption - Information
redacted consists of draft narrative indicating deliberative notes, suggestions and advice
for inclusion in the draft pre-decisional NEPDG report. 3 pages. #2380-2382 Released
in Part

24. Document entitled "Barriers to Increased Production of Energy Resources," dated April
30, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld consists of draft chapter which contains
deliberative notes, marginalia, and content relating to draft NEPDG report. 14 pages.
#2383-2395 Withheld

25. E-mail to Charles M. Smith from Margot Anderson, dated March 1, 2001. Subject: RE:
Feedback on captions. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld consists of deliberative
comments and feedback on proposed captions for pre-decisional draft sections of the
NEPDG. 2 pages. #2396-2397 Withheld

26. E-mail to Charles M. Smith from Margot Anderson, dated March 1, 2001. Subject: RE:
Feedback on captions. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of feedback and
comments on proposed captions for draft section of the NEPDG as well as comments,
revisions and suggestions on substantive aspects of the pre-decisional draft. 3 pages.
#2398-2400 Released in Part

27. Undated document entitled "Short-Term Energy Supply Disruption." B-5 Exemption -
Information redacted consists ofpre-decisional and deliberative material reflecting a brief
analysis and evaluation of raw data intended for inclusion in the draft NEPDG report. 3
pages. #2403-2405 Released in Part

28. E-mail to Joseph Kelliher from Charles M. Smith, dated April 30, 2001. Subject: chapter
3. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of pre-decisional and deliberative

4



material reflecting recommendation for revisions, edits and suggestions for draft NEPDG
report. 1 page. #2410 Released in Part

29. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Douglas Carter, dated May 1, 2001. Subject: Chap 3-
Coal gasification intro. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists ofpre-decisional
and deliberative process material for revisions to a specific chapter of the draft NEPDG
report. 2 pages. #2411-2412 Released in Part

30. E-mail to Charles M. Smith from Joseph Kelliher, dated May 1, 2001. Subject: RE:
chapter 3. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists ofpre-decisional and
deliberative process material comprised of narrative draft data to be inserted into the draft
NEPDG report. I page. #2413 Released in Part

31. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Michelle Pochen, dated April 4, 2001. Subject: RE:
coal. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative information redacted consists of
reviewer's suggested edits and deletions from the draft NEPDG report. 2 pages. #2414-
2415 Released in Part

32. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Andy Kydes, dated April 30, 2001. Subject: FW: Info.
Needed from Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and
deliberative process information redacted consists of corrections, comments and deletions
to the draft NEPDG report. 2 pages. #2416-2418 Released in Part

33. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Andy Kydes, dated April 30, 2001. Subject: FW: Info.
Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative
process information redacted consists of corrections, comments and deletions to the draft
NEPDG report. 3 pages. #2419-2421 Released in Part

34. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Douglas Carter, dated April 30, 2001(without
attachment). B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative information redacted
reflects substantive comments, suggestions and advice on revising draft documents
relating to draft NEPDG report. 1 page. #2422 Released in Part

35. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Douglas Carter, dated April 30, 200, with one
attachment (Bates #2425). B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative process
information redacted reflects comments, advice and recommendations on the substantive
aspects of documents relating to draft NEPDG report. 2 pages. #2423-2424 Released in
Part

36. Document entitled "Recommended change to Infrastructure chapter, ch.DOC distributed
4/30/2001." B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative process Information
withheld represents reviewer's recommended textual changes and suggestions to a draft
chapter of the NEPDG. 1 page. #2425 Withheld

5
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37. E-mail to Joseph Kelliher from Douglas Carter, dated May 1, 2001. Subject: RE: clean
coal. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative process information redacted
involves discussion of edits, textual and narrative changes to draft sections of the NEPDG
report. 2 pages. #2426-2427 Released in Part

38. E-mail to Douglas Carter and Margot Anderson, dated May 1, 2001. Subject: RE: clean
coal. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative process information redacted
reflects discussions and advice about proposed language to be used or recommended to
the draft NEPDG report. 2 pages. #2428-2429 Released in Part

39. E-mail to Margot Anderson and Joseph Kelliher from Douglas Carter, dated May 1, 2001.
Subject: RE: clean coal. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative process
information redacted because it reflects recommendations, opinions and advice on
language to be used in ievising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 2 pages. #2430-
2431 Released in Part

40. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated April 30, 2001. Subject: RE:
clean coal. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative process information redacted
because it reflects recommended edits and revisions to the draft NEPDG report. 1 page.
#2432 Released in Part

41. E-mail to Robert Kripowicz from Joseph Kelliher, dated April 30, 2001. Subject: clean
coal. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative process information redacted
consisting of comments, recommendations and revisions to draft documents relating to
NEPDG report. I page. #2433 Released in Part

42. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Douglas Carter, dated May 1,2001, with one
attachment (Bates #2435). Subject: RE: clean coal. B-5 Exemption - Information
redacted consists ofpre-decisional and deliberative material reflecting the process of
commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page.
#2434 Released in Part

43. Undated document entitled "Clean Coal Technology Program." B-5 Exemption -
Information redacted consists of pre-decisional and deliberative material reflecting the
suggestions, advice and opinions of writer relating to draft documents relating to
NEPDG. 1 page. #2435 Released in Part

44. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Andy Kydes, dated April 25, 2001, with three
attachments (Bates #2438-2442). B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative
information redacted as containing suggested edits, revisions, and suggestions for draft
documents relating to NEPDG report. 2 pages. #2436-2437 Released in Part
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45. Undated draft graphic entitled "U.S. Per Capita Oil Consumption, 1970-2000." B-5
Exemption - Information withheld is a deliberative and pre-decisional graphic considered
for use in the NEP report. 1 page. # 2438 Withheld

46. Undated draft graphic entitled "Electricity Fuel Shares-2000." B-5 Exemption -
Information withheld is a deliberative and pre-decisional graphic considered for use in the
NEP. I page. # 2439 Withheld

47. Undated document entitled "Information Needed for Chapter 1." B-5 Exemption - Pre-
decisional and deliberative process information withheld as reflecting comments, edits,
and recommended revisions to draft documents relating to NEPDG. 3 pages. #2440-
2442 Withheld

48. E-mail to Joseph Kelliher from Charles M. Smith, dated March 8, 2001. Subject: None.
B-5 Exemption - Pre-drcisional and deliberative process Information redacted as
reviewers suggested revisions and edits to draft documents relating to NEPDG. 2 pages.
#2443-2444 Released in Part

49. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Ellen Brown, dated March 9, 2001, with one attachment
(Bates #2447-2448). B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative process
information redacted as containing suggestions and comments on documents relating to
NEPDG. 2 pages. #2445-2446 Released in Part

50. Untitled document "file://C:\Windows\TEMP\temp.htm, dated June 1, 2001." Subject:
Margot-We scrambled to put this together this morning. B-5 Exemption - Information
redacted consists of pre-decisional and deliberative material reflecting the process of
writer's opinions on commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to
NEPDG. 2 pages. #2447-2448 Released in Part

51. E-mail to Margot Anderson and Robert Kripowicz from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 30,
2001. Subject: coal transportation. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative
process information redacted as consisting of substantive questions on coal transportation
issues for draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #2449 Released in Part

52. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 23, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #2451). Subject: policy options. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and
deliberative process information redacted as containing the reviewer's comments and
suggested consolidations of material relating to policy issues involved in draft documents
relating to NEPDG 1 page. #2450 Released in Part

53. Undated document entitled "NEP Policy Issues." B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and
deliberative process information withheld as reflecting comments and opinions on draft
policy issue documents relating to NEPDG. 7 pages. #2451-2457 Withheld
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54. E-mail to Joseph Kelliher and Margot Anderson from Jean Vernet, dated May 1, 2001.
Subject: RE: NSR. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative process Information
redacted as consisting of specific substantive comments on draft documents relating to
NEPDG. 2 pages. #2458-2459 Released in Part

55. E-mail to Charles M. Smith from Joseph Kelliher, dated May 1, 2001. Subject: RE:
Chapter 7 requirements. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative process
information redacted as reflecting recommended inserts to draft chapter of NEPDG
report. I page. #2460 Released in Part

56. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Christopher Freitas, dated April 23, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #2463-2480). Subject: FW: Edited chapter 9. B-5 Exemption - Pre-
decisional and deliberative process information redacted as representing edits to a draft
chapter of the NEPDG. 2 pages. #2461-2462 Released in Part

57. Document entitled "America's Energy Infrastructure: A Comprehensive Delivery
System." B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative process information withheld
as representing draft document/chapter of NEPDG report. 18 pages. #2463-2480
Withheld

58. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Charles Smith, dated April 20, 2001, with three
attachments (Bates #s 2483-2517). Subject: Re: Environment Chapter. Pre-decisional
and deliberative process information redacted as reflecting suggested revisions,
comments and recommendations for revising draft chapter of NEPDG report. 2 pages.
#2481-2482 Released in Part

59. Document entitled "Protecting the Nation's Health, Environment, and Energy Supply",
dated April 18 draft. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld as reflecting the deliberative
thoughts and opinions expressed in pre-decisional working draft relating to NEPDG
report. 17 pages. #2483-2499 Withheld

60. Document entitled "Protecting the Nation's Health, Environment, and Energy Supply,
dated April 18 draft. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld, consisting of specific
substantive comments on draft documents relating to NEPDG. 17 pages. #2500-2516
Withheld

61. E-mail to Margot Anderson from William Breed, dated March 27, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #2519-2521). Subject: Q's from Joe K. B-5 Exemption - Pre-
decisional and deliberative process information redacted as reflecting questions and
decisions on what information is to be included in draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1
page. #2518 Released in Part
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62. Undated document entitled "Coal Resources on Federal Lands." B-5 Exemption -
Information redacted consists of pre-decisional and deliberative material reflecting draft
revisions to the NEPDG report. 3 pages. #2519-2521 Released in Part

63. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 26, 2001. Subject:
Questions. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of pre-decisional and
deliberative material reflecting substantive questions regarding particular content of the
NEPDG report. 1 page. #2522 Released in Part

64. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Ellen Brown, dated March 9, 2001, with one attachment
(Bates #2524). Subject: More on 8. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and deliberative
process information redacted reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and
revising draft documents and chapters of NEPDG report. 1 page. #2523 Released in Part

65. Document entitled "Margot, I just got these but they seem helpful so I am passing them
on to Ellen, dated June 1, 2001. 1 page. B-5 Exemption - Pre-decisional and
deliberative process; expresses views, comments, and suggestions of reviewer on the
working draft of NEPDG report. #2524 Released in Part

66. E-mail to Charles Smith from Margot Anderson, dated May 1, 2001, with one attachment
(2526-2542). Subject: (blank). B-5 Exemption - Deliberative process information
redacted, reflects substantive comments on draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page.
#2525 Released in Part

67. Document entitled "America's Energy Infrastructure: A Comprehensive Delivery
System." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative process information withheld reflecting a draft
chapter to the NEPDG 18 pages. #2526-2542 Withheld

68. E-mail to Jay Braitsch from Margot Anderson, dated May 8, 2001, with two attachments
(Bates #2545-2569). Subject: DOT request for (blank) Chapter. B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative process information redacted consists of recommendations for citations to
the NEPDG. 2 pages #2543-2544. Released in Part

69. Document entitled "SECTION: Chapter 7." B-5 Exemption - Information withheld
consists of suggested language to be utilized in the NEPDG 7 pages. #2545-2551
Withheld

70. Document entitled "America's Energy Infrastructure: A Comprehensive Delivery
System." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Draft chapter to the pre-decisional NEPDG
report. 18 pages. #2552-2569 Withheld

71. E-mail to Michelle Poche from Margot Anderson, dated May 8, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #2572-2578). Subject. URGENT: National Energy Policy: citations
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request. Deliberative process information redacted as reflecting comments on the
drafting and content ofpre-decisional draft of the NEPDG report 2 pages. #2570-2571
Released in Part

72. Document entitled "SECTION: Chapter 7." B-5 Exemption - Information redacted under
deliberative process exemption as reflecting suggested revisions to a deliberative draft
chapter of the NEPDG. 7 pages. #2572-2578 Withheld

73. E-mail to Elena Melchert from Margot Anderson, dated May 7, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #2580-2586). Subject: FW: NEP - Chapter 7. B-5 Exemption -
Information redacted consists of deliberative material reflecting comments and advice on
a draft chapter of the deliberative NEPDG report. 1 page. #2579 Released in Part

74. Document entitled "SECTION: Chapter 7." B-5 Exemption - Information withheld
consisting of deliberative material which reflects comments, opinions, and recommended
revisions to deliberative draft chapter of NEPDG report. 7 pages. #2580-2586 Withheld

75. E-mail to Jay Braitsch from Margot Anderson, dated April 18, 2001, with one attachment
(Bates #25889-2600). Subject: FW: Edited chapter 8. Deliberative process information
redacted portion reflects the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, and/or
suggestions relating to the development of pre-decisional draft of NEP report. #2587-
2588 Released in Part

76. Document entitled "Barriers to Increased Production of U.S. Energy Resources." B-5
Exemption - Information withheld consists of deliberative material reflecting the process
the comments, recommends, advice and revision of pre-decisional draft documents
relating to NEPDG. 12 pages. #2589-2600 Withheld

77. E-mail to Kevin Kolevar from Robert Kripowicz, dated April 3, 2001, with four
attachments (Bates #2602-2607). Subject: FW: Integrating GHG Reduction into NEP.
B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative material reflecting
substantive comments, advice and recommendations concerning GHG for possible use in
deliberative draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #2601 Released in Part

78. Undated document entitled "Voluntary Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions From
Existing Power Plants. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative
material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising draft
deliberative documents relating to NEPDG. I page. #2602 Released in Part

79. Undated document entitled "Technology Development to Increase Electricity Production
From New Fossil Fuel-fired Power Plants. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted
contains deliberative material reflecting substantive narrative description of information
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and data relating to deliberative draft of NEPDG report. 2 pages. #2603-2604 Released
in Part

80. Undated document entitled "Seqest FE #2-Expanding Cost-effective Options for Climate
Change Mitigation." B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative
material reflecting the discussion of data to be included in deliberative draft of the
NEPDG report. 2 pages. #2605-2606 Released in Part

81. Undated document entitled "Elements of a Long-term Climate Program." B-5 Exemption
- Information redacted consists of deliberative material reflecting writer's opinions,
advice, and discussion of data to be included in the deliberative draft of NEPDG report. 1
page. #2607 Released in Part

82. E-mail to Robert Kripowicz and Kevin Kolevar from Margot Anderson, dated April 3,
2001. Subject: Integrating GHG Reduction into the NEP. B-5 Exemption - Information
redacted consists of deliberative material reflecting suggestions, changes, and advice on
GHG for possible inclusion in deliberative draft NEPDG report. I page. #2608
Released in Part

83. E-mail to William Magwood from Margot Anderson, dated February 14, 2001. Subject:
RE: draft NEP instructions. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative process material reflecting the
writer's views and recommendations concerning drafting the NEP. 1 page. #2609
Released in Part

84. E-mail to William Magwood from Margot Anderson, dated February 14, 2001. Subject:
RE: draft NEP instructions. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative process materials reflecting
questions regarding the instructions for drafting the deliberative NEP report. 2 pages.
#2610-2611 Released in Part

85. E-mail to William Magwood from Margot Anderson, dated February 14, 2001. Subject:
Clarification: you NEP instructions. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative process material
reflecting questions the writers had concerning the instructions for drafting the
deliberative NEP report 2 pages. #2612-2613 Released in Part

86. E-mail to William Magwood from Margot Anderson, dated February 14, 2001. Subject:
RE: Clarification: you NEP instructions. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative process material
identical to above for deliberative draft NEP report. 2 pages. #2614-2615 Released in
Part

87. E-mail to Douglas Carter and Elena Melchert from Margot Anderson, dated March 23,
2001. Subject: RE. B-5 Exemption -Deliberative material containing questions, remarks
and suggestions about graphics to be used in drafting the deliberative version of NEP
report. I page. #2616 Released in Part
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88. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Douglas Carter, dated March 23, 2001. Subject: RE.
B-5 Exemption - Deliberative material reflecting questions about graphics to be utilized
in drafting the deliberative version of NEP report. 2 pages. #2617-2618 Released in Part

89. E-mail to Jay Braitsch from Margot Anderson, dated February 12, 2001. Subject: FW:
Impediments to Conventional Energy Production. Deliberative process material
reflecting substantive discussions regarding data relating to drafting the deliberative NEP
report. 2 pages. #2619-2620 Released in Part

90. E-mail to Karen Knutson from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 30, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #2622-2623). Subject: Nuclear Energy Paper. - Information redacted
consists of deliberative material reflecting the thoughts, advice and recommendations
involved process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to
deliberative NEPDG report. I page. #2621 Released in Part

91. Undated document entitled "Nuclear Energy." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative material
reflecting text for possible inclusion in the deliberative NEP report. 2 pages. #2622-2623
Released in Part

92. Document entitled "Section 5." B-5 Exemption - Information withheld contains
deliberative text for possible inclusion in the pre-decisional draft of NEP report. 6 pages.
#2625-2630 Withheld

93. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated April 2, 2001. Subject: RE:
energy efficiency one paper. Deliberative material reflecting the writer's comments and
question relating to the pre-decisional drafting of the NEP. 1 page. #2631 Released in
Part

94. E-mail to Margot Anderson and Jeremy Symons from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 30,
2001. Subject: RE: energy efficiency one paper. Deliberative material reflecting the
writer's pros and cons on data to be included in the deliberative drafting of the NEP
report. 1 page. #2632 Released in Part

95. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Douglas Carter, dated March 27, 2001 with one
attachment (Bates #2634-2642). Subject: Chapter 8 changes. Deliberative materials
reflecting substantive discussion on deliberative drafting the NEP report. 1 page. #2633
Released in Part

96. Document entitled "Chapter 8: Increased Production of U.S. Energy Resources," dated
June 1, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative material reflecting the text of a deliberative
draft chapter of the NEP. 9 pages. #2634-2642 Withheld
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97. E-mail to Margot Anderson from William Breed, dated March 26, 2001. Subject: quick
comments on list of policies. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative material reflecting comments
on revising the NEP. #2643 Released in Part

98. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 13, 2001. Subject: Re:
3/15 testimony B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative and pre-
decisional comments, views, recommendations, and advice on documents relating to
NEPDG. I page. #3067 Released in Part

99. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Charles M. Smith, dated March 13, 2001. Subject:
Comments. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of comments on
infrastructure matters containing deliberative material reflecting the process of
commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page.
#3070 Released in Part

100. E-mail to Peter Karpoff from Margot Anderson, dated March 21, 2001. Subject: Thanks
for helping on the NEP ! B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative
and pre-decisional comments, views, recommendations, and advice relating to NEPDG.
I page. #3075 Released in Part

101. E-mail to Michael York from Margot Anderson, dated March 27, 2001. Subject: FW:
NEP issues. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of discussion of chapters of
NEP report containing deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting,
recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3078
Released in Part

102. E-mail to Joseph Kelliher from Bob Slaughter, dated March 22, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #3081-3083). Subject: NPRA Recommendations on National Energy
Policy. B-6 Exemption - Information redacted under Exemption 6 consists of Home
telephone number. 2 pages. #s 3079-3080 Released in Part

103. E-mail to Charles Smith from Margot Anderson, dated March 27, 2001. Subject: Update.
B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of update on chapter 8 containing
deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising
draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3084 Released in Part

104. Undated and untitled document that discusses waiver of penalties by the Public Utility
Commission of California. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld consists of position
paper containing deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting,
recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3086
Withheld
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105. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Jeremy Symons, dated April 5, 2001. No subject. B-5
Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative material reflecting the process
of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page.
#3087 Released in Part

106. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Jeremy Symons, dated April 5, 2001. Subject: RE: B-5
Exemption - Information redacted consists of discussion of electric issues containing
deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising
draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3088 Released in Part

107. E-mail to John Conti from Margot Anderson, dated February 12, 2001. Subject: FW:
National Energy Strategy B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative
and pre-decisional comments, views, recommendations, and advice on relating to
NEPDG. 1 page. #3089 Released in Part

108. E-mail to MaryBeth Zimmerman from Margot Anderson, dated March 30, 2001. Subject:
FW: DRAFT Energy Efficiency recommendation B-5 Exemption - Information redacted
consists of deliberative and pre-decisional comments, views, recommendations, and
advice on documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3090 Released in Part

109. E-mail to William Breed from Margot Anderson, dated February 12, 2001. Subject: FW:
Impediments to Conventional Energy Production B-5 Exemption - Information redacted
consists of deliberative and pre-decisional comments, views, recommendations, and
advice on documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3091 Released in Part

110. E-mail to Jay Braitsch from Margot Anderson, dated March 30, 2001, with two
attachments, only one attached (Bates number 3093). Subject: FW: Hydraulic Fracturing:
Status and Background Information. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of
staff discussion of hydraulic fracturing issues containing deliberative material reflecting
the process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to
NEPDG. I page. #3092 Released in Part

111. Undated note to Margot Anderson from Jeremy Symons. B-5 Exemption - Information
redacted consists of discussion hydraulic fracturing containing deliberative material
reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents
relating to NEPDG 1 page. #3093 Released in Part

112. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 12, 2001. Subject: RE:
NEP Schedule. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of discussion of schedule,
policy options, and draft chapters of NEP report containing deliberative material
reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents
relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3098 Released in Part
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113. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 7, 2001. Subject: 9:15
meeting. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of discussion of NEP meetings
containing deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and
revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3101 Released in Part

114. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Cecilia Rogers, dated March 7, 2001. Subject: RE:
NEP goals. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative material
reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents
relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3102 Released in Part

115. E-mail to Margoi Anderson from Robert Kripowicz, dated April 12, 2001. Subject: RE:
Climate change. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of discussions of climate
change containing deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting,
recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3106
Released in Part

116. E-mail to Abe Haspel and MaryBeth Zimmerman, dated March 11, 2001. Subject:
Distributed generation demonstration project. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted
consists of author's discussion of generation demonstration projects containing
deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising
draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3107 Released in Part

117. E-mail to Andy Kydes from Margot Anderson, dated April 11, 2001. Subject: RE: need
your help. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted reflecting the
writer's comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to development of NEP.
I page. #3108 Released in Part

118. E-mail to Andy Kydes from Margot Anderson, dated April 11, 2001, with one attachment
(Bates #3110). Subject: Need your help. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process.
Redacted document contains views, comments, or recommendations pertaining to the
NEP. 1 page. #3109 Released in Part

119. Undated document entitled "California In-State Electricity Sales and Generation, 1993-
1999 (thousand megawatt hours)." B-5 Exemption -Deliberative Process, withheld
document is graph considered for use in drafting NEP. 1 page. #3110 Withheld

120. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 13, 2001. Subject: RE:
3/15 Testimony. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted reflecting
the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to
development of NEP. 1 page. #3111 Released in Part

121. Undated document entitled "Permitting Recommendation." B-5 Exemption -
Information withheld consists of deliberative material reflecting the process of
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commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page.
#3113 Withheld

122. E-mail to Robert Kripowicz from Margot Anderson, dated April 12, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #3115-3117). Subject: FW: Climate change. B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process, information redacted reflecting the writer's questions, comments,
recommendations, or suggestions relating to development ofNEP. 1 page. #3114
Released in Part

123. Undated document entitled "U.S. Climate Change Policy Options." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process, withheld document concerns Policy Recommendations for NEP. 3
pages. #3115 - 3117 Withheld

124. Undated document entitled "Chapter 8: Increased Production of U.S. Energy Resources."
B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects,
comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP. 21
pages. #3119-#3139 Withheld

125. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Jean Veret, dated March 13, 2001. Subject: Another
Nat'l Energy Policy Option, with one attachment (Bates #s 3141-3142). B-5 Exemption -
Information redacted consists of deliberative and pre-decisional comments, views,
recommendations, and advice relating to NEPDG. I page. #3140 Released in Part

126. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy - Policy Options." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process, withheld document contains Policy Recommendations for NEP. 2
pages. #3141-3142 Withheld.

127. Undated document entitled "Information Needed for Chapter 1." Subject: Chapter One
Assignments.doc. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld consists of deliberative
material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising draft
documents relating to NEPDG. 2 pages. #3144-3145 Withheld

128. E-mail to Margot Anderson from William Bettenberg, dated April 13, 2001, with one
attachment entitled "twotaxoptions.doc" (#3147-3151). Subject: Two tax proposals to
encourage enhance production. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process redacted
document contains views, comments, or recommendations pertaining to drafting of NEP.
I page. #3146 Released in Part

.129. Undated document entitled "Onshore Oil and Gas." Subject: twotaxoptions.doc. B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld document contains Policy Recommendations
for NEP. 5 pages. #3147-3151 Withheld
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130. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Jay Braitsch, dated April 20, 2001, with one attachment
(Bates #3153-3165). Subject: Chapter 8. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process
redacted document contains views, comments, or recommendations pertaining to drafting
ofNEP. 1 page. #3152 Released in Part

131. Document entitled "Barriers to Increased Production of Energy Resources," dated April
18. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects,
comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP. 12
pages. #3153-3165 Withheld

132. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Tom Kimbis, dated April 23, 2001, with one attachment
entitled "Renewable chapter graphics" (Bates #3167-3171). Subject: production note. B-
5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative material reflecting the
process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG.

I page. #3166 Released in Part

133. Undated document entitled "Increases in Domestic Production, 1990-1999." Subject:
Renewable chapter graphics. B-5 Exemption -Deliberative Process, withheld graphics
considered for use in drafting NEP. 5 pages. #3167-3171 Withheld

134. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Douglas Carter, dated April 20, 2001. Subject: RE:
NSR. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted reflects the writer's
questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to development of NEP
3 pages. #3172-3174 Released in Part

135. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Jay Braitsch, dated April 20, 2001. Subject: RE:
Chapter 8. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted reflects the
writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to development
of NEP I page. #3175 Released in Part

136. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Jay Braitsch, dated April 19, 2001, with one attachment
(Bates #3177-3188). Subject: Chapter 8. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted
consists of deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending
and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3176 Released

137. Document entitled "Barriers to Increased Production of Energy Resources," dated April
18. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects,
comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP. 12
pages. #3177-3188 Withheld
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138. Undated document entitled "Free Flight." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process,
withheld document reflects the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or
suggestions relating to development ofNEP. 1 page. #3189 Withheld

139. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Jean Vernet, dated April 17, 2001. Subject: fyi - FW:
comments/revisions to EPA NSR background document. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process, redacted information reflects the writer's questions, comments,
recommendations, or suggestions relating to development of NEP. 2 pages. #3190-3191
Released in Part

140. E-mail to Joseph Kelliher from Jean Vemet, dated April 17, 2001. Subject: RE:
comments/revisions to EPA NSR background document. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process, information redacted reflecting the writer's questions, comments,
recommendations, or suggestions relating to development of NEP. 2 pages. #3192-3193
Released in Part

141. Undated document entitled "Wind Resources." B-5 Exemption -Deliberative Process,
redacted information considered for use in drafting NEP. 1 page. #3194 Released in
Part

142. Undated document entitled "Solar Insolation Resource." B-5 Exemption -Deliberative
Process, withheld graph considered for use in drafting NEP. I page. #3195 Withheld

143. Undated document entitled "United States Annual Average Wind Power." B-5
Exemption -Deliberative Process, withheld graph considered for use in drafting NEP. 1
page. #3196 Withheld

144. Undated document entitled "Suggested Hydropower Narrative - chapter 8". B-5
Exemption - Information withheld consists of deliberative material reflecting the process
of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1
page. #3197 Withheld

145. E-mail to Margot Afderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated April 17, 2001. Subject: EPA
NSR proposal. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted reflects the
writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to development
of NEP 1 page. #3198 Released in Part

146. E-mail to Joseph Kelliher from Jean Vernet, dated April 17, 2001, with one attachment
(Bates #3200). Subject: comments/revisions to EPA NSR background document. B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process redacted document contains views, comments, or
recommendations pertaining to drafting of NEP 1 page. #3199 Released in Part

147. E-mail to Joseph Kelliher from Robert Kripowicz, dated April 17, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #3201). Subject: RE: EPA NSR proposal. B-5 Exemption -
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Deliberative redacted document contains views, comments, or recommendations
pertaining to drafting of NEP. 1 page. #3200 Released in Part

148. Undated document entitled "Additional background on New Source Review." B-5
Exemption - Information withheld consists of deliberative material reflecting the process
of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 2
pages. #3201 - 3202 Withheld

149. Undated document entitled "Reformulated Gasoline and Boutique Fuels." B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed
recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP.

2 pages. #3203 -3204 Withheld

150. Undated document entitled "Background on New Source Review." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper contains proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP. 1 page. #3205
Withheld

151. Undated document entitled "Information Needed for Chapter 1." B-5 Exemption -
Information withheld consists of deliberative material reflecting the process of
commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 2 pages.
#3207-3208 Withheld

152. Undated document entitled "Sequestration Discussion."B-5 Exemption - Information
withheld consists of deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting,
recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 4 pages. #3210 - 3213
Withheld

153. Undated document entitled "Sequestration Discussion." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process, withheld document contains text recommended for inclusion in NEP.
Information redacted under. 4 pages. #3214 - 3218 Withheld

154. E-mail to Margot Anderson from MaryBeth Zimmerman, dated April 26, 2001. Subject:
definitions from Michael York. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of
deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising
draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3219 Released in Part

155. Undated and untitled document. Subject: CHP - St. Paul Minnesota and CHP - Industry.
B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld text contains facts or conclusions
submitted in drafting process for possible inclusion in NEP. 1 page. #3221 Withheld
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156. E-mail to Margot Anderson from MaryBeth Zimmerman, dated April 27, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #3223). Subject: Pulte callout. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process
redacted document contains views, comments, or recommendations pertaining to drafting
ofNEP. 1 page. #3222 Released in Part

157. Undated document entitled "Chapter 10 - National Energy Security and International
Affairs." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects,
comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP. 15
pages. #3225-3239 Withheld

158. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Linda Lawson, dated April 27, 2001. Subject: RE:
Transportation Language. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, redacted information
reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to
development of NEP. 1 page. #3240 Released in Part

159. E-mail to Margot Anderson from MaryBeth Zimmerman, dated April 27, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #3242). Subject: Hybrid Vehicle Text Box. B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process redacted document contains views, comments, or recommendations
pertaining to drafting of NEP. 1 page. #3241 Released in Part

160: Undated document entitled "Hybrid Vehicle Text Box." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process. Withheld text contains facts or conclusions submitted in drafting process for
possible inclusion in NEP. I page. #3242 Withheld

161. E-mail to Jean Vemet and Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated April 29, 2001,
with one attachment (Bates #3244). Subject: NSR. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process, information redacted reflecting the writer's questions, comments,
recommendations, or suggestions relating to development ofNEP. 1 page. #3243
Released in Part

162. Document entitled "New Source Review Recommendations," dated April 24, 2001. B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper contains proposed
recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP
1 page. #3244 Withheld

163. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Andy Kydes, dated April 25, 2001, with three
attachments (Bates #3247-3252). Subject: RE: NEP help on Chapter 1. B-5 Exemption
- Deliberative redacted information contains views, comments, or recommendations
pertaining to drafting of NEP. 2 pages. #3245-3246 Released in Part
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164. Undated and untitled document. Subject: U.S. Per Capita Oil Consumption, 1970 - 2000
and Electricity Fuel Shares. B-5 Exemption -Deliberative Process, withheld graph
considered for use in drafting NEP. 2 pages. #3247-3248 Withheld

165. Undated document entitled "Information needed for Chapter 1." B-5 Exemption -
Information withheld consists of deliberative material reflecting the process of
commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 3 pages.
#3249-3251 Withheld

166. Undated document entitled "Reformulated Gasoline and Boutique Fuels." B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper contains proposed
recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP.

2 pages. #3253-3254 Withheld

167. Document entitled "Background on New Source Review," dated April 16, 2001. B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper contains proposed
recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP.
I page. #3255 Withheld

168. Document entitled "Renewable and Alternative Energy," dated May 3, 2001. B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments,
recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP 25 pages.
#3256-3280 Withheld

169. Undated document entitled "Renewable and Alternative Energy." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments,
recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP 26 pages.
#3281-3306 Withheld

170. Document "Renewable and Alternative Energy," dated May 3, 2001. B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments,
recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP. 25 pages.
#3307-3331 Withheld

171. Document entitled "Chapter 7 - Alternative and Renewable Energy," dated April 19,
2001. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects,
comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP 11
pages. #3332-3342 Withheld

172. Document entitled "Renewable and Alternative Energy," dated May 3, 2001. B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments,
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recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP. 25 pages.
#3343-3367 Withheld

173. Document entitled "Chapter 7 - Alternative and Renewable Energy," dated April 19,
2001. 11 pages. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter,
reflects, comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the
NEP 11 pages. #3368-3378 Withheld

174. Document entitled "Chapter 7 - Alternative and Renewable Energy," dated March 15,
2001. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects,
comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP. 5
pages. #3379-3383 Withheld

175. Document entitled "Renewable and Alternative Energy," dated May 3, 2001. B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments,
recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP 25 pages.
#3384-3408 Withheld

176. Undated document entitled "Renewable and Alternative Energy." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments,
recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP. 26 pages.
#3409-3434 Withheld

177. Document entitled "Renewable and Alternative Energy," dated May 3, 2001. B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments,
recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP. 25 pages.
#3435-3459 Withheld

178. Document entitled "Chapter 7 - Alternative and Renewable Energy," dated April 19,
2001. 11 pages. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter,
reflects, comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the
NEP. 11 pages. #3460-3470 Withheld

179. Document entitled "Chapter 7 - Alternative and Renewable Energy," dated March 15,
2001. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects,
comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP 5
pages. #3471-3475 Withheld

180. Undated document entitled "Section 10 Informal Draft." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments, recommendations, and
thought processes of persons preparing the NEP 12 pages. #3476-3487 Withheld

181. Email to Joseph Kelliher from Margot Anderson, dated April 17, 2001. Subject: More on
NSR. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative material reflecting
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the process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to
NEPDG. I page. #3488 Released in Part

182. Email to Jay Braitsch from Margot Anderson, dated April 17, 2001, with one attachment
(Bates #3490). Subject: Chapter 8 - Hydropower language (Virus checked). B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process redacted document contains views, comments, or
recommendations pertaining to drafting ofNEP I page. #3489 Released in Part

183. Undated document entitled "Suggested Hydropower Narrative - Chapter 8." B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld text contains facts or conclusions submitted
in drafting process for possible inclusion in NEP 1 page. #3490 Withheld

184. Email to Jacob Moss from Margot Anderson, dated April 17, 2001. Subject: For Review.
B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative material reflecting the
process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG.
2 pages. #3491-3492 Released in Part

185. Email to Jeremy Symons from Margot Anderson, dated April 17, 2001. Subject: For
Review. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative material
reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents
relating to NEPDG. 1 page. 3493 Released in Part

186. Email to Jeremy Symons from Margot Anderson, dated April 17, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #3495-3496). B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of
deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising
draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3494 Released in Part

187. Undated document entitled "Reformulated Gasoline and Boutique Fuels." B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper contains proposed
recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP.
2 pages. #3495-3496 Withheld

188. Undated document entitled "U.S. Economy Runs on Fossil Fuels." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process, withheld graph considered for use in drafting NEP. 9 pages.
#3498-3506 Withheld

189. Undated and untitled note to Charlie and Joan. No subject. B-5 Exemption -
Information withheld consists of deliberative material reflecting the process of
commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. I page.
#3508 Withheld

190. Document entitled "Chapter 7 - Alternative and Renewable Energy," dated April 19,
2001. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects,
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comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP 11
pages. #3509-3519 Withheld

191. Undated document entitled "Wind Resources." B-5 Exemption -Deliberative Process,
withheld draft graphics considered for use in drafting NEP. 3 pages. #3520-3522
Withheld

192. Email to Jay Braitsch from Margot Anderson, dated April 19, 2001. Subject: Chapter 8.
B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process redacted document contains views, comments, or
recommendations pertaining to drafting of NEP I page. #3523 Released in Part

193. Email to Edward Watts from Margot Anderson, dated April 19, 2001. Subject: Chapter
8. B-5. Exemption - Deliberative Process redacted document contains views, comments,
or recommendations pertaining to drafting of NEP. 1 page. #3524 Released in Part

194. Document entitled "Barriers to Increased Production of Energy Resources," dated April
18. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects,
comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP. 12
pages. #3525-3536 Withheld

195. Email to Michael York from Margot Anderson, dated April 19, 2001. Subject:
Renewable Energy/Biomass. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information
redacted reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions
relating to development of NEP . 1 page. #3537 Released in Part

196. Email to Jay Braitsch from Margot Anderson, dated April 20, 2001. Subject: Chapter 8.
B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted reflecting the writer's
questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to development of NEP
2 pages. #3538-3539 Released in Part

197. Email to Douglas Carter, Jean Vernet and Robert Kripowicz from Margot Anderson,
dated April 20, 2001. Subject: NSR. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information
redacted reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions
relating to development of NEP. 3 pages. #3540-3542 Released in Part

198. Email to Tom Kimbis from Margot Anderson, dated April 24, 2001. Subject: Production
note. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted reflecting the writer's
questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to development of NEP.
2 pages. #3543-3544 Released in Part

199. Email to Tom Kimbis from Margot Anderson, dated April 24, 2001. Subjection: RE:
production note. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted reflecting
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the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to
development ofNEP 1 page. #3545 Released in Part

200. Email to Margot Anderson, John Conti and Paul Carrier from Joseph Kelliher, dated
March 14, 2001. Subject: CA Peaking Units. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process,
information redacted reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or
suggestions relating to development ofNEP I page. #3546 Released in Part

201. Email to Margot Anderson from John Shages, dated March 14, 2001. Subject: NEP 2
Pagers On SPR. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted reflecting
the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to
development ofNEP I page. #3547 Released in Part

202. Email to MaryBeth Zimmerman from Margot Anderson, dated April 30, 2001. Subject:
Technology Climate Piece. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted
reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to
development ofNEP I page. #3548 Released in Part

203. Email to Margot Anderson from K. Murphy, dated March 20, 2001. Subject: Commerce
Suggestions For Draft Chapters 7 & 8. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process,
information redacted reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or
suggestions relating to development of NEP 1 page. #3549 Released in Part

204. Email to MaryBeth Zimmerman from Margot Anderson, dated May 3, 2001. Subject:
Climate Questions. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted
reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to
development of NEP 2 pages. #3550-3551 Released in Part

205. Email to Tom Kimbis from Margot Anderson, dated May 3, 2001. Subject: Revisions To
Renewables Chapter. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted
reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to
development of NEP 2 pages. #3552-3553 Released in Part

206. Email to Margot Anderson from Nancy Johnson, dated March 14, 2001, with 10
attachments (Bates #3555-3574). Subject: Revised FE NEP Papers - Oil And Gas. 1
page. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative redacted document contains views, comments, or
recommendations pertaining to drafting ofNEP . 1 page. Released in Part

207. Undated document entitled "Clean Liquid Fuels." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process. Withheld Position paper containing proposed recommendations, views,
discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting ofNEP. 2 pages. #3555-3556
Withheld
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208. Undated document entitled "Access to Oil and Natural Gas Resources on Federal Lands."
B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld Position paper contains proposed
recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP.
2 pages. #3557-3558 Withheld

209. Undated document entitled "Develop "Frontier" Resources to Ensure Future Oil and
Natural Gas Supply." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld Position paper
contains proposed recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining
to drafting of NEP. 2 pages. #3559-3560 Withheld

210. Undated document entitled "International Petroleum Markets - Energy Security through
Supply Diversity." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld Position paper
contains proposed recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining
to drafting of NEP. 2 pages. #3561-3562 Withheld

211. Undated document entitled "Oil and Natural Gas Incentives." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process. Withheld Position paper contains proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP 2 pages. #3563-
3564 Withheld

212. Undated document entitled "Ensuring Secure, Reliable Natural Gas and Petroleum
Delivery Systems." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld Position paper
contains proposed recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining
to drafting of NEP. 2 pages. #3565-3566 Withheld

213. Undated document entitled "Expedite Natural Gas and Petroleum Pipeline Permitting."
B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld Position paper contains proposed
recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP.
2 pages. #3567-3568 Withheld

214. Undated document entitled "Preserving U.S. Refining Viability." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process. Withheld Position paper contains proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting ofNEP. 2 pages. #3569-
3570 Withheld

215. Undated document entitled "Streamlining Regulations Affecting Oil and Natural Gas
Supply." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld Position paper contains
proposed recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining to
drafting ofNEP. 2pages. #3571-3572 Withheld

216. Undated document entitled "Sustaining U.S. Oil and Natural Gas Production." B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld Position paper contains proposed
recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP
2 pages. #3573-3574 Withheld
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217. Undated document entitled "Expanding Cost-effective Options for Climate Change
Mitigation." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld Position paper contains
proposed recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining to
drafting ofNEP. 2 pages. #3576-3577 Withheld

218. Undated document entitled "Incentives for Clean Power Generation Technologies." B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld Position paper contains proposed
recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP.
2 pages. #3578-3579 Withheld

219. Undated document entitled "Reducing "I '-of-a-Kind" Risks For New Fossil Fuel Power
Technologies (Clean Coal Power Initiative)." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process.
Withheld Position paper contains proposed recommendations, views, discussion or
factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP. 2 pages. #3580-3581 Withheld

220. Undated document entitled "A Four-Pollutant Strategy for Existing Coal-fired Power
Plants." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld Position paper contains
proposed recommendations, views, discussion or factual background pertaining to
drafting ofNEP 2 pages. #3582-3583 Withheld

221. Email to MaryBeth Zimmerman from Margot Anderson, dated May 7, 2001. Subject:
Bullets. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted reflecting the
writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to development
of NEP 2 pages. #3584-3585 Released in Part

222. Email to Jay Braitsch and Douglas Carter from Margot Anderson, dated May 7, 2001,
with one attachment (Bates #3587-3592). Subject: An Additional Fact Not Checked On
Friday. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative material
reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents
relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3586 Released in Part

223. Undated document entitled "Section 5." B-5 Exemption - Information withheld consists
of deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and
revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 6 pages. #3587-3592 Withheld.

224. Email to Jay Braitsch, Christopher Freitas, John Conti, William Breed and Andy Kydes
from Margot Anderson, dated May 8, 2001, with two attachments (Bates #3595-3619).
B-5 Exemption - Information redacted consists of deliberative material reflecting the
process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG.
2 pages. #3593-3594 Released in Part
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225. Undated document entitled "Section: Chapter 7." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments, recommendations, and
thought processes of persons preparing the NEP 7 pages. #3595-3601 Withheld

226. Undated document entitled "America's Energy Infrastructure: A Comprehensive Delivery
System." B-5 Exemption - Information withheld consists of deliberative material
reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents
relating to NEPDG. 18 pages. #3602-3619 Withheld

227. Email to Paul Carrier from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 14, 2001. Subject: California
Questions. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted reflecting the
writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to development
of NEP 2 pages. #3620-3621 Released in Part

228. Email to MaryBeth Zirmmerman from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 14, 2002. Subject:
California Questions. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted
reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to
development of NEP 3 pages. #3622-3624 Released in Part

229. Email to Margot Anderson from Nancy Johnson, dated March 14, 2001. Subject: NEP
Papers - Oil And Gas. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process redacted document

contains views, comments, or recommendations pertaining to drafting of NEP. 1 page.
#3625 Released in Part

230. Email to Margot Anderson from Jeffrey Stier, dated March 14, 2001, with five
attachments (Bates #3626-3632). Subject: Updated Papers. B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process. Redacted Position paper contains proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP 1 page. #3626
Released

231. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy - Policy Options." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP. 2 pages. #3627-
3628 Withheld

232. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy -Policy Options." B-5 Exemption
- Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP. 1 page. #3629
Withheld

233. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy - Policy Options." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP 1 page. #3630
Withheld
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234. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy - Policy Options." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting ofNEP I page. #3631
Withheld

235. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy - Policy Options." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP. 1 page. #3632
Withheld

236. Email to Tracy Terry from MaryBeth Zimmerman, dated March 15, 2001. Subject:
California Questions-Federal Facilities. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, redacted
information reflects the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions
relating to development of NEP 4 pages. #3633-3636 Released in Part

237. Email to Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 15, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #3638-3640). Subject: Talking Points. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process withheld document contains views, comments, or recommendations pertaining to
drafting ofNEP. I page. #3637 Withheld

238. Undated document entitled "Energy Briefing By Secretary Spencer Abraham," dated
March 14, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld consists of deliberative
material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising draft
documents relating to NEPDG. 3 pages. #3638-3640 Withheld

239. Undated document entitled "6 High Performance Building." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP 2 pages. #3642-
3643 Withheld

240. Undated document entitled "7 Factories." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process.
Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations, views, discussion or
factual background pertaining to drafting ofNEP. 2 pages. #3644-3645 Withheld

241. Undated document entitled "12 Government Purchasing." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations, views,
discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting ofNEP. 3 pages. #3646-3648
Withheld

242. Undated document entitled "13 Consumer Information." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations, views,
discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting ofNEP. 2 pages. #3649-3650
Withheld
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243. Undated document entitled "15 Tech Assistance Business." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting ofNEP. 2 pages. #3651-
3652 Withheld

244. Undated document entitled "16 Reduce energy costs for truckers." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting ofNEP 2 pages. #3653-
3654 Withheld

245. Undated document entitled "24 Infrastructure Development Partnership." B-5 Exemption
- Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting ofNEP. 3 pages.
#3655-3657 Withheld

246. Email to Margot Anderson from Paul Carrier, dated March 16, 2001, with four
attachments (Bates #3659-3663). Subject: E-Files For NEP Options. B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process redacted document contains views, comments, or recommendations
pertaining to drafting ofNEP. 1 page. #3658 Released in Part

247. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy, Policy Options, 2-Page
Descriptions." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper
containing proposed recommendations, views, discussion or factual background
pertaining to drafting ofNEP 1 page. #3659 Withheld.

248. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy, Policy Options, 2-Page
Descriptions." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper
containing proposed recommendations, views, discussion or factual background
pertaining to drafting ofNEP 1 page. #3660 Withheld.

249. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy, Policy Options, 2-Page
Descriptions." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper
containing proposed recommendations, views, discussion or factual background
pertaining to drafting ofNEP 1 page. #3661 Withheld.

250. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy, Policy Options, 2-Page
Descriptions." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper
containing proposed recommendations, views, discussion or factual background
pertaining to drafting ofNEP 2 pages. #3662-3663 Withheld.
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251. Email to Margot Anderson from George Person, dated March 16, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #3666-3676). Subject: A New NEP Chapter 10. B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process Transmits attachment. Redacted transmitting document contains
views, comments, or recommendations pertaining to drafting of NEP. 2 pages. #3664-
3665 Released in Part

252. Undated document entitled "Section 10." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process,
withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments, recommendations, and thought
processes of persons preparing the NEP 11 pages. #3666-3676 Withheld

253. Email to Paul Kondis from Margot Anderson, dated March 1, 2001, with one attachment
(Bates #3678-3683). Subject: Graphics Request for NEP. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
redacted document contains views, comments, or recommendations pertaining to drafting
of NEP. I page. #3677 Released in Part

254. Undated document entitled "U.S. Energy Source, 1999." B-5 Exemption -Deliberative
Process, withheld draft graphics considered for use in drafting NEP. 6 pages. #3678-
3683 Withheld

255. Email to Tracy Terry from Margot Anderson, dated March 1, 2001. Subject: California
Electricity Demand. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted
reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to
development of NEP. 1 page. #3684 Released in Part

256. Undated document entitled "Over-riding Principle." B-5 Exemption - Information
withheld consists of deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting,
recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3686
Withheld.

257. Undated document entitled "U.S. Energy Supply And Demand Overview." B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments,
recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP 15 pages.
#3687-3701 Withheld

258. Email to Trevor Cook from Margot Anderson, dated March 6, 2001. Subject: Template.
B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted reflecting the writer's
questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to development of NEP
2 pages. #3702-3703 Released in Part

259. Email to Abe Haspel, MaryBeth Zimmerman, Andrea Lockwood, Patricia Breed, William
Breed, Andy Kydes, Michael Whatley, Douglas Carter, Jay Braitsch, Elena Melchert and
Trevor Cook from Margot Anderson, dated March 6, 2001, with two attachments (Bates
#3706-3707). Subject: Template. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process redacted
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document contains views, comments, or recommendations pertaining to drafting of NEP.
2 pages. #3704-3705 Released in Part

260. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy, Policy Options, 2 Page (Max)
Descriptions." B-5 Exemption - Information withheld consists of deliberative material
reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents
relating to NEPDG. I page. #3706 Withheld

261. Undated document entitled "Over-riding Principles." B-5 Exemption - Information
withheld consists of deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting,
recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. I page. #3707
Withheld.

262. Email to Joseph Kelliher and Kevin Kolevar from Margot Anderson, dated March 7,
2001. Subject: NEP News. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted
reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to
development of NEP 1 page. #3708 Released in Part

263. Email to Douglas Carter from Margot Anderson, dated March 8, 2001. Subject:
Multipollutant Strategies and C02. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information
redacted reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions
relating to development of NEP 1 page. #3709 Released in Part

264. Email to Matthew T. McManus from Margot Anderson, dated March 8, 2001. Subject:
Template. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process redacted document contains views,
comments, or recommendations pertaining to drafting ofNEP. 2 pages. #3710-3711
Released in Part

265. Email to Matthew T. McManus from Margot Anderson, dated March 8, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #3714-3722). Subject: Template. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process redacted document contains views, comments, or recommendations pertaining to
drafting of NEP. 2 pages. #3712-3713 Released in Part

266. Undated document entitled "Section 10, National Energy Security And International
Affairs." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter,
reflects, comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the
NEP. 9 pages. #3714-3722 Withheld

267. Email to Matthew T. McManus from Margot Anderson, dated March 8, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #3724-3726). Subject: Comments On Your Chapter. B-5 Exemption
- Information withheld consists of deliberative material reflecting the process of
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commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page.
#3723 Withheld

268. Undated document entitled "DOE Comments: Chapter 10." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process withheld, information reflecting the writer's questions, comments,
recommendations, or suggestions relating to development ofNEP 3 pages. #3724-
3726 Withheld

269. Email to Matthew T. McManus from Margot Anderson, dated March 8, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #3728). Subject: Chapter 10 Revision. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process Transmits redacted document contained views, comments, or recommendations
pertaining to drafting of NEP I page. #3727 Released in Part

270. Undated and untitled document. Subject: LNG. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld
consists of deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending
and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. I page. #3728 Withheld

271. Email to Matthew T. McManus from Margot Anderson, dated March 8, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #3730). B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process Transmits attachment.
Redacted transmitting document contains views, comments, or recommendations
pertaining to drafting of NEP. I page. #3729 Released in Part

272. Undated and untitled document. Subject: LNG. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld
consists of deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending
and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. I page. #3730 Withheld

273. Undated document entitled "Section 10, National Energy Security And International
Affairs." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter,
reflects, comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the
NEP 9 pages. #3731-3739 Withheld.

274. Undated document entitled "DOE Comments: Chapter 10." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process, withheld information reflects the writer's questions, comments,
recommendations, or suggestions relating to development of NEP 3 pages. #3741-
3743 Withheld

275. Email to Matthew T. McManus from Margot Anderson, dated March 9, 2001. Subject:
Stand By For New Direction Of Our Chapter. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process,
redacted information reflects the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or
suggestions relating to development ofNEP 1 page. #3744 Released in Part
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276. Email to Paula Scalingi from Margot Anderson, dated March 9, 2001. Subject: NEP
Goals. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, redacted information reflects the writer's
questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to development of NEP
2 pages. #3745-3746 Released in Part

277. Email to Margot, Anderson, Abe Haspel, MaryBeth Zimmerman, Andrea Lockwood,
Patricia Breed, William Breed, Andy Kydes, Michael Whatley, Douglas Carter, Jay
Braitsch, Elena Melchert and Trevor Cook from Margot Anderson, dated March 12,
2001. Subject: Template. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, redacted information
reflects the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to
development of NEP 2 pages. #3747-3748 Released in Part

278. Email to Abe Haspel, MaryBeth Zimmerman, Andrea Lockwood, William Breed, Andy
Kydes, Michael Whatley, Douglas Carter, Jay Braitsch, Elena Melchert, Trevor Cook,
Kevin O'Donovan, Kevin Kolevar and Paula Scalingi from Margot Anderson, dated
March 12, 2001, with one attachment (Bates #3750-3760). Subject: NEP Policy Options.
B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process Transmits attachment. Redacted transmitting
document contained views, comments, or recommendations pertaining to drafting of
NEP. 1 page. #3749 Released in Part

279. Undated document entitled "Short Titles." Email to William Breed, Andy Kydes,
Michael Whatley, Douglas Carter, Jay Braitsch, Elena Melchert and Trevor Cook from
Margot Anderson, dated March 12, 2001. Subject: Template. B-5 Exemption -
Information withheld consists of deliberative material reflecting the process of
commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to NEPDG. 11 pages.

#3750-3760 Withheld

280. Email to Paula Scalingi from Margot Anderson, dated March 12, 2001. Subject: Policy
Options For Infrastructure Goals. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, redacted
information reflects the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions
relating to development of NEP 3 pages. #3761-3763 Released in Part

281. Undated document entitled "Section 10." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process,
withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments, recommendations, and thought
processes of persons preparing the NEP. 13 pages. #3765-3777 Withheld.

282. Document entitled "Chapter 8: Increased Production of U.S. Energy Resources," dated
March 7, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter,
reflects, comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the
NEP 7 pages. #3779-3784 Withheld
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283. Undated document entitled "Chapter 7 - Alternative and Renewable Energy." B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments,
recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP 5 pages.
#3786-3790 Withheld

284. Document entitled "Chapter 8: Incieased Production of U.S. Energy Source." B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments,
recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP 7 pages.
#3792-3798 Withheld

285. Email to John Conti, Abe Haspel, MaryBeth Zimmerman, Andrea Lockwood, William
Breed, Andy Kydes, Michael Whatley, Douglas Carter, Jay Braitsch, Elena Melchert,
Trevor Cook, J. K. Steir, Michael York, and Christopher Freitas from Margot Anderson,
dated March 22, 2001, with one attachment (Bates #3800-3804). Subject: Chapter 9. B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process. Withheld transmitting document contained views,
comments, or recommendations pertaining to drafting of NEP 1 page. #3799
Withheld.

286. Undated document entitled "Chapter 9 - Infrastructure Investment, Integrity, and Safety."
B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects,
comments, recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP. 4
pages. #3800-3804 Withheld.

287. Email to William Bettenberg from Margot Anderson, dated March 22, 2001. Subject:
RE: help. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted reflecting the
writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to development
of NEP 1 page. #3805 Released in Part

288. Email to Crystal A Ball and Paul Carrier from Margot Anderson, dated March 23, 2001.
Subject: BPA DSI Information. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information
redacted reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions
relating to development of NEP 1 page. #3806 Released in Part

289. Document entitled "Chapter 4 Public Health and Environmental Considerations for
Developing Energy Policy," dated February 21. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process,
Withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments, recommendations, and thought
processes of persons preparing the NEP 5 pages. #3808-3812. Withheld

290. Email Jeffrey K. Stier, Crystal A Ball, and Paul Carrier from Margot Anderson, dated
March 23, 2001. Subject: PBA DSI Information. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process,
information redacted reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or
suggestions relating to development ofNEP 1 page. #3813. Released in Part
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291. Undated document entitled "11 Transportation management." B-5 Exemption -
Deliberative Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations,
views, discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP. 2 pages. #3815-
3816 Withheld

292. Undated document entitled "12 Government Purchasing." B-5 Exemption - Deliberative
Process. Withheld position paper containing proposed recommendations, views,
discussion or factual background pertaining to drafting of NEP 2 pages. #3817-3818
Withheld

293. Email to Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 17, 2001. Subject: CEC
conservation estimate. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted
reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to
development of NEP 1 page #3819 Released in Part

294. Email to Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 18, 2001. Subject: Cal
supply and demand. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information redacted
reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions relating to
development ofNEP. 1 page #3820 Released in Part

295. Email to Margot Anderson from Andy Kydes, dated March 18, 2001. Subject:
Chapter/Section 10 Comments. B-5 Exemption - Deliberative Process, information
redacted reflecting the writer's questions, comments, recommendations, or suggestions
relating to development of NEP 2 pages #3821-3822 Released in Part

296. Undated document entitled "The Economic Impacts of Energy Shortages on Families,
Communities, and Businesses." B-5 Exemption - Information withheld consists of
deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising
draft documents relating to NEPDG. 16 pages. #3824-3839 Withheld

297. Undated document entitled "Section - U.S. Energy Supply and Demand Overview." B-5
Exemption - Deliberative Process, withheld Draft of NEP chapter, reflects, comments,
recommendations, and thought processes of persons preparing the NEP 16 pages.
#3840-3855 Withheld

298. Undated document entitled "Regional Issues Relating to Short-Term Energy Supply
Disruption and Increased Production of Traditional Energy Resources." B-5 Exemption -
withheld draft position paper to be used in preparation of the NEPDG Chapter titled
Regional Issues Relating to Short-Term Energy Supply Disruption and Increased
Production of Traditional Energy Resources. 5. 13 pages. #3856-3868 Withheld

299. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Andy Kydes, dated April 25, 2001, with three
attachments (Bates #3871-3875). B-5 Exemption - Subject: RE: NEP help on Chapter 1.
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Comments, recommendations and revisions in the e-mail were redacted. (2 pages.
#3869-3870) Release in Part

300. Attachment to e-mail to Margot Anderson from Andy Kydes, dated April 25, 2001, with
three attachments (Bates #3871-3875). Subject is entitled "Information Needed for

-Chapter 1." B-5 Exemption - Suggestions and revisions to the draft NEPDG. 5 pages.
#3871-3875 Withheld

301. Email to Andy Kydes from Evelyn Wheeler, dated April 4, 2001. Subject: Another
clarification. B-5 Exemption - Redacted was a draft suggestion or revision for inclusion
in draft NEPDG. I page. #3876 Released in Part

302. Email to Andy Kydes from Evelyn Wheeler, dated April 4,2001. Subject: Clarification
please. B-5 Exemption - Redacted was a draft suggestion or revision for inclusion in
draft NEPDG. 1 page. #3877 Released in Part

303. Document entitled "Draft Final Report of the National Energy Policy Development
Group," dated March 8, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Withheld was the draft of the Table of
Contents of the Draft Report of the NEPDG. 6 pages. #3878-3883 Withheld

304. Undated document entitled "Report Of The National Energy Policy Development
Group." Subject: Draft Chapters 3-10. B-5 Exemption - Withheld was the draft of
Chapters 3-10 of the draft NEPDG. 56 pages. #3884-3939 Withheld

305. Document entitled "Over-riding Principle," dated March 12, 2001. B-5 Exemption -
Information withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of deliberative material reflecting the
internal deliberation process of strategy for the drafting of NEPDG documents. I page.
#3940 Withheld

306. Undated document entitled "Draft Policy Proposals." B-5 Exemption - Withheld were
pages of draft policy proposals to be considered for the NEPDG. These pages were
deliberative materials reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising
policy proposals for the NEPDG. 12 pages. #3941-3952 Withheld

307. Document entitled "A Four-Pollutant Strategy for Existing Coal-fired Power Plants,"
dated March 8, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Withheld was a draft two-pager consisting of a
strategy for the above subject matter, a topic of the NEPDG deliberative material.
2 pages. #3953-3954 Withheld

308. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy/Policy Options." B-5 Exemption -
Withheld information consisted of policy options for the NEPDG. I page. #3955
Withheld
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309. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy Carbon Free Electricity Portfolio
Standard." B-5 Exemption - Withheld was the policy option on the above subject. 1
page. #3956 Withheld

310. Document entitled "Clean Liquid Fuels," dated March 8, 2001. B-5 Exemption -
Withheld was the draft strategy to Clean Liquid Fuels for the NEPDG. 2 pages. #3957-
3958 Withheld

311. Document entitled "Policy Goal Addressed: Enhance Supply and Productivity," dated
Mach 11, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Withheld were the draft policy goals of the draft
NEPDG. 4 pages. #3959-3962 Withheld

312. Document entitled "Technology Development to Increase Electricity Production From
Existing Coal-fired Power Plants, dated March 8, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Withheld
document is a policy goal and strategy of the subject which is a part of the NEPDG.
1 page. #3963 Withheld

313. E-mail to Andy Kydes from Margot Anderson, dated March 12, 2001. Subject: RE:
Template. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted is guidance, recommendations, and
suggestions on templates and goals for the NEPDG. 2 pages. #3964-3965 Released in
Part

314. E-mail to James Mackey and Paul Carrier from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 19, 2001.
Subject: RE: CA Problems Update 3/19/01 1:30 EST: Possible Stage III. B-5 Exemption
- Information redacted (under Exemption 5) consists of deliberative material reflecting
the process of commenting, recommending and revising draft documents relating to
NEPDG. 1 page. #3966 Released in Part

315. E-mail to James Mackey and Paul Carrier from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 19, 2001.
Subject: RE: CA Problems Updated 3/19/01 1:30 EST: Stage III & rolling blackouts ON
GOING. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted (under Exemption 5) consists of
deliberative material reflecting the process of commenting, recommending and revising
draft documents relating to NEPDG. 2 pages. #3967-3968 Released in Part

316. E-mail to Robert Kripowicz from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 19, 2001. Subject: clean
coal technology. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted (under Exemption 5) consist of
deliberative material seeking guidance, comments, and recommendation regarding the
above topic related to NEPDG. 1 page. #3969 Released in Part

317. E-mail to Margot Anderson from Joseph Kelliher, dated March 20, 2001, with one
attachment (Bates #3971-3976). Subject: RE: a request. B-5 Exemption - Information
redacted (under Exemption 5) consists of request for deliberative material reflecting the
process of commenting, recommending, revising or requesting guidance for draft
documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #3970 Released in Part
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318. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy Elements." B-5 Exemption -
Information withheld (under Exemption 5) consist of deliberative material reflecting
comments, recommendations and revisions of policy elements within the NEPDG
documents. 6 pages. #3971-39-76 Withheld

319. Memorandum to Margot Anderson from Andy S. Kydes, dated February 28, 2001.
Subject: New material Forwarded. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted under
(Exemption 5) consists of deliberative material reflecting comments, recommendations,
and revisions of draft NEPDG documents. 2 pages. #3977-3978 Released in Part

320. Undated document entitled "Introduction: U.S. Energy Supply and Demand Overview."
B-5 Exemption - Information withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of deliberative
material reflecting the comments, recommendations and revisions of draft NEPDG
documents. 14 pages. #3979-3992 Withheld

321. Undated document entitled "The Next Six Months: Regional Issues." B-5 Exemption -
Information withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of deliberative material that reflect
the comments, recommendations and revisions of draft NEPDG documents. 3 pages.
#3993-3995 Withheld

322. E-mail to Larry Pettis from Margot Anderson, dated March 2, 2001, with two attachments
(Bates #3997-4019). Subject: Attachments for Monday NEP meeting. B-5 Exemption -
Information redacted (under Exemption 5) consist of deliberative material reflecting the
comments, recommendations and revisions of draft NEPDG documents.
I page. #3996 Released in Part

323. Undated document entitled "Over-riding Principle." B-5 Exemption - Information
withheld (under Exemption 5) consist of deliberative material reflecting comments,
recommendations, and revisions of draft NEPDG documents. 8 pages.
#3997- 4004 Withheld

324. Undated document entitled "U.S. Energy Supply and Demand Overview." B-5
Exemption - Information withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of deliberative material
reflecting the internal deliberation process of strategy for the drafting of NEPDG
documents. 15 pages. #4005- 4019 Withheld

325. Undated document entitled "Over-riding Principle." B-5 Exemption - Information
withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of deliberative material reflecting comments,
recommendations, and revisions of draft documents relating to NEPDG documents.
1 page. #4020 Withheld

326. E-mail from to Andy Kydes from Phyllis Martin, dated March 6, 2001. Subject: RE:
Please check the gas portions of this chapter 10 discussion. B-5 Exemption - Information
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redacted (under Exemption 5) consist of deliberative material reflecting guidance,
comments, recommendations and revisions of draft documents relating to NEPDG.
1 page. #4021 Released in Part

327. Undated document entitled "Section 6 Infrastructure Investment, Integrity and Safety."
B-5 Exemption - Information withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of deliberative
material reflecting comments, recommendations and revisions of draft documents relating
to NEPDG. 5 pages. #4022- 4026 Withheld

328. Document entitled "Informal Draft-- SectionlO National Energy Security and
International Affairs," dated March 22, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld
(under Exemption 5) consist of deliberative material reflecting comments,
recommendations and revisions of draft documents relating to NEPDG. 14 pages. #4027-
4040 Withheld

329. Document entitled "Informal Draft --Section 10 National Energy Security and
International Affairs," dated March 22, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld
(under Exemption 5) consist of deliberative material reflecting comments,
recommendations and revisions of draft documents relating to NEPDG. 14 pages. #4041-
4054 Withheld

330. Undated document from Michael Grillot. Subject: Comments on Section 10 National
Energy Security and International Affairs. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld (under
Exemption 5) consist of deliberative material reflecting comments, recommendations and
revisions of draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #4055 Withheld

331. Document entitled "Informal Draft-- Section 10 National Energy Security and
International Affairs," dated March 26, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld
(under Exemption 5) consists of deliberative material reflecting comments,
recommendations and revisions of draft documents relating to NEPDG. 14 pages.
#4056-4069 Withheld

332. Undated document entitled "Informal Draft Section 10." B-5 Exemption - Information
withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of deliberative material reflecting comments,
recommendations and revisions of draft documents relating to NEPDG. 11 pages. #4070-
4080 Withheld

333. Undated document entitled "Section 10 National Energy Security & International
Affairs." B-5 Exemption - Information withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of
deliberative material reflecting comments, recommendations and revisions of draft
documents relating to NEPDG. 10 pages. #4081- 4090 Withheld

334. E-mail to Linda Doman and George Butler from Andy Kydes, dated March 2, 2001,
#4091 with one attachment ( #4092-4100). Subject: FW: National Energy Policy Paper.
B-5 Exemption - Information redacted (under Exemption 5) consists of deliberative
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material reflecting comments, recommendations and revisions of draft documents relating
to NEPDG. 1 page. #4091 Released in Part

335. Undated document email attachment entitled "Section 10 National Energy Security &
International Affairs." B-5 Exemption - Information withheld (under Exemption 5)
consists of deliberative material reflecting comments, recommendations and revisions of
draft documents relating to NEPDG. 9 pages. #4092-4100 Withheld

336. Document entitled "Section 10 National Energy Security & International Affairs,"dated
March 5, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of
deliberative material reflecting comments, recommendations and revisions of draft
documents relating to NEPDG. 8 pages. #4101-4108 Withheld

337. Undated document entitled "Section 10 National Energy Security & International
Affairs." B-5 Exemption - Information withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of
deliberative material reflecting comments, recommendations and revisions of draft
documents relating to NEPDG. 9 pages. #4109-4117 Withheld

338. E-mail to Andy Kydes and Jay Braitsch from Donald Juckett, dated March 22, 2001,
#4118, with one attachment (Bates #4119-4133). Subject: NEP Chapter 10 - Resource
Base Potential. B-5 Exemption - Information redacted (under Exemption 5) consist of
deliberative material reflecting comments, recommendations and revisions of draft
documents relating to NEPDG. 1 page. #4118 Released in Part

339. Document email attachment, entitled "Informal Draft-- Section 10 National Energy
Security and International Affairs," dated March 22, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Information
withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of deliberative material reflecting comments,
recommendations and revisions of draft documents relating to NEPDG. 15 pages. #4119-
4133 Withheld

340. Document entitled "Existing Coal Power FE," dated March 8, 2001. B-5 Exemption -
Information withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of deliberative material reflecting
comments, recommendations and revisions of draft documents relating to NEPDG. 1
page. #4134 Withheld

341. Document entitled "Access to Oil and Natural Gas Resources on Federal Lands," dated
March 8, 2001. B-5 Exemption - Information withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of
deliberative material reflecting comments, recommendations and revisions of draft
documents relating to NEPDG. 2 pages. #4135-4136 Withheld

342. Undated document entitled "National Energy Policy Federal Electricity Restructuring
Legislation." B-5 Exemption - Information withheld (under Exemption 5) consists of
deliberative material reflecting comments, recommendations and revisions of draft
documents relating to NEPDG. 2 pages. #4137-4138 Withheld
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